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THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would 


shortly have to make a full statement on the situation 


in Norway in the House of Commons. 


The following were the main points in a 


discussion which ensued regarding what should be 


included in this statement: 


(i)	 The withdrawal from central Norway was 

strategically imperative. If we had 

continued to operate in that theatre 

we should probably have had to put in 

a force of some 50,000 to 60,000 troops 

and conducted a campaign in an area in 

which we could not have maintained air 

equality. 


(ii)	 The maintenance of such a force through 

ports over which the enemy had great air 

superiority would have imposed a strain on 

the Navy and thereby impaired its mobility 

to an extent which would only have been 

justified if great results could have been 

obtained. 


(̂ v) The same objections did not apply to North 

Norway and Narvik, which would not be 

exposed to the same scale of air attack and 

would be easier to protect. 


(vi)	 To the question why we had sent an expedition 

to Norway at all, the reply should be that 

we had been obliged to answer an appeal for 

assistance from the Norwegians. Owing to 

the need for speed, we had done this with 

small forces; and had the advance of the 

Germans been less rapid, these small forces 

might have served a very useful purpose in 

containing much larger German forces. 


(vii)	 Whilst it had been impossible to foresee 

the course of events, we could point to the 

following favourable factors:
(a)	 the tangible and irrefutable fact that 


we had succeeded in destroying half the 

German Navy: 


(b)	 that we had induced the Germans to send 

some 8 or 9 Divisions into Norway: 


1 
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OPERATIONS THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would 

IN NORWAY. 


shortly have to make a full statement on the situation 

(Previous 

Reference: in Norway in the House of Commons. 

W.M. (40) 108th 

Conclusions, The following were the main points in a 

Minute 3.) 


discussion which ensued regarding what should be 

Statement by 

the Prime included in this statement: 

Minister in 


( i) The withdra^a^l-^fj^ro^Clar^ 

strategically imperative. . .1-1*'we had 

continued to operate in that theatre, 

we should probably have had to put in 

a force of some 50,000 to 60,000 troops. 

The maintenance of sea communications for 

this force would have tied down the Navy 


(lii) 	 By retaining a large force in Central 

Norway we should have been pursuing the 

very course which the Germans wished us 

to adopt. 


We were withdrawing from Central Norway 

to fight in North Norway. 


The same objections did not apply to North 

Norway and Narvik,which would not be 

exposed to the same scale of air attack and 

would be easier to protect. 


( v i ) 	 To the question why we had sent an expedition 
to Norway at all, the reply should be that 
we had been obliged to answer an appeal for 
assistance from the Norwegians. Owing to 
the need for speed, we had done this with 
small forces; and had the advance of the 
Germans been less rapid, these small forces 
might have served a very useful purpose in 
containing much larger German forces. 

(vii)	 Whilst it had been impossible to foresee 

the course of events, we could point to the 

following favourable factors:
(a)	 the tangible and irrefutable fact that 


we had succeeded in destroying half the 

German Navy: 


(b)	 that we had induced the Germans to send 

some 8 or 9 Divisions into Norway: 


- 1 





(c)	 That in going into Norway the Germans had 

imposed upon themselves an act of self
blockade "by losing the Norwegian corridor 

of territorial waters for their ore traffic: 


(d)	 That it had given us the opportunity of 

seiz:". ng Narvik

(viij) We had had to deal with a country which had 

refused our offers of help. When eventually 

Norway had appealed to us for help, the Germans 

had succeeded in taking possession of all the 

aerodromes, which had enabled them to achieve an 

overwhelming superiority in the air. 


( vill*) The Territorial Army forces which had formed the 

first contingent sent to Norway had been despatched 

with the object of seizing bases at Andalsnes 

and Namsos, It was only after their arrival 

that our hand had been forced "by the Norwegian 

Commander-: n-Chief, who had stated that unless 

these troops were sent into the front line to 

help $he Norwegian troops, the latter would 

surrender, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that one of the main 


points upon which discussion might centre, and upon which, 


therefore, the War Cabinet would have to decide the line to 


be taken, were the step:s which we had taken - in advance of 


the German invasion- to prepare forces for Norway. He 


referred to the statements made by Herr von Ricbentrop in 


his recent speech. Our forces had been prepared in view 


of the probability that assistance by us to Finland, or 


action in Norwegian territorial waters, might provoke a 


German invasion of Southern Norwajr. Our forces had been 


intended to forestall the Germans at Bergen, Trondhjem 


and Stavanger - since if the Germans had got there first, it 


would have been very difficult- to push them out - but the e ssence 

of our plan had been that we should not set foot on Norwegian 


soil unless invited by the Norwegians, or until the Germans 


had first committed a hostile act against Norway. This 


was quite clear from the instructions to the Commander of 


"Stratford" Force'(Enclosure II to W.P. (40) 122). It 


might well be that the document which Herr von Ribbentrop had 

in his possession was an order based on these instructions. 






The War Cabinet would have to decide whether 


or not to disclose to the House of Commons the 


contents of these instructions. He felt it would be 


best to do so, since they showed that, on the one 


hand, we had made full preparations for the 


eventuality, and, on the other, that we had had no 


intention of violating Norwegian soil until the 


Germans had done so first. In this way a complete 


answer would impliedly be furnished to von Ribbentrop. 


There was considerable discussion on this 


point, and various incidents were recalled to show that 


it had only been on account of the German treachery to 


Norway that our carefully laid plans had been 


forestalled. 


It was generally agreed that it would be 


best that the Prime Minister, in making his statement 


in the House on the operations in Norway, should, 


without going into unnecessary detail, disclose 


the plans which had been made, and the orders which 


had been issued. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it would 


be desirable that he should make a statement in 


Parliament that week, probably on Thursday. The debate 


would probably take place in the ensuing week. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR informed1he 


War Cabinet that at 8 p.m. on the previous night, the 

Director of Military Operations had been rung up by 


one of the General Managers of Reuter's to say that their 


Lobby Correspondent had received "from a person in 


authority" information that we intended to withdraw from 


Norway, The General Manager had given instructions 






that this news was on no account to "be reported,, 


The Lobby Correspondent had refused to divulge the 


name of his informant. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that according to 


thw Minister of Information our intention to 


withdraw f.voa Central Norway was already known to 


scores of people, * 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY felt that 


it was inevitable that people were drawing their own 


inference ass to our? withdrav/a? 
̂c 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

ahove statement^ 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that in 


view of the exceptionally large number of mine-laying air
raids the previous evening, orders had been issued for 


the action to be taken in the event of a German attack 


on Belgium or the Netherlands to be held at 12 hours 


Action if Holland notice instead of 24Q As regards the defence of the 
or Belgium is 


invaded. coast, we must rely for this mainly on aircraft. More 


^Reference- than ever, he felt that we should have at least one 

W.M. (40) 97th highly trained Division in this country available to 
Conclusions, 

Minute 8.)

.Invasion of Great 

Britain: Pr*e
cautionary 

measures. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M. (40) 108th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 4.) 


Air action if 

Holland or 

Belgium is 

invaded. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M. (40) 102nd 

Conclusions, 

Minute 1.) 


 meet a German landing. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that he 


had taken preliminary steps to recall to this country the 


rest of the 5th Division; the final orders would be 


issued the following day, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that a 


German attack on Texel at once raised the question 


whether we should bomb targets in the Ruhr, since it 


had been agreed with the French that we should attack 


the oil targets in Germany if the Netherlands were 


invaded by Germany,, A German attack on Texel would also 


call for a revision of the policy governing our air 


operations in Scandinavia0 The number of long range 


bombers at our disposal was not such that we could afford 


to sustain continuous losses ov to have large numbers of 


aircraft continually under repair. 






The Secretary of State added that it now 


looked as though the Germans contemplated making a 


seaborne raid on the Netherland Islands, rather 


than a land invasion across the flooded areas. 


From their point of view this would he a far more 


satisfactory operation. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


in any previous war we should have been able to seize 


Texel; but, in view of the development of the air 


arm, it was not desirable to expose.war ships to 


continual air attack in this manner. This objection 


did not apply, however, to the use of submarines. 


The most effective answer to a German attack on Texel 


would be an immediate air attack by ourselves on 


the Ruhr. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that we should 


at once inform the Netherland Government of the 


report we had received, and inquire whether they had 


any reason to anticipate a German attack and what 


measures they proposed to take. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that he would at once make the inquiries suggested. 


In the meanwhile, however, it would, he thought, 


be right for us to assume that such action by the 


Germans would constitute an invasion of the 


Netherlands, and would thus free our hands to attack 


the Ruhr. 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed, and added that 


this was fully understood by the French Government. 


It would, however, be of advantage if the Chiefs of 


Staff were no?; once more to examine the action to 


be taken. 






r 	 13 


The War Cabinet:
(i)	 Invited the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs to instruct His 

Majesty's Minister, The Hague, to 

inform the Netherland Government of 

the report which we had received 

of a threatened attack "by Germany 

on the Netherland Islands from Texel 

eastwards; to inquire whether they 

had any reason to anticipate such 

an attack; and what measures they 

propose to take to meet it. 


(ii) Agreed that an attack by Germany on the 

Netherland Islands would constitute 

"a German aggression against Holland" 

(Resolution IV of the 8th Meeting 

of the Supreme War Council), and that 

in the event of a German attack on 

the Netherland Islands, the Royal Air 

Force would be free immediately to 

attack marshalling yards and oil 

refineries in the Ruhr. 


(iii)	 Invited the Chiefs of Staffs Committee 

to examine in the light of (ii) what 

action should be taken in the event 

of a German attack on the Netherland 

Islands. 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY called attention 


to the Conclusion reached on the previous day 
"That in the .event of a German attack 

on the Netherland Islands, the Royal 

Air Force -would be free immediately 

to attack marshalling yards and oil 

refineries in the Ruhr"* 


The Chiefs of Staff had been invited to examine, 


in the light of this decision, "what action should 


be taken in the event of a German attack on the 


Nether land Islands " B (WJL.(40) 109th Conclusions, 


Minute 9 (ii) and (iii)0) 


The First Lord asked whether a further reference 


would be made to the War Cabinet before an air attack 


on the Ruhr was ordered. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR recalled that 


the War Cabinet had agreed that "If Germany invaded 


Holland or Belgium, the Allied Air Forces, without 


further reference to their Governments, should 


immediately attack military objectives in Germany, 


such as troop concentrations, marshalling yards, 


communications, and oil refineries".. 


Nevertheless, if circumstances permitted,he would 


inform the War Cabinet of the military objectives which.1 the 

Air Force intended to attaclc  in view of the possible 
y


reactions of such a decision,, He proposed to reportto the War Cabine'. 

in * the course of the next few days  after consultation with 
p


the Air Staff, as to the various measures of air 


action which might be taken, according to the 


circumstances prevailing at the time, in the event 


of a German invasion of Holland or Belgium,, 






4 f* 


1 0 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


that it would be convenient if this report could 


also include the arguments for and against the 


suggested air action, The most obvious of the 


arguments against taking the action contemplated ras, 


of course,, the fact that reprisals by Germany would 


follow. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR agreed that these 


aspects of the problem would be dealt with in the 


report he world make to the War Cabinet. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that two suggestions 
had occurred to him in connection with the rumours 
of an attack on Texel. The object of such an attack 
would be to gain possession of Texel aerodrome. This, 
and all the other Dutch aerodromes, constituted a 
standing temptation to the Germans, comparable with 
the temptation offered by the Swedish iron ore deposits 5

(l) We might ask the Netherlands	 Government 

whether they would see objection to our 

delivering an immediate attack by air on 

Texel aerodrome, if and when the Germans 

seized it-. The object would be to deliver 

our attack before the Germans had had time 

to instal their anti-aircraft guns. In 

this way any German aircraft at Texel might 


' suffer the same fate as our Gladiators had 

suffered in Norway . 


(2) We might ask the Dutch to mine all their 

aerodromes, with a view to their demolition 

in the event of invasion., At a later stage, 

if that seemed a prudent course, the Dutch 

might give notice of the action they had 

ta.ken, in the same way as notice was given 

of the laying of the minefields at sea. 


The War Cabinet:-


Invited the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to convey these 

suggestions to the Netherlands 

Government. 


Hichmond Terrace, S .W. 1. 
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OPERATIONS IN THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 

NORWAY. 


H.M.S. ARK ROYAL would begin operating with 27 Skuas 

Narvik. 


that morning It was anticipated that she would be able 

(Previous 

Reference: to continue operating, if necessary, either intermittently 


-
ff.M.(40) 112th 

Conclusions, 
 at full effort or continuously at reduced effort until 
jllinute 3T)

lAir support. Wednesday, 15th May, 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that ARK 20YAL Would 


be protected by .6 destroyers, against submarine attack, and 


an anti-aircraft cruiser. She would be working well to 


the north of Narvik and would return to re-equip with 


aircraft after the 15th May. If, however, floatplanes 


could not be provided to work at Narvik by that date, ARK 


ROYAL would have to try and continue in operation a little 


longer. 


It was hoped that H.M.S. GLORIOUS would arrive in 


the Narvik area on the 15th May with 18 Roc, 6 Walrus and 


9 Swordfish machines, all on floats. 


Bardufoss As it was thought that the aerodrome at Bardufoss 

aerodrome. 


would be ready to take Gladiator machines before it could 


take Hurricanes, it had been intended that H.M.S. FURIOUS 


should, in the first place, take on 18 land Gladiators 


and sail for some place to the north of Narvik as soon as 


the Gladiators were ready, She would then "be in a position 


to fly off the Gladiators at the earliest moment after the 


aerodrome was ready. 


-0 





Consideration 

of reply to 

Lord Cork's 

message of 

6th May,1940. 


It was anticipated that the interval between 


the time when Bardufoss aerodrome would be fit for 


Gladiators and the time when it would be fit for 


Hurricanes would be sufficient to allow H.M.S. FURIOUS, 


after flying off the Gladiators, to go south and return 


with a load of Hurricanes. 


The possibility of sending H.M.S. GLORIOUS to 


the Narvik area with an equipment of Gladiators and 


Skuas for operating from the carrier had been 


considered, but had been rejected, as it was thought 


that a heavier air effort could be maintained with the 


float planes than by H.M.S. GLORIOUS acting as a carrier. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that Colonel Ljungbag 

the Norwegian Minister for Defence, who was now in this 


country, had stated that he had received information that 


Bardufoss aerodrome would be cleared of snow and ready 


for use by May 12th. A telegram from Lord Cork, received 

that morning, had stated, however, that nothing would 


be ready before mid-June. Colonel Ljungberg had 


telegraphed to Norway giving instructions that every 


effort was to be made to get the aerodrome ready for 


use at the earliest possible moment. 


A number of Bofors and 3.7-inch guns were on 


their way. 


The First Lord read out a message 


(No.2355/5) from Admiral Lord Cork (a copy of 


which is attached as Appendix I) referring to the 


unanimous representations which had been made to him by 


Senior Army Officers, to the effect that a direct attack 


on Narvik in present circumstances would be unjustifiable. 






The First Lord said that it was not clear 


from the telegram whether Lord Cork accepted these 


views. 


The First Lord then read out a draft reply 


to Lord Cork, which had been prepared by the Chiefs 


of Staff, seeking; information as to whether Lord 


Cork agreed with the views of his military advisers on 


the question of an assault on Narvik; stressing the 


political importance of the early capture of Narvik; 


but stating that the final decision as to whether the 


assault should be made must be left to him (Lord 


Cork). He would be fully supported whether he 


decided for or against direct assault. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that he 


proposed to send, in addition, a private and personal 


signal to Lord Cork referring to paragraphs 5 and 6 


of his telegram (2355/5) and asking: 


(i)	 Whether the practicability of using 

warships for landing troops, on the 

lines of the action taken by H..M.S. 

IMPLACABLE at Gallipoli, had been 

considered. 


(ii)	 Whether it would be practicable for 

destroyers to go alongside the wharves 

in Narvik. 


During the discussion which ensued, the War 


Cabinet were informed that Colonel Trappes-Lomax, 


Colonel of the Scots Guards, who was in charge of the 


actual troops who would carry out the landing 


operation, was of the opinion that a direct assault 


on Narvik in present circumstances was not justified. 


There was general agreement that the tenor 


of the draft telegram prepared by the Chiefs of Staff 


was all in the direction of pressing for a direct 






assault. It was most important not to send any 


message which would bring pressure to hear on Lord 


Cork and might cause him to take action against his 


better judgment. 


The War Cabinet were of opinion that the 


right course was to send a message to Lord Cork which 


would elicit his own appreciation of the position. 


Should the telegram to Lord Cork invite him 


to ask General Auchinleck to give his opinion on the 


problem? The General was due to leave in a convoy 


sailing on the following day, but it was not the 


intention that he should take command at Narvik until 


the town had been captured. It was generaly agreed 


that Lord Cork should be informed that General 


Auchinleck was on his way and would be available for 


consultation. He would have to be sent up to Narvik, 


however, by the quickest possible means, and not in an 


ordinary convoy. 


In the course of discussion, the following 


points were touched on:

(l)	 What, were the relative merits of at direct 

assault as compared with the more deliberate 

Operations which were now proceeding? 'In 
\wigking this issue, it must be remembered 

that, for every day's delay, the scale of 

air attack would increase. 


The danger of this attack was greatest 

during mobile operations, since movement 

over the snow-covered ground naturally 

attracted bombing. Once the phase of 

movement was over and the troops were 

firmly established at Narvik, they would 

have very much less to fear from the air. 

The base establishments and the shipping 

using the port would, however, still be in 

danger from the air. 


file:///wigking




(2)	 Had we sufficient troops in the Narvik 

area for operations of a deliberate 

character? It was thought that enough 

troops were available. The demi-brigade 

of Chasseurs Alpins which had been at 

Namsos, could, if necessary, be sent up 

after refitting. Deliberate operations 

for the capture of Narvik would, however, 

be slow. 


(3)	 Were the Germans likely to be reinforced 

by air? This possibility must be borne 

in mind. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that there 


had been a report that German aircraft were operating 


from a frozen lake to the eastward of Narvik, where 


they were dropping supplies and parachute troops. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR referred to 


a report received from the South Wales Borderers from 


the Ankenes Peninsula, that a considerable number of 


large German aircraft had been sighted flying eastwards 


on the 5th May. 


(4)	 What action could be taken to reduce the 

scale of air attack on our troops in the 

Narvik area? 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that it 


was proposed to bomb Stavanger aerodrome that night. 


He had, however, received strong representations from 


the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, as 


to the unsoundness of attempting to bomb the aerodrome 


at Trondhjem. Trondhjem was at the limit of range 


of our aircraft; and the nights were so short that the 


aircraft had to approach in daylight, and they could 


therefore only send over single machines at a time-. 


Even then there would be a heavy wastage of aircraft 


which were urgently required for mine-laying. Moreover, 


we should be frittering away aircraft unprofitably 


which we might at any moment need very badly for 


operations on the Western Front. 






Instructions 

to General 

Auchinleek. 


In the course of discussion, reference was 


made to the definition of the object of the Narvik 


operations set out in W.P.(40) 144. This object 


was defined as follows:
"To secure and maintain a base in Northern 

Norway from which we can:
(a) Deny iron ore supplies to Germany 


via Narvik.. 


(b) Interfere so far as may be possible 

with ore supplies to Germany from 

Lulea. 


(c) Preserve a part of Norway as a seat 

of Government for the Norwegian King 

and people. " 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the immediate 


object was surely to preserve a part of Norway as a 


seat of government for the Norwegian King and people. 


Failure to achieve this would have a very bad 


political effect, not only on neutral Governments, but 

also on the French. The principal justification for 


operations at Narvik was that if we captured it, it 

would be a potential threat to the Gallivare ore 


fields.. In these circ\amstances, Narvik was bound to 


attract German air attack, and the question arose 


whether such attack would be a bigger drain on Germany 


than the defence would be upon ourselves. He would 


like to be reassured on this matter. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE.ADMIRALTY said that a 


paper on this very question was to be considered by the 


Military Go-ordination Committee later that day. He 


hoped to be able to prepare a note on the matter for 


the consideration of the War Cabinet at an early date. 


He emphasised how very serious would be the reper
cussions of accepting a defeat at Narvik. These 






would include the following:
(i)	 It would show that our will to win and our 


fighting capacity were less than those of 

the enemy. The difficulties of the Germans 

in the Narvik operations were no less than 

our own, and if we accepted defeat without 

a hitter struggle,it would have a devastating 

effect on world opinion. 


(ii)	 Norway would probably give in and make 

peace with Germany. 


(iii)	 As long as a battle for Narvik was raging, 

the temptation to Germany to violate Swedish 

neutrality would grow, and it would be to our 

advantage to have Sweden in the war on our 

side, since this would involve a big diversion 

of German effort. Moreover, we should then 

be able to attack the ore fields and Lulea 

directly from the air. 


(iv)	 Provided we established ourselves at Narvik, 

however bitter the struggle might be, we 

should be able to mine Lulea and bomb the 

ore ships even if Sweden did not come in. 

Our principal objective was to stop the 

Lulea traffic, by which Germany would have 

to get in 8 to 9 million tons of ore this 

summer. This was an object which it was 

well worth making the greatest efforts to 

achieve. 


Undoubtedly the Narvik operations would mean 


expenditure of our air power, but the Germans would 


have to expend theirs too. It would be better for us 


if the air fighting took place at Narvik rather than 


over our own shores or in the Low Countries. 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(i) That the telegram contained in 


Appendix II should be despatched 

immediately to Lord Cork. 


(ii)	 That General Auchinleck should be 

sent to Narvik by the quickest 

method in order that Lord Cork 

might have the benefit of his 

advice. Arrangements should be 

made for him to travel by air if 

practicable. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.-1.
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APPENDIX^. 


5 E C E E l ,
 MESSAGE. IN, 


2355/5/Kay. 

Prom P.0 . Narvik, 


Date 6/5/40. 


Received 0421, 


NAVAL CYPHER (D) BY W/T, 


Addressed Admiralty. 


IMMEDIATE, 


136. For Admiralty and for "ar Office Reference 

projected direct attach on Narvik the following unanimous 

representations made by senior army officers are forwrrded 

for consideration. In view of their unanimity I feel 

bound to refer the matter to the judgment of His Majesty's 

Government which I do with great reluctance. Begins 


1' There are insufficient assault landing craft to 

put ashore an adequate force to cover landing of troc- s in 

unprotective craft. Only half the A L C's out of 14" 

required are available. 


2. Employment of local craft and trawlers is 

necessary to supplement motor landing craft of which there 

are only five. Trawlers and local craft require a steeply 

sloping beach and with limited information and bad charts 

it is uncertain whether they will ground within reach of 

rocks. 


3o . This means on only practicable front for assault 

only one small beach is available for each assaulting 

battalion and one of these in 150 yards long. Both are 

bordered by high rocks and steep slopes over which men could 

barely clamber let alone assault. 


4. C O . H.M.S. AURORA. S.O. Ofot Piord patrol 

supports these views. 


5. During approach landing craft will be in sight of 

enemy for 1-g hours it is daylight throughout the 24 hours 

surprise of any sort is therefore impossible. 


6. Men in open boats will be subject to air attack 

for at least 4 hours. 


7  Ships carry no smoke shells and the use of 
C


funnel smoke and smoke £bats is dependent on remote chance 

of a suitable wind. 


8. Troops will be unable to dig on account of rocks 

and frost and so get protection from air attack against 

which there will be no adequate defence for the preaeiiu. 






f0 Brigadier Eraser and all military officers experienced 

in war fully agree. General Maclcesy whose attitude has been 

most helpful had no previous knowledge that these representa
tions were to "be made. lie has been doing his utmost to 

carry out my orders but I fully realized his personal view 

remained as he had always given it and as contained in his 

G 53 of (? 21st April). 


He iiow adds that since that date situation in air 

has grown worse and he regards an opposed landing in face of 

unopposed enemy aircraft as being absolutely unjustified. 


The alternative to this direct attack is to continue 

with the development of base while keeping Narvik blockaded;, 

and to await as proposed the prearranged movements now 

proceeding, but at present making slow progress. 


2355/5, 


Advance copy sent....to "Duty Captain (2.) and Xlax Office0 






APPENDIX II. 


FOLLOWING FOR LORD CORK IN REPLY TO HIS 

SIGNAL 2555 - 5TH MAY. 


Your 136 


Whilst grounds for taking Narvik speedily are 


weighty, especially in view of effect on neutrals 


and probability of increasing air attacks, the 


military views expressed in your Telegram cannot 


he lightly set aside. Cabinet desire to know 


your personal appreciation without seeking to bias 


your judgment in any way. General Auchinleck, 


who will ultimately command.,the troops, should join 


you on the 12th May. 










T H I S D O C U M E N T IS T H E P R O P E R T Y OF H I S B R I T A N N I C MAJESTY'S G O V E R N M E N T 

MOST SECRET, 


THE NETHERLANDS. 


Allied liaval, 

military and air 

action in the 

event of a 

German attack on 

the Netherland 

Islands. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(40) 109th 

Cone lusions-, 

Minute 9.) 


TO BE KEPT U N D E R LOCK A N D KEY. 


It is requested that special care may be taken to 
ensure the secrecy of this document. 

COPY NO. 


W.oM..(40). .114th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 1, 


C onf ident i a1 Annex0 


(7th May, 1940.) 


The War Cabinet had before them a Report by 


the Chiefs of Staff Committee (W.P.(40) 143). 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that there was one 


observation which he would like to make at the outset 


of the discussion. The Report stated that the 


occupation of the Netherland Islands would be merely 


a first step in a German occupation of Holland- He 


felt, however, that it would be unsafe to rule out 


altogether the possibility that an attack on the 


Islands might not be followed by the movement of 


German troops for an appreciable period. If the 


Allied troops moved forward into Belgium as soon as 


the Germans attacked the Islands, then presumably the 


German Army would also move. The responsibility for 


ordering the Allied advance, however, lay with the 


French; they might hesitate to give that order if 


the German move was limited to the occupation of the 


Islands. Presumably, the right time to attack the 


German marshalling yards was at the earliest possible 


moment after the German Army had started to move. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR thought that 


it was inconceivable that the Germans would confine 


their action to taking the Islands. He felt 


certain that land invasion would inevitably 


follow, and that,therefore, we should strike at 


Germany at once and not wait until their troops 


were on the move, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF agreed. It 


would be of little value to the Germans merely 


to occupy the Islands, where they would be subject 


to a very heavy scale of air attack, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that his point 


would be met by a statement in the Report to the 


effect that air attack on the marshalling yards would not 


be completely automatic, i. e. they would not, of 


course, be attacked if they did not actually contain 


German troops. 


The War Cabinet agreed that the Report 


should be amended in the sense suggested by the Prime 


Minister, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF then invited 


attention to the main points in the Report. The 


following additional points emerged from the ensuing 


discussion; 
ttack om the (1) The difficulties of using the bomber force 


when there was no moon, were emphasised 


in paragraph 8. While it might be 


difficult to identify such targets as 


oil refineries, marshalling yards would 


have to be lit up if they were in use, 


while coking plants and power plants were 

s e If - illuminat ing. 






Mine-laying 

in German 

rivers. 


Magnetic 

mines. 


Denial of 

Dutch 

aerodromes 

to the 

Germans. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(40) 113th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 9.) 


(2) It was an essential part of our plans to 


attack the marshalling yards in the Ruhr in the 


event of a German invasion of Holland or Belgium. 


Unless targets in the Ruhr were to he attacked, 


the heavy bomber force could not be used to 


counter the attack on Holland or Belgium. Attack 


on the marshalling yards would not, however, . 


employ the whole of our heavy bomber resources, 


and it was therefore intended, if the German 


attack took place at a time when there was 


no moon, to devote a part of the heavy bomber 


force to attack self-illuminating targets, 


such as coking and power plants. 


(3) The first section of paragraph 9 should be 


amended to make it clear that the laying of 


mines in the mouths of the Elbe, Jade, Weser 


and Ems had been done by Fleet Air Arm and 


R.A.F. aircraft and not by submarines. 


(4) Paragraph 9, second sentence.	 The present 


output of magnetic mines was 200 per month 


and would rise to 500 per month by 1st July. 


This outpxit was sufficient to allow both for 


operation Paul and for mining the Yifestern German 


ports, 


(5) No sure information had yet been received of the 


action taken by the Dutch to prepare demolitions 


at their aerodromes. The British Ambassador 


at The Hague had been asked to report on 


the matter. 






Denial of Dutch and (6) THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO informed the 
Belgian resources. 

War Cabinet that a most satisfactory meeting 
previous 


Reference; had recently been held in Paris between 
.M. (39) 61st 

jonclusions, British, French and Belgian representatives 
;,Iinute 5.) 


in connection with the denial of resources 


to Germany in the event of invasion. So far 


as Belgium was concerned, satisfactory 


action had already been taken to reduce 


stocks of raw materials and oil, or to transfer 


them to the vicinity of the French frontier. 


Similar precautions had been taken over the 


Belgian gold reserves. The position as 


regards Holland,although not so satisfactory 


as in the case of Belgium, had shown some 


improvement, 


Strengthening of (7) Submarine patrols off the Dutch Islands had 

Naval Forces on the 

East Coast. been strengthened. Two cruisers, hitherto 


based, on Rosyth, were being sent further 


South, No additional destroyers, however, 


were yet available for the defence of the 


East coast. 


Mining' of the ('8) THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that the 

Danube. 


laying of fluvial mines in the Danube would 

(Previous 

Reference: be an important corollary to the Royal 

W.M. (40). 91st 

Conclusions, Marine Operation and the laying of mines in 

Minute 4, ) 


the Rhine by aircraft. The mines would be 


laid in the German portion of the Danube and 


?/ould become innocuous before they reached 


neutral waters. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that once 


the battle had started on the Western Front, it would 


absorb the whole of our bomber effort and it would be 


impossible to spare bombers for mining operations 


either on the Rhine or the Danube. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that his 


view of the considerations raised in the report was 


founded on the conviction that a German attack on Holland 


w o u l d "be a decisive move aimed at the very existence 


of this country. Our "best moment to hit back would 


be as soon as the German attack was made, and before 


they had time to establish themselves. The longer 


we delayed, the more difficult action would be. If 


the Germans attacked the Dutch Islands, we should at 


once attack the enemy's transports on the Island 


aerodromes, and should intensify the laying of mines. 


Should we go further and take action which would open 


up unrestricted air war? 


In the /ight of Supreme War Council decisions, 


we were free to do so, but there were two other 


questions:
(i) Had we the necessary air strength? 


(ii)	 Was it strategically wise to do so 

at the present moment? 


In many ways there would be disadvantages 


in using the whole of our bomber strength at the 


present moment. Out total first line long-range bomber 


strength was 450. (This figure included about 100 


Blenheims, which would not be used for an attack on 


the Ruhr O Of this figure of 450 we had lost 75 


during the period of the operations in Norway. As 


against that loss, 107 long-range bombers had been 


delivered from aircraft storage units and contractors to 


operational units during the same period. Many of the 


machines in reserve, however; were short of.necessary 


A 






equipment and modifications, and though every effort was 


"being made to improve the position, the Air Ministry 


considered that at the present time they could 


n o  t r e l  y on more than 240 heavy bombers, 


of which only half would be actually serviceable on 


any given day. Our available striking force cn 


any given day was, therefore, 120 heavy bombers. 


(This figure did not include Blenheims,) 


Was this a sufficient force for carrying out 


our plan of attack on the Ruhr? 


It was calculated that with the force 


available we could drop 28 tons of bombs a night on 


oil refineries, marshalling yards and vital plants. 


At this rate we should theoretically be able to 


destroy the objectives in 11 - 18 days. 


Our casualties in Scandinavia had been 6% 


per raid. In the Ruhr the casualties were assessed 


at 10% per raid, i.e. 30 bombers a week, although 


operations would only be carried out at night. 


Leaving out of account the effect of enemy 


attack on our aircraft industry, our production in 


the same period should be 21 - 34 heavy bombers a 


week. 


- 6 





It was calculated that we should he ahle 


to carry on operations at the intensity indicated 


for six weeks, after which the scale of effort 


would drop by about 50 per cent. 


He (the Secretary of State for Air) would, 


naturally, prefer that we should not start these 


operations until we were in a more satisfactory 


position as regards equipment and, particularly, 


as regards the A,A, gun position. We had only 


40 per cent, of our requirements in heavy A.A. guns 


and but 9 per cent, of our light A.A. gun requirement& 


He was convinced, however, that the risks of putting 


off the attack were too great. Moreover, if we did 


not use our heavy bombers to attack the Ruhr, they 


would not be used at all. It would be most wasteful 


to use our heavy bombers by day for the land battle, 


for which we had plenty of short-range bombers. If 


we confined attack to the marshalling yards, we would 


bring on total war just as surely as if we attacked 


the oil refineries. The plan proposed did not 


1
anticipate the use or exhaustion of our whole heavy


bomber force on a single objective.. 


In reply to a question, the CHIEF OF THE AIR 


STAFF estimated that as compared with our figure 


of 450 heavy bombers, the German figure of first-line 


heavy bomber strength was about 1,900, The German 


manufacturing and other resources Were greater than 


ours, and consequently they would be able to replace 


losses more quickly than we could. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that if we 


were to attack the German marshalling yards only, 


this would not necessarily provoke retaliation by the 






German Air Force on industry in this country,, 


On the other hand, if, in addition to 


marshalling-yards, we were to attack German oil 


refineries and coke ovens, such attack would, 


in his opinion, inevitably result in retaliation. 


The Chiefs of Staff proposed that air 


action should bo taken against objectives in 


Germany the moment the Germans moved into 


Holland. A very great effort on the part of 


the Allies would be needed to meet that move. 


He thought that it was a matter for consider
ation whether air attack on German oil 


refineries and coke ovens would assist that 


effort, or would be worth while , taking into 


account the very heavy scale of air attack by 


the German Sir Force to which it would expose 


this country,, 


%
THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF considered


that it would be unsound to assume that we should 


be saved from retaliation, were we to confine 


our attacks to marshalling -yards alone. 


In reply to various questions bearing 


on the indiscriminate nature of night 


bombing, he explained that heavy bombers on 


both sides would operate at night0 Neither 


we nor the Germans had as yet any satisfactory 


means of interception in the dark. During 


250 out of the 365 nights in the year searchlights 


were ineffective in this country, though the 


proportion of cloudless nights was greater in 


summer than in winter. The illumination of 






marshalling yards and the glow of coke ovens would 


make these targets visible at night. Oil 


refineries would not, however, show up. 


If we were right in assuming that we 


could inflict serious damage on targets in the 


Ruhr, Germany could also inflict damage here. We 


shodld undoubtedly suffer many casualties and 


damage to such targets as our big ports and 


industrial areas. On the other hand there was 


no target in this country comparable to the 


German marshalling yards. 


In reply to a question as to his 


personal view, THE VICE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL 


GENERAL STAPP said that once the land battle had 


been joined in the west it would be wr-ong to 


divert any of our resources from it  Heavy 
c


bombers were not, of course, suitable for actual 


co-operation with the land forces in the immediate 


battle zone, but he thought that they should be 


used to the fullest possible extent wherever they 


might be capable of contributing to the success 


of the land battle0 Since it was accepted that 


they could do this by attacking marshalling yards, 


he advocated that the full force of our heavy air 


attack should be diverted to them and not to 


other targets0 


Attack on other targets would open up 


unrestricted warfare. He was ready to believe 


that the higher morale of the people of this 


country would enable them to withstand air attack 






better than the people of Germany. He also 


understood that in certain spheres of civil 


defence, such as fire fighting, we v/ere better 


equipped than the Germans. It was open to 


argument, therefore, whether unrestricted air 


warfare might not be to our advantage. He 


fully believed, however, that it would be a 


mistake, on military grounds, to attempt to employ 


our Air Force on these two separate and 


distinct roles at one and the same time. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said 


that although he fully appreciated the force 


of the arguments of the Secretary of State for 


Air, he considered that it would be very 


dangerous and undesirable to take the initiative 


in opening unrestricted air warfare at a time 


when we possessed only a quarter of the striking 


power of the German Air Force. Even a limited 


initiative on our part might result in a 


wholesale indiscriminate bombing of this 


country. If this happened,we should not be able 


to appeal to the United States, who would be 


able to retort that it was we who had taken the 


first step. He suggested that we should press 


on with the production of small incendiary 


capsules for the destruction of German harvests: 


and forests. We should use the existence of 


this weapon as a threat to induce our enemies 


to confine air bombing to the zone of operations,, 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that the First 


Lord of the Admiralty and the Vice-Chief of the 


Imperial General Staff both felt objection to 


attacking targets such as oil refineries and coke 


ovens, but on somewhat different grounds.. The 


Vice-Chief of the Imperial General Staffs 


objection was based on the fact that such an 


attack would constitute a dispersal of effort. 


There was also the further point that, although 

the difference between bombing a marshalling yard 


and an oil refinery might be a fine one, neutral, 


and particularly American, opinion might 


recognise the former, but not the latter, as a 


legitimate military objective 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAli said that he had 


always felt that the Germans had been nervous 


about air attacks on their civil population. 


He doubted therefore whether, despite the marked 


numerical superiority of their air force, they 


would take the initiative in carrying out an 


air attack on this country which would provoke 


retaliation on Germany and consequently put the 


morale of the German people to the test, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR 


reiterated his view that If we failed to take 


immediate advantage of a German invasion of 


Holland to launch our air attack on Germany, 


an opportunity so favourable to us might never 


recur. We had reason to believe that our 


navigation by might was superior to that of the 






Germans; and it was to be remembered that 80 


per cent of the German armament industry was 


concentrated in the Ruhr and therefore 


constituted a target v/hich had no counterpart 


in this country. An air attack of the kind which 


was contemplated would, moreover, be carrying the 


war into Germany for the first time. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF made it clear 


that it was not the desire of the Air Staff to 


open up the "air war". Their reason for advocating 


air attack on Germany in the contingency 


contemplated was that in their view the invasion 


of Holland would be merely a preliminary to a 


German "air war" on this country; and consequently 


that it would be preferable that we should lose 


no time in seizing what, :';'./om car point of View , 

would be the most favourable moment to open the 


air war. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO reminded 


the War Cabinet of the reply which had been made 


by His Majesty's Government to the appeal against 


unrestricted air warfare which had been made by 


President Roosevelt on the outbreak of war. In 


this we had declared that we would scrupulously 


observe the rules until they had been broken by 


the enemy. He thought that it would be desirable 


that the Chiefs of Staff should be satisfied that 


the Germans had, in fact, broken the rules to an 


extent which would justify an attack by ourselves 


on German oil refineries and coke ovens. As an 


argument in favour of delay, he mentioned that 


developments in the application of R. D. F. held out 


promises of giving our Fighters the power to 


intercept bombers in the dark
e 






Germans; and it was to "be remembered that 80 


per cent of the German armament industry was 


concentrated in the Ruhr and therefore 


constituted a target which had no counterpart 


in this country,, An air attack of the kind which 


was contemplated would, moreover, "be carrying the 


war into Germany for the first time, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF made it clear 


that it was not the desire of the Air Staff to 


open up the "air war". Their reason for advocating 


air attack on Germany in the contingency 


contemplated was that in their view the invasion 


of Holland would "be merely a preliminary to a 


German "air war" on this country; and consequently 


that it would he preferable that we should lose 


no time in seizing what, f;?oai our point of "View , 

would be the most favourable moment to open the 


air war. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO reminded 


the War Cabinet of the reply which had been made 


by His Majesty's Government to the appeal against 


unrestricted air warfare which had been made by 


President Roosevelt on the outbreak of war. In 


this we had declared that we would scrupulously 


observe the rules until they had been broken by 


the enemy. He thought that it would be desirable 


that the Chiefs of Staff should be satisfied that 


the Germans had, in fact, broken the rules to an 


extent which would justify an attack by ourselves 


on German oil refineries and coke ovens. As an 


argument in favour of delay, he mentioned that 


developments in the application of R. D. F. held out 


promises of giving our Fighters the power to 


intercept bombers in the dark* 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that 


these hopes were as yet not very firm. He would 


himself prefer to postpone an attack on military 


objectives in Germany, but for his conviction that to 


do so in the event of a German invasion of Holland would 


be to deny us our only means of countering such a 


German move* 


THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY considered 


that a better counter to this move would be found in 


the land battle which would be joined by the French 


and British Armies, 


THE VICE-CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF1 


suggested that the Germans, while invading Holland, 


might be content to move up to the Albert Canal 


without advancing further into Belgium. In this event 


even if the British and French Armies moved up beyond 


the Namur-Antwerp Line the land battle might not be 


joined. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was clear 


that the War Cabinet felt considerable doubt about the 


proposals contained in the Report by the Chiefs of 


Staff in regard to the initiation of air action against 


military objectives in Germany. , Kffi sr.^rested, that 

Chiefs of Staff should re-examine the question, inline 

light of the discussion which had taken place. He asked 


that the First Lord of the Admiralty, in consultation with 


the Secretary of State for F reign Affairs, should be 


f o r
responsible  ascertaining what action the French Army 


would take in the event of a German attack on the 


Netherland Islands, as opposed to a German invasion of 


Holland. 






The War Cabinet 


(l) Invited the Chiefs of Staff to give 

further consideration, in the light 

of the above discussion, to the precise 

objectives of our heavy bomber force 

in the event of a German invasion of 

Holland and/or Belgium: 


(2) Took note that the Chiefs of Staffs' 

recommendations were based on the 

assumption that the occupation of the 

Netherland Islands would immediately 

be followed by the invasion of Holland 

itself. The Chiefs of Staff were 

invited to consider what our air 

objectives should be if this assumption 

was incorrect: 


(3) Invited the Chiefs of Staff to give 

further consideration, in the light 

of (l) and (2) above, to their Report 

on Allied action in the event of a 

German attack on the Netherland Islands 

(W.P.(40) 143), and to re-submit it 

to the War Cabinet. 


(4) Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty, 

in consultation with the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs, to make such 

enquiry as might appear desirable to 

confirm that the French High Command, 

in the event of a German attack on the 

Netherland Islands, would order the 

Allied Armies to advance into Belgium, 

in accordance with existing plans. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


a part of Admiral Lord Cork's telegram in regard to 


the possibility of carrying out an early attack on 


Narvik had been received, but that the remainder was 


still to come. The part already received showed that 


he appreciated the reasons for capturing Narvik as 


soon as possible and that his own opinion was that 


decided efforts should be made to do so. The 


telegram referred to the difficulties from which the 


German garrison must be suffering as indicating that 


they could not be in very good heart. It seemed 


clear that Lord Cork's final conclusion would be in 


favour of an early attack. He (the First Lord) was 


of opinion that, if this were Lord Cork's decision, 


nothing should be done to stop him from making the 


attempt. 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed with this view, 


which was generally accepted by the War Cabinet, 


subject to no new feature being disclosed by the 


further telegram awaited from Lord Cork. 


The War Cabinet: 
(l) Agreed that if Lord Cork's further 


telegram confirmed that he favoured an 

early attempt to capture Narvik and 

disclosed no new feature, he should be 

given discretion forthwith to adopt 

that course. 


(2) Invited the Prime Minister, the First 

Lord of the Admiralty and the Secretary 

of State for War to consider Lord Cork's 

further telegram and to decide whether 

a repjly should be sent as in (l) with

' "he War 
out further reference to th 

Cabinet. 


Richmond Terrace, 8,J,1, 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY read to the 


War Cabinet Lord Cork*s signal 0631/7 in reply to 


the signal agreed upon at the previous meeting of the 


War Cabinet. 


Lord Cork expressed himself in favour of 


making the assault on Narvik, the garrison 


of which could not be in very good shape 


after continuous bombardment and in view of 


their inevitable shortage of supplies and 


ammunition. He appreciated the difficulty 


of the long passage in boats, but thought this 


could be avoided by carrying the troops in 


ships. He did not consider success certain, 


but believed there was a good chance. If the 


attempt was not made, early capture of the 


town was impossible, and in view of the 


importanoe of its capture, it was, from the 


broader point of view, worth taking the risk 


of a reverse. The General Officer Commanding 


had asked for 48 hours delay, as he could 


not be ready before, and Lord Cork had therefore 


postponed further preparations until General 


Auchinleokfs arrival. 


It had been suggested to Lord Cork by the 


First Sea Lord that he should use one of His Majesty's 


Ships in the same way as IMPLACABLE at Gallipoli, and he 


had replied that he intended to use RESOLUTION in this 


manner in order to get the troops very close up to the 


landing place. ^ 






The Chiefs of Staff had considered these 


signals at their meeting that morning, and had drafted 


a reply. 


In the discussion which followed general 


concurrence was expressed in this draft. The 


principal points which; merged were as 


follows 


(i)	 It should he possible to hold Narvik 


even against a heavy scale of air 


attack. Conditions were altogether 


different from those at Andalsnes, 


where there had only been a small 


concentrated target round the quays 


for the Germans to attack. At Narvik, 


on the other hand, the base area was 


some 20 to 30 miles across, and the 


bombing targets would therefore be very 


much dispersed, 


(ii)	 In favour of an immediate assault was the 


consideration that we must not give the 


world the impression that we were afraid 


of a difficult and dangerous undertaking. 


If the assault succeeded, we should 


capture considerable numbers of German 

prisoners, which would have important 


political effects. Moreover, the morale 


of the Norwegians would certainly he raised 


by our success, 


(iii)	 The early completion of aerodromes 


from which fighter aircraft could operate 


was of vital importance. Further urgent 


representations had been made to Lord Cork 






on this matter. According to reports from 


Norwegians now in London, these aerodromes could 


not he ready "before June, hut the Norwegian 


Minister of Defence had said that there was 


plenty of Norwegian labour available which could 


be used for rapid clearance of the landing grounds. 


A telegram had been sent to the Norwegian local 


authorities pressing them to give all possible 


assistance. From a report received from Wing 


Commander Atcherley, it appeared that the landing 


strips at Bardufoss might be ready by 15th May. 


The date when Skaanland would be ready could not 


yet be estimated, 


(iv)	 Some Bofors guns had already been mounted at 


Bardufoss, and more had arrived in the Narvik area. 


ARK ROYAL would provide some fighter protection and 


the Gladiators would be arriving on the 13th May. 


The Hurricanes would arrive on the 15th May. If 


Narvik was taken by assault now, we should be no 


worse off from the point of view of air attack 


than if more deliberate operations were undertaken, 


(v)	 It was possible that the Germans would! concentrate 


all their efforts on making Narvik untenable. On 


the other hand, air operations would he carried, out 


under conditions equally unfavourable to both 


sides. The Germans would be likely to suffer 


heavy losses from our fighters owing to the 


continuous daylight; but this would entail a 


great strain on our fighters, and consequently 






larger numbers of aircraft would "be needed. 


In any event, it would "be "better that intensive 


air operations should he carried out over Narvik 


than over this country or in connection with a 


German invasion of the Western Front. 


The War Cabinet-


Approved the despatch to Lord Cork 


of the draft telegram submitted by 


the Chiefs of Staff, a copy of 


which is attached to this Annex. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 






DRAFT TELEGRAM TO LORD CORK. 


His Majesty1s Government have studied your 


appreciation. The importance of capturing Narvik 


before operations for its relief can be developed, is 

great. Further our information is that German 


defence of Narvik is weakening (vide Admiralty 


Message 1433/7). 


In these circumstances, capture of Narvik 


should be pressed with vigour, and His Majesty's 


Government will support you in taking any risks which 


you consider it necessary to accept. As General 


Auchinleck cannot arrive till 12th and would require 


several days to get au fait with the situation, he 


should be left out of your calculations. 


Reference your 2151/7, further reply will 


be sent by Admiralty regarding Resolution "Aurora" and 


"Enterprise". 
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THE NETHERLANDS. The War Cabinet discussed the further action 

AND BELGIUM. 


which should be taken by our bomber force in the event 

Air action in the 

event of a German of a German invasion of Holland, 

attack on Holland 

and/or Belgium. THE PRIME MINISTER thought it had been clearly 


(Previous settled that air attacks should be made on the German 

Reference: 

W.M.(40) 114th marshalling yards if troops were actually on the move 

Conclusions, 

Minute 1.) 	 forward. The question at issue was whether our bomber' 


force should also be directed against targets such as 


the German oil refineries, which were not directly 


connected with the movement of the invading 


columns. It was this question which the Chiefs of 


Staff had been instructed to re-examine in the light 


of the discussion at the previous meeting of the War 


Cabinet, together with the action which should be taken 


in the event of a German attack on the Netherland 


Islands only. In his view there was a clear dis
tinction between attacks on marshalling yards and 


attacks on the oil refineries in the Ruhr; (though 


it might be a matter for argument how much weight 


should be attached to the distinction) the former was 


an attack on a military target which would directly con
tribute to the defence against a land attacks This 


consideration could not be said to apply to attacks on 


the oil refineries. On the other,hand it was true 


that air attack on the marshalling yards would be 


likely to cause, casualties to civilians, and the 


German reactions to either of these forms of attack 


might be the same. 






THE MINISTER OP HOME SECURITY said that the 


staunchness of the civilian population in this country 


under air attack would he likely to depend very much 


on the presentation of our case. If there was an 


impression that it was we ourselves who had started 


air attack on civilians, the shock to public opinion in 


this country would be great. It would have to be 


carefully explained that attacks on marshalling yards, 


although they might have caused casualties to 


civilians, were attacks on strictly military targets, 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY did not 


favour attacks either against the marshalling yards 


or the oil refineries until the great land battle 


had begun. We did not yet know for certain whether 


the French would enter Belgium if Holland was invaded. 


If they did, the land battle would have started, 


and then there would be no objection to attacking the 


marshalling yards. If, however, we started these 


attacks before the land forces were in action, even 


though we' might know that the German armies were on 


the move forward, our action would be very much 


criticised. Once the land battle had begun,the 


thunder of battle would cover the attacks on the German 


marshalling yards, even though these resulted in heavy 


casualties to civilians. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the discussion 


had arisen- out of the possibility of a German attack 


on the Dutch islands only. If such an attack were 


made without a forward move of the German armies on 


land, he would not be in favour of bombing the 


marshalling yards. If they attacked the islands and 






then subsequently moved forward by land, attacks 


on the marshalling yards would be a proper form of 


counter action by us.. 


In reply to a question from the Chief of the 

Air Staff,the PRIME MINISTER said that once the land 


battle had started, the marshalling yards could be 


attacked; and it would not be necessary to make 


sure whether troops were actually moving through the 


yards before delivering the attack.. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY observed 


that we were not yet certain as to what the French 


would do in the event of an attack on the Netherland 


Islands.only. He intended to go over to Paris at a 


very early date and clear up the position in this 


respect, 


The War Cabinet - 
(i) Agreed that in the event of a 


German invasion of Holland and/or 

Belgium (i. e, an attack which 

involved the movement of troops 

aoross the frontier)the Royal 

Air Force should have authority to 

attack German marshalling yards, 

without further reference to the 

War Cabinet. This authority did 

not, however, extend to oil 

refineries, or coking or power 

plants in the Ruhr, 


(ii) Agreed that the authority given in 

(i) above did not apply in the 

event of a German attack on the 

Netherland Islands only. 


(iii) Agreed that the above discussion 

and conclusions should be borne 

in mind by the Chiefs of Staff 

in their re-examination of 

Paper W.P.(40) 143. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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R POLICY. SIR CYRIL NEWALL said that the Chiefs of Staff 

had given further and careful consideration to the 

question of the employment of our heavy "bombers and had 

reached the following conclusions:

"(i) That it was desirable in principle, on 

military grounds, to attack the enemy 

in his vitals i. e. the Ruhr, as soon as 

possible, subject to (iii) below. 


x x x x . 


(iii) That, when presenting the case to Ministers, 

the Chief of the Air Staff should point 

out that moon conditions would not be 

favourable for attacking the oil refineries 

until about 16th or 17th May." 

In his (Sir Cyril Newall's) view, we had now 


reached a vital stage in the war, and it had always been 

accepted that when that stage was reached we should be 

prepared to take decisive action. We were not yet able 

to forecast with precision the enemy's intentions, but 

it was possible that the land operations in Belgium and 

Luxembourg were subsidiary to the operations in Holland 

which country the Germans intended to seize at all costs 

so as to gain air bases from which they could launch an 

intensive air attack on Great Britain. 


Since the invasion of the Low Countries the 

Air Staff had been inundated with demands for assistance 

by fighters and bombers to operate in Holland and 

Belgium. These demands had been met as far as possible, 

but the losses in medium bombers had been so heavy that 

the Commander-in-Chief, British Air Forces in France, 

had been instructed to use the remainder of his force 

with prudence. The losses, which had been incurred in 

the bomber force as a whole i.e. heavies and medium, 

had not, in the view of the Air Staff, given an adequate 

dividend. 


Throughout the course of the war the enemy had 

so far seized the initiative every time, and we had been 

forced to follow his 3-ead. From the psychological point 

of view alone it was now important that we should wrest 

the initiative from him. If we did not, Germany would 

continue to isolate her enemies one by one, and defeat them 

in detail. The prospect of denying Holland to the enemy 

was not great. Once established there the enemy could 






direct the full weight of air attack on this country with 

short range bombers escorted by fighters, while at the 

same time getting much needed depth, with warning 

devices, anti-aircraft guns and searchlights, for his 

vulnerable spot, i.e. the Ruhr. It was estimated that 

about half the German bombers were now committed to the 

land battle. If we now took the initiative and attacked 

the Ruhr and this was followed by an immediate retaliation 

on this country, we should, at one and the same time, be 

striking at the enemy's vital spot and drawing off his 

bombers from the land battle to attacking targets in 

England where our air defences were ready to meet them. 


Moon conditions for starting the attack Were 

becoming favourable in the near future, and the Chiefs of 

Staff were of the opinion that the right moment had come 

to put into operation the plan for attacking Germany in 

her most vital spots. 


In the viev; of the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber 

Command, the losses entailed in theso operations Y;OU1& not be 

such that the number of aircraft now coming from production 

\?ould be a limiting factor to the continuance of the operations 

at reduced intensity. 


In conclusion, Sir Cryil Newall outlined the plan 

of operations and stressed the importance of a decision 

being taken at the earliest possible moment, since from 

the psychological point of view the air forces, which 

would have to carry out the operations should not be kept 

in suspense a day longer than was necessary. 


SIR EDMUND IRONSIDE said that he agreed, in 

general, with the views put forward by the Chief of the Air 

Staff. If the heavy bombers were unable to attack the 

very difficult targets in the immediate rear of the land 

battle, he would prefer to see the Ruhr plan carried out 

rather than that these bombers should be held back and do 

nothing. The Royal Air Force, by their operations during 

the previous 48 hours, had given our advancing troops a 

most valued respite. In his view, the position should 

be squarely faced, that a great land battle was about to 

commence and if our line cracked we might indeed lose our 

all. The Ruhr plan could not have an effect upon the course 

of the land battle for a considerable period - which had 

been given as three weeks - from the time the attack 

commenced.- Nevertheless, in all the circumstances he 

(Sir Edmund Ironside) agreed that the right policy was to 

take the initiative while we yet could. If we did not 

use our heavy bomber force now, there was a grave danger 

that we might not be able to use it at all, 


SIR DUDLEY POUND expressed full agreement with 

the viev/s put forward by his colleagues. 


In the course of further discussion there was 

general agreement that on moral grounds we had full 

justification for carrying the air war into the enemy1s 

country. In the light of events, neutral opinion and, in 

particular, that of the U.S.A., would probably welcome 

such action rather than condemn it. Nevertheless the decision 

was a most vital one and the arguments finely balanced 

between taking action immediately, and waiting till the 

situation clarified as regards the land battle. Amongst 

other points, the constant drain on our fighter aircraft to 

Prance, the anti-aircraft situation in the United Kingdom 

and the new production figures for bombers and fighters, were 

discussed as directly relevant to the problem. 






THE PRIME MINISTER, summing up, said that we 

were no longer hound by our previously held scruples as 

to initiating "unrestricted" air warfare. The enemy had 

already given us ample justification for retaliation on 

his country. Opinion in the United States of America would 

not now be adverse if we carried out the operations 

proposed. The Germans would attack us in this country 

when, and where, it suited them. Prom the arguments 

put forward by the Chiefs of Staff it seemed that our 

position would be worse the longer we waited, It was,, 

moreover, significant that the Germans had so far held 

off, and the reason for this could be interpreted as 

being because it was not in their interests to be 

attacked in their own country, 


After hearing all the arguments he (the Prime 

Minister) agreed, in principle, with the view taken by 

the Chiefs of Staff. Nevertheless it would hardly be 

right for an immediate decision to be taken until the 

Lord Privy Seal and the Minister without Portfolio had 

been consulted, and put in possession of all the 

implications of the problem. The three members of the 

War Cabinet present were fully conversant with all aspects 

of this question, and the best course would be for the 

Chief of the Air Staff to explain the whole problem on 

the following day to Mr. Attlee and, if possible, to 

Mr. Greenwood, after which the matter could again be 

discussed at a meeting of the War Cabinet in the evening. 


It was agreed:
(i)	 That this question should again be 


considered at a meeting of the War 

Cabinet to be held at 6.30 plm. 

on 13th May. 


(ii)	 To request the Chief of the Air Staff 

to explain on Monday, 13th May, 

to the Lord Privy Seal and, if 

possible, to the Minister without 

Portfolio, in advance of the Meeting 

of the War Cabinet, the main considera
tions involved in the question of the 

employment of our heavy bomber force,, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1. 
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AIR POLICY. 	 THE PRIME MINISTER said that the War Cabinet 


Action to he would have to decide whether the heavy bombers of the 

taken by the 

long range Royal Air Force should engage the oil refineries and 

bombers. 


marshalling yards in the Ruhr starting on the night 


of 14th/l5th May, as provisionally agreed at a Meeting 


of Ministers held the previous evening at which the 


Lord Privy Seal and the Minister without Portfolio 


had not been able to be present. He would summarise 


the arguments for and against this course of action 


as follows:

(a)	 The enemy, by the many atrocities he had 

already committed, had given ample 

justification in the eyes of the world 

for an attack upon the Ruhr. 


(b)	 The Germans would undoubtedly attack 

vital objectives in this country as soon 

as they were ready to do so. This would 

be when they had established themselves 

in Holland and secured air bases from 

which they could bring their fighters and 

short range bombers to bear on this country. 


(c)	 Once the Germans had got well forward into 

Holland and Belgium, they would have 

secured depth to their air defences. 


(d)	 An attack now would force the Germans to 

retaliate at a time when they were not 

ready to do so, and before our fighter 

and bomber strength had been worn down by 

prolonged operations. 


On the other hand 
(a)	 If the land battle, which might be decisive, 


was now opening it might be better to 

concentrate the whole resources of our Air 

Force in an effort to defeat the German 

ArmieSo 






(b)	 If it were not certain that the Germans 

proposed, to attack industrial, ob-Jeotives 

in this country it would he unwise to 

provoke them into doing so. Moreover, 

the greater relative strength of the 

German Air Force at the present time 

would increase the power of their 

retaliation. 


(c)	 If it were decided to postpone the attack, 

it could he made at a later stage though 

of course under far less favourable 

conditions. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that he 


thought that the arguments in favour of making the 


attack were very strong,, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that 


he had been giving considerable thought to this 


matter and was doubtful whether, on military grounds, 


we should be wise to attack the Ruhr at the present 


time. It might be that the Germans were not at 


present out for victory on land, but were preparing 


the ground for a great attack on this country. On 


the other hand, it might be that the decisive battle 


of the war on land was about to open. In the latter 


case, it would be wrong not to concentrate all the 


efforts of our fighters and bombers on supporting the 


Army. It had been argued that if the heavy bombers 


were not directed against appropriate targets in the 


Ruhr, they could not be used effectively elsewhere; 


but it appeared quite possible that Italy might shortly 


be in the war, in which case good use for our heavy 


bombers might be found. The Germans had not so far 


bombed objectives in this country, presumably because 


of fear of our retaliation. If we now bombed the 


Ruhr, the Germans would be forced to retaliate and 


might go for our aircraft factories and aerodromes, 


the defences of which were not as strong as they might 


be. Recent events had shown the effect of a lack of 






anti-aircraft defences. The Oommander-in-Chief 


of the British Expeditionary Force had made a 


request for more fighters to relieve hard-pressed 


units of the Advanced Air Striking Force and the Air 


Component of the Field Force. Would it he a wise 


policy to attract combers to this country, thus 


making it impossible to release further fighters for 


France? He fully realised that we were unlikely 


3 ver to have such a good opportunity for attacking 


the Ruhr, but he doubted the wisdom of dispersing 


our efforts at this critical moment. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR thought 


that we would be taking a big risk if we sent any 


more fighters from this country. The Air Staff 


estimated that 60 fighter squadrons were required 


for the adequate defence of this country, whereas 


we only had 39 squadrons. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF added that the 


estimate of 60 squadrons had been made on the 


assumption that the Germans would be operating from 


Germany. It was doubtful if this number would be 


considered sufficient if the Germans were to operate 


from Holland. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that he understood 


that, while an immediate attack on the Ruhr might 


upset German plans and would probably have a 


considerable psychological effect, it would have no 


immediate effect on the land battle. He asked to 


what extent a German attack on the ports and railways 


in this country would affect the supply position for 


the Army in France. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that the Army in France was fully suppliedibr 60 days. 






operations,, The only immediate effect of German 


air attack might he to hold up the transport to 


France of the armoured division (150 light tanks) 


which was now proceeding. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that 


the views of the War Office might he summarised 


as follows:
(l)	 It seemed clear from the information 


received from General Gort and the French 

High Command that the decisive land battle 

had begun, although it was not yet clear 

where	 the main German thrust would be 

made. 


(2)	 If (l) was correct, we should concentrate 

on winning the battle, and reduce our 

strength elsewhere to the minimum necessary 

for security^ 


(3)	 On the basis of (2), what action by the 

heavy bomber force would provide the 

greatest assistance in the land battle? 

should we attack the Ruhr or attack the 

German forces? 


The destruction of German oil refineries would 


have no immediate effect on the land battle, and it 


would have no immediate moral effect on the German 


High Command or on their rank and file. The resulting 


diversion of German bombers would not lighten the 


scale of attack in the land battle to any considerable 


extent, German reprisal attacks on this country, on 


the other hand, would almost inevitably be followed 


by a clamour for all available fighters to.be used 


for our defence. The considered view of the War 


Office and the Commander-in-Chief in France was that 


the heavy bombers should be employed on the marshalling 


yards and communications of the German Army on to which 


we could not direct too great a scale of attack, 


http://to.be




THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 


AFFAIRS said that everyone accepted the thesis that 


Germany would attack us at the moment when it 


suited her convenience. One of the main arguments 


in favour of attacking Germany now was that we 


should seize the initiative,, We had to set the 


positive value of acting now against the negative 


value of waiting to see how the battle developed. If 
r 


however, we bombed the Ruhr now we should not prevent 


the Germans from establishing themselves in Holland, 


and it was therefore clear that we would have to 


meet the German offensive from Holland in any case. 


As the Chief of the Air Staff had pointed out, 


interception by fighters at night was very difficult. 


The establishment of fighters in Holland, therefore, 


would not prevent our bombers getting through to the 


Ruhr; and, presumably, they would, be able to fly 


above the range of the A, A. defences established in 


Holland., 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF agreed that there 


would be no great danger from fighters in Holland, 


The establishment of a German warning system and 


searchlights in Holland, however, would make the 


line of approach considerably more difficult. 


Searchlight illumination considerably increased the 


efficiency of fighters. It must be borne in mind, 


moreover, that the intention was to attack, not only by 


night, but by day when cloud conditions were suitable. 


Continuing, THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 


FOREIGN AFFAIRS thought that if we attacked the Ruhr, 


the Army in France would, on balance, lose more than it 


gained. Any gain in a lessening of the weight of German 


bombing attack would be more than offset by the 






probability that we would not be able to spare a 


single fighter for Prance. Again, he felt that it was 


to the interest of the nation in the weaker position, 


especially if it had great potential development, to 


refrain from exposing that potential to damage. He 


would be gravely uneasy if we took a decision at this 


moment. What was done could not be undone, and he 


would prefer to wait a few days to see how the 


battle developed before embarking on action which 


would have the gravest consequences, but which would 


be of no immediate assistance to the Commander-in-


Chief in Prance. 


THE PRIME MINISTER felt that air attack on 


this country was inevitable. Whatever course the 


war in Prance took, we could not afford to use up 


our fighters day by day, until the defences of this 


country v/ere seriously impaired. It was true that 


our fighters would find it difficult to deal with 


German attacks by night, but, on the other hand, 


the Germans would be unable to bomb our vital points, 


with any degree of accuracy. If, however, our 


fighter strength was seriously weakened, we would 


lay ourselves open to the far greater accuracy of 


daylight attack. Such reinforcements as could be 


spared would be sent to the Army, but it must not be 


thought that in any circumstances it would be 


possible to send large numbers of fighters to 


Prance. Similarly, we should not allow our heavy 


bomber force to be frittered away, and thus deprive 


ourselves of its powerful deterrent effect, and of 


the ability to deliver its heavy blow. The Army, 


therefore, must not expect great assistance from 


the bomber force, any more than from the fighters. 






He was by no means sure that the great 


battle was developing. No great masses of German 


troops had yet come forward, and the position was 


quite compatible with German anxiety not to engage 


the full strength of their army, but only to use 


specialised troops. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


pointed out that mechanised forces could not be 


stabilised. The Germans had so far only used 


mechanised forces and we would inevitably be able to 


compel these forces to retire unless the Germans 


moved their main army forward. The retirement of 


the Germans from the positions they had at present 


reached would mean a considerable moral loss and no 


doubt the German High Command would be very reluctant 


to withdraw them. It seemed fairly certain that we 


should know one way or the other within the next 48 


hours. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that in view of the 


balanced nature of the arguments for and against 


attack on the Ruhr, he would prefer to put off a 


decision for three or four days, in order to make 


sure whether the great battle had started or not. 


The War Cabinet would, of course, review 


the situation from day to day, but it was most 


important that the heavy bomber squadrons should no 


longer be kept in a state of tension expecting daily 


to get the order to attack, only to have it postponed 


at the last moment. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that 


the whole period of the moon was required for the 






planned operation, The moon period had already 


started and postponement for three or four days would 


he a very serious disadvantage. As a further 


argument in favour of carrying out the attack he 


suggested that it might tip the scale as regards 


Italy's staying out of the war. The results of our 


attack on the German civil population might have a 


great effect on the industrial population of North-


Western Italy. 


Finally, he could not emphasise too strongly 


the dangers of denuding this country of Fighters. He 


was in the fullest sympathy with the Army in France 


hut, as Chief of the Air Staff, he had the 


responsibility for defending the heart of the Empire. 


Germany must be prevented from defeating us in detail 


as she had defeated other countries. In reply to a 


question whether we could send more fighters to France, 


he said that he would ask that before a decision was 


taken to reduce the number of Fighter Squadrons in 


this country by sending further squadrons to France, 


the Commander-in-Chief, Fighter Command, should be 


given an opportunity of expressing his views. His 


present view was that if it were to be decided now to 


reduce the Fighter defences of this country he would 


ask to be formally overruled by the War Cabinet. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY agreed with 


the Prime Minister that it would be only prudent to 


watch the developments of the next few days. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it was 


important not to waste our aircraft in France on 


unprofitable attacks on German tanks, which had given a 






very good account of themselves against air attack-


German tanks should he met by our own tanks and 
a rtilleryo 

Summing up the discussion, he thought that it 


was the general view of the War Cabinet that it would 


be only prudent to defer a decision for three or four 


days, while daily reviewing the position in the light 


of the Military situation. In the meantime we should 


conserve the heavy bomber force as much as possible, 


and personnel should not be kept keyed up for an 


attack on the Ruhr, 


The War Cabinet agreed:

(a) To postpone a decision on the 

question of bombing military 

targets in the Ruhr for, say, three 

or four days until it was seen how 

the military situation was developing^ 

The position should, however, be 

reviewed daily by the War Cabinet. 


(b)	 That, in the meantime, the strength 

of the heavy bomber force should be 

conserved, and the state of readiness 

of individual squadrons relaxed as far 

as practicableo 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that it 


would be not only uneconomical but very difficult 


for heavy bombers to attack by night troop movements 


along roads, pontoon bridges and similar targets. 


The oil refineries offered, by contrast, a 


magnificent target. Four of these alone represented 


some two million tons of oil, and their destruction 


would have an immediate effect in slowing up the 


operations, since the German General Staff would at 


once be obliged to consider the effect of this loss 


on the conduct of the immediate operations. The 


attack on the oil refineries could, moreover, be 


combined with one on the marshalling yards. If, 


however, this attack was to be successful, it was 


imperative that it should be ordered as soon as 


possible during the waxing of the moon. With the 


waning moon, which rose later each night, the 


nightly period of moonlight would grow progressively 


less o 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF explained that 


in no circumstances would it be economical to
base heavy bombers in France, and that they should 


operate from this country. The General and Air 


Staffs had, meanwhile, carried out a joint study 


of the rail communications which should be attacked. 


This had been on the assumption that the principal 






German attack was in the North. It would he 


necessary to revise this study in the light of the 


latest situation, with a view to selecting targets 


which would have the effect of arresting the German 


advance in the South. The translation of this 


change of target would inevitably result in a 


delay in the execution of the new attack by the 


Bomber Command, as the preparation for such an 


attack demanded some 24 hours before the attack 


itself could be launched. He therefore impressed 


upon the War Cabinet the need for an early decision 


on this point. 


The War Cabinet agreed — 


(a) That the Chief of the Air Staff should 

arrange for a joint study by the General 

and Air Staffs of the targets which could 

most profitably be attacked by our heavy 

bombers, on the assumption that the weight 

of the German offensive was in the 

Southo 


(b) To take no decision in the meantime in 

regard to the employment of our heavy 

bomber force. 


Richmond Terrs.ce, S .W.1 * 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that there remained 


two important questions to he decided that morning in 


regard to air operations:
(l) Whether we should send any more fighter 


squadrons to Prance in response to 

M. Reynaud's appeal. 


(2)	 Whether we should attack military objectives 

in the Ruhr and elsewhere in Germany east 

of the Rhine. 


As regards the former, he suggested that 


the War Cabinet would have little difficulty in 


deciding against the despatch of further fighter 


squadrons in view of the fact that no demand for these 


had been received from the Military authorities in 


Prance. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that 


whilst it was true that no request for additional 


fighters had been received from General Gamelin, he 


(the Chief of the Air Staff) had received such a 


request from the Commander-in-Chief, British Air 


Forces in France. Air Marshal Barratt had again 


emphasised the need for additional fighter support at 


the end of the following telegram, which had been 


received from him that morning at 10.13 a.m.:

"I received message from General Georges last 

night that fact that French counter attack last 

night managed to prevent further enlargement of 

. pocket South of Sedan was in his view mainly due 

to lack of German reinforcements. This in turn 

he said was due to sustained air action on 

bridges and communications during the day. 

General Tetu also reported captured German 

officer stated his troops were exhausted as a 

result of Allied sustained air attacks. Early 

this morning General Georges' representative 

informed me that main task to-day was to assist 

with sustained air action the final counter 






 I 
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Air attack on

military 
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in the Ruhr. 


^


attack to close pocket. He has now told me that 

this counter attack is not possible owing to further 

grave developments consequent on enemy having crossed 

Meuse between A R 19 and Laboux possibly also at 

A R 1 and German troops reported in area West of 


 Montherme. 


Situation in Mezieres and South of it not clear.

have warned Bomber Command that I shall have to call 

on them again to-day for action in the Dinant area. 

I do not propose to employ A.A.S.F. in daylight if 

it can be avoided but have warned them they will be 

required for night bombing to-night. Above 

increases emergency final settlement question of 

additional fighter support. Barratt" 


The Chief of the Air Staff explained that 


additional fighters for France could only be found by 


withdrawing them from the active defences of this country. 


In reply to a question by the Prime Minister, the Chief of 


the Air Staff said that he would not, at this moment, 


advise the despatch of any additional fighters to France. 


 THE PRIME MINISTER asked the Secretary of State 


 for Air for his views on the question of an attack against 


military objectives in the Ruhr and other similar targets. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that the 


experience of the last few days in France pointed to the 


fact that, at the present rate of losses, it would be 


extremely difficult for the Royal Air Force to maintain itsfi 

present effort in support of the land battle by daylight 


bombing operations. Meanwhile, the extent to which the 


Army could be supported in the immediate battle-zone by 


night bombing was very limited. Targets would be small 


and difficult to see, and the return would be out of all 


porportion to the expenditure of effort. He therefore 


thought that the right course would be to extend the 


activities of our long range night bombers. By contrast 


with the heavy losses which had been sustained by our 


light bombers in daylight operations in France, our heavy 


 bombers had gone out on the previous night 64 strong, and 


only one had failed to return. 


Turning to the question of targets, he 


suggested that these should not necessarily be 

confined to the marshalling yards and oil 
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refineries in the Ruhr hut should also include * " 

suitable targets elsewhere in Germany. At Leuna 


near Leipzig, for example, there was a refinery which 


produced half-a-million tons of oil a year. At 


Hanover and Bremen there were large stocks of 


lubricating oil which were vital to Germany's 


prosecution of the war. These targets were, in many 


cases, of enormous dimensions - and were highly 


inflammable. Such places could be easily found and 


identified in the moonlight. In this connection, he 


again stressed the importance of taking early advantage 


of the waxing moon. This would be full in less than 


a week, and after that the increasingly late hour at 


which it rose would make it impossible for our bombers^ 


to complete their operations before daylight. It was 


therefore essential that these operations should begin 


within the next two days at the latest. 


He advocated these attacks in the full 


knowledge that they would almost certainly provoke 


retaliation on this country, quoting in this connection 


a threat to that effect which had been broadcast over 


the German wireless on the previous evening, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF entirely endorsed 


the views of the Secretary of State for Air, and 


strongly advocated that the War Cabinet should approve 


these operations. If so, it would be possible to attack 


the marshalling yards that night and the oil refineries, 


if not that night, on the following night. 


/"Later, a message was received from the Vice Chief 

of the Air Staff to say that the Commander-in-

Chief, Bomber Command, would be ready to start 

the full plan of attack against the Ruhr with 

100 bombers that night, if the War Cabinet so 

orderedjj7 






THE VICE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF likewise 


was in full agreement with these proposals. In his 


opinion, the attack on the oil refineries would 


unquestionably have the effect of retarding the land 


operations for which the Germans required large 


quantities of petrol for the use of their mechanised 


forces, 


THE AIR OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-CHIEF, 


FIGHTER COMMAND, welcomed the proposal to attack the 


Ruhr. He considered that it was the soundest action 


which we could take in the present situation.. We 


should not be deterred by the fear of attacks from 


Germany since these, in his opinion, were bound to 


come sooner or later, 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that we must expect 


this country to be hit in return. The attraction of 


German bombers to this country would, however, have 


the advantage of relieving the pressure on France, 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF strongly supported 


the plan on strategic grounds. A decision to put it 


into effect would, moreover, provide a convincing and 


conclusive reason for refusing the request of the 


French for the diversion of British fighter squadrons 


to Prance, 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALY was in favour 


of the operation on the ground that if Hitler intended, 


as seemed the case, to stake everything on ending the 


war this summer, we also ought not to delay in counter
attacking with all the strength at our command, 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


emphasised the importance of attacking the marshalling 


yards serving the Sedan area, since it was these which 






were feeding the German attack - mentioning, in 


particular, the yards at Cologne, Gerolstein and 


Trier. On the question of attacking oil 


refineries, such difference of opinion as had 


prevailed between the General and Air Staffs had 


arisen over the question whether the land operations 


might not be better supported by attacking oil in 


transit rather than at its source. The War Office 


would prefer that it should be attacked in transit, 


but if, in the opinion of the Air Ministry, this was 


impracticable, he was prepared to agree to an attack 


on the refineries themselves. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 


the German railway system was dependent for its 


smooth running on the successful functioning of its 


marshalling yards. He accordingly suggested that 


it was most desirable that in choosing those which 


were to be attacked that night, due regard should 


be paid to the selection of yards of which the 


interruption would be likely to have the greatest 


effect in delaying the movement of German reinforce
ments. Among the targets to be attacked he (the 


Secretary of State for War) suggested Cologne or 


Opladen, Weden, and Vohwinkel. He mentioned, in 


this connection, that General Garnelin had taken the 


view that attacks by heavy bombers should go deep. 


THE VICE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that 


the General and Air Staffs had already been in 


consultation on the question of the most suitable 


marshalling yards for attack. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that, apart from 


the purely military aspect, there was the important 


consideration of neutral opinion which would have to 






be taken into account,, American sympathy had 


recently been veering very much in our favour, Would 


the operations in view produce a revulsion of feeling, 


or would they be accepted by the United States as 


a reasonable and justifiable retaliation for German 


methods of warfare? 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


considered that the present circumstances fully 


justified the War Cabinet in taking the decision to 


order these attacks, provided that they were directed 


against military objectives. He pointed out that we 


had already attacked Aachen and Munchen-Gladbach 


without exciting any comment from America. 


THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION said that far 


from creating a bad impression in the United States, 


the proposed operations would in his view have an 


admirable effect on American opinion whose only 


complaint was that we were not doing more. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that 


the War Cabinet would know that he had been anxious 


to delay the attack on the Ruhr until he could see 


more clearly how the land battle was developing. He 


now felt that this battle had reached so critical a 


stage that it would be useless to attempt to influence 


its course by continuing daylight bombing with the 


extremely heavy losses which this incurred, and that it 


would therefore be wrong to stay our hands any longer 


from the proposed night-bombing operations, 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL considered that the 


moment had arrived when it was essential that we should 


counter-attack. The proposed attack on the German 






railways and oil refineries seemed to provide the 


best means of doing this, and he was accordingly in 


favour of our carrying out these operations 


forthwith. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was clear 


that the Y/ar Cabinet were united in favour of taking 


immediate action in delivering a hard blow at 


Germany. He considered that the proposed operations 


would cut Germany at its tap root, and was hopeful 


that they might even provide an immediate 


contribution to the land battle. They should dispel 


French doubts about our willingness to suffer and 


also have a salutary effect on Italy, Finally, he 


considered that this was the psychological moment to 


strike Germany in her own country and convince the 


German people that we had both the will and the 


power to hit them hard. He accordingly suggested 


that the operations should be carried out that 


evening. There was no need to consult the French 


Government as they had given us full authority, at 


the Supreme War Council, to carry out this operation. 


It would therefore merely be necessary to 


inform them through the usual channels. 


The Prime Minister asked the Minister of 


Information to arrange that discreet reference 


should be made in the press to the killing of 


civilians in France and the Low Countries, in the 


course of German air attacks. No reference should, 


however, be made to the possibility of retaliation 


on our part. 






The War Cabinet agreed:
(l)	 That no further fighter squadrons 


should for the present be sent to 

France, and to invite the Prime 

Minister so to inform Monsieur 

Reynaud. 


(2)	 To authorise the Chief of the Air 

Staff to order Bomber Command to 

carry out attacks on suitable 

military objectives, (including 

marshalling yards and oil refineries) 

in the Ruhr as well as elsewhere in 

Germany; and that these attacks 

should begin that night with 

approximately 100 heavy bombers. 


(3)	 That the French Government should 

be informed, through the normal 

channels, of our intention to 

carry out these operations. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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My dear friend and colleague, 


I have examined today with the War Cabinet and 


all the experts the request which you made to me last 


night and this morning for further fighter squadrons. 


We are all agreed that it is better to draw the enemy 


on to this Island by striking at his vitals, and thus 


to aid the common cause. I have seen several of the 


great offensives in the last war from high positions 


and I cannot yet feel that the German difficulties will be 


ended by their making a breach or a bulge in the Front. 


All experience shows that these difficulties increase 


with every kilometre of advance. It would be a short
sighted policy to squander bit by bit and day by day, 


the fighter squadrons which are in effect our Maginot 


Line. The enemy can switch his bomber force on to these 


Islands at a few hours' notice; and if he should find them 


inadequately defended, he would be able to strike a blow 


at our war industry which might irretrievably damage the 


Allied cause. We have recently sent additional fighter 






10, jBoimtiitg Stvett, 

scxuadrons to Frain.ce over and above the numbers agreed before 


the war, and our fighter strength in this country has now been 


reduced to a minimum. So long as it is not further reduced 


we do not shrink - indeed we welcome as a diversion - the 


attack which we expect. But we must on no account rupture 


our front line of defence. 


The fresh demands from Generals Gamelin and 


Georges which have now for the first time been made will 


receive our earnest attention in the light of what I have 


written. 


With sincere good wishes, to you and Daladier, 


http://Frain.ce
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that an urgent appeal 


had been received from Prance for the despatch of 


additional fighter aircraft. The War Cabinet would 


have to decide, as a matter of urgency, whether this 


request should be met. German armoured fighting 


vehicles appeared to have broken through and reached 


the area Hirson-Montcornet-Neufchatel. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that he had 


spoken to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, British 


Air Forces in France, that morning. Air Marshal 


Barratt had reported that our fighter pilots were very 


tired; they had had to deal all the previous day with 


waves of 40 bombers every hour, heavily escorted by 


fighters. Squadrons of fighters were the proper 


counter to this form of attack, but they had had to 


operate with flights of 3 or 5, always in great 


numerical inferiority. Every pilot was carrying out 


4 or 5 sorties a day. The French appeared to be 


making little resistance on the ground, and the German 


casualties had probably been comparatively small. The 


Air Component had been heavily bombed the previous day,and 


they also were always faced by greatly superior forces. 


The situation on the ground seemed slightly better that 


morning than it had been the previous evening, and the 


French had been seen moving in an area where Germans had 


hsen retorted the previous night. Nevertheless, a later message 


received from Air Marshal Barratt stated that the 


Germans had broken through as far as Neufchatel, and 






the situation on the Meuse in the Sedan area was 


certainly very serious.. Air Marshal Blunt, with the 


Air Component, said that the Germans were now attacking 


wiihwaves of 100 bombers at a time. 


Our Intelligence had reached the conclusion 


that out of 16 German Geschwade, each of 120, one was 


still in Norway, one was refitting in Germany, and the 


remainder were all operating in France.- Of their 


short-range dive-bombers, however, only 30 to 40 per 


cent seemed to have ^een employed. 


Replacements of fighter casualties were being 


sent over to France as quickly as possible, but 


deficiencies could not be made up in full. On all the 


information at his disposal he had decided to recommend 


that 8 flights, the equivalent of 4 fighter squadrons, 


should be sent immediately in response to the request 


from France. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that to despatch 


fighter aircraft from this country at a time when we 


were most likely to be attacked ourselves in response to 


the attacks on military targets in the Ruhr the previous night, 

was taking a very grave risk, but it seemed essential to 


do something to bolster up the French.. Armoured fight
ing vehicles could not conquer the whole of France, but 


there was a danger of their spreading panic behind the 


lines. The first necessity, therefore, was to support 


the French morale and give them a chance to recover 


themselves and deal with German armoured forces by the 


use of their own Army. He favoured withdrawing the 2 


fighter squadrons allocated to the defence of Scapa and 


sending 6 squadrons in all. More than that we could 


not do. . If the fighters were taken away from Scapa the 


Fleet might have to be sent round to the Clyde, but 


Scapa was heavily defended by anti-aircraft artillery 


in addition to the ships' batteries. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR pointed out 


that the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter 


Command, had made strong representations the previous day 


against sending any fighters out of the country. He had 


not changed this view, even when told of the situation 


in France. In these circumstances, he (the Secretary of 


State) was not in favour of sending more than the 4 


squadrons for which Air Marshal Barratt had asked. 


General Gamelin had certainly asked for 10 squadrons 


the previous night, hut this had presumably been before 


consultation between the Staffs. Air Marshal Barratt's 


message had been received at 7.0 a.m. that morning, 


presumably after the Staffs had examined the situation. 


Air Marshal Joubert de la Ferte was going over to France 


that day to Air Marshal Barratt to discuss the position, 


and, in particular, to find out what use the French were 


making of their own fighters. Fighter aircraft in the 


French service were very much decentralised, and it was 


possible that full use was not being made of them. He 


urged, therefore, that we should at least await Air 


Marshal Jouberfs report before sending anything more than 


4 squadrons. The despatch even of these squadrons would 


be a very serious risk, and the War Cabinet should realise 


that they were acting contrary to the advice of the 


Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, who was 


responsible for the defence of this country. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the Commander-in-


Chief had been consulted regarding the withdrawal of 


fighters from Scapa. There had been originally 48 


Hurricane fighters there. Of these 16 had already been 






withdrawn, hut the Commander-in-Chief thought 24 was the 


absolute minimum if the base was to be used by the 


Fleet. Apart from Hurricanes, he had only the 


equivalent of about 1-g- squadrons of older types of 


fighters available. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that 


it was not only the safety of the Fleet which had to be 

a 

considered, but also the defence of our other vital 


points such as aircraft factories. If the defences 


of Scapa could be reduced, some of the fighters 


from there might be urgently required elsewhere in 


the United Kingdom. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that he 


could not recommend the despatch of 6 squadrons. If the 


2 squadrons from Scapa could be used elsewhere, he 


thought they should be kept for the defence of this 


country. It would be for the Air Officer Commanding-in-


Chief, Fighter Command, to decide, in ^onoultatlon^wJAfoi 


tk-a "iTdjniral^fc, as to the disposition of these squadrons. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that he had just received a message from our 


Ambassador in Paris, who reported that .M. Reynaud was 


very seriously alarmed and feared that German armoured 


fighting vehicles would reach Paris that night. General 


Gamelin was sending a fresh appeal for fighters and 


proposing that they should be based on the lower Seine, 


where they could be rapidly recalled to the United 


Kingdom in emergency. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that according to a message he had just received from 


General Gamelin, the Germans had not yet reached Laon, 


where there were French armoured troops. The French were 






going to counter-attack in that area. Mezieres was 


still in French hands. " Hirson seemed to be the northern 


edge of the break-through. ' 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the main reason 


for the despatch of fighters was to give the French 


moral support. Provided their ground troops further 


back put up some opposition against them, it should be 


possible to deal with German armoured forces in 


comparatively small numbers. They would surely not 


be allowed to reach Paris altogether unopposed. 


The War Cabinet agreed:

(i) That arrangements should be made for 

the immediate despatch of the equivalent 

of 4 fighter squadrons to Prance,

(ii) That preparations should be made for 

the despatch of 2 additional fighter 

squadrons, at very short notice, if it 

was so decided.

(iii) That a decision whether to send the % 

additional squadrons to France should be 

taken in the lighttof Air Marshal 

Joubert de la Ferte's report later 

in the day. 


(iv) That the French should be informed of 

the decision at (i) only. 


(NOTE; The Chief of the Air Staff 

informed the Air Staff of 

these decisions at 12 Noon.) 
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THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that 


he had been asked by the Prime Minister to examine the 


consequences of the French Government withdrawing from 


Paris in the event of the fall of that city, as well 


as the problems which would arise if it was necessary 


to withdraw the B.E.F. from France. 


(A copy of the report by the Lord President 


of the Council is attached to this Annex.) 


He had been concerned in the main with a ^ 


situation in which we might find ourselves obliged to* 


continue OVP resistance single-handed in this country 


until the United States of America could be induced to 


come to our help. In these circumstances it would be 


imperative that we should abandon our present rather 


easy-going methods and resort to a form of government 


which would approach the totalitarian. . He had 


that morning seen the Minister of Labour, who had 


informed him that he had already been considering plans 


which went some way in the direction of those which he 


(the Lord President) was proposing. Meanwhile, the 


essence of the problem was that it would be both 


impossible and undesirable immediately to effect a 


complete and revolutionary change in the whole structure 


of the social system of this country. What was 


required was that the Government should be given powers 


to take such drastic measures as might be necessary to 


meet the serious contingencies for which they were 


designed. 






As a preliminary step to open the way for 


the acceptance of these^measures by the country, -the 

Lord President suggested that it would be desirable 


that the Prime Minister should broadcast a statement 


on the following day. This statement should be in 


very general terms, and should indicate that we were 


in a tight fix and that no personal considerations 


must be allowed to stand in the way of measures 


necessary for victory. The situation might deteriorate 


and, if so, further sacrifices would be called for. 


THE PERMANENT SECRETARY TO THE MINISTRY OP 


LABOUR said that, in discussion that morning, the 


Minister of Labour had stressed the point that 


authority to apply measures for the control of labour 


would have to be vested in the Ministry of Labour if 


they were to be practicable, and that they should not 


be distributed among a number of Departments, aS in 


the case of the measures which applied to the control 


of property. The Minister of Labour had also taken 


the view that it would be essential that the control 


of profits should be put into operation simultaneously 


with that of labour. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL agreed that the control 


of profits and persons would have to be taken together.-


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


suggested that there would be a substantial equality in 


the application of the proposed control of persons and 


property, since the Government would not be exercising 


the control universally, but only over a part of the 


population, and a part of property. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the proposed 


powers would be transitory and would be related to the 






declaration of a supreme emergency. When this 


emergency arose, the Government would claim the right 


to take service and property as it might think right, 


When the emergency had passed, the reinstatement of 


former rights would he considered in accordance with 


the constitutional usages of this country. He 


considered that the request for the necessary powers 


should be presented to Parliament in the simplest terms 


and that the details of the scheme should be left to 


be worked out under the guidance of the Lord President 


of the Council, in association with the Ministers and 


officials concerned. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO was in complete 


agreement with the principle that the State must arm 


itself with all the powers necessary to deal with the 


emergency which was envisaged. He emphasised the need, 


however, to make the administration of the scheme as 


simple as possible. 


The War Cabinet:
(1)	 Invited the Lord President of the 


Council to proceed with the working 

out of a scheme conferring on the 

Government drastic powers for the 

control of property, business, labour and 

services, on the lines indicated in 

his Report (attached to this Annex). 


(2) Agreed that the institution of these 

measures should be linked to a 

declaration of a supreme emergency. 


(3)	 Agreed that the draft Bill, containing 

the necessary powers, should be couched 

in the simplest terms. 


(4)	 Invited the Prime Minister to broadcast 

a statement on the following day, on 

the lines suggested by the Lord 

President, indicating the serious
ness of the situation, in order to 

pave the way for the acceptance of 

these measures by the country. 






RgPORT BY THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL. 


le I was asked by the Prime Minister to examine 

the consequences of the withdrawal of the French 

Government from Paris in the event of 'ohe f all of that 

city, as well as the problems which would arise if it 

were necessary to withdraw the BoSoFo from France, 

either along its communications or by the Belgian and 

Channel ports. It was understood that the object 

of the examination would be to enumerate the main 

considerations which arise and which could then be 

remitted to the S 


20 Accordingly a meeting was held yesterday 

evening under my chairmanship at which the Lord Privy 

Seal, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

the Home Secretary and the Chancellor of the Duchy 

nf Lancaster were present  We were assisted by a 
e


group of officers under Sir Findlater Stewart0 


^litary 	 3. We were informed that the situations which would 

Situations. 	 arise in the event of a. breakdown of resistance in 


France, and in particular the question of the 

evacuation of the BoEoFo and the Defence of these 

Islands were being examined by the Joint Planning 

Committee and the War Office  Reports on these 
c


matters will, we understand, be submitted with the 

least possible delay;, 


We do not doubt that this investigation will 

include consideration of the effect of the campaign 

in France and Belgium upon the Narvik expedition., 


reach Action.  4  We recommend that the Foreign Office should be 
0


requested to ascertain at once from the French 

Government what plans they have formed for the removal 

of Government from Paris, should that become necessary, 


5, Our attention, was drawn to a number of 

important matters which would arise in the event of a 

French collapse,. These matters, where action has not 

already been taken, are being brought to the notice 

of the Departments concerned0 They include such 

questions as:'-


The removal from France of gold, arms and 

equipment, aircraft, machine tools and 

other material; 


The sailing of war ships and merchant ships from 

French Ports; 


The destruction of oil reserve and factories; 

The destruction of ships on the stocks, and the 


blocking of French" Ports,0 


6, We have given special attention to the preparation 

of a scheme which would in our view be necessary to 

introduce in the event of a collapse in Prance, to enable 

the British Government to take complete power over 

property, business and labour0 A provisional draft of 

such a scheme is contained in the Appendix and,is based 

on advice we have received from the Heads of Departments 

Committee,. 






APPENDIXo 


1, We are faced with a situation so menacing as to 

demand that powers should he given to the Government to 

enable them to exercise complete control over property, 

businesses and labour0 Such powers waxLd enable the 

Government to make instant use of labour and property as 

it thinks besto 


2. Competent authorities0 


The competent authority for the exercise of the 

control would in each case be the Minister of the Department 

responsible for the field of effort concerned, The 

Minister would set up subordinate authorities to exercise 

his powers. These powers would be subject to the 

over-riding power of the Military authorities in case of 

grave emergency. The subordinate authorities which 

have absolute powers without the right of appeal. 


3* Sanctions,) 


The necessary assumption is that public opinion 

will be behind these proposals; otherwise it will be 

impossible to impose them in the face of a large volume 

of non-co-operation0 Nevertheless some specific 

sanction would obviously be necessary and it is thought that 

the best plan might be to establish labour corps to which 

recalcitrants could be compulsorily assigned,. These 

labour corps would be under discipline and analogous to 

prison discipline. 


4. Application of scheme0 


The scheme outlined in this memorandum would apply to 

all persons irrespective of age, means or sex. 


5, Regulation of wages and profits. 


It must be recognised that for the full and effective 

use of the powers now proposed it would ultimately be necessary 

to provide for the complete regulation of wages, and a 

corresponding regulation of the profits on capital. It is 

probable however that at the outset of the scheme no steps 

could or need be taken in this direction,, 


6* Presentation to the Public* 


Careful consideration would have to be given to the 
manner of the presentation of these measures in such a way 
as not to have the effect of precipitating the collapse 
of Prance, since a premature disclosure would inevitably 
have that effect. The first move would be to convince the 
public that an immediate effort was required, and this would 
have to be stated in such a way as to suggest that further 
sacrifices might be required latero We suggest that the best 
way of carrying out this first instruction to the public would 
be a broadcast to be given today by the Prime Minister., If 
an actual collapse occurred in Prance the case for full 
compulsion would have to be stated bluntly. (Emphasis could 
be""Xaid^OTr-trhe--powaro...^.ch the Government already had). 





7o On the assumption that the country is in a state of 

siege and that the Government has "been given complete 

power over property.and labour, the following are 

examples of how it might exercise its powers in the 

industrial as distinct from, the military field0 


(i) Con.trol oyer pr opsrty and bus1i:,ess3 


The Government would assume complete control 

over business concerns to whatever extent 

m.:-j be r.o'.?essary- The first stage of this 

control would apply to all firms mainly 

engaged on Government "business, and they 


-
would as fro:.?: the date 0:0. which the scheme 

operates be assumed xo be working on 

Government accounts 


(ii) Control; over Labour0 


of labour are- urgently needed in the following 

cases: 


:(l) Transport, (ecg* vehicles can at 

present be taken over but not the labour 

to drive them) 0 


( 2*) Ship^ Repairs.
c


(S) Aqri cultureo	 (Powers to control would 

be particularly valuable here to stop the 

present drain on agricultural labour to 

other better-paid industries)a 


(4)	 CjDal^Jgines^anil Jtoek^laboure 


(5)	 Air Raid; Precautionse 


(6)	 Extens 1 on g j  ofHoura  (In many fields of 
c


Industry"an"extension of hours would be 

necessary)0 


8  It is suggested that if the War Cabinet approve, 
0


the Scheme should be worked out in further detail, in 

consultation with the Departments concerned and presented 

again in a form suitable for legislations 


http://on.tr
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THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAbU! 


informed the War Cabinet that the British were m 


touch on their left with the Belgians about Oudersvrd, 


but on the right in the St. Amand area the French were 


not holding well at all. - The Chief of the General 


Staff at General Headquarters had rung up the War 


Office and said that if the gap on the right of the 


B.E-.F. widened, the Commander-in-Chief had it in mind 


to withdraw towards Dunkerque, resting his right on the 


canal running through St. Omer, and to fight it out 


there. 


The Chief of the Imperial General Staff sard.'' 


that he had replied that this proposal could not be 


atcepted at all. - We might at a pinch be able to 


supply the B.E.F. in a bridgehead resting on the Channel 


ports for a limited time, but we could certainly never 


evacuate the force complete. ' He had already 


suggested on the previous evening that the B.E.F. 


should advance south-west through the Bethune-Arras 


area, with its left somewhat refused.- in order to 


get back on to -its lines of communication, and fight 


its way through to join up with the French. If we 


could get on to the line of the Somme and regain 


touch with the French there, we might secure our 


position. He had suggested that tactical trains 


should be used to supplement motor transport for the 


movement of the infantry. The troops had already 


moved some 180 miles and had had a certain amount of 


- 1 





fighting.- Although they were not being pressed by 


the Germans they would not be able to retire further 


that night, since they would require time for re
organisation. 


He had spoken to General Headquarters 


about an hour before the meeting, and the Chief of the 


General Staff had said that things on the right were 


slightly better, but that they did not know in whose 


hands Cambrai was. 


It appeared that the B.E.F. had had no touch 


with General Billotte since 1.0 a.m. that morning.-


Lord Gort was waiting for orders from G neral Georges, 
e


-
-

who was at that moment in a conference with General 


Dill.. A letter from Gener&l Dill, - written 

after his conference with General Georges, and 


presumably containing the latter's plan, was due to 


arrive in London at about 7.30 p.m. The French 


counter attack by armoured troops and one infantry 


division in the Laon area had been reported as ready to go; 

off at 11.0 a.m. that day, but no news had yet been 


heard of it. A counter attack was also being prepared 


between La Fere and Peronne with three divisions, but 


messages which had been received gave the impression 


that these formations were intended to do little more 


than hold the line of the canal.-


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he fully agreed 


with the objection of the Chief of the Imperial General 


Staff to the proposal to fall back on the Channel ports. 


In such a position the British Expeditionary Force would .'. 


be closely invested in a bomb-trap, and its total loss 


would be only a.matter of time. Our forces must 






therefore at all costs move hack towards Amiens. If 


necessary we could continue the retirement hack 


through Rouen, moving always towards our hases and 


reserves. Admittedly this would uncover the Channel 


ports, hut the Germans would in any case he able to 


operate against this country from aerodromes in the 


Low Countries. The loss of the ports was therefore 


comparatively less serious than in the last war, when 


aircraft had not had such a long range. We must face 


the fact that the Belgian Army might be lost altogether, 


but we should do them no service by sacrificing our own 


Army. They should be urged to try and conform with 


the movement of the British Expeditionary Force. At 


the worst we would make every endeavour to evacuate 


as many of them as we could. 


The War Cabinet expressed general agreement 


with these views. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

-

that there was no alternative by which we could ensure 


the disengagement of the Belgian Army unless, of course, 


the French themselves could drive back the Germans in 


the Bulge. 


Some discussion followed regarding the arrange
ments to be made to co-Grdinate our proposals with those 


of General Georges, who was in command of the Armies 


in the area concerned. It was thought that before these 


proposals were communicated to General Georges it would 


be better to wait for the letter which General Dill was 


sending over at 7.30 p.m. General Georges' plan 


could then be discussed before the Chief of the 


Imperial General Staff left to see Lord Gort. 






Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 


The War Cabinet agreed:-' 


(i) That, subject tp any new proposals 

put' forward by General Georges 

(a) The French should be informed that 

the British Expeditionary Force 

was being instructed to move in a 

south-westerly direction on the 

axis Arras-Amiens attacking all 

enemy forces encountered, and to join 

"up with the French Army. 


(b) The Chief of the Imperial General 

Staff should cross to France by 

sea after General Dill's letter 

had been received and considered, 

and communicate the above 

instructions to the Commander-in-

Chief, British Expeditionary 

Force. 


(c) The Belgians should be urged to 

conform with the movements of 

the British Expeditionary Force, 

but they should be told that 

we would do our best to evacuate 

such of their Army as could not 

maintain contact with the British 

Expeditionary Force. 


(ii) That the Admiralty should consider 

forthwith the measures necessary to 

provide for the evacuation of Belgian 

forces from the Channel ports. 


(iii) To invite the Minister of Information 

to indicate to the Press that the 

situation, although not desperate, 

had become increasingly grave. 


(iv) That the Dominion Governments and 

High Commissioners should not be 

informed at this stage as to the 

decision at (i) above. 
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'm AIR DEFENCE The War Cabinet had before them a Report 

OP GREAT BRITAIN. 


by the Chiefs of Staff (W.P.(40) 159). 

Despatch of 

fighter aircraft THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had minuted 

to France. 


on the Chiefs of Staff Report suggesting:- 
(previous 

leferenceV 

1 T 5 V X U U . O 

ififfî Rnfifij	 (i) A study of the covering operations which 

J.M. (40) 126th would be necessary from English "bases, 

Jonciusions, in the event of it being necessary to 

limit e 2. ) withdraw the British Expeditionary 


Force from France.. 


(ii)	 Attacks on German bombers over France 

were no less valuable than operations 

against them over this country. 


(iii)	 10 squadrons of fighters should "be formed 

within a month from spare aircraft used 

for training purposes. 


(iv)	 Plans should be made to use Battle 

aircraft to "bombard German factories 

if possible. 


(v) Arrangements	 should be made to get back 

as many of our aircraft as possible from 

France in the event of a withdrawal of 

the British Expeditionary Force or a 

collapse in France, 


(.vi) A.A. defences should be concentrated 

to protect the aircraft factories in 

this country. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF made the 


following remarks on these suggestions:
(i)	 The Direotor of Operations (Home) in the 


Air Ministry was discussing plans with
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 

Fighter Command, for covering operations 

over the various ports which might have to 

be used. If ports as far west as le Harve 

were employed, we should have to use 

aerodromes in France and reconnaissance 

of such aerodromes near Beauvais and 

west of the Seine was taking place. 






(ii) "Fighter aircraft could be employed much 

more economically in this country against 

German bombers, since we had a properly 

organised warning system, which avoided the 

wasteful system of continuous patrols. 

It was necessary to maintain these in France 

on the offchance of intercepting enemy 

aircraft. Moreover, it was more likely 

that the German bombers operating over 

France would be escorted by fighters which 

could better engage our own aircraft." 


(iii)	 Three new squadrons of Spitfires were 

being formed, but it would be uneconomical 

to form-10 new squadrons within a month. 

It was better to dispose our available 

resources in aircraft.in depth, so that 

squadrons could as far as possible be 

kept up to their full operational 

efficiency. There were only 15 Hurricanes 

at present in training units. Every 

available aircraft would be employed to 

make good our losses. Wastage, however, 

was very heavy. Out of tjBsaf348 aircraft 

which had been specially sent over to 

assist in the Battle of the Bulge only 

10 were left serviceable at the present 

time, 


(iv)	 Battle aircraft were unsuitable for 

operations against the Ruhr, since their 

range was limited and they had inadequate 

facilities for navigation. They would, 

however, be of great use for attacks on 

the German aerodromes in the LOT/ Countries 

and against an attempted invasion by sea.. 


(v) Arrangements would certainly be made to 

withdraw as many as possible of our 

aircraft from France in case of a collapse. 


(vi)	 The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 

Fighter Command, had been instructed to 

concentrate our air defences to protect 

the aircraft factories, and was working 

out a scheme for this purpose. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 


referring to paragraph 8 of the Report, enquired 


whether it would be possible for additional fighter 


support to be sent from this country, for a few days, 


at a time of crisis in the battle. 






THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that 


such arrangements might be made, using home 


aerodromes, if the situation permitted, but only 


for a very limited period. He recalled that 


the additional fighter squadrons already sent 


had been despatched simply to assist in the 


Battle of the Bulge for a few days only. It 


was not the intention that these should be 


retained permanently in France. 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that we had 


reached the limit of the air assistance which 


we could senito France, and that we could not 


consider despatching further resources permanently 


to France, thus denuding our defences at home. 


The War Cabinet 
(i) Took note of the above 


statements. 


(ii) Agreed that no additional 

fighter squadrons should be 

withdrawn from the Air Defence 

of Great Britain for despatch 

to France apart from such 

support as might be afforded 

in a crisis by aircraft . 

operating from bases in the 

United Kingdom), if the 

situation so permitted. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.X
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At the close of the Meeting, THE SECRETARY OP 


STATE FOR WAR reported a conversation which he had just 


had with the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. The 


latter had not reached General Headquarters until 5 a,m. 


owing to the terrible congestion on the roads. 


He had seen Sir Roger Keyss and the General Staff 

Officer Grade 1 of our Misston attached to the Belgians. 


He had explained to them our plan for the withdrawal 


of the B. E. F. and the circumstances which made this 


necessary. 


General Ironside said that a start was being 


made with the withdrawal to the south of three Divisions 


of the B.E.F. Two had been ordered to attack Arras, 


and were at that moment on the move. 


General Ironside said that Lord G o r f s main 


difficulty would be to extricate himself from his 


present position on the Esoautw He was in contact with 


the enemy on this line, and his units on the right 
were mixed up with General Billotte's army. Further, 


the lines of communication of the two armies crossed. 


General Ironside had seen General Billotte 


and had tried hard to make him attack; he rather 


gathered that an attack on Cambrai was intended, but he 


expressed no great faith in this attack, or in General 


"Billotte. He had also spoken to General Weygand, who 


was full of fire, and to General Dill. 






The Chief of the Imperial General Staff had 


asked if he could stay out in Prance for the whole of 


that day, returning at dawn on the following morning. 


This had been agreed to. 


Generallronside had seemed rather more 


hopeful, and had said that he saw no reason why the 


situation should not be put right, but that it would 


take time. Much would depend on what happened to 


our forces on the Escaut line. 


General Ironside also expressed the hope 


that, now that General Weygand had become Generalissimo^, 


we should exercise considerable caution as to the 


manner in which we communicated to the French High 


Command the plans for the future movements of our 


forces. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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 THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that the 


 Prime Minister had asked him uo raise at the War Cabinet 


the position disclosed in a document which he had 


received, the general effect of which was that Captain 


Maule Ramsay, M.P., who was the principal organiser of 


an organisation known as the "Right Club", had been 


engaged in treasonable practices in conjunction with an 


employee (a United States citizen by name Tyler Kent) 


at the United States Embassy. 


THE SECRETARY uF STATE FOR THE HOME DEPARTMENT 


said that he was in possession of a full report dealing 


with this matter, which showed that a. woman named Anna 


Wolkoff, who had been interned some two or three days 


previously, had been in relations with an employee at 


the United States Embassy where he had held the position 


of code and cipher clerk. It appeared also that Captain 


Ramsay was in relations with this woman and also with 


Sir Oswald Mosley, though, as regards the latter, not 


in connection with this woman. With the consent of the 


United States Ambassador, a search had been made of the 


rooms occupied by the employee referred to above, and 


a large mass of incriminating documents had been discover 


ed, including a sealed packet containing a book in which 


were recorded the names and addresses of the members of 


the Right Club, which the employee of the United States 


Embassy had admitted had been confided, to him by Captain 


Ramsay. ^ 






Continuing, the Home Secretary said that hi \) 7 
proposed to consult urgently with the Law Officers as 
to the action to be taken against Captain Ramsay. If 
he were interned only, he could be interrogated freely, 
but, if a prosecution was-contemplated, this would not 
be possible. The Right Club had hitherto been regarded 
as a semi-secret society, mainly anti-Semitic in its 
objects, and pro-Nazi only in a secondary degree. 

THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that this 


was obviously a most serious matter. The information 


disclosed that, under the guise of anti-Semitic 


propaganda, this body had been carrying on pro-C-ennan 


activities and secret subversive work, with the object 


of disorganising the Home Front and hindering the 


prosecution of the war. Further, the Lord President 


said that the report disclosed that Anna Wolkoff had 


means of communicating with persons in Germany. 


In discussion, the view was expressed that, in 


existing circumstances, action should be taken as 


quickly as possible against members of the Right Club. 


The view was aiso expressed that action could be ta.ken 


generally against persons known to be members of this 


organis ation. 


The War Cabinet — 


(l) Invited the Secretary of State for the Home 

Department, in conjunction with the Law 

Officers, to consider as a matter of urgency 

whether the man principally implicated should 

be internee' only (in which case he could be 

freely interrogated), or whether he should 

be prosecuted (in which case he could not be 

interrogated); 


(2) Authorised him, in the light of the	 consultation 

referred, to in (l), to take such action as 

seemed appropriate in regard to persons known 

to have been members of the organisation. 

Prima facie, the V/ar Cabinet favoured the view 

that action should be taken a.gainst these 

persons. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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THE WESTERN THE PRIME MINISTER gave the War Cabinet an 

FRONT. 


account of his visit to France with the Vice Chiefs of 

Progress of 

operations. Staff and General Ismay. He had first seen M. Reynaud. 


(previous He had gathered that M. Daladier was considerably shaken 

Referenee: 

W.M.(40) 133rd by the serious defects which had been disclosed in the 

Conclusions, 


Minute 2.) French military machine, particularly in view of the fact 


that he had been Minister for War for the past four 


years. The party had then gone on to see General 


Weygand, who had made a most favourable impression by 


his vigour and confidence. 


General Weygand had given them his full 


appreciation of the situation and it was clear that his 


views coincided exactly with those which the Chief of 


the Imperial General Staff had expounded to the War 


Cabinet. During his visit to the armies in the north 


on the previous day, General Weygand had, unfortunately, 


missed seeing Lord Gortj but he had spent a considerable 


time with the King of the Belgians and the Belgian 


Commanders-in-Chief. He had told them that it was 


essential for them to withdraw. They had demurred on 


the grounds that by doing so they would give up the whole 


of their country. The moral effect would be bad, and 


the Belgian forces might question whether they was any
thing left for them to fight for. The King had 






suggested that the Belgians, in contact with the British 


should fall back towards the coast and fight it out on a 


roughly semi-circular line with their backs to the sea. 


General Weygand had pointed out to them the hopelessness 


of such a plan from the strategical, point of view, but had 


not left them convinced. Nevertheless, just before the 


Prime Minister had reached General Weygand, a message had 


been received to the effect that the Belgians had agreed to 


withdraw to the line of the Yser. General Weygand had 


issued orders for the sluices in that area to be opened in 


order to cover the Belgian front. 


The Prime Minister read to the War Cabinet 


the conclusions^ which he had drawn up after his discussion 


with General Weygand. M. Reynaud had concurred in the 


draft. A copy of these conclusions had been despatched to 


Lord Gort for his information. The orders based on these 


conclusions would, of course, reach Lord Gort through the 


normal channels. 


It was intended that the attacks by the British 


Army and the French Army to the South-West and by the French 


Army Group northward in the Amiens direction, should take 


place on the following day, 23rd May. 


THE CHIEF OF.THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF observed 


that, so far as was known, no preparations had been made 


for these attacks at noon that day, and he thought that the 


attacks would take some time to mount. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that General Weygand had 


informed him that all German armoured divisions were 


operating in the Arras-Bapaume area, where, unfortunately, 






I l l 
the country was particularly favourable to them. On 


the southern front, along the line of the Aisne, the 


Germans appeared to be preparing for an infantry attack 


in the "classic style". Air-Marshal Peirse had. 


explained to General Weygand the difficulties with 


which our bombers had to contend in attacking the 


German armoured columns by day. He had, however, 


undertaken that the Royal Air Force would do everything 


possible to assist the proposed attacks by the British 


and French Armies, both by day and night. Provided 


the French fought well, there seemed a good prospect 


of success. 


THE VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


said that General Weygand had told him that he was 


doing everything possible to raise the morale of the 


French troops. There was certainly a weakness in the 


French Commanders, but from the fact that the French 


forces had not fought much anywhere it seemed likely 


that the morale of the units as well was not too good. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR gave the War 


Cabinet an account of a conversation which he had 


had with Lord Mxinster, A.D.C to Lord Gort 


over the telephone at 5 p.m. that evening. A copy 


is attached to these conclusions (Appendix I I ) ^ 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that General Weygand 


had issued a stern order regarding refugees, who were 


to be driven into the fields and to be forbidden the 


use of the roads except for very limited and stated 


hours. Furthermore the populace had been instructed 


to remain in their homes. 






THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF Informed the 


War Cabinet that the first lot of iron rations had 


been flown over by the Royal Air Force/ and that the 


second lot were ready to go. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the first 


food ship had been sunk by a bomb off the Belgian coast. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY read telegrams 


reporting that Dunkfcrque, Calais and Boulogne had been 


repeatedly bombed. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that reports 


which he had received up to that moment gave the German 


losses of aircraft for that day as 7 against no British 


losses. 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 






APPENDIX. I. . . 


Conclusions reached at the Meeting 

between The Prime' Minister and 


General Weygand. .- . 


It was agreed: 


1.. That the Belgian Army should withdraw to the 


line of the Yser and stand there, the sluices 


being opened,. 


2.	 That the British Army and the French First 


Army should attack south-west towards Bapaume 


and Cambrai at the earliest moment - certainly 


tomorrow with about eight Divisions - and with 


the Belgian Cavalry Corps on the right of 


the British. 


3.	 That as this battle is vital to both Armies 


and the British communications depend upon 


freeing Amiens, the British Air Force should 


give the utmost possible help both by day and 


by night while it is going on. 


4.	 That the new French Army group which is 


advancing upon Amiens and forming a line 


along the Somme should strike northwards and 


join hands with the British Divisions who are 


attacking southwards in the general direction 


of Bapaume. 


32nd May. 1940. 






APPENDIX II. 


Note by the Secretary of State for War recording 

a conversation with Lord Minister (A.D.C. to Lord Gort). 


Lord Munster rang me up from Belgium to-day 


at 5 p,m^ He was with Sir Roger Keyes at some point on 


the coast. Lord Munster said that he had been charged 


by the Commander in Chief with a message for the Prime 


Minister, but that in the absence of the Prime Minister 


he would give me the message. 


The situation was very grave. All the Lines of 


Communication of the B.E.P. were cut. Conversation was 


impossible either with Paris or with London, There was a 


serious shortage of the essential commodities for war both 


in respect of food and munitions. Above all, there was no 


co-ordination between ourselves and the French on our 


right.- "The Co-ordinator has had an accident and 


co-ordinates no longer". Lord Gort had had a three hours' 


conversation with the French, and received the impression 


that there was "very little doing". I asked what had 


happened at the meeting with Weygand yesterday. Lord 


Munster replied that there had been no such meeting.- The 


Commander-in-Chief had not seen Weygand, though he 


understood that the King of the Belgians had done so. - Lord 


Gort had not known until after his departure where General 


Weygand had been. The message continued: "The gap must 


be closed at all costs on our right. The French should 


clear our Lines of Communication, As yet, however, they 


were not prepared to fight, nor did they show any sign 


of doing so". 






Lord Munster added as a suggestion of *iie own 


that it might he good if a Minister were to come out 


from England and see conditions for himself. They 


were very grave. Unfortunately, however, it was 


difficult to get out or to get hack. I asked if 


Lord Munster could tell me how many days' supply of 


food and ammunition the B.E.P. had. He replied that 


he did not know precisely, hut only that they could 


not be sufficient for any large number of days-


In further conversation Lord Munster 


emphasised that the essential was to obtain a 


Co-ordinator at the earliest possible moment. Sir 


Roger Keyes made it clear that the Belgians would 


accept Lord Gort. Gould not we persuade the French 


to do the same? 


Lord Munster added that if we wished to see 


him tomorrow he could be fetched off in a destroyer, 


and Lord Gort was willing to spare him if we thought 


this desirable. 


Sir Roger Keyes then came to the telephone. 


He said that he had been present at the conversation 


between General Weygand and the King of the Belgians. 


General \7eygand had said that he must think like hell, 


but I gather that no definite plans had been decided 


upon beyond that agreed between the Belgians and the 


British, as a result of which the former were taking 


over thirteen miles of our line. The King had 


described the interview with General Weygand as four 


hours of confused talking. 


file:///7eygand




Owing to the fact that Lord Munster warned 


me that the telephone conversation might be listened 


in to, some of the references were, of course, more 


veiled than appears in this record, but I am confident 


that the record contains the essentials. Lord Munster 


can reach Keyes1 Headquarters in two hours from his 


own, and I have arranged with him that he shall motor 


there again tomorrow, and get into communication with 


us. We can call for him at any time through Sir 


Roger Keyes. 


22nd May. 1940-
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NORWAY. The War Cabinet had before them an Appreciation 


Allied by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on the Implications of 

military
policy. a Complete Withdrawal from Norway (W.P.(40) 165). 


(previous THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that, to 

Reference: 

f.M. (40) 134th summarize the Appreciation in the briefest possible 

Conclusions, 

iiihute 2. ) terms, it recommended that we should capture Narvik 


and then withdraw from Norway. A draft telegram to 


Lord Cork was contained in Annex II, in which it was 


emphasised that it was impossible to give Lord Cork 


adequate forces to hold Northern Norway permanently. 


THE PRIME MINISTER deprecated asking troops 


to incur heavy losses in assaulting a town which it 


was proposed to evacuate immediately afterwards. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that 


it was not proposed to tell Lord Cork to storm the 


town. At the moment, the primary objective was to 


establish his aerodromes, with a view to holding 


Northern Norway permanently. If, however, he knew 


that evacuation was contemplated, he might be able to 


accelerate the capture of Narvik. 


The Chiefs of Staff fully appreciated the political 

advantages of being able to say that we had captured 


Narvik. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that these 


advantages had been considerably minimised by the 


situation on the Western Front. 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY hoped that 


no decision would he taken at that meeting to abandon 


Norway- He felt that there were grave political 


considerations which needed full consideration. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he did not ask 


for an immediate decision. Plans for evacuating Norway 


should, however, be worked out at once, both by the 


Service Staffs in this country^ and by Lord Cork. He 


had no doubt that this country would shortly be subjected 


to very heavy attack. The guns, destroyers, aircraft 


carriers, shipping and troops at present devoted to the 


Norwegian project were urgently needed for our own defence. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that he shared the 


Prime Minister's views. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he was very much alive to the political 
disadvantages of leaving Norway. He felt, however, that 
if the situation in France became as grave as appeared 
only too probable, it would be imperative to withdraw 
from Norway, There would be considerable political 
advantages in capturing Narvik, if this could be done 
without heavy losses,. Once we had captured Narvik, it 
would be a valuable lever in connection with the Dahlerus 
plan for the withdrawal of both Allied and enemy forces 

from Northern Norway. On the other hand, the possession 
of Narvik would be valueless as a lever if it was known 
that we intended to withdraw. He asked for authority 
to pursue enquiries with both the Swedes and Norwegians 
as to the practicability of the Dahlerus plan. 





120 

THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF thought that 


there would he no objection to this from the 


military point of view, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought 


that the situation was so bad on the Western Front 


that Hitler would not for a moment consider the 


Dahlerus proposals, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that, even if it 


was decided at once to withdraw from Northern Norway, 


it would be some weeks before withdrawal could be 


effected. He hoped that in the interval we should 


take every advantage of our position in Northern 


Norway to mine the approaches to Lulea to the 


maximum possible extent. We should, on no account, 


mention withdrawal to the Norwegians until it had 


actually begun. We should then offer the King of 


Norway and his entourage asylum in this country. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that a rough 


appreciation of the implications of withdrawal had 


been prepared,although the other members of the 


Chiefs of Staff Committee had not yet had an 


opportunity of seeing the paper. There were 13,000 


British and 13,000 French troops in Northern Norway 


and large quantities of guns, motor transport and 


stores. 


It was estimated that about two months 


would be required for complete withdrawal. A more 


rapid withdrawal could only be secured at the 


sacrifice of materials He suggested that in 


instructing Lord Cork to prepare plans for evacuation,-' 


it was essential to tell him how much he could be 


permitted to sacrifice. Apart from this, an 


immediate decision was required in connection with 


the convoy containing 3,500 French and 3,000 British 


troops about to sail from the Clyde. 

- 3 





THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR assumed 


that the squadron of Hurricanes would not now 


he sent to Narvik. 


THE MINISTER OP SHIPPING- said that 


withdrawal from Norway might make it extremely 


difficult for us to retain control of the 


large amount of Norwegian tonnage, particularly 


tankers, which were already under charter to us or 


nominated for charter to us at a later date. 


The retention of this tonnage was vitally 


important to us  If we contemplated withdrawal 
c


from the Narvik area plans should, he thought, 


at once he made to seize every possible 


Norwegian ship. Even so some loss of tonnage 


would be inevitable and we would be faced with 


serious difficulties in manning the ships and, 


particularly, in finding sufficient engineers. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that further 


consideration should be given to the draft 


telegram to Lord Cork (Annex 2) at the 


Ministerial meeting which was taking place later 


that dayo. 






1 ? /
1 L w 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(l) That the Commander at Narvik and the Service 


Staffs in this country should at once he 

instructed to prepare plans for a complete 

withdrawal from Northern Norway., 


(2) That further consideration should he given, 

at the Meeting of Ministers to he held later 

that day, to the terms of the message to Lord 

Cork conveying this decisions 


(3) That, in regard to (2), it would he desirable 

to give Lord Cork some indication of the 

extent to which he would be justified in 

abandoning stores and equipment on withdrawal, 


(4) That the troop convoy now at the Clyde, and 

destined for Narvik, should not proceed there. 

Arrangements should be made for the French troops 

to be sent to Brest, and for the British troops 

to be disembarked in this country., 


(5) That the squadron of Hurricanes earmarked for 

Narvik should not leave this country. 


(6) That the Minister of Shipping, in consultation 

with the Admiralty, should prepare plans to 

obtain effective control of the largest 

possible amount of Norwegian Shipping, in 

the event of our withdrawal from Narvik leading 

to Norway going out of the war and seeking to 

withdraw ships from the service of this country. 


(7) That the utmost secrecy should be observed 

in regard to any suggestion that we might 

withdraw from Narvik, 


(8) That, in view of (7) and of the unlikelihood 

that the proposal would be accepted, the Foreign 

Secretary should not take further soundings 

in regard to the Dahlerus plan for the neutral
isation of Northern Norway,, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 
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WESTERN FRONT. 	 THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had been 


Progress of giving further consideration to the observations made 

operations. 


by the Lord Privy Seal that morning on the danger of 

(Previous 

Reference: falling between two stools, and that it might be best 

W.M. (40) 155th 

Conclusions, for the B.E.F. to fall back on the Channel Ports. He 

Minute 1.) 


had spoken to M. Reynaud and had told him that the 


position of the B.E.F. was very difficult. M. Reynaud 


had replied that the French operations were continuing. 


He had then spoken to General Weygand at 6 p. m.,and 

General Weygand had also had a conversation with the 


Chief of the Imperial General Staff. The gist of the \ 

latter conversation had been summarised by the Chief 


of the Imperial General Staff as follows:
(l)	 He (General Weygand) had taken Amiens, 


Albert and Peronne, and the manoeuvre was 

continuing under good conditions. 


(2)	 He considered that the only solution was 

to continue the manoeuvre. The rest was 

disaster. 


(5)	 He was quite unmoved when I told him of the 

weight of the forces moving up on the line 

Bethune - St. Omer. He said that the 

German Armoured Divisions were reduced by 

casualties. 


(4)	 He talked of studying the question of 

feeding Blanchard from the sea. I told 

him that we knew the difficulties and had 

little chance of doing much. 


(5) Weygand was c onfi dent. 

General Weygand had demanded that the 


operation should continue. The Chief of the Imperial 


General Staff and the Vice Chief of the Imperial 






General Staff had both been of the view that it was 


better that the operation should continue, since, if 


the B.E.F.were to retire on the Channel ports, it was 


unlikely that more than a small part of the force 
could be got away. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that he 


had sent a telegram to Lord Gort reporting the Prime 


Minister's conversation with General Weygaud. The 


telegram had stated that we realised Lord Gorfs 


difficulties, and that if he found it impossible to 


continue operations in accord with General Weygand's 


plan, he should inform the British Government so that 


the French could be informed, and all possible naval 


and air steps taken to cover the move to the coast. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that there had been 


reports of a catastrophic situation at Boulogne. It 


had been reported that the Germans had captured one 


of the forts and were shelling the town. A signal 


had been sent from the Admiralty ordering the 


evacuation, and stating that destroyers were being 


sent to take off the troops. This signal, however, 


had crossed a-signal from the Senior Naval Officer at 


Boulogne, stating that the situation was considerably 


easier, and that the British troops were holding on 


although they were being fairly heavily bombed. The 


fact that the Germans were bombing the town was a 


clear indication that they had not captured it. The 


orders to evacuate Boulogne had accordingly been 


cancelled. There was no doubt that our troops were 


undergoing a great ordeal and he would suggest that it 


might be of the greatest help to them if even a few 


hundred marines could be landed to reinforce them. 






The Chief of Naval Staff was invited to 


find out whether a party of marines was available. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


undertook to enquire whether the Officer in Command 


at Boulogne was anxious to receive a reinforcement. 


A decision whether to send a reinforcement should 


depend on his reply, provided trained troops were 


available,, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that a Tank Regiment 


had disembarked at Calais and had been placed under 


Lord Gort  They had been ordered to clear the route to 
c


St. Orner but had encountered enemy forces three miles 


out of Calais. No details of the fighting had yet been 


received,, The remainder of the armoured division had 


been disembarked at Cherbourg and had now reached a 


point south of Abbeville, 


TKS CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that 250,000 rations had been landed at Calais. He was 


hopeful that means would be found to get them through 


to the army. The ammunition position, however, was 


serious0 


Summing up the position, THE PRIME MINISTER 


thought that,even regarding the latest news in its most 


favourable light,there was as yet little ground for 


confidence. He felt, however, that we had no choice in 


the matter bu"; to do our best to conform to General 


Weygand's plan. Any other course would wreck the chance 


of General Waygans^s plan succeeding. 






The Chief of Naval Staff was invited to 


find out whether a party of marines was available. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


undertook to enquire whether the Officer in Command 


at Boulogne was anxious to receive a reinforcement. 


A decision whether to send a reinforcement should 


depend on his reply, provided trained troops were 


available. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that a Tank Regiment 


had disembarked at Calais and had been placed under 


Lord Gort  They had been ordered to clear the route to 
c


St. Omer but had encountered enemy forces three miles 


out of Calais. No details of the fighting had yet been 


received. The remainder of the armoured division had 


been disembarked at Cherbourg and had now reached a 


point south of Abbeville. 


THB CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that 250,000 rations had been landed at Calais. He was 


hopeful that means would be found to get them through 


to the army. The ammunition position, however, vra.s 


serious, 


Summing up the position, THE PRIME MINISTER 


thought that,even regarding the latest news in its most 


favourable light,there was as yet little ground for 


confidence. He felt, however, that we had no choice in 


the matter but to do our best to conform to General 


Weygand's plan. Any other course would wreck the chance 


of General Wayganr^s plan succeeding. 






According to a message from Sir Roger-Keyes, the 

King of the Belgians had said that he would fully 


understand if the B. E. F. was being withdrawn, but 


that it could only have one result for the Belgian 


Army i. e. capitulation. So long as we adhered to 


the plan, the Belgians would conform to it. The 


Belgian army would have fallen back to the line of 


the Yser by the following day. 


Attention was drawn to telegram Bo. 16 


from Geneva. This telegram reported that Herr 


Burckhardt had seen an official of the German Ministry 


of Foreign Affairs the previous day, who had come 


straight from Berlin. This official said that 


popular feeling in Germany was not elated, and that 


the situation was considered serious. A very high 


official in the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs 


had said that if the present attack could be held for 


a few weeks, there was danger of a complete collapse. 


The War Cabinet agreed that it would be 


useful that this telegram should be repeated to our 


Ambassador in Paris. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that 


General Pill had had a personal message from Lord 


Gort earlier in the day, suggesting that the former 


should fly over to Lord Gorfs headquarters in the 


course of the day, since the situation could not be 


fully appreciated except by someone on the spot. If 


necessary, General Dill might perhaps fly over to 


Lord Gort on the following day. 






The War Cabinet agreed to a suggestion 


by the Secretary of State for War that he should 


send a personal message to Lord Gort from the 


members of the War Cabinet, expressing their 


appreciation of his difficulties and of the spirit 


of fortitude and resource with which he was meeting 


them. 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements and approved the decisions 

outlined by the Prime Minister. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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 THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that just before the meeting he had seen the 


 Belgian Ambassador who had been accompanied by a 


 Belgian Minister. They had brought an urgent message 


pointing out that it was imperative that the King of 


the Belgians should not be captured. They suggested 


that the situation was such that arrangements should 


be made, if necessary, to bring him and his staff, 


comprising 30 or 40 persons, to England that night. 


Before the King would consent to leave, however, it 


would be necessary that a message should be sent to 


him by the British Government. They had suggested 


that his departure should be made either by boat or 


plane from Ostend, Nieuport, or Î llnkirk. He (the 


Foreign Secretary) was certainly of the opinion that 


the King of the Belgians should on no account run the 


risk of being taken prisoner. 


THE PRIME MINISTER considered that such a 


move would be premature. The Belgian Army was still 


holding the line of the Scheldt, and it would be 


regrettable that the King should leave his Army at this 


stage. When the t;jrae -came, however, it would be 


perfectly possible to send a message which would clear 


the King's conscience. 






THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


agreed. There was no sign as yet of any break in 


the-Belgian Army, and therefore no grounds for 


immediate alarm. 


The War Cabinet agreed:-


To invite the Foreign Secretary to 

inform the Belgian Ambassador that 

in the opinion of His Majesty1s 

Government the situation was not yet 

so critical as to justify the proposed 

departure of the King of the Belgians, 

but meanwhile, that close touch would 

be kept with Sir Roger Keyes, and 

all arrangements would be made to 

evacuate the King of the Belgians and 

his Staff at short notice should this 

become necessary. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD said that H.M.S. GLORIOUS 


with 16 Hurricanes, had left Scapa for Narvik on the 


afternoon of the 24th May. 


THE PRIME MINISTER informed the War Cabinet 


that the question of the evacuation of Narvik had been 


discussed at a meeting of the Defence Committee the 


previous evening. The Chief of the Air Staff had submitted 


that the Hurricanes in H.M.S. GLORIOUS would be essential 


for the successful and speedy evacuation of our forces 


at Narvik. It was recognised that these aircraft would 


be lost when we evacuated, but we should probably be able 


to get the pilots away. The Defence Committee had agreed 


that Lord Cork should be informed that it was our intention̂ , 

in view of developments on the Western Front, to evacuate 


Narvik as early as possible. He read to the War Cabinet 


the telegram^ which had been despatched to Lord Cork 


containing instuctions on this matter. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that he 


had been approached by the Norwegian Minister for 


Defence, who had pleaded for the supply of some 15,000 


rifles and ammunition to arm the Norwegian forces, who 


had lost all their arsenals when Norway hadbeen invaded. If 


th se arms could not be supplied, some of the Norwegian 


forces would have to be demob ilis e d. There were also many Norwegians in 


*A copy of this telegram is attached to 

D.0.(40) 7th Conclusions. 






this country who were anxious to go hack to Norway 


and fight there, hut these would have to be armed 


before they could leave. He had temporised in his 


reply to the Norwegian deputation, but it would be 


difficult to hold the position for very long. 


In the discussion which ensued it was 


generally agreed that we could not in present circum
stances supply the Norwegians with any arms. On the 


other hand it would be very much to our disadvantage 


in the Narvik area if the Norwegians collapsed 


altogether. The only course seemd to be to try and 


hold the position with the Norwegian Government on 


this question as long as possible, pending the 


evacuation from Narvik. They would realise that in 


present circumstances it was extremely difficult for 


us to supply arms to them. 


The War Cabinet agreed 


(i) To endorse the instructions which 

had been sent to Lord Cork for the 

evacuation of Narvik at the earliest 

moment. 


(ii) To invite the Secretary of State for 

War to explain to the Norwegian 

Government, if necessary, that, in 

present circumstances, we were not in 

a position to sLparo them any arms. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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THE KING OF THE THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had had 

BELGIANS. 


another telephone conversation with Admiral Sir Roger 

(Previous 

Reference: Keyes, who had spoken from Purnes. 

W.M. (40) 137th 

Conclusions, They had discussed the difficult position 

Minute 5. ) 


of the King of the Belgians, who was anxious to remain 


with his army, rather than to follow his Ministers to 


a temporary capital on French soil. 


In the course of the discussion in the 


War Cabinet the following points were made;
(l)	 We were ready at any time to provide a 


vessel for the evacuation of King Leopold, 

if he wished to leave. It now seemed that 

it might be impracticable to embark the 

King from Ostend and that the vessel would 

have to go to Dunkirk. 


(2)	 THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would be . 

speaking again to Sir Roger Keyes at 5 p.m. 

that day, and that he would send a message 

pointing out to King Leopold that it was now 

necessary for him to give earnest consideration 

to the question of his personal safety, from 

the point of vie?/ of the best interests of his 

country. 


(3)	 While one might sympathise with the Kingfs 

desire to remain with his troops to the end, 

the possibility of his becoming a prisoner 

in German hands was very distasbBful. Germany 

might in the near future wish to make Belgium 

an offer of a separate peace. If King 

Leopold were at the head of a Government on 

Belgian soil which accepted terms of surrender 

it would be a disaster for the Allied cause. 

On the other hand, if the King had left 

Belgium he and his Government would continue 

to be at war with Germany. 






The War Cabinet 

(i) Took note of the above statement, 


(ii) Invited the Foreign Secretary to 

arrange for a message to be sent 

to Sir Roger Keyes urging strongly 

the arguments in favour of King 

Leopold leaving his country, 


(iii) Took note that if the Klna aerreed to 

leave the necessary arrangements would 

be made by the Admira ty direct 

with the authorities in Belgium. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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WESTERN FRONT.	 THE PRIME MINISTER informed the War Cabinet 

that the previous night he had received a letter from 


Progress of General Spears, describing an interview he had had 

operations. v/ith what had been to all intents and purposes a War 


Council of Prance, and also a message from M. Reynaud. 

(Previous 

Reference: He read these two documents to the War 

W.iv.1. (40) lo8th Cabinet. The letter from General Spears may be 

Conclusions, summarised as follows 

Minute 1.) 


(i)	 The suggestion that Lord Gort had fallen 

back on the 24th May without warning and 

without orders had been cleared up. 

General Weygand had apologised with good 

grace. 


(ii)	 On the strength of a report brought in 

from General Blanchard by Commandant 

Fauvel, General Weygand had been inclined 

to alter his instructions to General 

Blanchard in the sense of inviting him to 

fall back to the Channel harbours, but in 

view of the fact that he had had later 

information from General Blanchard, he had 

finally determined to allow General Blanchard. 

to use his own discretion. 


(iii)	 General Weygand did not consider that 

attacks to the southward by the Blanchard 

group of armies could serve any other 

purpose than to gain breathing space to 

fall back to a line covering the harbours. 

(It had been the original intention to try 

and break through with a force of 3 French 

and 2 British Divisions, but one of the 

British Divisions had since had to be put 

into the line between Menin and Ypres to 

resist a thrust from the Bast,) 


(iv)	 There seemed no chance whatever of any 

French attack from the south aoross the Somme 

to disengage the Blanehard group. There 

were only 8 Divisions spread over a very 

wide front. 


(v)	 Commandant Pauvel had been extremely 

pessimistic. The Blanchard group had lost 

all their heavy guns; they had no armoured 

vehicles; and movements were very much 

hampered by refugees. 
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The King of 

the Belgians. 


Position of 

B.E.F. 


Visit of 

M. Reynaud; 

France's 

attitude. 


The message from M. Paul Reynaud set out the 

conclusions which had heen reached at the meeting which 

General Spears had attended. The principal point was 

that discretion was given to General Blanchard as to his 

action. 


THE PRIME MINISTER also read a telegram 

received from Sir Rogers Keyes relating to the 

evacuation of the King of the Belgians, which could he 

summarised as follows 


The King was being urged by his Ministers to 

fly with them, but he was determined not to 

desert his army at a time when a stern battle 

was in progress. If the King were to leave, 

this would inevitably hasten the capitulation 

of the Belgian Army and endanger the B.E.F. 

King Leopold had written to King George VI to 

explain his motive in remaining with his army 

and people if the Belgian Army became 

encircled and the capitulation of the Belgian 

Army became inevitable. 


The Prime Minister said that the above 

communications and other information which had been 

received had been considered at a meeting the previous 

night of the Service Ministers and Chiefs of Staff. 

General Karslake,who had seen General Swayne, reported 

that the latter thought that the French seemed unlikely 

to take any effective action from the south. M. Reynaid 

had telegraphed that he was arriving in this country 

that day and wished to meet the Prime Minister alone, or 

perhaps with one other Minister present only. It seemed 

from all the evidence available that we might have to 

face a situation in which the French were going to 

collapse, and that we must do out best to extricate the 

British Expeditionary Force from northern France. 


The Prime Minister read to the War Cabinet 

the conclusions which had been reached at the meeting 

of Ministers and Chiefs of Staff the previous night. 

(Copy attached to this Annex). On the basis of these 

conclusions a telegram had been despatched to Lord Gort, 

warning him that he might be faced with a situation in 

which the safety of the British Expeditionary Force wou3d 

be the predominant consideration, and that every en
deavour would be made to provide ships for the evacuation, 

and aircraft to cover it. Preliminary plans were 

accordingly to be prepared at once. 


The Prime Minister expressed the opinion that, 

although we could not foresee the outcome of the battle, 

there was a good chance of getting off a considerable 

proportion of the British Expeditionary Force. We must, 

however, be prepared for M. Reynaud in his interview that 

day to say that the French could not carry on the 

fight. He would make every endeavour to induce M. 

Reynaud to carry on, and he would point out that they 

were at least in honour bound required to provide, as 

far as lay in their power, for the safe withdrawal of 

the British Expeditionary Force. He asked the War 

Cabinet to be ready to meet again at 8.0 p.m. to receive 

his report of his discussion with M. Reynaud, He hoped 

that M. Reynaud would be willing to meet the War Cabinet 

There was some indication that M. Reynaud might bring 

with him a military expert, in which case the discussions 

might be extended in their scope. 






Position in

Calais,


In order to "be prepared to meet all 

eventualities he had asked the Chiefs of Staff to 

consider the situation which would arise if the 

French did drop out of the war, on the following terms 

of referencej

"In the event of France being unable to continue 

in the war and becoming neutral, with the Germans 

holding their present position, and the Belgian 

army being forced to capitulate after assisting 

the British Expeditionary Force to reach the 

coast; in the event of terras being offered to 

Britain which would place her entirely at the 

mercy of Germany through disarmament, cession 

of naval bases in the Orkneys etc; what are 

the prospects of our continuing the war alone 

against Germany and probably Italy. Can the 

Navy and the Air Force hold out reasonable 

hopes of preventing serious invasion, and could 

the forces gathered in this Island cope with 

raids from the air involving detachments not 

greater than 10,000 men; it being observed 

that a prolongation of British resistance 

might be very dangerous for Germany engaged in 

holding down the greater part of Europe," 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the 

Chiefs of Staff had already prepared a paper, on this 

situation, but they /would have to review this in the 

light of the new terms of reference remitted to them. 


 THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

 that our forces were still holding out in Calais, 


where the situation that morning was quieter than it 

had been the previous night. It was proposed that 

the Canadians should be sent to occupy Dunkirk and 

Lord Gort had been instructed to secure Ostend. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the Admiralty 
were putting in hand all preparations for the despatch 
of a fleet of shins, and small boats to evacuate the 
B.E..F. H.M.S.- GALATEA was to bombard -Calais that 
morning, and it was hoped under cover of this to put 

in two military officers from Dover in a motor torpedo 

boat who might be able to ascertain what the situation 

there was. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that General Karslake was returning by air to the 

southern front that morning with full instructions as 

to his action in the event of a French collapse,. We 

had on that front the 51st Division and the 1st 

Armoured Division, together with 40.,000 men from the 

base and L. of C. , of which 15,000 were fighting 

troops. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that in the dark picture which had been presented 

there was one brighter spot, in that the dispute on 

the rights and wrongs of Lord Gort1s action in drawing 

back had now been satisfactorily cleared up and there 

would be no recriminations on this oint. On the 

broader issue, we had to face the fact that it 

was not so much now a question of imposing a complete 

defeat upon Germany but of safeguarding the irdependevee of 






Attitude of

Italy.


Position if we

had to carry

on the war

single-handed.


 our own Empire and if possible that of Prance. In 

 this connection he informed the War Cabinet that he 


had had an interview, with the Italian Ambassador the ^ 

previous evening, in which Signor Bastianini had 

clearly made soundings as to the prospect of our 

agreeing to a conference. The Ambassador had said 

that Signor Mussolini's principal wish was to secure 

peace in Europe. The Foreign Secretary had replied 

that peace and security in Europe were equally our 

main object, and we should naturally be prepared to 

consider any proposals which might lead to this, 

provided our liberty and independence were assured. 

The French had been informed of this approach by the 

Italian Ambassador. Signor Bastianini had asked for 

a further interview that morning, and he might have 

fresh proposals to put forward. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that peace and 

security might be achieved under a German domination 

of Europe. That we could never accept. We must 

ensure our complete liberty and independence. He 

was opposed to any negotiations which might lead to a 

derogation of our rights and power. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought it 

very probable that Tualy might send an ultimatum to 

France very shortly, saying that unless she would 

agree to a conference, Italy would come in on Germany's 

side. This would bring very heavy pressure to bear 

on the French. It was clear from what M. Daladier had 

been saying recently that the French were very anxious 

about such a development. We should have to watch them 

very carefully. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL thought that Mussolini 

would be very nervous of Germany emerging as the 

predominant power in Europe. We must now await the 

arrival of M. Reynaud and the report of the Chiefs of 

Staff as to our prospects of holding out if the French 

collapsed. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

pointed out that if the French intended to come to terms, 

they had a very strong card to play if they made it 

clear to Hitler that they were bound not to make a 

separate peace. They might use this as a powerful 

lever to obtain favourable terms which might be of 

great value to us, if it was Hitler's object to break 

up the alliance. 


 Z?t this point the War Cabinet were handed 

 copies of an Aide-Memoire which had been 


 prepared by the Chiefs of Staff on the 

 subject of the visit of M. Reynaud on the 


26th May (Paper No. C.O.S. (40) 391)^7 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought 

that the position of Italy was very important, since 

Italy's demands were likely to be largely at the expense 

of France. Was it possible to ask the French whether 

Italy could be bought off? This might at least keep 

matters going. 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that this point was 

worth bearing in mind. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE PGR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that as he read the Chiefs of Staff paper our 

ability to carry on the war single-handed against 

Germany would depend in the main on our being able 

to establish and maintain air superiority over 

the Germans, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF interjected that 
in so far as the air was concerned it would depend, 
not on our obtaining air superiority over the 
Germans, but on our preventing the Germans from 
achieving such air superiority as v/ould enable them 
to invade this country. 

Accepting this view, THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS suggested that it had an 
important bearing on paragraph 11 of the Aide-Memoire. 
If France collapsed he assumed that the Germans 
would no longer need large land forces. They v/ould 
then be free to switch the bulk of their effort 
to air production. ' What effect would that have on 
the crucial question of the air? He added that 
Germany v/ould not now be hampered by lack of iron 
ore, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR suggested 

that Germany's ability to continue the air war 

would depend ultimately on her being able to 

maintain adequate oil supplies, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that 
the present Aide-memoire did not purport to cover 
these points". It had been drawn up simply for 
the purpose of providing arguments to deter the 
French from capitulating and to strengthen their 
will to continue to fight. The points raised by 
the Foreign Secretary v/ould be dealt with in the 
strategic review which would be submitted to.the 
War Cabinet on the Prime Minister's instructions, 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL considered that the 

strongest argument was contained in paragraph 4 

of the Aide-memoire, which pointed out that French 

capitulation would ultimately mean their 

destruction. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
suggested that in the last resort we should ask 
the French to put their factories out of gear. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL felt 
that whatever undertakings of this character we 
might extract from the French v/ould be worthless, 
since the terms of peace v/hich the Germans v/ould 
propose would inevitably prevent their fulfilment. 

THE PRIME MINISTER agreed. It was to 
be expected, moreover, that the Germans v/ould make 
the terms of any peace offer as attractive as possible 
to the French, and lay emphasis on the fact that 
their quarrel was not with France but with England, 





The War Cabinet:

(i) Approved. 
(a)	 The instructions which had been issueo 


to Lord Gort, and the military 

preparations set on foot for the 

evacuation of the British Expeditionary 

Force, including the provision of a 

fleet of ships and small boats. 


(b)	 The instructions issued to our forces 

in Calais to hold out. 


(c)	 The despatch of the Canadian Brigade 

Group to Dunkirk, if this course was 

found necessary, to secure the port. 


(ii)	 Took note that the Report by the Chiefs of 

Staff on the situation which would arise in 

the event of the French making a separate 

peace was being circulated, and that they 

would prepare a supplement to this Report 

replying to the specific question remitted 

to them by the Prime Minister. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 


26th May, 1940. 






APPENDIX. 


DRAFT CONCLUSIONS OF A MEETINGS OP MINISTERS 

AND CHIEFS OF STAFF. 


1) Lord Gort should march north to the coast, in 

battle order, under strong rearguards, striking 

at all forces between himself and the sea. 


2) A plan should at once be prepared on these lines, 

and the Navy should prepare all possible means 

for re-embarkation, not only at the ports but on 

the beaches. 


3) The Royal Air Force should dominate the air above 

the area involved. 


4) A warning telegram should at once be sent to Lord 

Gort to draw up a scheme on these lines, on the 

assumption that the march would start on the 

night of the 26/27th, but informing him not to 

give effect to this plan without further orders 

from the War Cabinet. 


5) The first six Divisions now in this country 

should be mobilised, i.e., brought to full 

strength and provided with equipment. 


6) "The stores at Havre, Rouen, Rennes, 

St. Nazaire and Nantes, or at least a 

proportion of them, should be 

evacuated." 


A decision to carry out this plan must, of 

course, await the outcome of M. Reynaud's visit 

on Sunday, 26th May. 
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PRANCE. THE PRIME MINISTER said that he did not 

think that M. Reynaud would object to the British 


M. Reynaud's 	 Expeditionary Force being ordered to march to the 

visit. 	 coast, although this matter had not yet been finally 


settled with him, ^ 


The Prime Minister then gave an account of 

Mo Reynaud;s discussion with him over lunch. 


M. Reynaud had given an expose of France's 

position^ Apart from the troops in" the Maginot 

Line, including the fortress troops, the French had 

50 divisions between Maimed^ and the coast. Against 

these the Germans could put 150 divisions. The 

French Ministers had asked General Weygand for his 

views on the position. They would defend Paris as 

long as possible, but if Paris was taken they would 

retire to the south-west. General Weygand had made 

it clear, however, that the Germans with their 

superiority of numbers and tanks, could pierce the 

line and pass through it* While he would obey orders 

and fight it out as long as he was told to do so, and 

would be prepared to go down fighting for the honour 

of the Flag, he did not think that France's resistance 

was likely to last very long against a determined 

German onslaught. 


The French Ministers therefore concluded that, 

with 50 divisions against 150, it was clear that the 

war could not be won on lando On sea we had good 

fleets which had established a superiority over 

Germany; but if Germany had command of resources 

from Brest to Vladivostok it did not look as though 

the blockade could win the war0 It was clear that 

this country would take a long time to build up a big 

army, and that we could not make a big effort in 1941 

on land. 


This left the Air, If the Germans took 

Paris they would have the air factories in that 

neighbourhood, as well as those in Belgium and Holland. 


What of the United States of America? The 

munitions industry in that country was feeble. 
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Where, then, could France look for salvation? 

Someone had suggested that a further approach should he 

made to Italy. This would release 1C French divisions

There were said to he a number of people in Italy, 

c 


such as Grandi and Balbo, and the like, who thought 

that to stab France in the back when she was in a 

mortal struggle with Germany was rather too like the 

action which Russia had taken in regard to Polando 


If an approach was made to Italy, what sort 

of terms would Italy ask? Probably the neutralisation 

of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal, the demilitarisation 

of Malta, and the limitation of naval forces in the 

Mediterranean Some alteration in the status of Tunis 

would also be asked for, and the Dodecanese (Sic) would have 

to be put right. The Prime Minister said that he had 

not understood what was meant by this. 


Apparently the French suggestion was that.the 

offer of such terms might keep Italy out of the war. 


M. Reynaud realised that the Germans would 

probably not keep any terms which they agreed to. He 

had hinted that he himself would not sign peace terms 

imposed upon France, but that he might be forced to 

resign, or might feel that he ought to resign. 


The Prime Minister said that he had then put 

the other side of the case, and suggested that as soon as 

the situation in North-eastern France had been cleared 

up, the Germane: would make no further attacks on the 

French line and would immediately start attacking this 

country. Me Reynaud thought that the dream of all 

Germans was to conquer Paris, and that they would march 

on Paris. 


The Prime Minister had said that we were not 

prepared to give in on any account. We would rather 

go down fighting than be enslaved to Germany. But in 

any case we were confident that we had a good chance 

of s\irviving the German onslaught,, France, however, 

must stay in the war. If only we could stick things 

out for another three months, the position would be 

entirely different. He had asked M. Reynaud if any 

peace terms had been offered to him. M. Reynaud had 

said "No," but that they knew they could get an offer if 

they wanted one. He repeated that General Weygand was 

prepared to fight on, but could hold out no hope that 

France had sufficient power of resistance. 


The Prime Minister said that he suggested that 

the Foreign Secretary should now go over and see M. 

Reynaud, who was at Admiralty House., and that he himself, 

the Lord President of the Council and the Lord Privy 

Seal should come over a few minutes later. 


A short further discussion ensued an whether 

we should make any approach to Italy
c 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY favoured this course, and 

thought that the last thing that Signor Mussolini 

wanted was to see Herr Hitler dominating Europe. He 

would ba? anxious, if he could, to persuade Herr Hitler 

to" take a more reasonable attitude. 






THE PRIME MINISTER doubted whether anything 

would come of an approach to Italy, but said that the 

matter was one which the War Cabinet would have to 

consider0 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that if 

we could maintain the struggle for some further weeks 

he thought that we could make use of our economic 

power in regard to raw materials, textiles, and oil. 

Stocks in Germany were very depleted. In any event, 

he hoped that France would take steps to see that 

valuable stocks and manufacturing capacity in France 

did not fall into German hands. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought the 
only point to be settled that day was^that General 
Weygand should be instructed (to persuade M. Reynaud) 
to issue orders for the B.E.F. to march to the coast. 
It was important to make sure that the French had no 
complaint against us on the score that, by cutting our 
way to the coast, we were letting them down militarily. 
At the same time it was important that the orders for 
the march to the coast should be issued as soon as 
possibleo He asked the Secretary of State for War 
to prepare a draft telegram for despatch, which should 
be brought over to Admiralty House at 3.15 p.m. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL mentioned the possibility 

of using smoke to mask the re-embarkation of our troops 

and of material. 


After M. Reynaud's departure, an informal 

Meeting of War Cabinet Ministers was held in Admiralty 

House. 


This record does not cover the first quarter 

of an hour of the discussion, during which the Secretary 

was not present. 


5£ X x x x 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that we were in a 

different position from Prance. In the first place, 

we still had powers of resistance- and attack, which 

they had noto In the second place, they would be 

likely to be offered decent terms by Germany, which 

we should not0 If France could not defend herself, 

it was better that she should get out of the war rather 

than that she should drag us into a settlement which 

involved intolerable terms. There was no limit to 
the terms which Germany would impose upon us if-she 

had her way. From one point of view, he would 

rather France was out of the war before she was broken 

up, and retained the position of a strong neutral whose 

factories could not be used against us. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that Herr Hitler 

was working to a time-limit, and he had to win by the 

end of the year. 






THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought 

that he would have to win by the beginning of the 

winter. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that if Prance now 

went out of the war, Herr Hitler would be able to turn 

on us the sooner0 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he hoped that 

Prance would hang on. At the same time we must take 

care not to be forced into a weak position in which 

we went to Signor Mussolini and invited him to go to 

Herr Hitler and ask him to treat us nicely. We must 

not get entangled in a position of that kind before 

we had been involved in any serious fighting. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he did not 

disagree with this view, but that he attached perhaps 

rather more importance than the Prime Minister to the 

desirability of allowing France to try out the 

possibilities of European equilibrium. He was not 

quite convinced that the Prime Minister's diagnosis 

was correct and that it was in Herr Hitler's interest 

to insist on outrageous terms. After all, he knew 

his own internal weaknesses. On this lay-out it might 

be possible to save France from the wreck. He would 

not like to see France subjected to the Gestapo. 


THE PRIME MINISTER did not think that Germany 

was likely to attempt this in regard to Prance. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he was not 

so sure. 


Continuing, the Foreign Secretary thought 

that we might say to Signor Mussolini that if there was 

any suggestion of terms which affected our independence, 

we should not look at them for a moment. If, however, 

Signor Mussolini was as alarmed as we felt that he 

must be in regard to Herr Hitler's power, and was 

prepared to look at matters from the point of view of 

the balance of power, then we might consider Italian 

claimso At any rate, he could see no harm in trying 

this line of approach. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO thought that 

we should soon get to the point at which demands were 

made which affected the security of the British Empire. 

But he saw no objection to this line of approach being 

tried. He doubted, however, whether it was within 

Signor Mussolini's power to take a line independent of 

Herr Hitler. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought 

that Signor Mussolini could only take an independent 

line if Herr Hitler was disposed to conform to the line 

which Signor Mussolini indicated. Tne problem was a 

very difficult one, and it was right to talk it out 

from every point of view. 






M 8 Reynaud wanted us to say to Signor 

Mussolini that if he did not come into the war against 

us we were prepared to do a deal with him in regard to 

certain named places. We were not prepared to accept 

that proposition as it stood. For one thing, the only 

advantage we should get was that Prance would he able 

to move away the ten divisions now on the Italian 

front. Signor Mussolini would get something for 

nothing, and what was offered would he only the starting
point for new demands. 


Another method of approach would he if the 

French told Signor Mussolini, that he must consider the 

future of Europe, including his own future. Italy was 

in no safer position that any other country. If 

Signor Mussolini was prepared to collaborate with us 

in getting tolerable terms, then we would be prepared 

to discuss Italian demands with him. 


Mo Reynaud, however, had thought that Signor 

Mussolini would not deal on these lines, but would 

want a specific offer made to him. 


The Prime Minister had said that it was 

undesirable that France should be in a position to say 

that we had stood between her and a tolerable settlement. 


He referred to the Prime Minister's statement 

that we might be better off without France. That 

meant, provided we could obtain safeguards on particular 

points, This was certainly a point of view which 

deserved serious consideration. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it was best 

to decide nothing until we saw how much of the Army we 

could re-embark from France. The operation might be 

a great failure. On the other hand, our troops might 

well fight magnificently, and we might save a con
siderable portion of the Force. A good deal of the 

re-embarkation would be carried out by day. This 

would afford a real test of air superiority, since the 

Germans would attempt to bomb the ships and boats. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL thought that Germany 

might well attempt some diversion against this country 

while we were engaged in re-embarking the Force. 


x x x x x 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY then explained the 

position in regard to the approach to Italy. He read 

out the joint communication which we had made with the 

French to the United States (See Telegrams No.198 DIPP to 

Paris, dated 24.5.40 and 887 DIPP to Washington, dated 

25. 5,40;.s&. It was not certain what action, xf any, 

PresidentT Roosevelt would take on this demarche. 


The Foreign Secretary then read out an account 

of the interview which he had had with the Italian 

Ambassador the previous day (See Despatch to Rome 

No. 413^) 






THE PRIME MINISTER said, that his general 

comment on the suggested approach to Signor Mussolini 

was that it implied that if we were prepared to give 

Germany hack her colonies and to make certain concessions 

in the Mediterranean, it was possible for us to get out 

of our present difficulties0 He thought that no such 

option was open to us 0 For example, the terms offered 

would certainly prevent us from completing our re-armamcnt 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that, if so,, the 

terms would he refused9 hut he felt sure that Signor 

Mussolini must feel in a most uncomfortable position 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that Herr Hitler thought 

that he had the whip hand.-, The only thing to do was to 

show him that he could not conquer this country  If, on 
c


M . Reynaud's showing,, France could not continue,"e must 
part company At the same time, he did not raise c


objection to some approach being made to Signor Mussolinio 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY then read to the War 
Cabinet the draft which had been discussed that afternoc-.. 
with M o Reynaudo M o Reynaud had wished to add some 
precise^ details, but had been willing to drop this 
sugge-stion0 

THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO thought that 
Signor Mussolini would be out to get Malta, Gibraltar 
and Suez0 He felt sure that the negotiations v/ould break 
down; but Herr Hitler would get to know of them, and it 
might ha*v:e a bad effect on our prestige 

THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought that 

he would make some extra demands on us; as, for 

example, Somaliland, Kenya, or Uganda, 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY thought that this was a 

good argument against mentioning particular matters in 

the approach^ 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought that 

Signor Mussolini would say that he knew what he wanted, 

but was only.prepared to deal as part of a general 

settlementc 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY thought that if we got to 

the point of discussing the terms of a general settle
men t and found that we could obtain terms which did not 

postulate the destruction of our independence, we should 

be foolish if we did not accept them, 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that the 

discussions contemplated would take some time. Meanwhile, 

France would be getting into a worse position. If Paris 

was likely to be taken within a short time, was there 

really any chance that negotiations would serve any 

purpose? 






Belgium: 

Message 

from Sir 

Roger Keyes. 


Information 

for the 

Dominions. 


Eire: 

erehaven. 


R e l a t i o n s
^ f e t w e en E

pid Northern 

Ireland. 


The War Cabinet:
(l) Invited the Foreign Secretary to 


circulate to the War Cabinet, for 

discussion on the ensuing day, the 

draft of a communication to Italy*, 

together with a record of the Foreign 

Secretary's discussion with Signor 

Bastianini: 


(2) Agreed that the Secretary of State 

for Air, as head of the Liberal Party, 

should be invited to be present when 

this matter was discussed. 


During the latter part of this discussion 

the Prime Minister was called out of the room to speak 

to Sir Roger Keyes, who had a message from the King of 

the Belgians. The King was determined to stay with his 

Army. There was, perhaps, a chance that he might be 

persuaded to leave at the last minute. The Belgians were 

determined to act as the left flank to assist our 

re-embarkation. Sir Roger Keyes said there was still 

nothing :ln Ostend to prevent it being taken. The Menin 

Gate was being shelled that afternoon. He had been at 

Lord Gorfs headquarters when orders had come to march 

to the coast. It was clear that these orders had been 

received with acclamation at G.H.Q., where it was held 

that the march to the South held out no prospect of success, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL asked what 

information should be given to the Dominions. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that nothing should 

be said to them in regard to the discussions with M. 

Reynaud. At the same time, they should be told that 

we had now obtained the formal assent of the French 

Government to falling back on the coast, and that the 

position was a serious one. 


In connection with the previous discussion, the 

LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that the Chiefs of 

Staff5 s Report on "British Strategy in a Certain 

Eventuality"(W.P.(40) 168) had referred to the desirabilit: 

of getting hold of Berehaven. He (the Lord President) 

was seeing the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 

that afternoon, and he thought that Sir John Maffey 

should be told to see Mr. de Valera in order to explain 

to him how serious the position was and how important 

it was that we should be able to occupy Berehaven again 

in the near future. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY again raised the.question 

of getting the Northern Ireland Government into some 

kind of relation with the Government of Eire. 


i r e 


Circulated as W  . (40) 170. 






THE LORD PRESIDENT said that he had seen 

Lord Craigavon, who had said that he would do whatever 

was askedc He had no objection to his people getting 

together with the representatives of Eire and discussing 

matters. The difficulty was that defence was a 

reserved subject, and that discussions on local matters 

were already taking place between the Northern Ireland 

Police and the Eire Police. In these circumstances 

the Lord President said that he had found it difficult 

to know what further specific suggestion he could 

make to Lord Craigavon. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 






\OMahsnins Strut, 

FINAL. 


( 5rd Draft. 


Telegram to General Weygand. 


The reports received here from the Front 


indicate that the offensive from the North cannot 


succeed in closing the gap in view of the fact 


that the offensive from the South cannot be launched 


in sufficient strength to join up with it. 


I have told the British Government that you 


have given General Blanchard full freedom of decision. 


I think that it would be very desirable that 


you should inform General Blanchard at once, that you 


authorise him formally to order a withdrawal towards 


the ports. Please inform Sir Edmund Ironside of your 


decision. 


PAUL REYNAUD. 


file:///OMahsnins




(As read to General Weygand 
over the telephone by- 10, Wahmxng Street, 
Monsieur Reynaud at 4.05 p--m.) OTlritelrsII. 

FINAL. 


troisieme projet. 


au general WEYGAND 


Les rapports regus ici du front indiquent 


aue 1'offensive partant du Nord ne peut reussir a 


combler le vide en raison du fait que 1"offensive 


partant du Slid ne peut etre declcinch.ee avec 


suffisamment de puissance pour rejoindre la premiere. 


J1ai dit au gouvernement anglais que vous avez 


laisze le general Blanchard Libre de sa decision. 


Je crois qu'il serait tres desirable cue 


vous faissiez savoir immediatement au general Blanchard 


oue vous 1'autorisez forrnellement a ordonner la retraite 


vers les ports. Veuillez informer Sir Edmund Ironside 


de votre decision. 


PAUL REYNAUD. 


http://declcinch.ee
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(R.6198/G) 


SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION AitD WAR CABINET 


TO: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 


Cypher telegram to The Marquess of Lothian (Washington) 


Foreign Office 25th May, 1940. 7.30 p.m. 


No. 887 DIPP. 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


My telegram to Paris No. 198 [of May 24th: possible 

approach to Italy]. 


French Government concur and are instructing French 

Ambassador in Washington in this sense so soon as Monsieur 

Daladier has enlisted support of United States Ambassador 

in Paris which he has, we understand, done today. Please 

therefore approach the President at once in the sense of my 

telegram under reference. You need not wait until your 

French colleague has received instructions. . 


Repeated to Paris 206, Rome 471. 
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION AND WAR CABINET. 


TO: FRANCE. 


Cypher telegram to Sir R. Campbell, (Paris). 


Foreign Office. 24th Hay, 1940. 7o'406p^mo 

No. 198. DIPP. 
oOo 

HOST IMMEDIATE. 
Your telegrams Nos. 241 [of Hay 21st], 255 and 262 [both of 


May 25rd. possible approach to Italy]. 


The idea now put forward by the French Prime Minister and 
Minister for Foreign Affairs viz. to approach Signor Mussolini 
throughtthe President of the United States is welcome to His Majesty s Government, who have themselves been contemplating the 
possibility of taking action in this sense. His Majesty s Govern
ment would see no objection to an enquiry being addressed to Signor 
Mussolini on the lines suggested in paragraph 2 of your telegram No. 
262, provided that this was done on the President!s own responsi
bility. 

2. At the same time it would be useful, in the opinion of His 

Majesty's Government, if President Roosevelt were to convey to Signor 

Mussolini the sense of the last two paragraphs of the statement we 

had in mind to malce concerning Italy (see my telegram No. 406 to 

Rome action on which has been suspended), omitting the question of 

contraband control which; as Your Excellency knows, is now being 

dealt with separately in'Rome through the Master of the Rolls. In 

other words, we would suggest that the President might inform Signor 

Mussolini that "he had reason to believe that the following repre
sented the attitude of the Allied Governments":-


That the Allied Governments 


(a) were aware that the Italian Government entertains certain 

grievances in regard to the Italian position in the Mediterranean, 


(b) were prepared to consider reasonable Italian claims at the 

end of the war, 


(c) would welcome Italy!s participation at the peace confer
ence with a status equal to that of the belligerents. 


3. This offer would be more attractive to the Italian Govern
ment if the United States Government could not only sponsor but 

guarantee it, and His Majesty s Government would accordingly suggest 

that the President should be asked to make the following statement 

in addition:-


That the United States Government for their part would be 

prepared to guarantee the fulfilment of the Allied promise, but that 

they could only do so - thus ensuring that Italian claims would be 

dealt with as part of the general settlement of Europe - provided 

always that in the meantime Italy had not joined in the war against 

the Allies. 






4. Please endeavour to obtain the early concurrence 

of the French Government in these proposals, So soon as I 

hear that they are in agreement, I would propose to telegraph 

to Washington in this sense, and would suggest that the 

French Government should take similar action,, 


Addressed to Paris No  198 DIPP. 
c


Repeated to Rome No, 465 and Washington No. 869. 






Sir E. Bridges. 
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Viscount Halifax to Si?' P. Loraine (Rome). 

(No. 4 1 3 . ) 

Sir, Foreign Office, May 2 5 , 1 9 4 0 . 


I A S K E D the Italian Ambassador to call this afternoon. 

2 . I told his Excellency that I wished to speak to him because I had reason 


to think that a misunderstanding had arisen with regard to the possibility of 

some statement being made by His Majesty's Government about the political 

issues between our two countries. It was quite true that we had intended to 

make an approach, in appropriate form, to certain political questions, following 

on the approach which we had made to questions concerning contraband control; 

and in any such approach we should have wished to make plain our desire that 

Italy should naturally take her proper place at a peace conference by the side 

of the belligerents. I had, however, hesitated to make the approach in question 

because of the discouraging nature of the reply which Signor Mussolini had 

sent through Count Ciano to a personal communication from the Prime Minister, 

which had led me to doubt whether any useful purpose would be served by our 

trying to define our position more closely to the Italian Government. In view, 

however, of the misunderstanding which seemed to have arisen, I wished to 

take the opportunity of saying that, while we fully recognised the special relations 

in which Italy stood to Germany, we had always been quite willing to discuss 

any questions between our two countries and to endeavour to reach solutions 

satisfactory to both sides. His Majesty's Government would be willing at any 

time to propose such a discussion to tihe Italian Government if we could have 

some assurance that we should not be rebuffed. If and when we should ever 

receive an indication that our approach might be received with due consideration, 

we should be prepared to carry the matter further and deal with it in greater 

detail. Personally I should hope, and I felt sure that this would be the view 

of His Majesty's" Government, that the measure of success which we were in 

the way of achieving as regards the difficulties connected with contraband control 

might serve to open the way to the treatment of other questions, always provided 

that we could approach these questions on the basis of the frankest recognition 

of the rights and necessities of both parties. 


3. I told his Excellency that I had thought that I ought to give him 

this message in order that I might feel, and perhaps his Excellency also, that, 

so far as we were concerned, nothing had been left undone that could help to 

avoid any misunderstanding, or something worse, between our two countries. 


4 . Signor Bastianini thanked me very much for my communication. He 

said that he had no knowledge of the exchange of letters between Signor Mussolini 

and the Prime Minister, but that he would of course immediately pass on what 

I had said to his Government. It had, however, always been Signor Mussolini's 

view that the settlement of problems between Italy and any other country should 

be part of a general European settlement, and his Excellency asked me whether 

he might inform his Government that His Majesty's Government considered it 

opportune now to examine the questions at issue between our two countries 

within the larger framework of a European settlement. 


5. I said that I had always thought, if any discussions were to be held with 

a view to solving European questions and building a peaceful Europe, that matters 

which caused anxiety to Italy must certainly be discussed as part of the general 

European settlement. 


6. Whether or not it might be possible to bring matters, which caused 

anxiety to Italy, to solution while the war was still in progress would no doubt 

depend upon the nature of the issues raised, and upon the course which any 

discussions might take. 


7. Signor Bastianini then said that he would like to know whether His 

Majesty's Government would consider it possible to discuss general questions 

involving not only Great Britain and Italy, but other countries. On my saying 


1 0 9 1 6 - 3 7 [ 2 1 2 6 1 - 1 0 ] 




that it was difficult to visualise such wide discussions while the war was still 

proceeding, the Ambassador replied that once such a discussion were begun, war 

would be pointless. 


8. Signor Mussolini, said the Ambassador, was interested in European 

questions—the Ambassador mentioned Poland—and was always concerned to 

build a European settlement, that would not merely be an armistice, but would 

protect European peace for a century. I said that the purpose of His Majesty's 

Government was the same, and they would never be unwilling to consider any 

proposal made with authority that gave promise of the establishment of a secure 

and peaceful Europe. I added that I thought I could say that this would also 

be the attitude of the French Government. 


9. The Ambassador warmly agreed with an observation that I had made 

to the effect that when we came to such discussions, Signor Mussolini would have 

an absolutely vital part to play. Signor Mussolini was always ready to help in 

securing a wider European settlement because he saw the solution of Italian 

problems only within the framework of the solution of all the problems of all 

other European countries. 


1 0 . His Excellency said that he would like to be able to inform Signor 

Mussolini that His Majesty's Government did not exclude the possibility of some 

discussion of the wider problems of Europe in the event of the opportunity 

arising. This I told his Excellency he could certainly do, for plainly the secure 

peace in Europe that both Signor Mussolini and we desired to see established 

could only come by thefinding through frank discussion of solutions that were 

generally acceptable and by the joint determination of the Great Powers to 

maintain them. 


I am, &c. 

HALIFAX. 
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WcMn (40) 141st CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 1. 


Confidential Annex. 


(27th May, 1940.) 


WESTERN FRONT. THE PRIME MINISTER said that at the meeting with 

Mo Reynaud the previous afternoon, complete agreement had 


Progress of been reached that the British Expeditionary Force must 

operations. be withdrawn to the coast. The B.E.F. was being pressed 


on both flanks, and the Germans had made a break in the 

(Previous line East of Courtrai. It was clear that we could not 

Reference: allow the security of our Army to be compromised in order 

W.M.(40) 139th to save the First French Army. He asked the Chief of the 

Conclusions, Imperial General Staff to make the position in this 

Minute 1. ) respect clear to Lord Gort. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL wished it to 

be on record that, in his view, M. Reynaud, in the 

conversations the previous afternoon, had at first tried 

to place upon the B.E.F. the responsibility for the 

withdrawal from Arras, and had attempted to make out that 


w
this withdrawal had made it impossible for th^ rench to 

deliver a smashing attack from South of the * In 

point of fact, there had never been any likexihood of the 

French delivering an effective attack from the South. 

M. Reynaud had, in the end, been persuaded to accept the 

British point of view, and the French agreement to our 

withdrawal to the coast had been given without recrimina
tion. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that an Officer 

who had just arrived from Lord G-ort's headquarters had 

reported on the conditions on the roids, and represented 

that it was vital to have fighter protection. Every 

effort would be made to provide this protection, but 

demands were also being received from the Belgian Army 

for assistance in the Courtrai area, where the enemy 

break-through might have very serious consequences. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that our troops in Calais were still holding out with 

great gallantry. Some of the garrison had been withdrawn 

in Naval vessels, and were to be replaced by other men of 

the same unit. 


It was recalled that on Friday last the Brigadier 

in command had been given one hour to surrender. 


The most serious attack was that on the Belgian 

line in the neighbourhood of the Comines Canal, and there 

was grave danger of collapse. Two British Divisions, the 

5th and 48th, had been sent to their assistance. On 

the previous day the Germans had attacked at Carvin and 

towards Hazebrouok on a ten-mile front. It was to be 

expected that if the Germans were held on that front, 

they would apply pressure elsewhere. 






Information 

for the 

Dominions . 

[Previous 

iRef erence: 

M.(40)139th 


iConclusions, 

lUinute 3. ) 


The previous day the Belgians had put up a good 

resistance and had taken some prisoners * 


General Weygand had issued a directive to General 

Elanchard to collect forces with a view to making an 

advance towards Boulogne. They were holding a long front, 

and it vas difficult to collect adequate resources for an 

attack. The troops of the B.E.F. were in good heart and 

felt themselves o. match for the enemy. General Pagaldes , 

with the remainder of two Divisions, was protecting the 

approaches to Dunkirk. The first stage in the withdrawal 

was to occupy the water-line of the canal running north
west through Lille, which the troops were expected to 

reach tho.t night. The next stage would be the water-line 

through Armcnticros, on which line it might be possible 

to establish a reasonable bridgehead. Withdrawal on 

Dunkirk would, however, take two or three days., and these 

days would be efctremcly critical. The gap through which 

we could withdraw was very narrow, and only two roads wore 

available. 


THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that Naval 

vessels were standing by to cover re-embarkation in the 

Dunkirk area, and were awaiting information as to the 

points selected for this operation. At Zeebrugge, aerial 

photographs had been taken of the position of the block
ships. Two more block-ships had arrived early that 

morning to complete the operation. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS asked 

for guidance as to what information could be sent to the 

Dominions. The High Commissioner for Australia was very 

anxious to present a picture of the situation to his 

GovcDrnmcnt. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF TJ-H COUNCIL said that he 

had had an interview with the High Commissionors for 

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa on the previous 

evening. Mr Bruce had taken a most, glooroy view of our 

prospects if Prance went out of the war. He (the Lord 

President) had pointed out that it was too soon to give 

any definite opinion in the matter. Our dangers were 

clear, but Germany would have her difficulties also, and 

even fighting single-handed we might well outlast her. 

Mr Bruce had urged that we should "mobilise1' President 

Roosevelt and Signor Mussolini before the fall of Paris; 

to which he (the Lord President) had replied that if Paris 

fell, it would, probably be soon, and that there would, not 

be time for this to be done. The most likely time for 

Signor Mussolini to intervene would be after the fall of 

Paris . 


The Lord President suggested that he should, see 

the High Commissioners again and inform them, that even if 

France went out of the war, there was no prospect of our 

giving in. We had good reason to believe that we could 

withstand attack by Germany, and we were resolved to fight 

on. 


(This statement would apply of course to the 

immediate situation arising out of the hypothetical 

oollapse of France. It would not mean that if 

at any time terms were offered they would not be 

considered on their merits.) 
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A. I

The previous day the Belgians had put up a good 

resistance and had taken some prisoners i 


General Weygand had issued a directive to General 

Elan chard to collect forces with a view to making an 

advance towards Boulogne. They were holding a long front, 

and it was difficult to collect adequate resources for an 

attack. The troops of the B.E.P. were in good heart and 

felt themselves a match for the enemy. General Pagaldes, 

with the remainder of two Divisions, was protecting the 

approaches to Dunkirk. The first stage in the withdrawal 

was to occupy the water-line of the canal running north
west through Lille, which the troops were expected to 

reach that night. The next stage would be the water-line 

through Armentieros, on which line it might be possible 

to establish a reasonable bridgehead. Withdrawal on 

Dunkirk would, however, take two or three days, -and these 

days would be efctrenely critical. The gap through which 

we could withdraw was very narrow, and only two roads wore 
available. 


THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that Naval 
vessels were standing by to cover re-embarkation in the 
Dunkirk area, and were awaiting information as to the 
points selected for this operation. At Zeebrugge, aeria.1 
photographs had been taken of the position of the block
ships. Two more block-ships had arrived early that 
morning to complete the operation. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOM AFFAIRS asked 

for guidance as to what information could be sent to the 

Dominions. The High Commissioner for Australia was very 

anxious to present a picture of the situation to his 

Government. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF TH1 COUNCIL said that he 

had had an interview with the High 0ommissionors for 

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa on the previous 

evening. Mr Bruce had taken a most gloomy view of our 

prospects if France went out of the war. He (the Lord 

President) had pointed out that it was too soon to give 

any definite opinion in the matter. Our dangers were 

clear, but Germany would have her difficulties also, and 

oven fighting single-handed wc might well outlast her. 

Mr Bruce had urged that we should "mobilise" President 

Roosevelt and Signor Mussolini before the fall of Paris; 

to which he (the Lord President) had replied that if Paris 

fell, it would probably be soon, and that there would not 

be time for this to be done. The most likely time for 

Signor Mussolini to intervene would be after the fall of 

Paris . 


The Lord-President suggested that he should see 

the High Commissioners again and inform them, that even if 


 France went out of the war, there was no prospect of our 
giving in. We had good reason to believe that we could 
withstand attack by Germany, and we were resolved to fight 

on. 


(This statement would apply of course to the 

immediate situation arising out of the hypothetical 

collapse of Prance. It would not mean that if 

at any time terms were offered they would not be 

considered on their merits.) 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought that 

it would be desirable to warn Mr Bruce of the dangers of 

his defeatist attitude. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that Mr Bruce's attitude was not shared by the Prime 

Minister of Australia, from whom he had received a pledge 

of the whole of Australia's resources in the event of 

France going out of the war. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it would be as 

well that he should issue a general injunction to 

Ministers to use confident language. He was convinced 

that the bulk of the people of the country would refuse 

to accept the possibility of defeat. 


THE SECRETARY !?F STATE FOR WAR thought that 

there was also a danger of a general assumption that 

France was going out of the war. Unless and until that 

happened, we should all assume that the French would 

fight on. 


There was complete agreement with the views which 

had been expressed by the Prime Minister, the Lord 

President of the Council and the Secretary of State for 

War. 


The War Cabinet 


Invited the Lord President of the Council 

to see the Dominion High Commissioners and 

to take the line indicated at A. above. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 
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W.M.(40) 141st CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 3. 


Confidential Annex. 


(27th MAYj 1940.) 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that a 

telegram had been received from Lord Cork asking 

that a bomber squadron should be sent to Norway 

to assist in the evacuation, but that it was not 

clear whether Lord Cork required the bombers at 

Narvik in order to bomb advancing Germans, wno 

might impede his embarkation, or whether he wished 

the bombers to take offensive action against 

Trondheim. Tho Chiefs of Staff were of the 

opinion that it would not be justifiable to send 

bombers to Narvik for the purpose suggested. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF informed the War 
Cabinet of the details of the timetable for the 
evacuation of Narvik. It was hoped that the 
evacuation would be completed by 6th June. 


Some discussion took place as to when we 

should inform the Norwegian Government of our 

intention to evacuate Narvik and it was agreed that 

the question should be brought before the War 

Cabinet again in two or three days time. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY referred 

to the views which had been expressed by the 

Commander-in-Chief. Home Fleet, on the desirability 

of evacuating Narvik. He (the First Lord) held 

the view that the chances of invasion of this 

country would be increased if we left Narvik where 

we were containing much greater forces than our own. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he fully 

appreciated the force of the arguments which had 

been put forward by the Commander-in-Chief, Home 

Fleet, but they had been unable to move him from 

his conviction that our only course was to evacuate 

Narvik. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above discussion and agreed that the 

question of informing the Norwegian 

Government of our intentions should 

-be brought before the War Cabinet 

again in two or three days' time. 


Richmond Terrace, S*W&i& 
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W.M.	 (40) 141st CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 9. 


Confidential Annex. 


(27th May, 1940). 


BRITISH STRATEGY The War Cabinet had "before them two 

IN THE NEAR Reports by the Chiefs of Staff (W.P.(40) 168 and 

FUTURE. W.P.(40) 169), and,a Note by the Minister without 


Portfolio (W.P. (40) 171) referring to W.P. (40) 168. 


THE PRIME MINISTER dealt with the main 

Report by the Chiefs of Staff (W.P.(40) 168) first. 

In his opinion this Report did not give a true 

picture of the position. In particular he 

challenged the Tables of the British and German ear 

strengths (Appendices "B" and "C" ),. which gave a 

misleading impression. He had caused a statistical 
Comparative examination of the comparative position of the two 
strength of the Air Forces to be made, and although it had been 


British and extremely difficult to arrive at a true comparison, 

German Air Forces. there v/ere certain observations which he wished to 


make. 


(i)	 During the last theee years, according 

to the figures provided by the Air 

Ministry, the Germans had turned out 

25,000 aircraft and we had produced 

15,000 i.e. a ratio of 5 to 3. On this 

basis it was quite misleading to say that 

the Germans had a superiority of 4 to 1 

over us. Either we credited the Germans 

with getting a much greater operational 

strength out of a given production than 

ourselves, or we made insufficient 

allowance for all the difficulties which, 

if our own experience was to be any guide, 

they must have encountered in expanding 

their air force, 


(ii)	 We knew the very large requirements of our 

own training establishments and formations,, 

If the German Air Force was really four 

times as large as ours, presumably their 

training requirements must similarly be 

four times as great and would amount to 

an enormous total. Unless we believed 

that the Germans succeeded in carrying 

out their training with a far smaller 

proportion of wastage than ourselves 

(which seemed unlikely), we must accept 

the fact that training requirements made 

far greater inroads into their operation
al strength than was shown in the 

tables. 






(iii) In January, 1940, the Air Ministry had estimated 

that Germany was turning out 2,000 aircraft per 

month. A detailed examination of this estimate 

had heen carried out by the Ministry of Economic 

Warfare, however, and as a result of this the 

Air Ministry had finally accepted a very much 

lower estimate of only 1,000 aircraft per month. 

Our whole policy might depend on our assessment 

of the German air strength, and it was therefore 

essential that all estimates should he subjected 

to the most detailed scrutiny. 


( iv) With regard to the figures for the Metropolitan 

Air Force given in Appendix "C", the late Secretary 

of State for Air had given as his forecast of 

first-line strength on the 30th June, 1940, a figure 

of 2,150 aircraft. The figure given in the Tables, 

however, amounted only to 1,256, to which must be 

added some 200 to 300 aircraft in France, a total 

of, say, 1,550. If these figures were correct, they 

would imply that we had lost two-fifths of our effective 

fore- since active operations had began on We stern Front. 

The figures of our losses up to the 24th May were 360, 

but against this must be offset the new intake since 

May 12th of 610 machines. 


The Prime Minister said that he proposed to go into 

these Tables of comparative strengths himself and try to 

obtain agreed figures on a truly comparable basis. The German 

bombing force might be four times as great as ours, but he 

did not believe the ratio was anything like so great in respect 

of our total air force. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that the Air 

Ministry figures of 15,000 aircraft produced by otirselves 

during the last three years referred to aircraft without 

their full equipment. The German figure of 25,000, however, 

covered aircraft complete in every respect. It was the 

German system to turn their aircraft out of the factory with 

all ancillary equipment. Out of the total of 15,000 which we 

had produced during the last three years, a certain proportion 

had had to be sent to the Middle East and other places overseas, 

as well as to the Fleet Air Arm. Germany, on the other 

hand, had no extra Metropolitan air force. It was true, 

however, that Germany had supplied very considerable numbers 

of aircraft to foreign customers, and he would ensure that 

due allowance had been made for this. 


With regard to the revised estimate - of German 

monthly production at 1,000 aircraft per month, this figure 

covered operational types only. 


THE VICE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF agreed that 
Appendiees "B" and "C" were not drawn up on comparable bases. 
The British figures referred to operational strength, and the 
German figures to first-line strength. An attempt had been 
made to arrive at a true basis of comparison, and he handed 
to the War Cabinet a comparative Table drawn up on these 
lines. ( C*U aMnttM^). 

THE PRIME MINISTER observed that from this Table 

it appeared that the odds against us were only 2i to 1. ir 

our airmen were shooting down 3 to 1, the balance was on our 

side. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that at 

night the balance would be very much less favourable for us. 






Terms of a 

German 

settlement 

with Prance. 


Danger of air

attack on

aircraft

(industries.


It was only in the day fighting that we were able to 

inflict such heavy losses on the enemy. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR drew attention to 

the importance of the factors of morale and superior 

equipment. One of our fighter squadrons operating from Kent \ 

had given battle to a crack German squadron equipped with 

Me.110s. The Germans had fought extremely well, but their 

losses had been very much greater than ours. 


THE PRIME MINISTER paid tribute to the skill of 

the Air Ministry's designers which had produced such a 

fine fighting machine as the Hurricane0 


Continuing, he observed that the Chiefs of Staff 

Report was based on the assumption that French resistance 

would collapse completely, and that we should be exposed at 

short range to the concentrated attack of the whole of the 

German naval and air forces, operating from bases extending 

from Norway to the North-west of France. If France went 

out of the war, it did not necessarily follow that this 

assumption was correct; France might become a neutral, and 

it was not certain that Germany would insist on retaining 

all the ports in Northern France. She might be so anxious 

to divide France from us that she would offer France very 

favourable terms of peace,-.. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL made the 

following analysis of the two Reports of the Chiefs of Staff:-: 


(i) The main Report was based on the assumption that 

the United States of America would be willing to 

give us full economic and financial support. This 

was perhaps not an unjustifiable assumption, but we 

might not obtain this support in the immediate future. 


(ii) If France collapsed, our greatest danger was invasion both 

by sea and air, and particularly by armoured forces, 

against which we had in this country insufficient 

means of defence, 


(iii) Germany would undoubtedly try to invade us, but 

before she could do so she would require a greater 

measure of air superiority over us than she now 

possessed. Air superiority, however, could not be 

measured in terms of numbers only; quality and morale 

had to be counted in as well. 


(iv) If Germany could obtain air superiority, she might 

attempt an invasion, perhaps from several quarters 

simultaneouslyo It would then be very difficult 

for the Royal Navy to deal with such expeditions in 

face of a superior air force. It was only logical to 

expect, therefore, that the Germans would concentrate 

their attacks in the first place on our air forces 

and aircraft industries. 


 (v) The weak spot seemed to be the aircraft industries, to 

. - - which special reference was made in paragraph 10 of 


 W.P.(40) 169, in which it was stated that if the 

 enemy pressed home night attacks, he was likely to 


achieve such material and moral damage within the 

industrial area concerned as to bring all work to a 

standstill. Our own bomber forces succeeded in reach
ing their targets in Germany night after night, and 

there seemed no reason why the Germans should not be 

able to do the same over here. The prospect of all 

work in the aircraft industries being brought to a 

complete standstill was'extremely serious. ' . 


- S





many*s oil
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THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF concurred in the 

analysis by the Lord President of the Council, and in 

his conclusion that the kernel of the whole problem 

was the danger of attack on the aircraft industries. 

It was true that our bombers suffered very little loss 

in their attacks on German targets, and with the 

equipment at present at our disposal we had no adequate 

reply against night attack by German bombers. The 

anti-aircraft gun was a deterrent only, and we had 

insufficient experience at present of the efficacy of 

fighter aircraft in co-operation with searchlights. 

There seemed little doubt, however, that it might well 

be possible for the Germans to stop all work in the 

factories, and it was only right that the Chiefs of 

Staff should make this clear to the War Cabinet. Even 

on dark nights the German bombers would be able to find 

big areas like Coventry and bomb them indiscriminately. 

If the Germans succeeded in obtaining complete air 

superiority, it might not be necessary for them to 

invade us at all- They might reduce us by air action 

alonoa 


Some discussion followed on possible counter 

measures against attack on the aircraft industries, in 

which the following were the principal points made:

(i)	 It was thought probable that the workers, 

when put to it, would carry on even under air 

bombardment, provided of course that the 

actual factories themselves were not destroyed, 


(ii)	 Various scientific devices to improve the 

defence and the counter-offensive were being 

pressed forward with the utmost urgency, 

notably the proximity fuze, the A.I. 

device by which fighter aircraft would be 

able to "smoll out" the bomber, and the 

stabilised bomb sight, which was giving very 

promising results. 


(iii) Elxperiments on the use of smoke screens to 

cover industrial areas were being carried out 

at present in the Tyne, 


(iv)	 The building of traverrses in the aircraft 

factories and means to prevent damage by the 

shattering of the glass in windows, e t c , 

should be pressed forward. 


(v)	 A counter-offensive against German oil and 

aircraft factories would have some effect, 

but unfortunately the German factories were 

widely dispersed and situated in distant 

parts of Germany where they were very much 

less vulnerable than our own. 


(vi)	 If the Germans could escort their bombers by 

large numbers of fighters, we should be at a 

disadvantage even in the daytime, owing to 

our inferior strength. 


 THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the Ministry of 

 Economic Warfare estimated that, without making any 


allowance for the effect of our air attack on synthetic 

oil plants, Germany's oil position would be causing her 
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THE CHILF OP THE AIR STAFF concurred in the 

analysis by the Lord President of the Council, and in 

his conclusion that the kernel of the whole problem 

was the danger of attack on the aircraft industries. 

It was true that our bombers suffered very little loss 

in their attacks on German targets, and with the 

equipment at present at .our disposal we had no adequate 

reply against night attack by German bombers. The 

anti-aircraft gun was a deterrent only, and we had 

insufficient experience at present of the efficacy of 

fighter aircraft in co-operation with searchlights. 

There seemed little doubt, however, that it might well 

be possible for the Germans to stop all work in the 

factories, and it was only right that the Chiefs of 

Staff should make this clear to the War Cabinet. Even 

on dark nights the German bombers would be able to find 

big areas like Coventry and bomb them indiscriminately. 

If the Germans succeeded in obtaining complete air 

superiority, it might not be necessary for them to 

invade us at all. They might reduce us by air action 

alonoa 


Some discussion followed on possible counter 

measures against attack on the aircraft industries, in 

which the following were the principal points made:

(i)	 It was thought probable that the workers, 

when put to it, v/ould carry on even under air 

bombardment, provided of course that the 

actual factories themselves were not destroyed. 


(ii)	 Various scientific devices to improve the 

defence and the counter-offensive were being 

pressed forward with the utmost urgency, 

notably the proximity fuze, the A.I. 

device by which fighter aircraft would be 

able to "smell out" the bomber, and the 

stabilised bomb sight, which was giving very 

promising results. 


(iii) Experiments on the use of smoke screens to 

cover industrial areas were heing carried out 

at present in the Tyne. 


(iv)	 The building of traverses in the aircraft 

factories and means to prevent damage by the 

shattering of the glass in windows, etc., 

should be pressed forward. 


(v)	 A counter-offensive against German oil and 

aircraft factories would have some effect, 

but unfortunately the German factories were 

widely dispersed and situated in distant 

parts of Germany where they were very much 

less vulnerable than our own. 


(vi)	 If the Germans could escort their bombers by 

large numbers of fighters, we should be at a 

disadvantage even in the daytime, owing to 

our inferior strength. 


 THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the Ministry of 

 Economic Warfare estimated that, without making any 


allowance for the effect of our air attack on synthetic 

oil plants, Germany's oil position would he causing her 
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grave anxiety "by the Autumn, and would be critical 
b y the Spring. 

THE MINISTER V/ITHOUT PORTFOLIO assumed that 

we would now adopt the policy which he had outlined 

in W.P. (40) 171 of concentrating every effort on -
(1) the needs of the Fighting and Civil Defence 

Services, and (2) the maintenance of the civil 

populatation under wartime conditions. 


This was agreed to, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

referred to the suggestion in W.P. (40) 171 that a 

strong Mission should be sent to America to secure 

economic and financial allies. The Foreign Office 

were already working through diplomatic channels to 

press for active economic assistance. There was also 

the Anglo-French Purchasing Mission in the States,

which had established good contacts with Mr. Morgenthacu 

He doubted whether there would be any advantage in 

sending a special Mission. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO emphasised 

the valuable sources of supply which might be tapped 

in South America. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that he would do everything possible to obtain 

the economic co-operation of the South American States,

but he was quite sure that they would take their cue 

from the United States. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL referred to the state
ment in paragraph 5 of W.P. (40) 169 that if Germany
gained complete air superiority, we could not prevent 
German taxiks and infantry from obtaining a firm 
footing on our shores. He suggested that one of the 
lessons of the French debacle was the delay and 
failure to seize the initiative due to the elaboration 
of the chain of command in a big army organised for 
static warfare. He suggested that the organisation 
to deal with enemy landings, which might be attempted 
at a great number of different places on the coast,
should be decentralised as far as possible. We should 
have numerous highly mobile units, ready to act 
quickly on their own initiative. The Division was 
too b i g o Spain and Finland had provided examples of 
what could be done against tanks by brave and detenninaf 
men, and he saw no reason whatever for accepting it as 

a forego"\o conclusion that the German tanks were 

invincible. Positional warfare was useless.. The 

immediate destruction at all costs of any invading

force, whether seaborne or airborne,, was all that 

mattered. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

agreed. The whole of our organisation was based on 

the need to deal promptly with initial landings 

either from the air, or on the coast. We must, at 

all costs,prevent the Germans from concentrating, say, 

an armoured Division, in this country. We were 

working on the basis of small mobile columns. 
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(Viii). 


Rec omme nda t i o n s 	 and the Anglo-French Purchasing 
(i) and (vil) 	 Commission to induce the Government 

of the United States of America to 

release destroyers, motor torpedo boats 

and aircraft, particularly fighters, 

from stocks now held by the United 

States Army and Navy; and to provide 

active financial and economic 

assistance. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL referred n i) 
to recommendations (iii) and (iv) (Paper W. P. (40) 1065 
in connection with, the measures to he taken, to 
eliminate the risks of Fifth Column activities, against 
enemy aliens and alien refugees. He thought it would 
he necessary to set up a special branch of the Home 
Defence Executive to deal with the whole question of 
the control of aliens. He asked for authority to 
consider what measures were necessary to this end, and 
to give effect to them. This was agreed to. 

The Lord President of the Council also asked for 

authority to take action, in consultation with the 

Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, to give 

effect to recommendation (viii). In this connection 

he would be grateful for a statement of the views of 

the Admiralty on the importance of the immediate use 

of Berehaven. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that Mr, de Valera seemed to be moving in the 

right direction. He had said that he would even be 

prepared to accept assistance from Ulster. He was 

still adamant, however, that he did not want any 

assistance whatever until Eire had actually been 

attacked. This would probably be too late. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that Lord 
Craigavon might be asked if he would be prepared to 
take part in an all-Ireland Council during the period 
of the present emergency. 


The War Cabinet agreed to leave the matter 

to be handled by the Lord President of the Council 

and the Secretary of- State for Dominion Affairs. 


The War Cabinet:
(1) Gave general approval to the 


recommendations contained in 

paragraph 23 of the Chiefs of Staff 

Report (W.P. (40) 168) (a copy is 

attached as an Appendix), subject to 

the modifications or additions set out 

in the following conclusions: and 

directed that the Departments concerned 

should take immediate steps to put 

these recommendations into effect. 


(2) Invited the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to consider in 

conjunction with the other Ministers 

concerned whether it would be desirable 

to supplement, by the despatch of a 

special mission, the efforts already 

being made through diplomatic channels 






(5)	 Authorised the Lord President of the 

Council to consider what emergency 

measures should he taken to deal with 
Re c ommen da t i on s 


(iii) and (iv). 	 the danger of Fifth Column activities, 

and to take immediate steps to put 

such measures into operation. 


(4)	 Invited the Lord President of the 

Council, in consultation with the 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, 


(a) to make an immediate approach to 

Mr. de Valera in order to bring 

home to him the danger facing 

Eire, and the need, in order to 

combat it, for early and full co
operation with this country. In 

particular he should ask for the 

use of Berehaven for the Navy; 


(b) To invite Lord Craigavon to agree 

that the Government of Northern 

Ireland should take part in an 

All-Ireland Council during the 

period of the present emergency. 


(5)	 Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty 

to provide the Lord President of the 

Council with an appreciation by the 

Naval Staff of the importance to the 

Navy of the immediate use of Berehaven. 


(6)	 Invited the Prime Minister to conduct 

a searching examination into the 

strengths of the British and German 

Air Forces with a view to revising the 

statement appended to W.P. (40) 168. 


(7) Agreed that the Reports by the Chiefs 

of Staff (W.P. (40) 168 and W.P. (40) 169) 

should be further discussed in the light 

of this examination. 


(8)	 Invited the Secretary of State for Air 

and the Minister of Supply to arrange, 

as a matter of the greatest urgency, 

for the improvement of passive defence 

measures in the aircraft and munition 

factories, in order that damage to 

buildings and plant from air attack 

might be reduced to a minimum. 


(9)	 Invited the Minister of Home Security 

to press forward with experiments on a 

large scale for the production of smoke 

screens to cover industrial areas. 


(10)	 Endorsed the view of the Minister without 

Portfolio, put forward in W.P. (40) 171, 

that every effort should now be 

concentrated on two objectives:
(a)	 The needs of the Fighting and 


Civil Defence Services. 


The maintenance of the civil 

population under wartime conditions. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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Reserve 

BritislTT German British German 


Bombers: L.R. 798 3,300 


B. Reccs. 


Dive 583 1,200 


Fighters 932 2,500 


261 200 
Army Co-op. 

Coastal 528 300 


5,350 3,102 7,500 


a British Bomber/Senna... are included in Coastal. 


jzf British figures in Dive Bomber category refer to "Battles". 


Germany possesses 600 Bomber Transport, plus 300 reserve. 
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(27th May,1940 - 4.30 p.m. ) 


ITALY. THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Foreign 

Secretary1s Note (W.P.(40) 170) set out the kind of 


Suggested approach to Signor Mussolini which M. Reynaud wanted 

approach to the French and British Governments to make. While M. 

Signor Reynaud was prepared to fight on for honour's sake, he 


! Mussolini. was afraid that France was in danger of collapsing. If 

Italy undertook to stay out of the war, the French could 

remove ten Divisions from the Italian front. An attack 

by Italy at this juncture would give the coup-de-grace 

to their existence. If France collapsed, Germany would 

probably give her good terms, but would expect the French 

to have the kind of Ministers who were acceptable to the 

Germans. 


The Prime Minister said that it might be argued 

that an approach on the lines proposed by M. Reynaud 

was not unlike the approach which we had asked President 

Roosevelt to make to Signor Mussolini. There was, 

however, a good deal of difference between making the 

approach ourselves and allowing one to be made by 

President Roosevelt ostensibly on his own initiative. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that, since his Memorandum had been circulated, there 

had been two new developments. First, President Roosevelt 

had now made an approach on the lines set out in the 

Memorandum. Secondly, M. Corbin had been to see him that 

morning, on instructions from M. Reynaud. He had been 

asked to emphasise that he regarded it as a matter of 

great urgency that the approach should give "geographical 

precision". 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had then 

shown M. Corbin the draft formula set out in the 

Memorandum, and had said that, while the War Cabinet 

were doubtful as to the value of making a direct approach 

at all at this time, he thought that they would certainly 

be opposed to including geographical precision in the 

formula. M. Corbin had then indicated that the present 

moment was one at which every opportunity should be tried; 

and he added that he would not like it to be thought that, 

if certain action had been taken, France might have 

been able to continue the struggle. It rather looked 

as though the French were preparing to put the blame on us. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had replied 

that the difference between a general approach and an 

approach including geographical precision could not 

possibly suffice to turn the scale. He had added that 

many of his colleagues felt the strongest possible 

difference between offering a general discussion and 






saying that we were ready to make certain concessions. ' " 

The latter might have a lowering effect at a time when 

morale v/ould he of the utmost importance. 


The Foreign Secretary then referred to the 

postscript to his Paper, containing a message conveyed to hjm 

by the Master of the Rolls from Sir Percy Loraine. Since 

he had added this postscript, he had had a cryptic message 

from Sir Percy Loraine cancelling this message, on the 

ground that matters had now gone beyond the stage at 

which his (i.e. Sir Percy's) views counted for anything. 

The meaning of this seemed to be that nothing we could 

do would be of any value at this stage, so far as 

Signor Mussolini was concerned. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that, 

since the matter had been discussed on the previous day, 

a telegram had been received from Sir Percy Loraine 

reporting that General von Epp, who was in Rome, had said 

that the Italian Government had been informed that 

Herr Hitler did not want them to come into the war. Herr 

Hitler thought that he could reach a satisfactory 

conclusion with the French on his own account, and 

wished to keep the Italians as an avenue of supply. 


M. Reynaud's original plan had been an offer 

to Italy in order to keep her out of the war. If this 

report were true, it meant that we should make a 

concession and gain nothing. 


The Lord President referred to the Foreign 

Secretary^ talk with Signor Bastianini, v/hich strongly 

confirmed the view which he (the Lord President) had 

held for some time, that Signor Mussolini saw himself 

coming in as a peace-maker and disposer of benefits. He 

cited in this connection paragraph 9 of Despatch No.413 

to Rome'?' The Lord President was convinced that any 

attempt by President Roosevelt or M. Reynaud to get 

Signor Mussolini to make a separate bargain on Italian 

questions would meet with a rebuff. He was not ready to 

make such a bargain. But if he were invited to a 

Conference, then he would be prepared to discuss Italian 

questions. He thought that Signor Mussolini might well 

reply in this sense to President Roosevelt's message. 


The Lord President also thought that Signor 

Mussolini still had the idea that when the vital moment 

came, he could play an important part and get a share 

of the spoils. But he did not think he would play 

any part in the game until Paris had been taken. When 

that happened, Herr Hitler might say "France has been 

knocked outj I will now give the British a few hours 

to make up their mind before I turn on them". Signor 

Mussolini at this stage, but not before, might say 

that he would like to take a hand in the game. For 

all practical purposes, therefore, the Lord President 

thought that the proposed French approach to Signor 

Mussolini would serve no useful purpose. 






There remained, however, the attitude of the 

French. The Lord President thought that the completely 

misleading account of military operations in Northern 

France, coupled with the share of praise which the French 

were claiming for themselves in connection with events 

in which they had taken no part, must have some 

explanation. Was it that they intended to say that the 

French had had a magnificent scheme, but that, owing to 

the withdrawal of the B.E.F., they had been unable to 

carry it out and the poor French had been let down by 

their allies and must take the best chance available to 

them to get out of things. It would be unfortunate if 

they were to add to this that we had been unwilling even 

to allow them the chance of negotiations with Italy. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Lord President's 

argument amounted to this, that nothing would come of the 

approach, but that it was worth doing to sweeten relations 

with a failing ally. He read the following telegram, 

which he had received from M. Reynaud that morning (No. 283 j

DIPP. ) : 

"I thank you for your cordial welcome and for 

your telegram. Your friendship is precious 

to me. As for Italy, that (?ultimate) argument 

which to my mind carries most weight is that 

the assistance given by your country to mine 

through the approach we are making at this 

tragic hour will help to strengthen an alliance 

of hearts which I believe to be essential." 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that he was 

convinced of the futility of an approach to Italy at this 

time. Being in a tight corner, any weakness on our part 

would encourage the Germans and the Italians, and would 

tend to undermine morale both in this country and in the 

Dominions. The suggestion that we v/ere prepared to barter 

away pieces of British territory would have a deplorable 

effect and would make it difficult for us to continue the 

desperate struggle which faced us. Nevertheless, he was 

impressed with the importance of doing all we could do 

strengthen the hands of the French. 


An approach to Italy through President Roosevelt 

was obviously the best course. He appreciated that the 

French were anxious to make a direct approach, but 

nevertheless he thought that this was a very dangerous 

course, and would prefer to await the result of President 

Roosevelt's intervention. If the French were so weak 

that they could not await the result of President Roosevelt's 

intervention, was it wise to go further with them and weaken 

our own position? 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY referred to paragraph 2 of 

the record of his discussion on 25th May with Signor 

Bastianini (Despatch No. 413 to Rome) in which he had said 

that we had always been willing to discuss the questions 

between our two countries, and to endeavour to find 

solutions satisfactory to both sides. The French were not 

really proposing to go much further than this, except in 

the direction of geographical precision, where he was not 

prepared to accept their views. He doubted whether there 






was very much force in the argument that we must do 

nothing which gave an appearance of weakness, since 

Signor Mussolini would know that President Roosevelt's 

approach had "been prompted by us. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the suggested 

approach would be of no practical effect and would be 

very damaging to us. In effect, the approach suggested 

would inevitably lead to our asking Signor Mussolini to 

intercede to obtain peace-terms for us. If we accepted 

the French idea of geographical precision there was a 

danger that Signor Mussolini would at once ask for more, 

and we should still be in the same difficulty, that if 

we refused, we should be accused of letting the French 

down. Even if we got Signor Mussolini to agree to stand 

out of the war, it would not materially affect France's 

position. All that we could do was to prevent M. Reynaud 

from being turned out of office by those in France who 

did not favour the British alliance. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that he was 

of the same view as on the previous day. He saw no way 

of getting Prance out of her difficulty. The approach 

now suggested would put us in the wrong. It was not 

certain that Herr Hitler wanted Signor Mussolini to come 

into the war. Further, the time factor was important. 

If Herr Hitler was going to be in Paris in four days, 

there was not time for a talk with Signor Mussolini which 

could achieve anything useful. If it got out that we had 

sued for terms at the cost of ceding British territory, 

the consequences would be terrible. Was France, aided 

and abetted by us, to seek assistance from a country not 

in the war? The Prime Minister and M. Reynaud had already 

made approaches to Italy which had not been well received. 

It would be heading for disaster to go any further with 

those approaches. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was increasingly 

oppressed with the futility of the suggested approach to 

Signor Mussolini, which the latter would certainly regard 

with contempt. Such an approach would do M. Reynaud far 

less good than if he made a firm stand. Further, the 

approach would ruin the integrity of our fighting position 

in this country. Even if we did not include geographical 

precision and mentioned no names, everybody would know 

what we had in mind. Personally he doubted whether France 

was so willing to give up the struggle as M. Reynaud had 

represented. Anyway, let us not be dragged down with 

France. If the French were not prepared to go on with the 

struggle, let them give up, though he doubted whether they 

would do so. If this country was beaten, France became a 

vassal State; but if we won, we might save them. The best 

help we could give to M. Reynaud was to let him feel that, 

whatever happened to France, we were going to fight it 

out to the end. This manoeuvre was a suggestion to get 

France out of the difficulty that she might have to make a 

separate peace, notwithstanding her bargain not to do so. 


At the moment our prestige in Europe was very low. 

The only way we could get it back was by showing the world 

that Germany had not beaten us. If, after two or three 

months, we could show that we were still unbeaten, our 

prestige would return. Even if we were beaten, we should 






be no worse off than v/e should be if we were now to abandon 

the struggle. Let us therefore avoid being dragged down 

the slippery slope with France. The whole of this 

manoeuvre was intended to get us so deeply involved in 

negotiations that v / e should be unable to turn back. We 

had gone a long way already in our approach to Italy, but 

let us not allow M. Reynaud to get us involved in a 

confused situation. The approach proposed was not only 

futile, but involved us in a deadly danger. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that, 

while he agreed that the proposed approach would not 

serve any useful purpose, he thought that we ought to 

go a little further with it, in order to keep the French 

in a good temper. He thought that our reply should not 

be a complete refusal. V/e had a good argument in that, 

since the previous day, we had heard that President 

Roosevelt had now made an approach on the lines indicated. 

It would only confuse the issue and might jeopardise our 

chances of getting a favourable reply from President 

Roosevelt if we were now to barge in on our own. Further, 

President Roosevelt might resent such action on our part. 


In the discussion which ensued, it was generally 

agreed that a reasoned reply on these lines was the best 

course to take. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR thought that it 

might help matters if the Prime Minister were to go to 

Paris and see other French Ministers. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that General Spears 

was in Paris. France had got to settle this matter for 

herself. It was a question of her word and her army's 

honour. He had heard that day that there had been some 

change for the better in the fighting spirit of the 

French troops. There might be some hope in this. Other
wise everything would rest on us. If the worst came to 

the worst, it would not be a bad thing for this country to 

go down fighting for the other countries which had been 

overcome by the Nazi tyranny. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that he saw no particular difficulty in taking the line 

suggested by the Lord President. Nevertheless, he was 

conscious of certain rather profound differences of points 

of view which he would like to make clear. 


In the first place, he would have thought that, 

if we could persuade them to do so, there would have been 

some oositive value in getting the French Government to say 

that they would fight to the end for their independence. 


In the second place, he could not recognise any 

resemblance between the action which he proposed, and the 

suggestion that we were suing for terms and following a 

line which would lead us to disaster. In the discussion 

the previous day he had asked the Prime Minister whether, 

if he was satisfied that matters vital to the independence 

of this country were unaffected, he would be prepared to 

discuss terms. The Prime Minister had said that he would 






be thankful to get out of our present difficulties on 

such terms, provided we retained the essentials and the 

elements of our vital strength, even at the cost of some 

cession of territory. On the present occasion, however, 

the Prime Minister seemed to suggest that under no 

conditions would we contemplate any course except fighting 

to a finish. The issue was probably academic, since we 

were unlikely to receive any offer which would not come up 

against the fundamental conditions which were essential 

to us. If, however, it was possible to obtain a settlement 

which did not impair those conditions, he, for his part, 

doubted if he would be able to accept the view now put 

forward by the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister had 

said that two or three months would show whether we were 

able to stand up against the air risk. This meant that 

the future of the country turned on whether the enemy's 

bombs happened to hit our aircraft factories. He was 

prepared to take that risk if our independence was at 

stake; but if it was not at stake he would think it 

right to accept an offer which would save the country 

from avoidable disaster. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought the issue 

which the War Cabinet was called upon to settle was 

difficult enough without getting involved in the discussion 

of an issue which was quite unreal and was most unlikely 

to arise. If Herr Hitler was prepared to make peace on 

the terms of the restoration of German colonies and the 

overlordship of Central Europe, that was one thing. But 

it was quite unlikely that he would make any such offer. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought that 

if concrete proposals were put before the War Cabinet there 

would be no difficulty in settling what were and what were 

not essential. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said he would like to put 

the following question. Suppose the French Army collapsed 

and Herr Hitler made an offer of peace terms. Suppose 

the French Government said "We are unable to deal with an 

offer made to France alone and you must deal with the Allies 

together." Suppose Herr Hitler, being anxious to end the 

war through knowledge of his own internal weaknesses, 

offered terms to France and England, would the Prime 

Minister be prepared to discuss them? 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would not Join 

France in asking for terms; but if he were told what the 

terms offered were, he would be prepared to consider them. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL thought that 

Herr Hitler's tactics were likely to be that he would 

make a definite offer to France, and when the French said 

that they had allies he would say "I am here, let them 

send a delegate to Paris." 


The War Cabinet thought that the answer to such 

an offer could only be "No". 






THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that the 

immediate question was whether the French approach to 

Signor Mussolini would stave off French capitulation. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY agreed that it would not 

have any material effect. Nevertheless, he did not wish 

to send a flat refusal. 


In further discussion it was agreed that a reply 

should he sent by the Prime Minister to M. Reynaud on 

the lines suggested by the Lord President of the Council. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had now 

received a reply from Lord Lothian to the Prime Minister's 

telegram referring to the British Fleet as a bargaining 

counter. (Telegram No. 8S^-from Washington^.^' 


Some discussion ensued on this telegram, and it 

was agreed that it v/ould be necessary that a reply should 

be sent to it. President Roosevelt seemed to be taking 

the view that it would be very nice of him to pick up 

the bits of the British Empire if this country was overrun. 

It was as well that he should realise that there was 

another aspect of the question. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR thought that it 

was important to get it realised in the United States 

that we meant to fight on. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 






soeyphor. £ho iSarqueas of Lothian, C&ahlngton). 

Kay 28th, 1%Q. 


p . 5.00 p.m. £fey 26th, 19hG. 


2.10 a.m. Hey 27th, 


X had a conversation tflth tho President laot night. Ho 

said ho was merely thinking aloud and ae&iae no representations 

of any 2s&Qd to Hi a Oa^eoty^s Government. Ho said ho had boon 

thirthins a sreat deal about oar last conversation recorded in 

8^ teles3?om 2?o. 759 and tho Prime iliniste^e telegram to him 

about it. Ho thought that if things eame to tho worst it was 

essential that tho British Stavy, as many partially constructed 

v/arships as posoiblo, war &G$kgm8& including aeroplanes and 

mrchant veoselo should ho treated not as British but as -̂k-iro 

possessions and transferred "before they could ho captured or 

surrendered to Canada or Australia% and partially built chips 

and stociho aosti*eyed. British, Frenefc, Patch and Belgian over
seas possessions, if protected hy sea, constituted very fomld
ahle resources with which to prosecute the war. But if tho navy 

mm surrendered the whole edifice would collapse whatever 

promises Slltlor "might ma&e. i as&ed the President whether the 

United states itself would be in the war on our side, if such a 

catastrophe impended, because that facto would probalJly oserciae 

a profound influence on the British decision. He said that as 

the decision rested not with himself but with Ccngjpeas, he could 

give no definite answer, but he thought it probable, as things 

were going, it seemed HJtely that Gejsnany would, challenge ocam 

vital tesmm&m interest in the near future, which was the oondi
tlon necessary to laa&e the United states outer the war with the 

necessary popular support and that opinion was rapidly changing 

as to what" "United States vital interests wore, 


She President then mads a curious observation in passing, 

if it iseeesss necessary to contemplate transferring the King and 

the lEfjerial as distinct frea the home departs, to of His 

Jm$mw* o Oov^maent in the United Kingdom to Ganada, it might 

be lietter if the teasac-rasy capital were at Bermua and not in 

Canada itself. Canada might feel a difficulty about the transfer 

of Bowsing Street to Toronto and the American repasllcs may bo 

restless at sjonarchy being "based on the nxmvkmm continent. 
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(28th May, 1940 - 4.0 p.m. ) 


The Meeting was summoned to consider a 

message received from the French Government again 

proposing that a direct approach should he made to 

Italy by France and this country. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that it might be relevant to ray that Sir Robert 

Vansittart had again seen the member of the Italian 

Embassy whose initiative had led to his (the Foreign 

Secretary1s) talk with the Italian Ambassador. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had thought 

that the interview had been very satisfactory from the 

Italian point of view. There was, however, reason to 

believe that the member of the Italian Embassy concerned 

had said that he (the Foreign Secretary) had made no 

advance, and that the position was hopeless. 


The Foreign Secretary said that Sir Robert 

Vansittart had now discovered what the Italian Embassy 

had in mind, namely, that we should give a clear 

indication that we should like to see mediation by Italy. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was clear that 

the French purpose was to see Signor Mussolini acting as 

intermediary between ourselves and Herr Hitler. He was 

determined not to get into this position. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that the proposal 

which had been discussed with M. Reynaud on Sunday had 

been as follows: that we should say that we were 

prepared to fight to the death for our independence, 

but that, provided this could be secured, there were 

certain concessions that we were prepared to make to 

Italy. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the French 

were trying to get us on to the slippery slope. The 

position would be entirely different when Germany had 

made an unsuccessful attempt to invade this country. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that 






there could he no question of our making concessions to /! 
Italy while the war continued. The concessions which it / I 
was contemplated we might have to make, e.g., in regard to'' 1 
Malta and Gibraltar, v/ould have to be part of a general 
settlement with Germany. No settlement with Italy which 
left Germany still at war v/ould be of any value to us. 

THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said it was clear 

that Signor Mussolini would not be satisfied with the 

French offer. There was also the point that Herr Hitler 

might not want Italy in the War. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that on the 

previous day the War Cabinet had taken the line that 

nothing must be done to cut across President Roosevelt's 

approach. We had now learned that the President's approach 

had been ill-received. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that it 

did not necessarily follow that, because Signor Mussolini 

had not responded to President Roosevelt's approach, he 

would turn down an approach made by the French. It had 

been reported that Signor Mussolini had deeply resented 

President Roosevelt's interference. 


Reference was made to public opinion in Italy. 

The view was expressed that, although a great many people 

in that country were opposed to war, they would almost 

certainly follow Signor Mussolini if he v/ent to war. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL doubted whether 

Signor Mussolini intended to come into the war at the 

moment. He agreed with the Prime Minister's diagnosis 

that M. Reynaud wanted to get Signor Mussolini engaged in 

conversations. He v/ould then try and turn those conver
sations into a Conference. If we rejected the terms 

offered, he would abuse us as he had abused the Belgians that 

morning. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO thought that if we 

agreed to the French making an approach on the lines 

proposed, and the discussion then took on a wider aspect, 

the integrity of our position would be seriously jeopardised. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY agreed that there was little 

prospect that anything would result from an approach on the 

lines suggested by the French. At the same time, the 

larger issue was also involved. Assuming that Signor 

Mussolini wished to play the part of mediator, and that he 

could produce terms which would not affect our independence, 

he thought that we ought to be prepared to consider such 

terms. He agreed, however, that this hypothesis was a 

most unlikely one. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR thought that there 

was no possible chance of acceptable terms being open to us 

at the present moment. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that we must not 

ignore the fact that we might get better terms before 

France went out of the war and our aircraft factories 

were bombed, than we might get in three months' time. 






The various possibilities now under 

development of countering night-bombing were referred 

to. 


THE PRIME MINISTER then read out a draft which 

expressed his views. To him the essential point was 

that M. Reynaud wanted to get us to the Conference-table 

v/ith Herr Hitler. If we once got to the table, we 

should then find that the terms offered us touched our 

independence and integrity. When, at this point, 

we got up to leave the Conference-table, we should 

find that all the forces of resolution which were now 

at our disposal would have vanished. M . Reynaud 

had said that if he could save the independence of 

Prance, he would continue the fight. It v/as clear, 

therefore, that M. Reynaud's aim was to end the war. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that, 

while he agreed with this general diagnosis, it was 

important to understand the French position, and to 

frame the answer to the French in a way which would be 

convincing to them. He thought that the essential elements 

in the reply to M . Reynaud should be on the following 

lines: That we regarded the suggested offer contained 

in his letter as a not very substantial one, which 

opened up no real prospect of influencing Signor 

Mussolini's attitude, The only object likely to be 

achieved by offering these concessions was to induce 

Signor Mussolini to adopt the position of a mediator. 


In our view, mediation at this stage, in the 

presence of a great disaster, and at a time when many 

people might think that we had no more resources left, 

could only have the most unfortunate results. We in 

this country felt that we had resources left to us 

of which we could make good use. If, as we beleived, 

we could hold out, we should be able to obtain terms 

which would not affect our independence. 


We concluded, therefore, that, without 

prejudice to the future, the present was not the time 

at which advances should be made to Signor Mussolini. 

If, however, both France and Great Britain continued 

to play their part in the struggle, we were likely 

to fare better than if we now allowed ourselves to 

become involved in negotiations with Signor Mussolini. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that M. Reynaud 

also wanted the Allies to address an appeal to the 

President of the United States. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that a paragraph 

might be added to the draft outlined by the Lord 

President to the effect that we were ready in 

principle to associate ourselves with such an appeal. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO.thought that 

M. Reynaud was too much inclined to hawk round appeals. 

This was another attempt to run out. 






THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought 

that M. Reynaud wanted President Roosevelt in 

negotiations as a counter to mediation by Siguor 

Mussolini. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he came back 

to the point that the French wanted to get out of the 

v/ar, but did not want to break their Treaty 

obligations to us. Signor Mussolini, if he came 

in as mediator, would take his whack out of us. 

It was impossible to imagine that Herr Hitler would, 

be so foolish as to let us continue our re-armament. 

In effect, his terms would put us completely at his 

mercy. We should get no worse terms if we went 

on fighting, even if we were beaten, than were open 

to us now. If, however, we continued the war and 

Germany attacked us, no doiibt we should suffer some 

damage, but they also would suffer severe losses. 

Their oil supplies might be reduced. A time might 

come when we felt that we had to put an end to the 

struggle, but the terms would not then be more 

mortal than those offered to us now. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he still 

did not see what there was in the French suggestion 

of trying out the possibilities of mediation which 

the Prime Minister felt was so wrong. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL referred 

to paragraph 3 of W.P.(40)170. This represented the 

line which had been agreed with M. Reynaud in the 

conversations on Sunday. It was clear to the world 

that we v/ere in a tight corner, and he did not see 

what we should lose if we said openly that, while we 

would fight to the end to preserve our independence, 

we v/ere ready to consider decent terms if such were 

offered to us. 


The Lord President said that, on a dispassionate 

survey, it was right to remember that the alternative to 

fighting on nevertheless involved a considerable gamble. 


The War Cabinet agreed that this was a true 

statement of the case. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the nations 

which went down fighting rose again, but those which 

surrendered, tamely were finished. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that any 

course which we took was attended by great danger. The 

line of resistance was certainly a gamble, but he did not 

feel that this was a time for ultimate capitulation. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that nothing in his 

suggestion could even remotely be described as ultimate 

capitulation. 


THE PRIMS MINISTER thought that the chances 

of decent terms being offered to us at the present tune 

were a thousand to one against. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that it 

was our duty to look at the situation realistically. He 

felt bound to say that he was in agreement with the 






Foreign Secretary in taking the view that if we thought it 

was possible that we could now get terras which, although 

grievous, would not threaten our independence, we should 

be right to consider such terms. 


Again, looking at the matter realistically, he 

did not think it could be said that an approach to Signor 

Mussolini on the lines proposed by the French at the 

present time v/ould be likely to produce an offer of decent 

terms, certainly not with Paris in Kerr Hitler's grasp, 

but uncaptured. He therefore concluded that it was no 

good making an approach on the lines proposed by M. Reynaud 

at the present time. On the other hand, he thought that 

if we were not very careful as to the terms of our ansv/er, 

France might give up the struggle at once. He did not 

want to give her any pretext for doing so. 


General agreement was expressed with this view. 


THE LOPJ.) PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL added that, 

while he thought that an approach to Italy was useless at 

the present time, it might be that we should take a 

different view in a short time, possibly even a week 

hence. The real question was, therefore, how to frame a 

reply to the French v/hich, without rejecting their idea 

altogether, would persuede them that this was the wrong 

time to make it. 


TEE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that it was necessary to 

pay regard to public opinion in this country. The War 

Cabinet, with full information, had watched the situation 

gradually unfold itself. But when the public realised 

the true position, they would sustain a severe shock. 

They would have to make a great effort to maintain their 

morale, and there was grave danger that, if v/e did what 

Prance wanted, we should find it impossible to rally the 

morale of the people. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that, so far 

as the industrial centres of the country v/ere concerned, 

they would regard anything like weakening on the part of 

the Government as a disaster. 


In further discussion, general agreement was 
expressed with the views put forward by the Lord President, 
THE SECRETARY OF STATS FOR AIR adding that he thought that 
it would be necessary to add some exhortation on the lines 
suggested by the Prime Minister. He rather hoped that 
the Prime Minister would find it possible to go over to 
Paris again shortly to see M. Reynaud and General Weygand. 

Discussion then turned on the proposed appeal to 

the United States of America. The general view was that 

it was perhaps premature to make an appeal at the present 

time. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that the Foreign Office 

had prepared the draft for a broadcast that the Prime 

Minister might give to the Empire, and which would be 

relayed to the States. He indicated the general lines 

taken in this draft. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would be glad to 

look at the draft, hut he thought he had better not 

broadcast at the present time. 


The Meeting adjourned at 6.15 p.m., and the 

Lord President of the Council and the 

Foreign Secretary prepared a draft reply 

to M. Reynaud's message. 


The Meeting reassembled at 7 p.m., when 

Sir Alexander Cadogan was also present. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that in the interval he 

had seen the Ministers not in the War Cabinet. He had 

told them the latest news. They had not expressed alarm 

at the position in France,tut had expressedthe greatest 

satisfaction when he had told them that there was no 

chance of our giving up the struggle. He did not remember 

having ever before heard a gathering of persons occupying 

high places in political life express themselves so 

emphatically. 


The Prime Minister then read two letters which 

he had received from General Spears, recounting discussions 

which he had had with M. Reynaud,^' 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL read the draft 

reply which he had prepared, and explained that it was 

intended to paint a picture which would persuade M. Reynaud 

that it was worth his while to go on fighting, and that 

we were not merely looking at the matter from our own 

point of view. 


THE PRIME MINISTER expressed himself as extremely 

satisfied with the terms of the draft reply, and authorised 

the Foreign Secretary to despatch it to M. Reynaud, subject 

to such drafting amendments as might be found necessary. 

(See Telegram No. 235 DIPP to Paris)0-


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY again referred to the 

proposed appeal to the United States. It appeared that 

Mr. Bullitt had told M. Reynaud that he favoured the plan, 

but thought that Lord Lothian should be consulted before 

anything was done. This differed somewhat from what 

M. Reynaud had said. 


The Foreign Secretary also referred to a telegram 

from General Smuts, which took up the points made in 

Mr. Menzies' telegram^' General Smuts suggested a message 

in the following terms:

"We are going to fight on even if we have 

to stand alone. We want nothing for 

ourselves. We are only concerned with 

the defence of world liberty against 

what will undoubtedly mean the domination 

of the world by Nazi power. Will the 

United States help or will they stand 

aside and take no action in defence of 

the rights of man?" 


This was clearly a much better line of approach than that 

suggested by M. Reynaud. He thought that a telegram of 






inquiry might he sent to Lord Lothian, giving him General 

Smuts' suggestion and asking whether the publication of a 

message on the lines proposed by General Smuts would help 

to bring American public opinion on to our side. It would, 

of course, be necessaryto obtain the approval of the 

United States Government before publishing such a message. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that an appeal to the 

United States at the present time would be altogether 

premature. If we made a bold stand against Germany, that 

would command their admiration and respect; but a 

grovelling appeal, if made now, would have the worst 

possible effect. He therefore did not favour making any 

approach on the subject at the present time. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 






THE PRIME MINISTER (C/o Major-General Ismay). 


On arrival, after paying my respects to the 


Ambassador, I went straight to see Monsieur Paul Reynaud. 


I attended what was to all intents and purposes a War 


Council. There were present:-


M . Paul Reynaud 

Marshal Petain 

General Weygand 

Admiral Darlan. 


(Admiral Darlan took no part in the discussion. Marshal 


Retain was perfectly calm but ineffective. The whole 


Council was really a discussion between Weygand and 


Reynaud. 


2. There was also present for part of the time a 


Liaison Officer, Commandant Pauvel, who left General 


Blanchard at noon yesterday and got here this morning. 


(Incidentally I made up my old feud with General weygand 


quite easily, and he has been very helpful and welcoming 


to me.) The attached document was actually dictated by 


Weygand to Paul Reynaud, who took it down in long-hand. 


3 . The first thing. I did was to clear up the 


question of Gort's having been accused of falling back 


yesterday without warning and. without orders. I got 


Genera.1 Weygand to apologise for this, which he did with 


good grace; but I begged him not to jump in future to 


hasty conclusions concerning the British Commander who 


was loyal to a fault. 


4. On the strength of the report brought in by 


Commandant Pauvel, Genera.! Weygand. was inclined to alter 


his instructions to Blanchard. in the sense of inviting 


him to fall back to the Channel harbours . But both 


Reynaud and I pointed out to him that he should bear in 


mind that Pauvel's report dated from mid-day Friday 


24 th... 


/ 





24th, whereas he had in fact had further information from 


Blanehard dated midnight (last night) 24th, and that it 


might lead to dreadful confusion to disregard, this latest 


information just because Pauvel had appeared, in person todas 


In other words, Weygand tended to be somewhat influenced 


by the fact that Pauvel was on the spot here today, forget
ting that his information was 12 hours old. The result of 


M. Reynaud's intervention, and to some extent of mine, was 


to cause General Weygs.nd to issue no further instructions 


to General Blanchard a.nd to stand, by the instructions given 


him yesterday, which were to use his own discretion. After 


all, Blanchard. on the spot knows the situation best and may 


consider he has got a chance of getting through to the 


south. 


5. Weygand's opinion is that attacks to the south by 


the Blanchard group, which includes ourselves, can serve 


no other purpose than to gain breathing-space to fall back 


to a line covering the harbours . 


6. There seems no chance whatever of Weygand being 


able to attack northwards from the Somme in sufficient 


strength to disengage the Blanehard group. rTe has only 8 


divisions spread over 130 kilometres and obviously this 


is not an attacking force'. He has a bridgehead, at Picquigny 


and two small bridgeheads south of Peronne - one of which 


is Ham. He will do all he can to use these to distract 


German attention, but cannot hope to be very effective. 


7. As regards General Evans' command, Weygand would 


be very glad if he could be instructed to accept "directive 


fromtthe local French Army Commander. It does not seem a 


sound. ... 
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sound plan to have to ask London to give orders to 


General Evans. Communications are too difficult and 


precarious for this, 


8. Weygand is very satisfied with Blanchard 


because he considers he showed initiative in declaring 


he was prepared to mount attacks to the south. (But 


it must he h o m e in mind always that in General Weygand's 


view any attacks to the south are "coups de boutoirs" 
that is for the purpose of gaining "breathing space. ) 

Commandant Pauvel, on the other hand, told me personally 


that he thought Blanchard "tres fatigue" "by attempting 


to exercise the double command of his own army and the 


group of armies. I took him to de Margerie and made 


him repeat this so that de Margerie could put it to 


Weygand. I did not feel justified in suggesting myself 


that it might be wise to leave Blanchard in command of 


his army (which has confidence in him) and put somehody 


else in charge of the group of armies, as I only sense that 


Gort is not satisfied with Blanchard. 


9. Commandant Pauvel was the very embodiment of 


castastrophe. His pessimistic point of view is to some 


extent at least explained by the fact that he has been 


ordered to go back to Blanchard. The Blanchard group 


have lost all their heavy guns, they have no armoured 


vehicles and movements have "been incredibly hampered "by 


the "blow of refugees. Moreover every horse-drawn 


vehicle has "been destroyed and the troops have no "bread. 


There is some shortage of ammunition. He spoke of avoiding 


(without much conviction) a "capitulation en rase campagne" 


and told me he was convinced that panzer divisions would 






get through any new line the French might attempt to 


defend if the Blanchard group was destroyed. I told 


him that whatever happened we were going on with the 


war. He lifted up his hands to heaven and said: 


"Then you will bomb us", and I said "Certainly; just 


as you have bombed Belgian and Dutch towns that have 


been unable to defend themselves". At the Council 


I made a similar remark to Paul Reynaud, though what 


he said was merely in the nature of a hint. Weygand 


supported me and said "Of course it goes without saying 


I am fighting on. " 


10. In the Blanchard group there are only three 


good fighting divisions left out of eight. These are 


the 15th, the 25th and the 12th. You will see from the 


attached very rough sketch made during the actual 


Council Meeting from Fauvel's map that the position of 


the Blanchard group is that of a mushroom upside down, 


with most dangerous waist where local attacks simply 


must be made if Blanchard decides to move north instead 


of south. 


11, Please excuse this very disjointed report, 


dictated in great haste to catch the "plane. Reynaud 


thought I had best go back to-night, but Weygand thought 


at such a time of crisis I was better employed here, 


for the moment at least and with this view I agree 


myself. 


Paris, 


25th May, 1940. 






Message de M. Paul Reynaud a M. Winston Churchill. 


Le Commandant en Chef des trois armees beige, anglaise, 


et francaise est le General Blanchard. 


Le Central Prioux a rernplace le General Blanchard dans 


le oommandernent de la lere armee francaise. 


Le recul de nuelques unites anglaises de la region 


d1Arras vers le canal de la Deule a provoqu£, de la part 


de General Weygand, hier, vendredi, a. 16 h. ; 1'ordre 


suivant adresse1 au General Blanchard: 


"Si vous estimez que le recul hritannique de la 


region d'Arras rend votre mouvement offensif vers 


le sud impossible, il est necessaire qu'au minimum 


vous assureriez le reoli de votre troupe d'armSe 


vers la mer, en conservant Dunlcerque, indispensable 


a leur ravitaillement." 


Ce matin, a. la premiere heure. le General Blanchard a 


telegraphic au General Y/eygand, sans faire allusion a 


son telegramme d'hier a. 16 heures, qu'en liaison avec 


certaines unites de 1'armee britannique, il attaquerait 


pour s1 emparer aujourd'hu.i d' une base de depart marquee 


par la ligne Marquion-Bois de Bourlon-Cambrai, avec 


1'intention de prolonger, dans la journee de demain, 


dimanehejcette attaque en direction general de Bapaume. 


A la reception de ce telegramme du General Blanchard, le 


General Weygand lui a repondu par le telegramme suivant: 


UJ'approLive vos dispositions et suis heuretix que, 


malgre la situation relatee dans mon telegramme 


d'hier, vous ayiez juge Stre en etat d'attaquer." 


En arrivant a. Paris a. midi, le General Weygand a recu un 


off icier superieur brevet^ de 1'Etat-Major du General 


Blanchard, qui avait quitte cet Etat-Major hier a midi. 


Cet officier lui a remis une carte donnant la situation 


du groupe d' armee a. ce moment. 






7.	 Le General Weygand renvoie au General Blanchard cet 


officier superieur, et lui telegraphie que, dans la 


situation difficile oxi il est, dont nous n'ignorons 


rien, le General Blanchard est senl juge des decisions 


a prendre et qu'il est gardien de 1'honneur des 


drapeaux. 


12.30 Heur.es - Le 25 Mai 1940. 
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MOST IMMEDIATE. 


Following from Prime Minister for M. Reynaud. 


I have with my colleagues examined with the most careful 

and sympathetic attention the proposal for an approach by 

way of precise offer of concessions to Signor Mussolini that 

you have forwarded to me today, fully realising the terrible 

situation with which we are both faced at this moment. 


2. Since we last discussed this matter the new fact 

which has occurred, namely the capitulation of the Belgian 

Army, has greatly changed our position for the worse, for it 

is evident that the chance of withdrawing the armies of 

Generals Blanchard and Gort from the Channel ports has become 

very problematical. The first effect of such a disaster must 

be to make it impossible at such a moment for Germany to put 

forward any terms likely to be acceptable and neither we nor 

you would be prepared to give up our independence without 

fighting for it to the end. 


3. In the formula prepared last Sunday by Lord Halifax 

it was suggested that if Signor Mussolini would co-operate 

with us in securing a settlement of all European ouestions 

which would safeguard our independence and form the basis of 

a just and durable peace for Europe, we would be prepared to 

discuss his claims in the Mediterranean. You now propose 

to add certain specific offers, which I cannot suppose would 

have any chance of moving Signor Mussolini, and which once 

made could not be subsequently withdrawn, in order to induce 

him to undertake the role of mediator, which the formula 

discussed on Sunday contemplated, 


4. I and my colleagues believe that Signor Mussolini 

has long had it in mind that he might eventually fill this 

role, no doubt counting upon substantial advantages for Italy 

in the process. But we are convinced that at this moment 

when Hitler is flushed with victory and certainly counts on 

early and complete collapse of Allied resistance, it would 

be impossible for Signor"Mussolini to put forward proposals 

for a conference with any success. I may remind you also 

that the President of the U.S.A. has received a wholly 

negative reply to the proposal which we jointly asked him to make 


and/ 






2. 


t oL S r d l S l i f V n a a e ^ n t  S S ? e ? . Q a d ?  , ^ approach of Saturday Italian Ambassador here last 


5. Therefore, without excluding the possibility of 

an approach to Signor Mussolini at some time, we cannot feel 

that this would be the right moment and I am bound to add 

that in my opinion the effect on the morale of our people, 

which is now firm and resolute, would be extremely 

dangerous. You yourself can best judge what v/ould be 

the effect in France, 


6. You will ask, then, how is the situation to be 

improved. My reply is that by showing that after the 

loss of our two armies and the support of our Belgian Ally 

we still have stout hearts and confidence in ourselves, we 

shall at once strengthen our hands in negotiations and 

draw to ourselves the admiration and perhaps the material 

help of the U. Moreover, we feel that as long as 

we stand together our undefeated Navy and our Air Force 

which is daily destroying German fighters and bombers at a 

formidable rate afford us the means of exercising in our 

common interest a continuous pressure upon Germany's 

internal life, 


7 . We have reason to believe that the Germans too 

are working to a time-table and that their losses and 

the hardships imposed on them together with the fear of our 

air raids is undermining their courage. It would indeed 

be a tragedy if by too hasty an acceptance of defeat we 

throw away a chance that was almost within our grasp of 

securing an honourable issue from the struggle. 


8. In ray view if we both stand out we may yet save 
ourselves from the fate of Denmark or Poland. Our success 
must depend first on our unity, then on our courage and 
enduranceo 






Ho. 249, Most S&crat 


ic-..:-r talagnuui S 29 and Circular 2 76. 


las seas proposing to 'c&---a on t h  * f a r i B a r . He1 has *&l?*d i s^ tc send 
yiatt tha folio o ag as xjici4 oation of how his siisid tx- wording. 

Smuts thinks St eisar in vise? of taXegraw 2 ?6 that Frond! 
collapse: !.s iustinaiat arid that t&a Italics will aithcr war 
against as forthwith or ox*?rt î xit&aa sprsssuro (to) shorten 
war. t Ij&siy tee uaa.Xas$. Balkans to eoiiapaaj 
^rk^y' s ^o% i i ion. ua.oar talis * 

t,hi& &9&xtSt in auhgtaaca, that sgjatusra of tha British 
CoHmaaKa&Xth will he left alone to continue the struggle. 

Sgmi-? rsaetion to talagraas M 29 has t^en that it appearad 
'h: pol&ss at tha ssosa&nt to expect frogs appeal fey tjsa Doasla*on 

P r 1 4  * ulsters to Boo&areXt, tsattar results than those already 


achieved tfcraugfc other chanstslB. 


It was t h e ? UjaXtad States Songraas and. public opinion ̂ hieJ 
h&d to -.c $afn.v*Ft*d. Mis Sfajasiy'^ $ra&t broadcast and 
d*v*Xorttants la France iafcra tifcsiy to have g r o a t iufltsanat in 

Host thoroforo whieh Sssuts had eoateispXated by *ay of raply 
to Ma&sies was to. sug&ost to hi si that Saohosale King sight be 
QsKtj?4 by tin? otbstr Dominion £rise iSinistars to $,-rivaiaXy talk 
tfi%fa, 2\ (eosevaXt), pat tha Des&iaiOB via*£oint a a -strongly as 
j?6saibl* and endeavour to ascertain that boat line of further 
ap^.roa*h, 

Asy suoh action is of eoaras oat of date its the light of th* 
latest de^lopawsnts (i&ti lading Kasueiaa to H (cosevelt) through 
C&a^y) hut Sauts tlsao tsay a w o al&oxt iSBaSdaataiy for tho 
concoction of ayjH-ai to tha United S tat as m% behalf of tfca 
£felted Kjfe^osa and Dr/siztloas on tha following linos., Baglas. 
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We want nothing for ourselves, Ve are only concern d with the 


defence of world liberty against what will undoubtedly mean the 


domination of the world by Saai power. Will the flnlted States 

help or will they stand ASIDE ana take no set ion in defence 


t a a : i*\
of the rights of  &suts contemplates that in the 


first instance such ah appeal would have to go through 


diplomatic channels but also that if necessary it should be made 


public that such an &p\ eal had been ssade. He thinks that the 


effect of this sight we LI be to produce revulsion of feeling 


in the baited States. 


Smuts has asked tse to add his deep sympathy with the United 


Kingdom is the present critical situation. 
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THE WESTERN THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR read a 

FRONT. telegram that had been received from Lord Gort at 


6,0 POM. on the 28th May, (A copy of the telegram 

Withdrawal of is attached as Appendix A.) 

the British 

Expeditionary THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

Force. said that, from a telephone conversation that he had 


haa the previous night with Lord Gort, he had formed 

(Previous the impression that Lord. Gort. wanted some more definite 

Reference: guidance as to the action he should take in the last 

15?. M . (40) 144th resort,. He had soimded quite calm but was worried 
Conclusions, about his flanks, where pressure was greatest; the 

Minute 2.) British front had remained intacto The French were 


disinclined, to retire, hut Lord Gort was urging them 

to come oack as the British could not wait for thenu 

The situation was changing hourly and he had arranged 

for a report every 5 hours as long as communications 

lasted^ 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that British troops 

should on no account delay their withdrawal to conform 

with the French, otherwise there would be^a danger of 

getting no troops off. Any French troops that 

arrived, at the coast should, of course, he embarked 

with our own. Lord Gort had been sent an order to 

continue the struggle with the object of gaining time 

for the evacuation of as many troops as possible, 

and of inflicting the maximum amount of damage on the 

Germans. 


THE SECRERARY OF STATE FOR WAR read the 

telegram that had been sent to Lord Gort in reply to 

his telegram.(A copy is attached as Appendix B.) 


In reply to a question on the condition and 

the morale of the troops that had been brought off, he 

read a report that had. been received the previous day 

from General Lloyd. (A copy is attached as Appendix C) 


Some discussion ensued on the shortage of 
water in the sand -duueSj and on the difficulty that 
was being experienced, in talcing men off from the open 
beach in the heavy surf that was running. Water and 
food had been landed at Dunkirk from lighters which 
would, if necessary, be rxxn ashore on the beaches. 
The water shortage, while very serious along the coast, 
was not so serious inland along the Corunna Line, which 
had been established on inland waterways. Troops 
reaching the beaches East of Dunkirk were now moving
westwards, as they appreciated that their chances of 
being taken off were better nearer Dunkirk0 





THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, referring 

to the reply to Lord. Gort' s telegram, said that he was not 

altogether happy over the very definite instructions that 

had been given. He agreed that the grin struggle must 

continue, but he would like a message sent to Lord Gort 

expressing the implicit trust that the Government placed 

in him and on any action that he would see fit to take 

in the last resort * It would not be dishonourable to 

relinquish the struggle in order to save a handful of men 

from mas sacre. 


TEE PRIME MINISTER said that in a desperate 

situation any brave man was entitled, in the absence of 


r
precise orders to the contrary, to use hi^ ov.n discretion, 

and that therefore he would prefer not to modify the 

instructions to Lord Gort. Our object was to ensure the 

evacuation of every possible man, and then the infliction 

of the maximum possible ds.na.ge on the enemy & A day gained 

now night well mean a further 40,000 men taken off. A 

Commander, in circumstances as desperate and distressing 

as those in which Lord Gort now found himself, should not 

be offered the difficult choice between resistance and 

capitulation. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that 

Lord Gort night well interpret the instructions sent him 

to mean that he was to resist to the last man, no matter 

in what circumstances he night find himself. A breakdown 

in communications night prevent him appealing to the 

Government for final instructions. He would prefer that 

Lord Gort should be instructed to continue the struggle 

as long as he remained in touch with His Majesty's 

Government, on whom the final decision would then rest. 

Lord Gort. should be told that if communications were 

interrupted, then he was free to use his own judgment as 

to the degree of resistance he should continue to offer, 

and that the Government woul(? endorse his final decision, 

whatever it might be, 


THE CHIEF OF "HE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF, in reply 

to a question, said that he thought Lord Gort would 

interpret the telegram sent the previous night to mean 

that the Government, wished resistance continued to the 

bitter end; but that a tine might cone when he would 

feel that further resistance could serve no good purpose. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that resistance would 

only serve a useful purpose so long as the embarkation of 

troops and the infliction of material damage on the 

Germans continued.. Lord Gort could surely be allowed to 

use his own judgment if communications were severed and he 

found himself cut off from the sea and in circumstances 

in which further resistance would inflict no appreciable 

damage on the Germans. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that he was 

in favour of giving Lord Gort some such instructions as 

those suggested by the Lord Privy Seal. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that the 

instructions sent to Lord Gort had not "been 

intended to convey the impression that troops 

which were cut off from hope of relief and 

were without food or without water or v/ithout 

ammunition should attempt to continue the 

struggle. He would consider sending a 

telegram containing modified instructions on 

the lines of the suggestion made by the Lord 

Privy Seal. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR 

suggested that the Prime Minister might like 

to send, through Ministerial channels, a 

communication to the Allied Commander-in-Chief 

on "the lines of the communications which had 

^already passed between the French and British 

Staff as to the future employment of British 

troops in Prance. 


The War Cabinet 
(i)	 Took note that the Prime 


Minister proposed to send a 

further telegram to Lord Gort 

modifying the instructions 

already sent in the light of the 

above discussion. 


(ii)	 Invited the Prime Minister to 

send a telegram to M. Reynaud, 

for transmission to General 

Weygand,as to the future 

employment of British troops in 

Prance. 


chmond Terrace, S.W.1. 






APPENDIX A. 


28th May, 1940. 


Personal, O-in-C to O.I.G.S. Have just arrived La Panne 

to implement orders of H.TJ.G. Advanced parties and 

staffs have boon working for past 36 hours and situation 

reported as folio1-"s o Impossible use Dunkirk docks or to 

unload any ships there and supplies cannot be got out and 

only few wounded can ho evacuated owing to damage to town. 

No water supply in Dunkirk area and elsewhere it is very 

limited. Food must be landed on beaches and about 20,000 

men in dimes now waiting embarkation. Troops manning 

port-ion of the perimeter are in flooded area and impossi
ble to get adequate cover. Quantities of refugees French 

troops am? transport also Belgian troops in area.. Given 

immunity from sir attack troops coulfl gradually be 

eva.cua.ted provided food an-5 boats could be made available 

in sufficient quantity. There can be no doubt that if 

air attacks continue at present intensities area must 

become a. shambles and such a situation night easily arise 

in next 48 hours. Strongly urge H.M.G. should consider 

their policy to "-eot the coning crisis . 


APPENDIX B. 


Prom S . of S . To: 0-in-C.,B.E.F. 28th Kay, 1940. 


H.K.Government fully approve your withdrawal to 

extricate your force in order to embark maximum number 

possible of B.E.F. 


v/e have every confidence that you and the 

gallant troops under your command will continue to the 

uttermost the grin struggle for our country's safety in 

which you are engaged. 


All possible assistance is being rendere-1 by 

Royal Navy, and R.A.F. will give maximum cover in their 

power during these critical days. 


APPENDIX C. 


To Ma jor-General Dewing, D,?'.0. From Major-Gen era! Lloyd. 


Have just- visited, quayside, and seen destroyer 

IMPULSIVE disembark about 1,000 men. Their morale varied. 

consid.ers.bly but on the whole was much better than I had. 

been led. to expect- from, other reports. Men were from 

many units including some G.H.Q,. Tps. There appeared to 

be a preponderance of R.A. and quite a few R.A.S.C. and 

R.E. About two-thirds had. their full equipment. A snail 

p ro po r t io n not h ing. 


I spoke to a number and ail agreed, that their 

day in Dunkirk yesterday had been by far their worst 

experience on account of intensive and. continuous bombing. 


1
This ha." clearly left a. narked impression. The Navy 

under Vice-Admiral Ramsey are putting their utmost into 

this affair and their efforts could, not be more praise
worthy, "hey have every intention of running their ships 

unceasingly until the la^t possible moment. 


http://eva.cua.ted
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NORWAY. THE SECRETARY OP STATE P0R FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

raised the question as to when and by what method we 

should inform the Norwegian Government of our 


(Previous decision to evacuate Narvik,, He suggested that we 

Reference: did not want to find ourselves in a similar 

V/.I.I. (40) 144th position vis-a-vis the King of Norway as the King 

Conclusions, of the Belgians had been in -^is-a-vis the French 

Minute 4. ) and ourselves. It was true that our moral position 


as regards evacuation would be eased by the Belgian 

Evacuation of capitulation. This capitulation might enable us to 

Narvik. inform the King and Government of Norway, through 


Sir Cecil Dormer, that we could not maintain our 

effort in Norway, at the same time binding them to 

secrecy regarding our decision to withdraw. If it 

was not possible to give the Norwegian Government 

this information at the moment he (the Foreign 

Secretary) asked whether it would not be possible 

for instructions to be given to Lord Cork so to 

dispose the Norwegian troops that they would be in 

positions from which it would be not too difficult to 

evacuate them should they wish to be evacuated. 

Alternatively9it might be arranged that the 

Norwegian troops should not be in positions where 

they could easily be attacked by the enemy when 

evacuation took place. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that Lord Cork 

attached great importance to secrecy in regard to 

withdrawal and he (the Prime Minister) was in 

favour of waiting a few days before taking a 

decision. We must, of course, offer to evacuate 

any Norwegian troops who wished to be taken away. 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(a) That the question of informing 


the Norwegian Government of our 

decision to evacuate Narvik should 

be postponed for a few days. 


(b)	 That the suggestion made by the 

Foreign Secretary at "A" above 

should be brought to Lord Cork's 

notice. 
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PRANCE. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR informed 

the War Cabinet of a telegram which had been 


Communications received from the Swayne Mission stating that two 

from the British Officers had been sent to carry out a 

French Govern- reconnaissance of the Oise Canal. Their report 

ment. revealed an unsatisfactory position as regards the 


French preparations, the general impression being 

Report from that the enemy would have no difficulty in breaking 

8wayne Mission. through at any point. The matter had been brought 


to the notice of General Georges, who had explained 

that the French Division carrying out this work was 

a poor one. A further inspection would be carried 

out by British Officers. 


Report by THE PRIME MINISTER read a report which he 

General Spears. had received from General Spears on the condition 


of the French Army South of Amiens0 The -French 

troops here had been fighting hard for eight days 

and were very hard pressed. The French black 

troops had proved unsatisfactory. General Weygand 

had given the odds as three to one against the French. 

Time had never been so precious, and he (General 

Weygand) had begged that the British should send 

every possible soldier to the Somme. One British 

Division would make all the difference. General 

Spears had pointed out that this was quite impossible, 

but General Weygand had again repeated his fear of 

the certainty of an onslaught on the French Army, 

concluding with the words "Nous sommes a la limite". 


Later in the meeting a further long messag( 

from General Spears was read. 


Discussxon followed as to the policy to be 

adopted in regard to the requests for further 

assistance which were being received from the French 

Government. 


THE PRIME MINISTER drew the attention of 

the War Cabinet to the requests which were being 

received from the French for further Divisions to 

help on the Somme Front, for R.A.F. assistance, for 

co-operation in appeals to President Roosevelt and 

for concessions to Italy, and said that he could not 

resist the conclusion that, when we refused these 

requests, as we must, the French would use these 

refusals as an excuse for giving up the struggle. 


In his own view , it would be quite 

unreasonable to denude the essential defences of this 

country to send such small fully trained and equipped 

forces as were available to fight on the Somme front, 

where they could not possibly make any appreciable 

effect in relation to the large German forces 

which would be shortly available for pressing 
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an attack. When we were ahle to organise and 

re-equip the men now being withdrawn from Prance; 

when the regular battalions now being withdrawn 

from overseas had arrived; when further Dominion 

forces had reached this country; then indeed we 

should not need all our available forces for home 

defence. We should therefore certainly tell the 

French that, if they could hold out in the meantime, 

we should send them help as soon as we were able to 

do so, but we should make it quite clear that we had 

no forces that we could send at the present moment. 

He suggested that he and the Lord Privy Seal, 

accompanied by the Chief of the Imperial General 

Staff, should go to Paris the next day to explain the 

position to the French on these lines. The meeting 

should be treated as a meeting of the Supreme War 

Council. 


There was general agreement with this view, 

the following being the principal points made in the 

course of discussion. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that 

three Divisions would in the ordinary way have been 

due to go to France during June, the Canadian 

Division; the 18th and 52nd Divisions; the rest 

of the troops in England would not be ready for some 

months to come. The Canadian Division was ready to 

go at once, but it would be running a serious risk 

to send it out of the country. On the other hand, 

it was essential to do what we could to improve the 

French morale, and it was from this point of view 

very important to assure the French that we meant to 

help them as soon as we could, if they could only 

hold out. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that 

it would be useless from every point of view to send 

to France troops that were only partially trained or 

equipped, but every day that the French could be 

induced to hold out would be of value to us, and we 

should therefore do all that we could to give the 

French hope and encouragement. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

urged that from this point of view,it was most 

important to bring out that our decision not to send 

troops immediately was dictated only by the fact that 

no troops were available. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY suggested 

that the French should be encouraged to continue the 

struggle by quoting to them all the evidence from 

various sources showing that, owing to economic 

difficulties Germany could not continue the struggle 

much longer, if only she could be prevented from 

securing an immediate success. 


The War Cabinet:-


Gave general approval to the line which 

the Prime Minister proposed to take in 

his discussion with the French Government, 

as indicated above. 


ĥiuond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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The War Cabinet had before them a 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs regarding the communication to the Norwegian 

Government of the decision to evacuate Allied 

Forces from North Norway (W P0(40) 181). 
o
 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 

said that in his memorandum he had reached the 

following conclusions. 


(a)	 That we should adhere to the decision 

to withdraw from North Norway. 


(b)	 That we should offer to bring off as 

many Norwegian troops as might wish 

to leave, as well as the King and 

Government. 


(c) That we should discharge our moral 

obligation to the Norwegians by 

giving notice to them in advance of our 

intentions, so as to free ourselves 

from the charge which had been levelled 

against King Leopold. 


There was, in addition, the practical 

point that in order to maintain our control over 

Norwegian shipping we should avoid, so far as 

possible, alienating the sympathy of the Norwegian 

crews. 


He emphasised that it was not intended to 

mention any date to the Norwegian Government so 

as to avoid any risk of news of our intended 

operations leaking out: at the same time, if 

movements of troops between Narvik and Bodo took, 

place, the Norwegians might well,guess what was 

afoot. It was understood that "the date contemplated 

for the start of the operation was the 2nd June,? when 

troops would begin to leave. and that it would be com
pleted by the 7th June. s


He had presumed that there was no question 

of reconsidering the decision to carry out total 

evacuation, and he had the^fore rejected the 

suggestion that a token Allied Force might be left 

at Narvik in order to prevent the Norwegians from 

collapsing altogether and making terms with the 

enemy;. partial evacuation would, however, subject 

us to the strain of continuing to maintain a force 

from which'complete withdrawal was designed to 

relieve us. 






In the discussion which followed,the following 

points were made in favour of reconsidering the 

decision to withdraw:

(i)	 The effect of a withdrawal would he a 

serious blow to our prestige. The 

General in command of the French troops 

had already expressed his determination 

to remain, although he had since been 

told to carry out the orders of the 

British Commander. 


(ii)	 Narvik was now in our hands and the 

enemy forces which we could "contain" 

by continued resistance would be greater 

than the forces which we could use 

against them if we withdraw. 


(iii)	 The effect of the withdrawal on our 

merchant shipping position would be very 

serious; all Norwegian ships in neutral 

ports would be at risk and we might lose 

the services of some 70% of Norwegian 

tanker tonnage and 50% of the other 

Norwegian merchant tonnage. (These 

percentages represent the proportion of 

Norwegian tonnage not in Allied ports.) 


(iv)	 If Italy were to enter the war against us 

and we were eventually forced to fight 

Germany alone, we should alienate the 

opinion of the remaining neutrals by our 

desertion of Norway. 


The principal points urged in favour of 

withdrawal were the following:

(i)	 The Chiefs of Staff were clear that, from 

the military point of view, the whole force 

at Narvik ought to be evacuated. If part 

of the force was left, it would be necessary 

to leave with it at least a proportion of 

the anti-aircraft guns now in the Narvik 

area. It was true that the Hurricane 

aircraft now disembarked in this area could 

not be removed. But even if only a token 

force was left, there would be demands that 

the air force should be replenished, and the 

drain on our resources would continue. 

Moreover, recent Naval losses made it of 

vital importance to free for other 

employment the Destroyer Flotilla now 

employed on convoy work to Narvik. 


(ii)	 The Norwegian Government must realise that 

their only chance of regaining the inde
pendence of their country was to continue 

as Allies of this country; and that in 

present circumstances the defence of the 

British Isles was of paramount importance, 

not only to us but to themselves. 






The civilian population of North Norway
would he relieved of persistent air attacks 

if the troops were withdrawn; such of the 

Norwegian forces as remained could continue 

guerrilla warfare in the difficult country 

around Narvik. 


(iv) 	 The risk of the loss of the Norwegian 

Mercantile Fleet., including tanker tonnage 

was not so great as had been represented, 

since we could seize any Norwegian merchant 

ships in our own ports and could control 

those in neutral ports by chartering 

arrangements. Any reluctance the crews 

might display to take service with us 

might be overcome by the incentive to earn 

a livelihood, which would otherwise 

disappear, since the Germans could not use 

the Norwegian tanker tonnage, even if it 

were not available for our use. 


It was pointed out that the French Government 

had not yet been informed of the decision to evacuate 

Narvik and that, before the Norwegian Government could 

be notified of our intentions, it would be necessary to. 

secure at least the acquiescence of the French in the 

proposal. It would also be desirable to keep Lord 

Gork informed of the position. 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(a) To invite the Prime Minister to 


inform M. Reynaud the following 

day that it had been decided to 

withdraw the Allied froces from 

Northern Norway, and to secure 

his agreement tfl this course. 


(b) To invite the Foreign Secretary to 

prepare a draft telegram to Sir C. 

Dormer, instructing him to speak to 

the King of Norway and the Norwegian 

Minister of Defence on the lines 

proposed in paragraph 5 of his 

Memorandum on the understanding: 


(i) That the instructions would not 

be despatched until the Prime 

Minister had secured the agree
ment of the French Government. 


(ii) That the offer to bring away the 

King of Norway and his Ministers 

should be framed in persuasive 

terms, and should make it clear 

that the King would be warmly 

welcomed in this country. 


(c) To invite the First Lord of the 

Admiralty when action had been taken 

under (a) and ( b) to; inform Lord 

Gork ? ccordingly. 


Richmond Terrace, S..W. 1. 
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NORWAY. THE FIRST S E A LORD read to the War Cabinet a 
telegram received from Lord Cork, the substance of 
which was as follows:-

Withdrawal 

;from Narvik. Lord Cork felt that in telling the Norwegians 


of our intention to egacuate northern Norway two 

(Previous conditions would have to be fulfilled 
; Reference: 

jW.II. (40) 148th (a) They should not be told so early 

[Conclusions, that by a premature withdrawal of 

:Minute 9, ) their troops they might endanger 


the safety of ours. 


(b)	 They should not be told so late that 

the withdrawal of our troops would 

endanger theirs. 


In order to satisfy these two c onditions Lord Cork 

asked that he might be empowered to fix. the time 

for the making of the communication to the Norwegian 

Government, and he asked for instructions as to the 

method by which the Norwegians should be told, and 

suggested that the British Minister should be asked 

to go to Harstad to concert matters with him. 


The War Cabinet v/ere informed that at a 

meeting of Ministers and Chiefs of Staff under the 

Chairmanship of the Prime Minister which had been 

held at 11 p.m. the evening before, it had been 

decided that Lord Cork's proposal ought to be approved, 

and that a reply to his telegram ought to be prepared 

by the Foreign Secretary and the First Lord of the 

Admiralty in consultation. It should not be sent off, 

however, until the Prime Minister had notified from 

Paris the French concurrence to our policy. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that he was of the 

opinion that the two conditions stated by Lord Cork 

could not be satisfied unless the Norwegian troops, 

v/ere taken off at the same time as our own. A reply 

had been drafted, v/hich he read to the War Cabinet, 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATS POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said, he agreed that it was right to leave Lord Cork 

the choice of the time for telling the Norwegians. 

The Foreign Office would send full instructions 

through Lord Cork to Sir C. Dormer as to the lines 

on which he should speak to the Norwegian Government 

when the time came. Lord Cork had made no mention 

of the Norwegian King and Government, though in the 

draft reply it was said that H.M.S. DEVONSHIRE would 

he available to bring away the King, if he wished to 

come; but these matters could be dealt with in the 

instructions to the Minister. 


After some, further, discussion on "the 

terms of the telegram to be sent to Lord Cork, 


The War Cabinet: 


::NOTE : The reply (a) Approved the reply*to Lord Cork as 

as approved was amended in discussion, and took note 

not sent - see that the Foreign Office would instruct 

W,M.(40) 150th His Majesty's Minister to proceed to 

Conclusions. Harstad to confer with Lord Cork. 


(b) Agreed that the reply to Lord Cork 

should not be sent until word had 

been received from the Prime Minister 

that the French were in agreement 

with our policy in northern Norway.. 


)estruction of THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the Chiefs of 

oil in Norway. Staff had been considering whether it would be possible 


to prevent all the oil stocks in northern Norway from 

falling into the hands of the Germans. There were 

12,000 tons in the area occupied by our troops which 

could probably be destroyed "!sy them, and there was 

38,000 tons farther north, mainly at Tromso, under 

Norwegian control. 


In the discussion,it was agreed that if 

possible all the oil should be destroyed but it was 

felt that it would be unwise to act without regard to 

Norwegian feelings in the matter, particularly as we 

hoped to retain the use of Norwegian shipping. It was 

suggested that if the Norwegians were unwilling to act, 

we might offer to compensate them for its destruction. 

It was thought best to consult Lord Cork before taking 

a decision. 


The War Cabinet 


Authorised the First Lord of the 

Admiralty to draw the attention of 

Admiral of the Fleet Lord Cork to 

the desirability of ensuring the 

destruction of Norwegian oil supplies, 

and to enquire what in his opinion 

would be the best method of proceeding 

in the matter, with the object of 

securing the destruction of the oil 

without too much injury to our good 

relations with the Norwegians. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 
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The War Cabinet had before them Telegram 

No. 21 DIPP from Sir Cecil Dormer describing an interview 

which he had had with the Norwegian Minisi ,r for Foreign 

Affairs on the 3 0th May. 


The Minister had been very much upset at the news 

that British troops v/ere evacuating Bodo in spite 

of our assurance that we intended to hold on to 

Northern Norway. M. Hambro who had been present 

had said that if Bodo could not oe held, the only 

course would be to make terms with the GermansD 


Sir Cecil Dormer had warmly repudiated the 

suggestion that the British v/ere deserting the 

Norwegians at Bodo and had done his best to 

encourage the Norwegian Government to continue 

the struggle
e 


THE SECRETARY- OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that shortly after the receipt of this Telegram he 

had had a visit from the Norwegian Minister in London, 

who had urged the need for sending further reinforcements 

to Northern Norway, in particular fighters and anti
aircraft defences. The successive destruction of one 

Norv/egian town after another had made a deep impression 

on the Norv/egian people. The end of Norway's capacity to 

resist was nearing and everything depended on prompt 

action by the Allies. 


He had replied that it v/as extremely difficult 

for us now to provide additional fighters and anti
aircraft defences. The position v/as altogether different 

from what it had been before the great offensive of the 

Germans on the Western Front. Our defeat in the main 

theatre would mean the end of any possible chance of 

re-establishing the freedom of Norv/ay. He had, of course, 

said nothing about evacuation and had promised that we 

would work in the closest co-operation with the 

Norwegians. Lord Cork had been instructed to review 

his whole position in the light of the new developments 

in the war and to keep in close touch with the 

Norwegian Commander-in-Chief in the matter of the 

military plans of the Allies in Norv/ay. He had made it 

quite clear to the Norwegian Minister that it v/as 

impossible for us at the present moment to send any 

more equipment to Norv/ay. 






After the Norwegian Minister had left,the 

Swedish Minister had also visited the Foreign Secretary. 

He had been instructed by his Government to sound us 

on the possibilities of carrying through the Mowinkel 

plan for the neutralisation of Northern Norway under 

Swedish supervision. The Germans were pressing the 

Swedes very hard to allow traffic to pass through to 

their troops at Narvik, but the Swedish Government 

thought that the Germans would be prepared to accept 

the Mowinkel plan. 


The Foreign Secretary said that the Mowinkel 

plan, if it could be put through, would certainly be a 

way of getting us out of Norway without discredit. He 

was very unwilling to face the prospect of scuttling 

out of Norway and would like to try every possible means 

of saving our face in this matter0 The advantages to us 

of the Mowinkel plan would be that:

(a) Northern Norway would be kept free from 

German domination for the Norwegian King 

and Government. 


(b) We should retain our access to Sweden, 

which was of importance to us. 


(c) Germany would be-prevented from reaching 

out too far to the North for our security. 


In these circumstances, he suggested that, 

if the Chiefs of Staff considered the proposal sound 

on military grounds, we should approach the Swedes and 

say that., although we thought the Mowinkel. plan a very 

odd one, we were prepared to consider it, if they 

thought that the Germans and the Norwegians would 

accept ito We must, however, have an answer from them 

within, say, two days, owing to impending operations. 

If we received satisfactory assurances on "this point, 

we should then tell the Norwegians that we had been 

approached by the Swedes on the Mowinkel plan, and 

that although we had originally turned it down we had 

now been compelled by force of circumstances to consider 

it afresiir. We should have to inform them that we were 

forced to evacuate our troops from Northern Norway in 

the immediate future;. and accordingly it would be very 

much to the is? interests to accept the Mowinkel plan. 

We could not supply them with munitions, nor could we 

prevent Northern Norway being bombed, and if they 

did not accept the plan the only alternative, other than 

capitulation, would be to evacuate the King, the 

Government and the army. 






Considerable discussion ensued on this 

proposal, in which the following were the main points 

that emerged:

(i) The Chiefs of Staff in their original report 

on the military implications of a complete 

withdrawal from Norway (W.P.(40) 165) had 

advised that, from the military point of view 

there was no harm in an attempt being made 

to put through the Mowinkel plan, and that 

the capture of Narvik might well increase 

the chances of reaching a successful 

agreement., They had emphasised, however, 

that, once evacuation was decided upon, the 

operation should be carried out at the proper 

moment, irrespective of negotiations on the 

Mowinkel planD 


(ii) For the negotiations on the plan to have any 

chance of success time must be allowed, but the 

effect of such delay on the success of the 

evacuation would be serious. The aircraft carriers 

now at Narvik would have to return to refuel 

after five or six days. The large number of 

ships already in course of despatch would have 

to remain at sea with all the risks attendant 

thereto. The a ircraft already at Narvik would 

be wasting during the delay; Lord Cork was 

already asking for additional aircraft to replace 

wastage that had taken place up to date. Finally, 

if the evacuation were delayed the risk of not 

getting our naval forces back in time to deal 

with a German invasion of this country was 

increased. 


(iii) It would be disastrous if, after all, the 

Mowinkel plan did net go through and, as a 

result of the delay, successful evacuation 

from Narvik was prejudiced. We should, of 

course impress.; upon the Norwegians the great 

importance in their own interests of allowing 

no leakage of our intention to evacuate, 

but the danger of this knowledge coming to the 

ears of the Germans remained. 


(iv) If a settlement on the lines of the Mowinkel 

plan could be reached, it would not prejudice 

the future possibility of carrying out 

Operation Paul since although our aircraft 

would not be able to fly over the part of 

Northern Norway which had been neutralised, 

they would still be able to reach Lulea by 

flying across the Southern part of Norway 

which was in German hands. 


(v) It was difficult to say why the Swedes thought 

that there was a real chance of the Germans 

accepting the plan, but the following factors 

had to be taken into account :

(a) Operations in Northern Norway must 

inevitably cause considerable drain 

on Germany's resources. 






(b)	 Hitler had reasons of personal prestige 

for wishing to save the troops at 

Narvik from destruction., 


(c)	 The Russians would not he at all 

anxious to have the Germans so far 

north in Norway. 


(vi)	 It had been suggested by Colonel Pollock that 

we should endeavour to lead the Norwegians 

themselves to asking us to withdraw our 

troops in order that they might make the 

best terms they could with the Germans. It 

seemed, however, most unlikely that the 

Norwegians would do this, since they would 

realise that they would be likely to get 

very much better terms from the Germans if 

they had the support of our troops
c 


(viili Our main objects were to keep Norway in the 

war, to get av/ay the Xing and Government safely 

and to keep control of the Norwegian shipping 

and at the same time to withdraw our valuable 

troops and material from Narvik. The best 

chance of achieving these two objects might 

be to put it quite bluntly to the Norwegian 

King and Government that we were compelled to 

withdraw and that he must leave the country 

with his Government and as many troops as 

possible at the same time as the Allied forces,, 

We ought not to give him too long to make up 

his mind, but should try to hustle him out 

without any delay  It seemed only honest and 
c


right not to keep the Norwegians in the dark 

any longer as to our real intentions. 

Sufficient shipping had been sent to evacuate 

such of the Norwegian forces as we were likely 

to be able to get off, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

suggested that in the light of all the considerations 

which had been brought out in the discussion the best 

course would be:

(i)	 To carry on r.l'!:.h the evacuation as already 

planned,, 


(ii)	 To inform the Norwegian Government immediately 

that we vrere evacuating our forces and to 

advise them that they should immediately 

enter into negotiations on the Mowinkel plan 

before knowledge of our intentions to evacuate 

got round to the Germans, since this would 

prejudice any chance of a successful outcome 

of the negotiations. 






(iii)	 To inform the Norwegian Government that 

if they were not prepared to negotiate 

on the Mowinkel plan or if the 

negotiations failed, we would take off the 


£	 King, Government, and such of the forces 

as could he got away. 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(i)	 That this suggestion of the 


Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs provided the best 

solution to the difficulty. 


(ii)	 To invite the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs to draft 

the necessary instructions to 

Sir Cecil Dormer accordingly, 


(iii)	 That these instructions should 

^emphasise the vital need for 

secrecy 


(a) in order to give the 

Norwegians the best 

chance of obtaining a 

settlement on the lines 

of the Mowinkel plan. 


(b) In order not to prejudice 

the success of our 

evacuation. 


(iv-) That these instructions should 

be sent to Sir Cecil Dormer 

through Lord Cork, with whom 

he should consult before 

approaching the Norwegian 

Governmento 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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 Lord Gort said that, so far as concerned the 

 advance into Belgium, things had gone according to plan. 


 The B.E.F. had arrived on the Dyle well up to schedule. 

They had not been assisted, however, by the King of the 

Belgians' request that they should not go through the 

centre of Brussels. 


When they had reached the Dyle line they had 

found that the Belgians had not carried out the work 

which they had undertaken to. There had been no 

continuous anti-tank obstacles in the Gembloux gap. The 

de Cointet obstacle had been moved forward to a line 

running through Perwez and there were large gaps in it 

in front of the British sector. None of the other river 

lines back to the Escaut had been organised for defence. 


General Gamelin had not had the temps utile 

on the Dyle to which he had looked forward, as the 

resistance of the Belgian forces opposite the Maestricht 

peninsula had collapsed almost at once, The speed of 

the German advance had coincided almost exactly with the 

estimate of G.H.Q. Intelligence Staff. 


The next trouble he had had to face had been 

that the French Army on his right under General Blanchard 

had not had the powers of resistance anticipated. It had 

comprised a number of units of native troops which had been 

shattered by the effect of dive-bombing and tanks. The 

same thing had happened in the case of the troops 

holding Dinant, who had retreated as soon as they were 

attacked by dive-bombing. 


General Blanchard was of the professorial 

type. He had no initiative, no drive and no determination, 

and some of his subordinate Commanders had no confidence 

in him. Again, there had been a lack of any real 

co-ordination. The British had always urged that they 

should have French troops on their left, but this had 

not been fulfilled, and they had found themselves with the 

Belgians on their left and the French on their right. 

The time taken in effecting co-ordination with the armies 

of two different Allies had added to his difficulties. 


General Billotte, who had been appointed to 

be the SJrand Co-ordinator of the Allied Armies of the 

North, had been a great disappointment. In person a 

big impressive man, he was in fact completely flabby. 

During the four days on the Dyle Lord Gort said he had 

received only one order from General Billotte and that had 

been given to him as a result of pressure which he had 

himself brought to bear on General Billotte. General 

Billotte had ordered a stand on the Antwerp-Wavre-Charleroi 

line, but at the time this order had been given, the French 
I





were already requesting our Air Force to "bomb Gharleroi. 

In other words, the order had been out of date at the time 

when it had been given. 


Lord Gort said that it had become obvious that 

we should have to retire from the Dyle line. A plan of 

retirement had been arranged with the French, but the 

latter had begun to retire before the hour agreed upon. 

It was no uncommon occurrence to agree with the French to 

retire at, say, 9 p.m. , and to find that the French troops 

on the line had, in fact, begun to go back at 4. 


Lord Gort said that the next step which he 

had taken had been to interview the King of the Belgians. 

He had had a talk with him at Antwerp and had found the 

King in a very nervous condition. His Chief of Staff, 

General von Overstraeten, who was a courtier and not a 

soldier, had been in an. even worse condition. It had been 

a pity we had not known earlier the type of man we had to 

deal with. 


The King had been in tears and General von 

Overstraeten almost stunned. No real direction had 

been given to the Belgian Army, and the resistance of 

the Belgian troops on the Albert line had by this time 

collapsed. 


Lord Gort said that when he had said that it was 

impossible to continue to hold the line in front of 

Brussels, the King and General von Overstraeten had 

accepted this view. When the British troops had retired, 

he had blown up the bridges in front of their part of the 

line. The French, unfortunately, had not done so, and as 

a result German tanks had been able to get through. 


Lord Gort said that the other cardinal mistake 

which had been made had been the action of the French 

in sending General Giraud's army into Holland. There was 

only one line of approach into southern Holland, namely, 

through Antwerp. There there was a single bridge and a 

tunnel which depended for its ventillation on two 

ventillation plants. One of these had been knocked out 

by a German bomb, and the safety of the whole of General 

Giraud's army had depended on the other plant remaining 

intact. 


This French army had done no good in Holland. 

When the French had found there was a big gap in their line 

and that they had no reserves to fill it, they had at 

once given orders to General Giraud's army to retire. 

The result had been that almost all of General Giraud's 

army had withdrawn across the lines of communication 

of the British forces. This had given rise to great 

confusion. 


The next stage in the battle had been the 

Escaut line. This was a difficult line to hold, but the 

Belgians had been keen to hold it in order to secure 

Ghent. Our part of the line had been more difficult to 

hold by the reported action of the French in turning on 

the water to flood their part of the line, and thereby 






decreasing the amount of water in front of our sector. 

The 44th Division holding the line in front of Oudenarde 

had "been driven in by heavy German attacks. Lord Gort 

said that he had seen the King of the Belgians and had 

told him that he thought it was necessary to retire to 

the line of the Lys0 The King of the Belgians had agreed 

to do so, although he had said that in his view the line 

of the Lys was not a good line to hold. Lord Gort had 

offered to case matters hy extending our front up to 

Courtrai in order to help the Belgians; hut he had 

stipulated that the Belgians must maintain contact between 

their right flank and our left flank. He had also 

stipulated that they should start flooding the line of the 

Yser from Dixmude to Nieuport. This the King of the Belgians 

had undertaken to do 0 


When they had got hack to the line of the frontier 

defences, the French had had a large number of Divisions 

occupying a relatively short front on the line from Conde 

through Valenciennes towards Bethune. The French had said 

that their men were extremely exhausted and could do no 

more.. It had "been irritating to see the French sitting 

doing nothing, and saying that they were incapahle of 

movement, although they had done less than our army, 

who had fought all day long and marched all night. 


At this point, it had "been suggested that the 

B.E.F. should make a push to the south, to meet a French 

thrust northwards from south of the Somme. Lord Gort said 

that he had never had very much faith in this French thrusts 

Nevertheless, he had spoken to the Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff, who was visiting General Billotte, and had 

said that he would put in an attack with two Divisions 

towards Arras on the line of the Scarpe. It had "been 

understood from General Weygand that the French v/ould make 

an attack at the same time from the direction of Peronne. 

Lord Gort said that he had then gone to see General 

Blanchard and had urged him to capture Cambrai. General 

Blanchard had "been unwilling to attempt this. He (Lord 

Gort) had said that General Blanchard might at least send 

out a force to see whether there were any large forces 

of Germans in Camhrai. General Blanchard had agreed to 

do so. Next day he had said that his troops had advanced 

to Camhrai, hut that they had been attacked hy dive-bombing, 

and, as the British fighters had not come to their help, 

they had had to retire. General Blanchard had said that 

his troops were epuise and could do no more. General de la 

Laurencie had been extremely dissatisfied with the French 

Command and had wished to come under his (Lord G o r f s ) ' 

Command, hut he had explained that this was a matter for 

the French and British Governments. 


The next morning General Billotte had come to 

see him at 1 a.m. and had said that he wished to show 

Lord Gort a map, This map had shown the gap in the line 

as occupied hy eight Panzer Divisions, and 

with the heads of some 16 other Infantry Divisions 

following them. General Billotte had said "What can I do?" 

and had indicated that an attack was to be made the 

following afternoon by some "division cuirasses" from the 

south. After that, the effort would be finished.- He had 

been terribly depressed. 
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Lord Gort said that he had then gone to see 

the King of the Belgians who had again assured him that 

steps had been taken to flood the Yser line. Although he 

had made three requests on this matter, he believed that 

proper steps were never taken by the Belgians to flood 

the Yser. 


Lord Gort said that the next day he had gone 

to see General Blanchard at Dunkirk and had found the 

General with the Admiral Word and General Fagalde in a 

concrete fort. The Admiral and General Fagalde had been 

in this fort for some days, almost without leaving it, 

and therefore took a somewhat detached view of the position. 

Nevertheless, they had been thoroughly depressed. 


At Dunkirk at about 11 p.m. he had also seen 

General Koeltz who had said to him "Do you realise that the 

King of the Belgians is asking for an armistice at 

midnight?" He (Lord Gort) had said that this was news to 

him. The Belgian Staff had told him that they were retiring 

to the north and he had protested at their failure to 

maintain contact with his Left Flank. The immediate task 

had been to fill the gap between ourselves and the Belgians. 

The 12th Lancers had used their armoured cars as mobile 

pillboxes and he had pushed in other troops to occupy the 

line of the Ypres-Comines Canal. 


They had had a piece of good fortune, however, in 

that a German Staff Officer who had been killed had had amongst 

his papers plans for the various German thrusts; these 

included an attack by a German corps on the Ypres-Comines 

Canal. Lord Gort said that he had turned all the medium 

and heavy artillery of I Corps on to meet this attack, and 

he thought that they had given the Germans a great deal 

more than they cared for. 


At one moment the B.E.F. had been holding some 

80 miles of front. On the line Douai-St. Omer they had 

blown up every bridge and they had put in small forces to 

guard the line. The French troops when they saw the 

Germans advancing were apt to retire. This had happened 

at Carvin, but a territorial battalion of the Northumberland 

Fusiliers had counter-attacked and driven the Germans 

back. 


The next day General Blanchard had come to see 

him. He £Lord Gort) had told him that his orders were to 

withdraw to the coast with a view to embarkation. General 

Blanchard had said that his army could move no further, 

that his troops were exhausted, and that General Prioux and 

General Altmayer were determined to fight matters out 

where they stood. He (Lord Gort) had said that while there 

was life there was hope. He had told the French that he 

would hold the line Cassel-Ypres and that they should come 

back on to that line. The French had said that if the 

British occupied this position they would expose the French 

flank. He had replied that he could not under his orders 

stay where he was and sacrifice the B.E.F. General 

Blanchard had then gone off, heavy of heart, apparently 

resigned to do nothing. General de la Laurencie, when he 

had heard what had passed, had gone to General Blanchard 

and asked leave to take his corps to joint Lord 

Gort. General Blanchard had allowed him to do so. 
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and had marched his men to the north and had come into 

the Dunkirk perimeter with over 5,000 men. Lord Gorthad 

pressed strongly that arrangements should he made to 

ship General de la Laurencie's men hack to England, 

and he hoped that this had been done. It was also 

worthy of note that, notwithstanding what had been 

said about fighting it out where they stood, General 

Altmayer had also turned up at Dunkirk the day before. 


Lord Gort said that he had pressed General 

Blanchard to return to England with him, since he was 

no longer in command of any body of troops. General 

Blanchard, however, had not received instructions from 

General Weygand to leave. 


 Lord Gort said that the German generalship 

 had been extremely good and the junior leadership had 


 also been first-rate. Their staff work he thought 

was no hetter than ours. The individual German 

leadership was, however, remarkable. He saw some 

signs that the German bombers had begun to lose their 

nerve. It was not unusual to see them break away 

from formation and drop their bombs anywhere in the 

fields. 


It was the German tactics to feel for the 

soft spot and having found it to press hard. They 

made great use of trench mortars and dive-hombing, 

both of which frightened the French troo.ps. He 

thought that we should make more use of trench mortars 

which were easy to move about. The French "Char-B" 

had been useful, but their Hotchkiss tanks had not been 

a success and had suffered very heavily. 


Asked by the Lord President of the Council 

whether our equipment had been satisfactory, Lord Gort 

said that our equipment had done extremely well. Both 

our 2-pdr. anti-tank gun and our Bofors gun (although 

without the predictor) had been a great success. Our 

"I" tanks had succeeded in covering great distances. 

They had gone up to 40 miles a day whereas they were not 

supposed to go more than 10 miles a day, but they had 

suffered rather severely from mechanical defects towards 

the end. Perhaps our main defect was the absence of 

a tank with a gun. It was better to have a gun in 

an armoured car than a tank without a gun in it. 


Lord Gort then described the position at 

Dunkirk. He thought that it would probably be 

possible to hold the line until the night of lst/2nd 

June but it might be a near thing. It had already 

been necessary to close in the perimeter defence line 

to the frontier. There had been some danger at Bergues 

earlier, but the flooding had now made this area safer. 

He was certain that no time should be wasted and that 

every effort should he made to finish the evacuation 

on the night lst/2nd June. It might well be that 

there were more French than British troops in the 

perimeter but he doubted if there were many French 

troops of real fighting quality left in Dunkirk. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that the effect of 

M. Reynaud's telegram was that a "battle of capital 

importance was impending on the Somme and Oise Front. 

The French Government expected that the three British 

Divisions which it had "been intended to send to France 

in the next few weeks should he sent to France at once, 

and that these Divisions should he followed as soon as 

possible hy units reconstituted from the personnel of 

the B. E. F. which had "been evacuated from Dunkirk to 

this country. In addition, it would be essential that 

fighter aircraft based on French soil should be availahle 

for the support of the French army. 


General Weygand and General Vuillemin also 

asked that the maximum British air strength should 

immediately be based in France General Vuillemin asking 

that 320 British fighter aircraft should he based in 

France. 


A preliminary discussion ensued as to the forces 

which could immediately be sent to reinforce the 

French Front. 


On the.one hand it was argued that with the 

considerable accession to the strength of our Home 

Forces, represented by the 200,000 troops withdrawn 

from Dunkirk, even without their heavy equipment, the 

risk of a successful invasion of this country was greatly 

lessened. The difficulties of re-equipping the B.E. F. 

were, however, very great. Time would be taken in re
equipping the units, and sending them overseas again. 

It would almost certainly be impossible in the time 

available to send to the assistance of the French a 

force.of sufficient strength to play a decisive part in 

the battle which the French were now awaiting on the 

Somme,, 


At the same time it was pointed out that if 

we were to decline to respond to M. Reynaud's appeal 

there was a considerable danger that a point might he 

reached at which French resistance might collapse; and 

if Paris fell, they might be tempted to conclude a 

separate peace. This would mean the establishment in 

France of a Government friendly to the Nazis. Then we 

should have to bomb aerodromes in France, occupied by 

German air forces, and to exercise economic pressure 

against France. We might eventually be faced with a 

French Government, not merely out of the war, but 

actually hostile to us. 






As regards air support, if we were to 

confine our assistance to the operations of long
range bombers we should lay ourselves open to the 

charge of exposing the French Forces to overwhelming 

German air superiority. It would be a very serious 

step indeed to denude this country of its essential 

defences of fighter aircraft; but the despatch 

of further fighter squadrons to operate on French 

territory might provide the element of support 

necessary to encourage the French to resist. In 

this connection, it must be remembered that we had 

withdrawn the Air Component of the B. E. F. to this 

country; and if any further divisions were sent to 

reinforce our troops in the Lower Somme area, they 

would have to be accompanied by an appropriate Air 

Component. 


Since the opening of the battle our losses 

in trained fighter pilots had been extremely heavy. 

Our main difficulty in regard to fighter squadrons 

was not machines but a shortage of fully trained 

fighter pilots. Hitherto it had been the practice 

for these pilots to undergo their final training 

with the fighter squadrons. It had now been 

necessary to create a special organisation for 

the intensive training of fighter pilots. Some little 

time must elapse bexore these measures brought us 

up to strength again in fully trained fighter pilots. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said it would be 

impossible to meet the French demands as they stood. 

We must not impair the essential fighter defences of 

this country. Invasion of this country could not be 

disregarded and it would be unjustifiable to weigh 

the scales against the chances of repelling such an 

invasion in order to secure hypothetical advantages 

in France, more especially as it was most doubtful 

whether the French hadevolvedarrynavnijtods of meeting fresh 

onslaughts by German armoured divisions. We should, 

however, do something to hearten the French, and the 

offer of even one or two Divisions would be a token 

of our sincerity, as the French must know how few 

fully equipped troops we now had available. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that 

we already had two divisions in France and another 

Division or two was unlikely to make much difference 

to the French morale. We had, however, a consider
able amount of equipment still in France and the 

Chiefs of Staff might think it desirable to send 

extra troops to safeguard this equipment and, 

incidentally, get some benefit from it, 


' THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that, while he did not exclude the possibility of 

giving further assistance to the French, he thought 

that the Cabinet would wish to have an opportunity of 

seeing the considered viow of the Chiefs of Staff 

before reaching a decision on this vital matter. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would wait 

for the appreciation of the situation from the 

Chiefs of Staff before asking the Cabinet to come to 

a decision but would now give, for the benefit of 

the Chiefs of Staff, an outline of a course of 

action that he asked them to consider. 






He would like to tell the French that we 

would send three divisions as quickly as we could; we 

would send the Canadians first and would hope to have 

the three divisions in France within 5/6 v/eeks. We 

would use the full strength of our long-range bombers 

to bombard by night, and when possible by day, targets 

as indicated by the French Commander-in-Chief. 

This task should have preference whenever necessary 

over the bombardment of the Ruhr area. The Advanced 

Air Striking Force would remain in action in France. 

Lord Gort would be sent back to re-form the Headquarters 

of a reconstituted 3ritish Expeditionary Force. If 

we sent over fresh British divisions, we should likewise 

reconstitute an expropriate Air Component.But, unless 

we found that Fighter Squadrons could operate from this 

country on the lower Somme, fighter support should 

be limited to the Fighter Squadrons in the Advanced 

Air Striking Force and the Air Component. Additional 

fighter squadrons would not be sent across the 

Channel unless it was found possible to operate them 

from west of Abbeville. 


The French would thus, by the middle of 

July, receive reinforcements corresponding to ID 

Divisions made up as follows:- Three British Divisions, 

the equivalent of 2 Divisions from Narvik (which should 

reach France by the middle of June), and 60,000 
80,000 French troops which were being evacuated from 

Dunkirk - the equivalent of, say, 5 Divisions. 


The Chiefs of Staff should consider a 

solution to the problem on these lines giving the 

greatest possible support to France without leaving 

the defence forces of the United Kingdom dangerously 

reduced in face of the risk of invasion. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that 

French demands for bomber assistance could probably 

be met, with the aid of assistance from Polish 

pilots. The difficulty would be to provide the 

necessary fighter squadrons. It had been decided early 

in the war that we could only spare 10 Squadrons for 

France. Now that the Germans were in occupation of 

Southern Norway, Holland, Belgium, and part of the 

Franch coast, we would run a grave risk by sending 

extra squadrons overseas, a risk which would be 

very difficult to justify. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL suggested 

that, on this point as on several others, the views 

of the Chiefs of Staff, should be available, before the 

War Cabinet came to a decision. 


The War Cabinet -


Instructed the Chiefs of Staff to 

make recommendationsas to the reply 

which should be given to the French 

demands for assistance. 


\ 
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JORWAY. THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had been 


(previous giving further consideration to the question of the 

Referencez/sio

W,M. (40) Me-th withdrawal of the Allied forces from Narvik. He had 

Conclusions 

HiHtti 	 been hoping that now that we had succeeded in 


withdrawing so large a proportion of the B.E.P. 


from Prance it might be possible to re-consider 


the decision to withdraw all our forces from 


Narvik and to maintain a garrison there for some 


weeks on a self-contained basis. He had now reached 


the conclusion that the decision to withdraw must 


stand. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the 


measures for the v/ithdrawal from Narvik had been 


postponed for 24 hours, in order to allow the 


Norwegian Government time to negotiate on the 


Mowihkel plan for the neutralisation of Northern 


Norway. 


The War Cabinet took note of this 

statement. 
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NORWAY. THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the withdrawal 

from Narvik had been postponed for 24 hours in order 


Future to give the Norwegian Government a chance of 

operations. negotiating on the Mowinckel plan, 


(Previous Reference was made to recent telegrams from 

Reference: Sir Cecil Dormer and Lord Cork in Norway and from 

W.M.(40) 152nd Mr. Mallet in Stockholm. 

Conclusions, 

Minute 8.) It seemed fairly clear from these telegrams 


that an official intimation regarding our intentions 

had been made on the previous day, both to the King 

of Norway and to the Norwegian Government. 


No reply had however been received to our 

offer to provide a ship for the evacuation of the 

King and his Government. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that he proposed to see M. Colban that 

afternoon , and' to tell him that the Norwegian 

Government had been informed of our intention to 

withdraw Allied troops from Narvik. 


Operation The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

"Paul". thought that it was most unlikely that the Mowinckel 


plan would materialize; but if it did it would still 
(Previous 
 be possible for our aircraft to fly over the southern 
Reference: 
 part of Norway, which would not be neutralized, to the 
W.M. (40) 155th 
 Gulf of Bothnia. 
Conclusions, 

Minute 9 .) 
 THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


he understood that six German ships were already on 

their way to Lulea but that, owing to the necessity 

for our aircraft carrier giving protection to the 

Narvik withdrawal, it would not be possible for us to 

undertake any operations in the Gulf of Bothnia for 

about a fortnight. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statements. 
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WESTERN FRONT. The War Cabinet had before them a Report 
by the Chiefs of Staff putting forward recommendations 
as to the reply which should be given to the French Future 
 demands for assistance on the Western Front 
assistance to (W.P. (40) 189). 
France. 


(Previous THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the Report 

Reference: accurately set out the arguments for and against the 

W.M.(40) 152nd despatch of forces to France, but his personal view 

Conclusions, was that the proposed assistance was not sufficient. 

Minute 2.) It was recommended in the report that we should send 


two divisions; but he thought that we should promise 

to send a third division, provided that the French 

could supply the artillery for it. During the interval 

before the third division could sail, we should have 

received from production 150 field guns and 80 anti
tank guns. The position would therefore be somewhat 

better than that stated in paragraph 11 of the Report. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL asked if the possibility 

of simultaneous attack both on the French and on this 

country could be ruled out. Would the Germans be in 

a position to attack both objectives if they threw 

in the whole of their forces? 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF thought that 

there was a possibility of simultaneous air attack, 

but he thought it more probable, and more in keeping 

with the German technique, that the Germans would first 

of all attempt to knock out France. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

thought that simultaneous attack on France and On this 

country was possible, but not likely, 


Re-organisabion THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

of B.E. F, informed the War Cabinet that he had seen the 


Commanders of the B.E.F. divisions that morning, and 

had impressed on them the vital importance of getting 

their formations into fighting trim as soon as possible. 

Two Bren carriers would be provided for each battalion 

and two anti-tank guns for each tank regiment. 






Withdrawal of 

grafts from 

prance. 


Despatch of Air 

Formations to 

Prance. 


With reference to paragraph 9 of the 

Report, the War Office were examining whether it 

would he possible to send a reconstituted B.E. F. 

division instead of the 43rd Division to Prance. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 

he was anxious to withdraw the drafts for the 

B.E.F. divisions who were, at present, in France, 

South of the Somme. Their proper function was 

to effect replacements in the divisions of the 

B. E. P. 


THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that, from 
the political point of view, it would he very
difficult to withdraw any considerable number of 
men from France, at 3 moment when the French were 
urging us so desperately to send reinforcements. 

THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

thought that it would be possible to carry out the 

gradual withdrawal, of these drafts at a later stage. 


In reply to a question, THE CHIEF OF THE 

IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that the 52nd division 

would be ready to embark in about a week's time and 

would take some ten days to transport to France. 

The next division would probably be able to follow 

immediately afterwards. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL pointed 

out that the situation might have changed 

considerably by the end of the next three or four 

weeks. He therefore saw no harm in promising to 

send a third division. We should know better where 

v/e stood before the division was ready to sail. 


Summing up the discussion in connection 

v/ith military reinforcements, THE PRIME MINISTER 

said that he was in full agreement with the view 

of the Chiefs of Staff that it would be a 

mistake to s end the Canadian division to Prance 

forthwith. He proposed that we should tell the 

French that it was, of course, our intention to 

re-constitute the B,E.P. The loss of the great 

bulk of our equipment would mean delay, but we 

hoped to fulfill our undertakings within six 

months of the dates originally given. In the 

meanwhile, we were sending two divisions at once 

and a third would follow, provided that the French 

could supply artillery. 


Turning to the question of air forces, 

THE PRIME MINISTER recalled that on the 10th 

May we had had the following air forces in France. 


In the Air Component. 


4 Squadrons of Hurricanes, 

5 Army Co-operation Squadrons, 


(Lysanders). 

2 Squadrons of Blenheim Bombers. 

2 Army Co-operation Squadrons. 


(Blenheims). 






In the Panther Force. 


2 Squadrons of Hurricanes. 

" " Battles. 


2 " " Blenheim Bombers. 


If the recommendations in the Report 

were adopted, we would have a smaller air force 

in France than at the beginning of the battle. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out 

that the Advanced Air Striking Force had throughout 

been an integral part of the Metropolitan Air Force, 

which had been located in France for operational 

convenience. The two squadrons of fighters had been 

included in the force in order to protect the 

force itself; and not to defend France or the 

French Army. The Advanced Air Striking Force 

should now, in his view, be incorporated in the Air 

Component. He recommended that our forces in 

France should be limited to six squadrons of 

Battles and three fighter Squadrons, in addition 

to the appropriate number of Lysanders and 

Blenheims for Army Co-operation, in accordance 

with the strength of our military forces in France. 


He emphasised that our fighter defences 

had been organised to meet the bomber attack on 

the United Kingdom from bases in Germany and were 

inadequate to meet short-range attack accompanied 

by fighters. He reminded the War Cabinet that 

during the intensive fighting in May from half to 

three quarters of a squadron had been lost every 

day. Our losses in fighting over France were much 

greater than in fighting over this country, 

since the pilots of machines which had been shot 

down were seldom recovered. Again large numbers 

of aircraft had been destroyed on the ground in 

France and the difficulties of repair were much 

greater. Against the advice of the Air Officer, 

Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, we had sent/ 

to France, over and above the fighter squadrons in . 

the Air Component and Advanced Air Striking Force,/ 
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THE AIR OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-CHIEF, 

FIGHTER COMMAND, produced a graph illustrating the 

wastage in Hurricanes which had resulted from the 

recent intensive operations in France in the ten 

days 8th-18th May,. 250 Hurricanes had been 

permanently lost; i.e., an expenditure at the rate 

of 25 a day, against 4 a day received from production 

Had this rate of wastage continued throughout May 

we should have expended all our Hurricanes by the 

end of May. 


"first four squadrons (64 aircraft), then 8 

flights (48 aircraft), then 32 aircraft from the 

first line at Home, making a total of 144 

aircraft to operate' "for a few days", in addition 

to 6 squadrons which had been ordered to operate 

in relays over France and Belgium at an early 

stage of the battle. All these aircraft sent 

to Prance had been operating at maximum 

intensity ever since the 10th of May. " 






The fighting over Dunkirk had involved a 

tremendous strain on our fighter resources. That 

very day, the last three squadrons of the Fighter 

Command which had not yet been engaged in the battle 

were being withdrawn from Scotland to take part in 

the operations. At the present time the bottle
neck was trained fighter pilots. On the previous 

night it had been necessary to call upon no less 

than 8 squadrons in order to make up a strong 

patrol to cover the evacuation. If the enemy 

developed a heavy air attack on the country at. this 

moment, he could not guarantee air superiority for 

more than 48 hours. 


THE PRIME MINISTER mentioned the heavy 

strain on the German Air Force. 


THE AIR OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-CHIEF 

agreed that we had inflicted heavy losses on the 

Germans, and he hoped that if an attack was launched 

on this country we should be able to withstand it 

as a result of the greater fighting spirit of our 

pilots. Air war was, however, largely a matter of 

attrition, and we needed to destroy German machines 

at the rate of 8 to 1 in order to achieve clear air 

superiority. In recent air fighting the enemy 

air losses had been in the proportion of 4 to 1... The 

fighting over France in the "Battle of the Bulge" 

had, on the other hand, been most wastefulfrom our 

point of view, and the rate of destruction had only 

been of the order of 1^ to 1, or even less 

favourable to us. 


It was vital that there should be no 

repetition of the conditions which had recently 

operated in France, and that we should use our 

resources economically. Our fighter operations 

must be regulated by the rate of output in such a 

manner as to ensure that we were not squandering 

the capital of our fighter aircraft. This meant 

that we must not send to France more fighter 

squadrons than we could see our way to maintain.. 


In reply to a question, the Air Officer 

Gommanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, said that 

the number of fighters serviceable on the 2nd June 

was 244 Hurricanes and 280 Spitfires. This, however, 

did not represent the true picture, as a number of 

the pilots now in Fighter Squadrons had not yet done 

their first solo on 8-gun Fighters, and it would take 

some six weeks before they were sufficiently proficient 

to take part in active operations. 


In this connection, Air Chief Marshal 

Dowding emphasised the importance of maintaining 

the high quality and fighting spirit of our Fighter 

pilots. To ensure this, our pilots must not be 

sent out except after adequate training, and in 

strong numbers, under conditions which would make 

them feel that their chances of survival were good. 

Given a reasonable period of respite from the 

present intensive operations,the output of trained 

Fighter pilots could be accelerated and the 

position restored. 






Whilst there was evidence that the morale of 

the German Air Force had "been shaken as a result of the 

very severe casualties which they had suffered, It was 

to be remembered that out of their very large numbers, 

they had new squadrons on which to fall back. 


In conclusion, the Air Officer Commanding--in-

Chief, Fighter Command, pointed out that, quite apart 

from the tremendous drain which would he involved 

in the despatch of any large numbers of Fighters 

to France, he was faced with a very formidable task 

in reconstituting the Home Defence squadrons which had 

suffered heavily as a result of the recent operations 

in France. Moreover, this had to be done at a time when 

he had to be prepared for an .air attack on this country 

which might be launched at any moment. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that it seemed clear from what Air Chief Marshal 

Dowding had said that the War Cabinet v/ould find it 

difficult to go beyond the recommendations of the 

Chiefs of Staff in the matter of giving air support to 

France. He thought the case could be presented on the 

grounds of wastage of aircraft and the lack of trained 

pilots. He was, however, anxious that we should not 

fall between the two stools - on the one hand of 

sending air forces which would be insufficient for their 

task in France, and on the other hand of unnecessarily 

weakening our own forces in this country. 


A discussion then ensued on the question of 

the employment of our long-range bombers in support of 

the forthcoming land "battle in France. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR considered that 

the most fruitful contribution which the Metropolitan 

Air Force could make would be to continue Hie attack 

on objectives in Germany itself and not to he drawn off 

into attacking targets on the battle field. All the 

evidence of recent operations went to show that the 

bombing of roads, bridges and similar objectives was 

very unprofitable. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR considered that 

the land battle would so dominate the situation that it 

would be impossible to neglect calls upon our Metropolitan 

Air Force to deal with such targets as the concentration 

of troops. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that 

the French would be conducting the land battle, and that 

the necessary machinery was in being to enahle them to 

ask for such "bombing operations as they might require 

in support of this. The Metropolitan Air Force 

had, in fact, engaged every target of this character 

which had "been asked of it in the past. During the 

"Battle of the Bulge", for example, the whole of 

the activities of our long-range bombers had been 

diverted to the attack of targets directly connected with 

the land battle - though this.was a procedure which 

he himself had felt could not be justified on military 

but only on psychological grounds. 






THE LORD PRIVY SEAL was strongly in favour of 

our long-range bombers continuing to exert pressure 

by the bombing of objectives in Germany. 


THE PRIME MINISTER considered that all 

possible pressure on objectives in Germany should 

continue to be applied by the Metropolitan Air Force 

up to the opening of the land battle, but it would then 

be necessary to give priority to the needs of the 

latter. Any forces not employed in the battle could 

be used to attack targets in Germany. 


Continuing, he suggested that the French 

should be told of the air support which we could send 

to France in the first instance, and that the matter 

should then be reconsidered in ten days. To them it 

looked as if we had some 500 fighters of incomparable 

quality which we would be withholding at a moment when 

they would be making a supreme effort on land. It 

would therefore have to be pointed out to them that 

we were at this moment staggering under the enormous 

strain of the recent operations in France and would 

recover if we were given sufficient respite. Until 

then, however, we could not do more than bring up to 

strength the six bomber and three Hurricane squadrons 

now in France. The despatch of any more fighter 

squadrons at this moment would be uneconomical, 

because it would be impossible to maintain them. 


The War Cabinet agreed:-


That a reply should be sent to the French 

demands for assistance on the Western 

Front on the following lines: 
(I) Land Forces. 


(a) A B.E.F. Headquarters in Prance 

would be re-established at once. 


(b) We should indicate that we 

intended to build up a new B.E.P. 

in Prance as soon as possible, 

but that progress would 

necessarily be slow, having 

regard to the fact that the 

divisions of the B.E.F. withdrawn 

from the Northern Front would 

have to be entirely re-equipped. 


(c) We should offer to despatch 2 

Divisions and a proportion of 

Corps troops to France as soon 

as practicable; i.e., the 52nd 

Division, starting within about 

a week, and another Division 

(either a re-constituted Division 

of the B.E.F. or the 45rd Division") 

in the latter half of June. 






Richmond Terrace, S,W.l. 


(d) We should offer to send a third 

Division as soon as possible 

thereafter, but the date by which 

this Division would be available 

would depend largely on the date 

when its artillery could be 

provided. We should invite 

the help of the French on this 

point. 


(II) Air. 


(a) The 6 Bomber and 3 Hurricane 

squadrons now in France would be 

brought up to full operational 

strength as soon as possible, 

and would be supplemented by 

Army Co-operation Squadrons. 


(b) The remainder of the Metropolitan 

Bomber Force would remain based on 

this country, but would continue 

to give support as in the past, 

priority being given to the land 

battle. 


(c) The reply should indicate that the 

very serious losses of the past 

three weeks made it quite impossible 

for us to send any further fighter 

squadrons to France at the present 

time, but should not entirely 

close the door to further 

consideration of the position in 

this respect at a later date. 






Richmond Terrace, S,W.l. 


(&) We should offer to send a third 

Division as soon as possible 

thereafter, but the date by which 

this Division would be available 

would depend largely on the date 

when its artillery could be 

provided. We should invite 

the help of the French on this 

point. 


(II) Air. 


(a) The 6 Bomber and 3 Hurricane 

squadrons now in France would be 

brought up to full operational 

strength as soon as possible, 

and would be supplemented by 

Army Co-operation Squadrons. 


(b) The remainder of the Metropolitan 

Bomber Force would remain based on 

this country, but would continue 

to give support as in the past, 

priority being given to the land 

battle. 


(c) The reply should indicate that the 

very serious losses of the past 

three weeks made it quite impossible 

for us to send any further fighter 

squadrons to France at the present 

time, but should not entirely 

close the door to further 

consideration of the position in 

this respect at a later date. 
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The War Cabinet had before them a draft telegram 

to the French prepared in accordance with the conclusions 

reached at the meeting of the War Cabinet on the previous day, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that after further 

consideration he had decided to suspend its despatch until 

the War Cabinet had had an opportunity to review the matter 

or-7-o more0 In the meantime he had sent an interim reply 

to M, Reynaud, through General Spears, who had been warned 

for his own information that we should have particular 

difficulty in meeting the French demands for further air 

support. His own view was that we could not refuse to 

maintain in France the same number of squadrons as v/e had had 

there before the last battle started, while keeping a larger 

number of squadrons than ever in this c o u n t r y A t one time 

during the battle we had been down to 29 fighter squadrons in 

the Air Defence of Great Britain whereas now rye had about 45t,

According to figures produced by the Minister of Aircraft 

Production we had now more aircraft available in this 

country than we had had before the German invasion of the 

Low Countries began- We could never keep all that we wanted 

for our own defence while the French were fighting for their 

lives,, 


Considerable discussion followed on the question of 

air support to France in which the following points were made: 


(i)	 THE MINISTER FOR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION hoped that it 

would be possible to keep up a rate of production 

of 400 aircraft of all types a week, at least 


. throughout the month of June,, Fighters were coming 

out at the rate of S S ^ a day. The chief bottle 

neck was fabricated raw material0 He gave the 

following figures for casualties and production:-


Casualties P^jdu^jbi,ori 


15^1.May7 19the;May..,,- 1st Juno. 

s Whitley 11 20 

5s Wellington 17 42 


Hampden 15 19 

K Blenheim 84 72 

/ Battle 32 

5£ Hurricane 119 151 

55 Spitfire 75 39 


Defiant 6 12 

Hudson 10 9 

Beaufort 3 27 

Ans on 12 33 


/ Swordfish 11 

/ Gladiator 12 

r Hector 2 

/ Skua 5 


Lysander,, 24 


TOTALo 436 


1st Priority Type / Not in current production,-


N O T E o (i) Casualties do not include aircraft repairable 

in situ,, 


(ii) Repaired aircraft not included in Production, 

Casualties	 in fighters amounted to 194, against 190 


produced. 






(ii)	 THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR pointed 

out that the period selected above for 

casualties did not include the first few 

days of the battle, when our losses in the 

Battle of the Bulge had been particularly

high and the comparative casualty rate had 

been very much less favourable to ourselves 

than later on when aircraft rod bee'; operating

nearer home. Moreover "one production 

figures were in respect of aircraft delivered 

from the factories to the air storage unitso 

Such aircraft would not be complete with all 

their equipment and could not therefore all 

be counted as fit for service- Ancillary

equipment was the bottle neck. He expressed 

his appreciation of the efforts of the 

Minister for Aircraft Production to increase 

output and asked that the Air Ministry might 

be supplied as early as possible with a 

revised forecast of the production position? 


(iii)	 Although the total number of fighter 

aircraft now available might be slightly

greater than on 10th May, the overall 

efficiency of Fighter Command was very much 

less. Owing to the very heavy losses which 

our fighters had sustained, squadrons were now 

greatly disorganised, and many of the leaders 

had been lost, It would take a considerable 

time to reorganise the personnel and aircraft 

and re-form them into tactical units fit to 

operate against the enemy,, Otherwise we 

should run the risk cf a disaster by throwing

in to the battle unorganised units. If 

additional squadrons were to be sent to France, 

more leaders would be required and the re
organisation, of the fighter defences of the 

United Kingdom would be correspondingly delayed. 


(iv)	 The strength of the fighter forces in. 
this country had been originally fixed at 56, 
on the assumption that the Germans would not 
be in possession of the Low Countries,- We 
were now down to 45 aquadrons, with the enemy
in possession of all the Channel ports, even 
if we did not send any additional squadrons to 
Franceo The casualty rate had been far higher 
during recent operations than we had budgeted 
for, owing to the fact that squadrons had been 
operating over France instead of in this 
country, where we had far better operational 
and recovery facilities,, 

(v)	 To make good our losses in pilots it had 

been necessary to expand the fighter 

operational training units - The two existing

operational training units were being increased 

in size, and a third was being formed, which,

if it got the necessary aircraft, would start 


. functioning in 14 days8 time, A total of 60 
. ... - j fighter aircraft complete with full equipment 

''k)0̂  -Wc^* ItcJ [to would be required for this expansion of xhe 
J ' " ,. ^ ! "operational training units0 Incomplete air-

J- 4*^ fLv craft would be of very little value in these 
v I \ units whose function was to train pilots forkjlcvvcd̂ ) Ktf***vs&Ak I combat j and not merely to fly the fighter types 

n i of aircraft. (T-he-eu-tput-f rom-the-expanded 

wvvUL, W l u w vU, ?Wt\ organisation would"rise to -120 pi-l-ots- a- fort.
, - r I i nî h-t.-..when.̂ .l-L-th.ree uai-ts- -were- in-full 
v^aM KW- V- I operationo It had not been possible to make .. L \ this expansion before, because the, aircraft

0  UAX4w 1ut Co \ required had. all been taken, a;- xn increasing the 

S U M i
It '	  1 j front--line strong-en of fighters.o 
\^^J	 **** ju. **" 





(vi)	 It was pointed out that the Advanced 

Air Striking Force in France had only been 

there for convenience and counted as part 

of the air forces in the United Kingdom. 

It had not been provided specifically for 

the defence of France, though it was 

available for use either for the defence 

of the United Kingdom or of France. Now 

that the front had come so far back this 

interchangeability no longer held good, 


Some discussion followed on the best way 

of replying to the French on the question of sending 

additional air support0 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed with the terms of 

an amendment to paragraph 4 of the draft telegram 

proposed by the Secretary of State for War, at least 

as a preliminary reply to the French. He felt strongly 

that, from the psychological point of view, it would 

be very much better to send a larger number of squadrons 

to France than to increase the strength of squadrons by 

sending the equivalent number of aircraft. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

suggested that we should emphasise to the French that 

the v/hole success of the Allies depended on keeping up 

the production of our aircraft factories. If these 

were lost, the French, as well as ourselves, could not 

avoid defeat. It was therefore no less to their 

advantage than our own that we should run no risks in 

the air defences of Great Britain. 


The discussion then turned on paragraph 3 of 

the draft telegram relating to the despatch of land 

forces, to which certain amendments were proposed. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that the Star Office were making every endeavour to 

despatch, as the second division promised, a reorganised 

and re-equipped Regular division instead of a Territorial 

division. So far as possible the despatch of this 

second division would begin before the first division to 

be sent had completed its move overseas. 


He also drew attention to a request which had 

been received from the French that we should take over 

the air defence of the ports on the north-western 

seaboard of France. 


THE PRIMS MINISTER drew attention to Paris 

Telegram No. 359 DIPP in which Sir Ronald Campbell reported 

that M. Reynaud had demurred to the suggestion that 

the French Air Force were not pulling their weight0 


He had said that they were losing aircraft at the rate 

of 37	 a day, and their daily intake only amounted to 18, 

which included 8 from America. These figures had been 

confirmed by Air Marshal Barratt. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR reported that 

the Vice Chief of the Air Staff had landed at Villacoublay 

just when the raid on 3?aris was starting. In spite of 






previous detailed warnings from us that a raid was 

coming in, only 3 French aircraft out of 40 which were 

on the aerodrome, had taken off to intercept the raiders0 
Despite the warning from us the pilots had not been 

ready for immediate action. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF confirmed that 

full warning of the raid had been sent to the French 

the previous day0 They had "been informed of the route 

it v/ould follow and of the rendezvous for the raiding 

squadrons. Air Marshal Barratt had sent up an 

aircraft which had intercepted the raiders at the 

rendezvous and had given the French three-quarters of an 

hourTs notice of its arrival. No doubt fighters had 

been sent up to intercept the raiders from other 

aerodromes - the Vice Chief of the Air Staffs report 

referred only to Villacoublay0 Nevertheless, it appeared 

that there was room for improvement in the French 

arrangements0 


THE PRIME MINISTER asked the Chief of the 

Air Staff to provide him with full details of this 

occurrence in order that the facts might be brought 

home to the French, He felt that it was a time for 

plain speaking. 


The War Cabinet:
(i)	 Invited the Prime Minister, in 


consultation with the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs, the 

Secretary of State for War and the 

Secretary of State for Air, to 

revise the draft telegram in the 

light of the., discus si on which had 

taken place." 


(ii)	 Invited the Chief of the Air Staff 

to supply the Prime Minister with 

full details of the warning which 

had been given to the French of the 

raid on Paris on the 3rd June, with a 

view to bringing to the notice of 

M. Reynaud the defects which had been 

disclosed in the French organisation 

for air defence. 


(iii)	 Took note that the Minister for 

Aircraft Production would supply the 

Secretary of State for Air with 

revised forecasts of aircraft 

production on which the Air Ministry 

could base their organisation 

programme0 


55 A copy of the telegram, as despatched is attached. 





Telegram to Madelon, Paris 


IMMEDIATE. 0IPHEH. 


Following from. Prime Minister to General Spears for 

communication to M. Reyn aud. 

Begins. 


In reply to the message which you gave General Spears 

to deliver to me on the 2nd June, I gave you my assurance last 

Friday that we would immediately consider, without making any 

definite promise, what reinforcements we could send to France 

at once, and what air support we could afford to you in the 

impending battle 


2. Let me first emphasise certain general points, 

(i.) That portion of the British Expeditionary Force which has 

been recovered from the Northern Front will have to be entirely 

re-equipped before it can be usedo (ii) The three divisions 

which you mention as being available in your message are not yet 

fully equipped, Under our original programme the first of them 

would'have been despatched to France towards the end of this 

month. (iii) Almost the entire fighter force has been engaged 

in the recent battleQ The operations have been of an intensity 

never before contemplated, and the losses in aircraft and 

particularly in pilots have been correspondingly high. I would 

most earnestly ask you to appreciate that the above points 

materially affect the assistance that we can immediately render. 


3, Our proposals are as follows,, As regards land forces, 

we will re-establish a 3.E.F, headquarters in Prance and build 

up a new B.E.F. as fast as we can. One division is being 

prepared for immediate despatch, and will begin to proceed 

overseas within seven days. A second division, one of the 

seasoned regular divisions recovered from Dunkirk, is being 

re-equipped with greatest urgency, in order that it may follow 

the first division as quickly as possible. A proportion of 

Corps troops will also be despatched within this period. It is 

not possible to give you the precise date at which a third 

division could be despatched, but we will press it forward as 

fast as possible. The date at which this division will be ready 

may well' depend largely on the date when its artillery can be 

provided. Could you help in this respect? The appropriate 

component of Army co-operation aircraft will also be despatched 

to France. 


4, As regards fighters, the three squadrons now in France 

are being brought up to strength immediately. In view of the 

very serious losses of the last three weeks it must take some 

little time to overhaul our squadrons, seek to replace our losses,, 

and determine what further help we can send and when. We fully 

appreciate need for extreme urgency, and I will communicate with 

you further on the subject at the earliest possible moment. 


5. As regards bomber aircraft, we intend to bring the 

6 squadrons now in France up to full operational strength as 

soon as possible. The remainder of the Metropolitan Bomber 

Force will remain, based on this country, but will continue to 

give support as in the past - priority being given to the land 

battle, and to action against objectives selected by your High 

Command. 


4th June. 1940. 
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(4th rune, 1940 - 11,30 a.xa. ) 

THE FIRST SEA LORD said that phase two of the 


Narvik Evacuation had been proceeding the previous 


evening. 


With regard to the destruction of Norwegian 


oil stocks, our information had been to the effect that 


there were some 12,000 tons at Harstad and 20,000 tons 


at Tromso, but Lord Cork had stated that these figures 


were greatly in excess of the actual amounts. Lord Cork 


estimated that there were about 3,000 tons at Tromso and 


smill amounts elsewhere and doubted the advisability 


of antagonising the Norwegians by destroying such small 


stocks. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S,W. 1, 
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(5th June, 1940 - 12.30 p.m.) 


NORWAY. It was stated that a signal had been received 

from Lord Cork to the effect that 4,500 Allied Troops 


(Previous had been successfully embarked on Monday night, 3rd/4th 

Reference: June, and that the embarkation would be continued 

W.M. (40) 154th the following night. 

Conclusions, 

Minute 5.) THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that a telegram had just been received from 

Sir G. Dormer, stating that the King of Norway had 

come to the conclusion that if he and the Crown Prince 

left the country now, they would undo the work they 

had done during past years. They had, therefore, 

decided to stay on, and give it out that, as the 

Allies had left them and they had no ammunition, they 

would give up fighting and would remain, and would 

negotiate with the Germans on the terms of stopping 

fighting. The King believed that the Allies would 

win in the end, but the Norwegian would look on him and 

the Crown Prince as deserters if they left their 

people to the mercy of the Germans! 


In discussion it was suggested that pressure 

should be brought to bear on the King to embark at 

once with the Royal Party and'the Members of the 

Government that had returned to Norway. It was 

reaalled that a telegram had been received asking for 

a passage to be arranged from Stockholm to England 

for the Crown Princess of Norway. To the extent that 

the Allies put pressure on the King to leave, this 

would be a defence against the suggestion that he 

had deserted his people. 


The War Cabinet: 


(a) Took note of the above statement 

and discussion. 


(b) Invited the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to consider further 

what steps could be taken to induce 

the King of Norway, the Royal Party, 

and the Norwegian Government to 

embark for this country. 
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(6th June, 1940 - 12.50 p.m. ) 


The War Cabinet was informed that the 

movement of the 52nd Division had been accelerated 

and would begin on the 7th June. It would be 

complete by the 13th June instead of the 18th as 

originally proposed. The standard of training of 

this division was not as high as could be wished, 

but was reasonably good. After further consideration 

it had been decided to send the Canadian Division as 

the next formation, and its move would begin on the 

11th June. The despatch of this division meant the 

withdrawal from the United Kingdom of the best trained 

reserve we had for defence against invasion. After 

the Canadian Division, the 3rd Division (Regular) 

would be despatched, after being re-formed; The 

artillery for this division would have to be provided 

by the Frenchi 


General Pownall, Lord Gort's Chief of General 

Staff, had gone over to see General Weygand and 

General Georges to concert the arrangements to be 

made for the subsequent employment of the B.E.P. in 

Prance. 


Our losses in material owing to the 

evacuation of the B.E.P. had been very heavy, amounting 

to approximately 7,000 tons of ammunition, 90,000 

rifles, 1,000 guns, 2,000 tractors, 8,000 Bren guns 

and 400 anti-tank weapons. The supply position 

certainly gave cause for anxiety. The possibility 

of using Hispano-Suiza guns surplus to R.A.P. re
quirements as anti-tank weapons was being examined. 


A full appreciation of the possible form 

and scale of a German attack on this country was 

being carried out under the instruction of the Chiefs 

of Staff. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read various telegrams 

which had passed between himself and General Spears, 

for communication to M. Reynaud, on the subject of 

British assistance to the French. Copies are 

appended. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statements. 






i J b S T ^ S B O g E T ; 


ANNEX 1 


General Ismay; War Cabinet Secretariat; London, 

(Received 5th -June, 1940o) 


Following from General Spears to Prime Minister. 


Following was written out by Reynaud before me 

and in presence of Weygand, Retain and Darlan: 


(Translation begins). 


Reply from Monsieur Paul Reynaud to 

Mr. Winston Churchill5 s message of iron June, 19U0: 


1 * Despatch..o.f. British. Divisions-.. 


General Weygand? s opinion is that if no way can 

be found of keeping the battle going, there are grave 

risks that it will be lost, Tho despatch of the British 

Divisions must,, therefore, be hastened,. 


You tell me that the first Division will only 

embark 7 days from now, A further 8 days will be taken 

up between this disembarkation and the date on which it 

could be used on the Front., Even this first Division is 

therefore likely to arrive too late,. 


My conclusion is that faced as we are with the 

new factor of the offensive launched this morning, the 

despatch of the British Divisions must be hastened to the 

maximum possible extent. 


2 * Fighter Aircraftt 


You /tell me in view of the heavy losses sustained 

by the British Fighter strength, you are only in a position 

at the moment to re-equip the three squadrons at present 

in France., 


You thus reject, the request put forward on 

3rd June by General Vuillemin and forwarded by me yesterday, 

kth June9 to Sir Ronald Campbell, to the effect that there 

should be/despatched to France 


(i) immediately, 10 squadrons of fighters 

(ii) as soon as possible.. 10 further squadrons 


these 2,0 squadrons representing one half of the total 

fighter strength based in the United Kingdom, 


: I cannot believe that your decision will be 

adhered to in presence of the new factor of the German 

offensive, I would recall that in his letter of 






3 r d June to General Weygand, a copy of which has been 

handed to the British Government, General Vuillemin 

expressed himself as follows:

"If, as is likely, the enemy launches in 

the near future a fresh mass attack with tanks 

and aircraft against a defensive front which 

is still actually in course of organisation, 

there are no grounds for assuming that he will
not succeed once again in breaking through our 

positions and in effecting a rapid and deep 

advance which we shall be powerless to arrest 

if v/e are not in a position, at the very moment 

when the attack is launched, to neutralise the 

German bomber forces by means of mass action by 

Allied fighters". 


General Weygand fully concurs with this 

statement. 


It is unnecessary to stress the extreme 

gravity of the situation which would arise if the 

British fighter forces do not give our Armies the 

support asked for by General Vuillernin; it may be 

feared that the battle will be lost and Paris captured 

by the enemy. . The consequences of loss of the battle 

and of the occupation of the capital are known to the 

British Government.. 


3 . Bomber Aircraft.. 


I thank you for your declaration which gives 

us entire satisfaction. 


The French Government has full confidence in 

the spirit of complete solidarity which animates the 

British Government and its Head. 


(Translation ends). Message ends. 


Following from General Spears to prime Minister. 


General Weygand's formula is that the battle 

is lost if it is not prolonged, and it is unlikely we 

can prolong it without fighting aircraft. 


Concerning last two lines of paragraph 2. 


Reynaud anxious to emphasise this point was 

made by Petain. He however told me that some reliable 

men he knew felt resistance to be hopeless and should 

not be pursued if Paris fell. He repeated that he will 






fight on, hut might he replaced fay others, otherwise 

minded.-


The situation obviously considered of utmost 

gravity, Weygand believes Germans are endeavouring to 

advance down traditional line of invasion, the Oise 

Valley. 


He told me he is bringing up behind point of 

attack divisions without any anti-tank guns, others 

with only one or two. 


Reynaud wishes to draw Prime Minister's 

attention to this consideration. Had resistance of 

Dunkirk been prolonged, and had it been a question of 

saving portion of British Army, would not fighting 

aircraft have carried on this battle more vital to 

fate of both countries than Dunkirk. 


Message ends. 


To General Ismay, War Cabinet Secretariat, London. 


Following from General Spears to Prime Minister. 


Following was handed by Weygand to Reynaud as 

he entered Council Room. Begins: 


(?.r
8 0 1 3 1 a t i onfa eg ins). 

The Commander-in-Chief is compelled to 


record that the appeals addressed to the British 

Government have remained fruitless. We are now facing 

the German attack without having received any further 

support from England. No fighter aircraft and no 

fresh Divisions. 


(Translation ends) 


Weygand emphasises he (?) does not mean to 

criticise Britain by this message, but is merely 

reporting to Head of Government unescapable facts. 

(Message ends). 






MOST SECRET. : 


ANNEX II. 


Telegram No  2 9 7 DIP? dated 5 t h June from 
c


Prime Minister to General Spears for 

M. Reynaud and Marshal Weygand. 

(Despatched 5.45 p.m )
n
 

Private and Personal. 


1. Your comments will he examined fay General Staff who have 

orders to se.Td the two divisions as soon as possible. 


Permit me to observe that ' your divisions picked out of 

Dunkirk are not to enter the line for a month. We are trying 

to send one of our seasoned divisions in a fortnight. 


2. Fighter aircraft, General Vuillemin's demand was 

altogether unreasonable and his letter made the worst impression 

on everyone heru ard greatly increased my difficulties. Kindly 

look at the paragraph in which he refers to the assistance we gave 

in the recent battle0 You don't seem to understand at all 

that British fighter aviation has been worn to a shred and 

frightfully mixed up by the need of maintaining standing patrols 

of forty-eight fighters over Dunkirk without which the evacuation 

would have been impossible. The mere sorting out of the 

aeroplanes from the different squadrons practically paralyses 

the force for four or five days. However, I have sent you 

this morning a telegram saying that we would hold four squadrons 

of day bombers a  d two of Hurricane fighters available for 

operations this afternoon in addition to ^he nine squadrons 

you have already, and I shall try to maintain the same tomorrow 

when I will telegraph again. 






CYPHER telegram from Sir R. Campbell (Paris). 

5th June, 1940. 

D. 8.55 p.m.
R. 10.35 p. m.

 5th June, 1940. 
 5th June, 1940. 

No. 351 DIPP. 

IMMEDIATE. 

MOST SECRET. 


M. Reynaud when I saw him this evening told me that 

Marshal Petain on learning of the Prime Ministers reply^to the 

latest French appeal for further help in the air had exclaimed 

"well, there is nothing left hut to make peace. If you do not 

want to do it you can hand over to me". 


2.  M . Reynaud had of course scouted the idea and said 

he only mentioned it to me to show how grave the situation was. 

He asked whether I thought that His Majesty's Government 

completely realised it. I said that I was quite certain they 

did and that they were going, and would continue to go, as far as 

was possible. If they denuded British Isles of all their air 

defences on the eve of invasion by all of the enemy's devices 

they would incur an unforgiveable responsibility. 


3. I am deeply distressed by the reiteration of these 

appeals at a time when I know you are doing all you can, but the 

very grave danger in which the French stand in this hour must be 

their excuse. 


It is thought that this refers to the Prime Minister's 
3 ' telegram of the 4th June (73033) and not to the telegram 

reproduced as Annex: II. 
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W.M.(40) 156TH CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 5. 


Confidential Annex, 


(6th June, 1940 - 12. 30 p.m.) 


The War Cabinet was informed that the 


evacuation from Narvik was proceeding very satisfactorily, 


The last troops would be leaving on the night -7th-8th-


June, and the Gladiators would be '.flown off on to their 


qth 
carrier in the early morning of the-8th June, The 


Hurricane aircraft which would be operating up to 


the last moment would be destroyed, though as much of 


their equipment as possible would be salved. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


drew attention to Telegram No, 3730, dated 5th June, 


1940, from His Majesty's Minister, Norway, reporting 


that he had seen the King who had revoked the decision 


he had taken the previous day and now agreed to 


accompany the Norwegian Government if necessary. His 


Majesty had added that he would not now mention 


anything on this subject to his Government, 
The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W..I 
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W. M. (40 ) 157TH CONCLUSIONS ^ - MINUTE 2. 


Confidential, Annex. 


(7th June, 1940 - 12.30 p.rn, ) 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the French 

seemed to he resisting the German attack fairly well 

in spite of the weight of the enemy's assualt. The 

51st Division, however, v/as over matched, and no 

reinforcements could arrive for it for 2 or 3 days. 

The French were pressing us hard all the time to 

send additional air support, and M. Monnet had come 

to see him the previous evening to make a special 

appeal. It was clear that they would try and put 

the blame on us if they lost this critical battle. 


In point of fact we had had 144 fighters 

operating, over France the previous day, mainly from 

home aerodromes, hut using advanced landing grounds 

in France. This was the equivalent of 12 squadrons, 

and more than they had originally asked for. An 


0 u
even larger number would be operating t*day * ^ 

 t l a e 
heavy bombers had also been active in attacking


targets which had been indicated by the French 

a
High Command. He proposed, therefore, to send


further telegram to M. Reynaud emphasising the great 

efforts v/hich we were making on their "behalf. 


The reorganisation of Fighter Command was 

proceeding faster than had been previously expected. 

The Air Officer Commanding--in-Chief had reported that, 

out of 21 Hurricane squadrons, 14 werfe fit to operate 
the previous day gt^B^wret^*Ajauih-o ud"KiugiiiPM. 
This implied that all these squadrons had 12 or more 
pilots and 12 aircraft fit to fly. Squadrons based 
in France would have to have 16. Great efforts were 
being made to provide additional pilots. Some were 
being obtained from the Fleet Air Arm, and all 
suitable pilots under 30 years of age in the Air 
Ministry and the Ministry of Aircraft Production 
were being combed out. It was hoped to produce 50 
from among the ferry pilots employed under the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production. The flow of aircraft 
was very satisfactory, and the Minister of Aircraft 
Production had managed to lay his hands on some Dutch 
aircraft in transit from the United States. There was 
also a possibility of his getting hold of some 
American aircraft consigned to Sweden. 

The small arm ammunition position was less 

unsatisfactory than had at first appeared. We had a 

certain margin until August, when production would 

broaden out. There would, however, be a shortage of 

special natures, such as armour-piercing. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR drew attention to 

the risks we were running in accelerating the move of the 

fresh divisions to France by using Cherbourg, which had 

inadequate anti-aircraft protection. It was not possible 

to move any anti-aircraft guns from Havre (which was not 

being used for the disembarkation of troops) owing to the 

sensitiveness of the French to any withdrawals from this 

port. He asked whether a fighter squadron could be provided 

to supplement the air defences of Cherbourg. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF undertook to examine 

this possibility,, 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that 

General Pownall had been instructed to impress on the 

French High Command that we were sending reinforcements as 

quickly as possible, and that transportation was the only 

limiting factor. He had also written a personal letter 

to General Weygand in the same sense. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statements,, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.l0 
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(7th. June, 1940 - 12.30 p.m.) 


 The War Cabinet had before them the Fourth 

 Report of Lord Hankey's Committee on Preventing Oil 


from reaching Germany covering the Third Report of 

 Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd's Committee (W.P. (40) 191). 


 THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER 

 said that the first eleven paragraphs of the Report 


 constituted a plea for vigorous action against 

Germany's oil supplies and refineries. German 

domestic production was the largest element in her 

total resources. If successful action could he 

carried out, Germany's oil position might become 

extremely difficult in the near future. This 

opinion was reinforced by a number of recent 

telegrams which indicated the possibility of Germany's 

future operations being seriously affected hy a 

shortage of oil. 


Roumania was Germany's second largest source 

of oil supply. We had so far been fairly successful 

in limiting the quantities which Germany obtained 

from Roumania, but the situation was about to alter 

very much for the worse. The Germans had established 

a virtual reign of terror in Roumania and our plans 

had nearly all been completely checked. It seemed 

certain that unless drastic action was taken to 

interrupt communications hetween Roumania and Germany, 

the latter would soon obtain greatly increased 

quantities of oil. The Committee considered that 

the most effective step would he to carry out the 

Royal Marine Operation in the Danube. In addition 

to the damage which might be caused to shipping, 

there v/ould be a valuable moral effect on neutral 

traffic 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that the 

Air Ministry were in full agreement as regards the 

importance of attacking oil targets in Germany. A 

much greater scale of attack would already have been 

carried out on these targets had it not been for the 

demands of the battle on the Western Front. The short 

nights at midsummer also increased the difficulties of 

long distance operations. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that, while it was impossible to form an exact 

estimate of Germany's oil position, it was clear that 

we should do all we could to damage Germany's oil 

resources. Air attack seemed the most hopeful method. 

The prospect of destroying the Roumanian oil wells 

now seemed extremely remote. He thought that every* 

thing possible should he done in the way of sabotage 

but he was not very sanguine of achieving important 

results by this means. 






THE MINISTER OP ECONOMIC WARFARE emphasised 

the recommendation put forward in paragraph 10 of the 

report that immediate air action should he taken 

against the principal synthetic plants in Germany 

and not, as hitherto, only against the minor plants * 


THE -CHANNCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER 

suggested that he should he authorised to convene a 

meeting to investigate all possible means of 

carrying out irregular operations and to put forward 

a scheme for the approval of the War Cabinet. 


The War Cabinet:
(a) Approved generally the Report on the 


German Oil Position (W.P.(40) 191. 


(b) Agreed that all possible steps should 

be taken to reduce the amount of oil 

reaching Germany from Roumania. To 

this end:
(i) The Air Ministry should if possible 


carry out the Royal Marine Operation 

for the Danube. 


(ii) The Air Ministry should give urgent 

consideration to the practicability 

of carrying out bomber operations 

at oil receiving depots at 

Regensburg, Passau, Vienna, 

Bratislava, and against the railway 

bridge over the Danube at Vienna. 


(iii) The Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Lancaster should be authorised to 

convene a meeting to examine all 

possible means of carrying out 

irregular operations, and to 

submit a scheme to the War Cabinets-


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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WoMo (40) 158th C0NQLUSI0NSt MINUTE 8. 


Confidential Annex. 


(8th June, 1940.) 


 The two alleged new weapons referred to by the 

 Foreign Secretary were as followsJ

 (a) A report that experiments had been 

conducted in Germany with bombs 

filled with very finely divided 

magnetic iron ore. It was stated 

that by this means dust clouds of 

magnetic iron oxide couLd be created, 

which might put closely fitting 

moving parts out of action. It was 

suggested that this weapon might be 

used against guns and tanks, etc.. 

(Washington Telegram No.172 Purco) . 


(b) A report that a Spanish resident in 

Peru had said in November last that 

he had overheard a German in Panama 

saying that the new weapon against 

England would be decisive, and that 

it was a flying tank (Lima Telegram 

No .55) . 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL and THE FIRST LORD OF THE 

ADMIRALTY said that they had heard of the former 

suggestion and had been assured that no alarm need 

be felt in regard to it. 


In the discussion which followed, reference 

was made to the following devices on which work v/as 

now being pressed:

(l) The A d  o device, numbers of which 

were now being fitted to aircraft. 


(2) Smoke - which might be combined with 

a special lighting effect. 


(3) The Proximity Fuze.. 


(4) Stabilised bomb-sights. 


(5) Protection of factories, etc., by 

means of curtains of small aerial mines. 


(6) The G.L., or gun-laying apparatus. 

Reference was made to its use in enabling 

a number of searchlights to converge on 

a target. This would be of particular 

assistance to aircraft fitted with the 

A.!, device. 
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WJvL,(40). 158TH CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 11. 
Confidential Annex. 


(8th June, 1940 - 10.0 a.m, ) 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE DUCHY OP LANCASTER said that 


in accordance with the conclusion of the War Cabinet at 

their previous meeting (W.M. (40) 157th Conclusions, Minute 

10, Confidential Annex, conclusion (fa) (iii)) he had 

convened a meeting to examine all possible means of 

carrying out irregular operations to reduce the amount of 

oil reaching Germany from Roumania0 There were widespread 

ideas for these operations, some of which were concrete 

plans which could "be put into operation as soon as approval 

was given while others were only termed "projects". The 

latter would require detailed examination to determine 

whether they were feasible. 


The War Cabinet had approved the carrying out of 

the R, M  operation on the Danube if it was found to be a 
n


practicafale possibility,, If the project was carried out, 

he urged that we should make the most of it fay making 

diplomatic representations to all the Riparian States 

warning them that the German section of the Danube was 

mined, and that no guarantee could be given that mines 

would not reach neutral portions of the river. The effect 

of the scheme v/ould be enhanced if it was found possible to 

faornfa the oil receiving depots at Regensburg and other towns. 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE DUCHY OP LANCASTER then gave 
the War Cabinet a brief doc crip ti oh of a number of less arbheesr. 
schemes which might be attempted and an indication of 
certain projects of a military nature which, he suggested, 
should be referred to the Chiefs of Staff after they had 
been prepared in detail fay the Projects Board. He urged 
that the War Cabinet should approve the carrying out of the 
plans which were ready. He pointed out that, once the 
order had been given to go ahead, it would be very difficult 
if not impossible, to cancel the order. It was possible 
that all the schemes would fail; but, in his view, if they 
were all tried simultaneously, there was a good chance that 
one or more of them would succeed. Any one of them would 
have a valuable effect, 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS felt 

no moral scruples about approving these schemes. There 

were, of course, political objections to such schemes, but 

he was prepared to disregard political considerations, 

provided that there was a reasonably good chance that some 

success would be achieved. If, on the other hand, there 

was very little chance of success, political considerations 

would weigh heavier in the scale. He asked that he might 

be provided with a "brief statement giving a list of the 

schemes with their probafale effect, the countries which 


 would "be affected, and an estimate of the chances of 

success. 


C





THE MINISTER OP ECONOMIC WARFARE strongly 
supported the views put forward hy the Chancellor of 
the Duchy of Lancaster,, He pointed out that the 
results which might be achieved by the Royal Air 
Force, at considerable risk to the aircraft carrying 
out the operation, would only be 0 1 short duration 
unless they were backed up hy less orthodox operations, 

The War Cabinet:
(l) Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy 


of Lancaster to provide a brief 

statement giving a list of the 

proposed schemes for irregular 

operations, their probable effect 

and the countries which would be 

affected. The statement should also 

include an estimate of the chances 

of success. 


(2) Agreed that the above-mentioned statement 

should be considered by a Committee 

consisting of the Lord President of the 

Council, the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs, the Chanco-iicr of 

the Duchy of Lancaster, the Minister 

of Economic Warfare and the Secretary 

for Petroleum, at a meeting to be held 

on Monday, 10th June, This Committee 

was authorised to decide, on behalf of 

the War Cabinet, whether any or all of 

the schemes should he carried out. 


0 1 S.W. Richmond Terrace
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W.M. (40) 159th CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 7. '. 


Confidential Annex. 


(9th June, 1940 - 7 p.m.) 


NORWAY. THE PIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY said that it 
was proposed to carry out Operation "Paul" in the near 


Operation future. He asked whether, hefore this Operation was 

l"Paul". carried out, we should give any prior warning of our 


intentions to lay mines outside Lulea. 
[(Previous 

Reference: 
 THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the normal 
f.M.( 40) 156th 
practice was that prior notice should he given of 
Conclusions, 
 intention to mine a given area, hut that notice might he 
iinute 5. ) 
 withheld for military reasons. There was also the question 


whether we should carry out torpedo attacks from aircraft 

against iron ore ships. Any aircraft carrying out such 

attacks v/ould he unable to return to the carrier and would 

have to go to Finland and be "interned. There was also 

the possibility that ships of neutral countries might be 

attacked by mistake. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that no prior 

announcement should be made of our intention to lay mines 

outsido Lulea. It would also be"worth while carrying out a 

number of torpedo axtacks against iron ore ships. If 

these attacks resulted in sinking neutral ships, we should 

express out regret in suitable terms. 


THE PERMANENT UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS said that he had not,had an opportunity of discussing 

this matter with the Foreign Secretary. It might be argued 

that if we -carried out-this Operation, the result would be 

increasing German pressure on Sweden, and"this might result 

in our being unable to obtain from Sweden certain special 

steels which we hoped to obtain from that country; On 

the other hand, as Germany would now probably overrun the 

whole of Northern Norway, the possibility of our obtaining 

any supplies from Sweden was, in any case, remote. 


The War Cabinet agreed:
(l) That no prior notification should be given 


of our intention to carry out Operation "Paul". 


(2) To authorise the Admiralty, in addition to 

laying mines outside Lulea, to carry out 

torpedo attacks against iron ore ships in 

the Gulf of Bothnia, notwithstanding the 

risk that this might involve attacks on 

ships belonging to neutral countries. 
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W.M.(40) 160th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 1. 


Confidential Annex. 


(10th June, 1940 - 12-30 p.m.) 


NAVAL OPERATIONS 	 THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that when 

the report of the sinking of H.M-S.- GLORIOUS had heen 


German warships received, the Commander-in-Chief had heen warned that 

at Trondhjem. air reconnaissance would he carried out over Trondhjem, 


and that he should he ready to attack in the event of 

(Previous any enemy ships being discovered. The air 

Reference: reconnaissance had revealed either three or four enemy 

W.M.(40) 159th cruisers, two of which were believed to be the 

Conclusions, SCHARNHORST and GNSISENAU inside Trondhjem harbour, 

Minute 1.) and a third cruiser 6 miles to the East. In consequence 


of this report, the Commander-in-Chief had made a signal 

to the ARK ROYAL ordering her to join the RODNEY for 

the purpose of carrying out an attack. This attack 

would be made by 21 Swordfish escorted by 22 Skuas. 

These aircraft would be flown off at a point say 280 

miles West of Trondhjem. 


THE PRIME MINISTER asked whether consideration 

had been given to the possibility that H.M.S. RODNEY 

and other capital ships should go in and attack the 

German cruisers in Trondhjem Harbour. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF replied that careful 

thought had been given to this possibility, but that it 

was open to very serious disadvantages which he 

summarized as follows:

(a)	 Our capital ships would almost certainly be 

located by our reconnaissances under the 

existing conditions of continuous daylight.' 

They would then be subjected to ten-hour 

bombing on their way in, and to another ten
hour bombing on their way out. 


(b)	 The entrance to the Harbour would undoubtedly 

have been mined. 


(c)	 Attack would have to be expected from shore 

defences. 


(d)	 The German ships were anchored inland under 

conditions which would make it extremely 

difficult to carry out a fleet action. 


(e)	 U-boats would be lying in wait in the 

approaches, and it would be impossible to 

count on dealing with them before they fire 

their torpedoes. 


Consideration had been given to the possibility 

of sending in one of our submarines, but in the absence 

of any cover of darkness at night, the chances of her 

getting in were thought to be so remote as to make the 

success of such an operation impossible. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that the War" 

Cabinet could not but accept these as good reasons; He 
asked whether it would be possible to bottle the German 
cruisers in Trondhjem by mining. 






THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that 

arrangements for this were being made. There were 

three entraiices. A submarine was at present off 

one of them and a mine-layer was operating in one 

of the others. Mine-laying by surface craft was 

not possible at this time of year since it was 

light all night. 


THE PRIME MINISTER had expressed grave 

doubts as to the wisdom of the proposed operation by 

the Fleet Air Arm. Neither the Swordfish nor the 

Skua would be a match for the very strong opposition 

which they would be likely to encounter from German 

aircraft bases at Trondhjem. It would be a gallant 

operation, but one which, in his opinion, might well 

prove far too costly. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF advised strongly 

against the operation. There were believed to be a 

large number of Messerschmitts at Trondhjem, and our 

losses would be extremely heavy, with the possibility 

of little or no return. The same argument would 

apply to any suggestion of sending Hampdens, There 

was no night and Trondhjem would be the extremity of 

their * - g r i " d . . 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL considered 

that such an operation would be very injudicious having 

regard to the heavy losses of pilots and aircraft 

which it might involve at a time when these were so 

urgently needed for other purposes! 


After further discussion the War Cabinet 

ag reed:
(a)	 That instructions should be issued 


forthwith by the Admiralty to the 

Commander-in-Chief of the Home Fleet, 

informing him that the proposed 

operation against Trondhjem with 

the Fleet Air Arm and H.M.S. RODNEY 

was not approved by the War Cabinet 

at present on account of the undue 

preponderance of shore based aircraft; 


(b)	 That the Admiralty should give urgent 

consideration to other methods of 

dealing with the German men-of-war in 

Trondhjem harbour. 
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(11th June, 1940 - 12,3.0 p,m. ) 

THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that in 


addition to the heavy bombers which would be operating 

from French bases that night, more would be operating 

direct from aerodromes in the United Kingdom. Some 50 

tons of bombs would be dropped during the night's 

operations,, The first target would be the Fiat motor 

factory at Turin, Other targets would be the Breda and 

Ansaldo factories at Milan and Genoa. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that the Embassy party trould not have left Ancona, 

from which they were proceeding by sea to Lisbon, before 

the air attacks on North Italy would begin. It might be 

some time before they got away, since there would 

probably be haggling with the Italians over the 

constitution of the party. He did not feel, however, that 

the operations should be held up for fear of reprisals 

against our Ambassador, The Italian Ambassador in London 

would still be here, We already had full justification 

for air attack on Italy owing to the fact that Malta had 

been bombed that morning, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that Air 

Marshal Barratt had, on his instructions, consulted 

General Georges on the proposed operation to fire the 

Black Forest with incendiary bombs. General Georges had 

agreed. It had since been ascertained, however, that 

Colonel Grand had sent over an emissary to obtain the 

consent of M. Reynaud to similar attacks by means of 

balloons carried out by the S, I. S. organisation. M. Reynaud 

had refused his consent. 


In discussion it was pointed out that, whereas 

the operations by the R.A.F, would be directed against 

precise targets, incendiary balloons might land anywhere 

and would be indiscriminate in their action. The two 

operations might therefore be considered entirely separate, 


Lates? in the meeting MAJOR MORTON entered 

and explained $he circumstances in which Colonel 

Grand had made an unofficial approach to French Ministers 

on the matter,, It appeared Colonel Grand had exceeded 

his instructions in the steps which he had taken. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR explained that we 

had received full official authority from General Georges 

for carrying out the operations, and that he wished to 

proceed that same nightQ If there was further delay, rain 

might fall in the interval. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that he saw no reason 

why the messages which had been received through 

unofficial channels should in any way override the 

agreement officially given by General Georges. He would 

explain the matter himself to M. Reynaud. 


The War Cabinet -


Authorised the Chief of the Air Staff, 

in view of General Georges' consent, 

to proceed with the proposed operation 

by the R. A. P. to attack the Black Forest 

with, incendiary bombs. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1. 
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THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that at S p.m. 

the previous day the submo.rine CLYDE had reported one 

Pocket Battleship and one HIPPER class cruiser at sea 

off Trondheim Fjord. At that time, H.M.S. RODNEY and 

H.M.S. RENOWN had been proceeding to the Northward to 

cover the safe return of the convoy, but on receipt 

of this information the Commander-in-Chief had been 

directed to make the enemy ships his objective. No 

signals had, however, been received during the previous 

night to indicate that the Commander-in-Chief had made 

contact. Meanwhile, air reconnaissance that morning 

had reported that three enemy cruisers were back in 

Trondheim. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that aircraft 

of the Coastal Command had been ordered to attack the 

ships in Trondheim Fjord. Aircraft of this type 

would be exposed to far less risk in carrying out the 

attack than Swordfish aircraft operating from an 

Aircraft-carrier. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD asked that authority should 

be given to the Commander-in-Chief, at his discretion, 

to send Skuas from the Aircraft-carriers to follow up 

the attack by Coastal Command aircraft by dive-bombing. 

The operation would, be hazardous, but the Fifth Sea 

Lord was of the opinion that it was quite justifiable. 


The War Cabinet:
(l) Took note of the above statements. 


(S) Authorised the issue of instructions 

to the Commander-in-Chief, Home Fleet, 

to follow up the attack on enemy naval 

forces in the Trondheim Fjord with 

Skua dive-bombers operating from 

Aircraft-carriers, at his discretion. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD said that H.M.S. 
THE NAVAL 
 DORSETSHIRE had been ordered from Gibraltar to 
SITUATION. 
 reinforce the escort of the fast Australian troop 

(Previous convoy, which would then have fhx*ee 8,f cruisers with 

Reference: it, H. M. S. HOOD would take over further to the north. 

W.M. (40) 161st 

Conclus ions, With regard to the German naval forces in 

limite 5. ) Trondhjern, which had been attacked by Coastal Command 


yesterday, the Naval Staff felt that it would be worth 

while running considerable risks to put the two 

warships out of action for good. One of them was 

believed to be a battle-cruiser. ' If these ships could 

be dealt with now, it would save us a great expenditure 

of effort later on, and probably much loss of life 

and shipping. The Commander-in-Chief was now 450 

miles north of Scapa, covering the stores convoy from 

Narvik, and his intention v/as to attack the German 

ships in Trondhjem harbour next morning if he could 

reach a position from which the Skuas could fly off 

from the carriers undetected. He had been asked 

whether he would consider sending in the Swordfish 

torpedo bombers as well as the Skuas. Experienced 

officers in the Admiralty thought that the risk would 

be justifiable, provided the carriers could reach 

their flying-off position undetected and cloud 

conditions were favourable. Once the aarriers had 

been located, of course, fighters would be sent up 

in anticipation of a raid. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the risk 

to Swordfish aircraft would certainly be very 

great..' The Coastal Command aircraft which had done 

the raid yesterday had encountered heavy opposition. 


The War Cabinet -


Authorised the issue of instructions 

to the Commander-in-Chief, Home Fleet, 

to despatch the Swordfish aircraft 

as well as Skuas from carriers against 

the German naval forces in Trondhjem if 

in his opinion the conditions v/ere 

favourable. 
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(12th June, 1940 - 11.30 a.m. ) 

THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the present 


Report hy the Chiefs of Staff Committee (W.P.(40) 201) 

should he regarded as a continuation of their previous 

Report (W.P.(40) 168), and was designed to show the 

directions in which action was necessary in order to prevent 

the Germans from gaining possession of vital assets if 

French resistance came to an end. The Chiefs of Staff had 

had the benefit of a discussion with the Chancellor of 

the Duchy of Lancaster who had already taken action on a 

number of the points raised,in continuation of the work 

which he had previously done in Holland and Belgium. They 

had gone somewhat outside their own province in making 

certain of the recommendations contained in the Report, 

but they were impressed with the vital importance of the 

economic factor, both in our own ability to continue the 

war, and as a means of bringing about Germany's defeat. 


In paragraphs 50 to 56 of their previous Paper, 

they had made, on the advice of the Ministry of Economic 

Warfare, certain forecasts of the effects on Germany of a 

continuance of the blockade, but they felt that these 

should be further studied. Similarly, the assistance which 

we should require in the economic field from the United 

States of America should be carefully thought out, so that 

the position could be put frankly before the American 

Government when the time came. Something in the nature of 

an economic appreciation of the situation would be required. 

The Chiefs of Staff had given instructions for a military 

appreciation to be prepared for similar use. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that he was 

already engaged on a study of certain aspects of the 

problem, but he would like to take charge of a wider 

investigation with a view to drawing up the economic 

appreciation required. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL agreed that this 

should be done. He suggested that the Chancellor of the 

Duchy of Lancaster should he invited to co-ordinate the 

action of the various Departments concerned in carrying out 

the recommendations contained in paragraph 26(a)(i) -(vii). 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER said 

he would be happy to undertake this work, and in 

anticipation of specific authority he had already 

progressed quite far in certain directions. He then 

explained to the War Cabinet the present position, as 

follows:

( 1 ) M£Mii£-es^£oj^PXev^ naval miyt^ryj^and 
2


air equipment from t^2Ml^J^QjM^SUSS^S.- " 

Naval, 


The general lines of action had been agreed with 

the Foreign Office and the First Sea Lord. 


- 1 





Military. 


No specific action had yet been taken, hut 

he was ahout to get into touch with the War Office 

on the subject. 


THE VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

undertook to place an officer in the War Office in 

contact with Lord Hankey for this work. 


Air. 


A special Staff Officer had been told off 

in the Air Ministry for work on this matter. Plans 

were being prepared to deal not only with the French 

air forces, but also with the material ordered in 

America for France. 


(ii) Shipping and Cables. 


He was in touch with the Ministry of 

Shipping, who were making the necessary arrangements, 

though there would undoubtedly be difficulties. He 

had not yet taken action about cables, but would do so 

shortly. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought 

that there would be a desire on the part of the French 

that French shipping should continue to be used to 

feed France. He thought that this should be 

prevented if possible, so that our economic warfare 

would be fully effective. A similar situation would. 

arise regarding Norway. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

agreed that we should prevent French shipping being 

used for this purpose, but thought that in the case 

of Norway it might be necessary to let' a few shiploads 

of food go through, in order to placate the Norwegian 

Government, and thus retain the use of Norwegian 

shipping for ourselves. 


(iii) French and Swiss gold and negotiable securities. 


Action for the removal of French gold was 
well in hand, and proceeding satisfactorily. Some 
Swiss gold had been got away, and active steps were 
being taken to try and induce the Swiss to send away 
the rest, The Treasury\ woro taldng aotipn about.,/ 
negotiable securities.. ,7"""* '*ft7***c Li*o iLeuffi^^ 
u**.eLu$Ui.ct iLgcf hJzj^L^bU ^Lj^uSCut U*&LJ- A^^r 





(iv)	 Secret equipment ahd documents. 


A list of the documents which had been given... 

to the French, and which it would be essential to 

recover, had been prepared, and he would shortly take 

action in regard to this matter. 


(v)	 Measures to organise intelligence in French 

territory. 


This was already in hand. 


(vi)	 Subversive activities and sabotage in French 

territory. 


This was in hand. 


(vii) Economic and industrial resources. 


Machine tools. 


Lists of those machine tools which it was 

particularly desirable to remove had been furnished 

by the Ministry of Supply, and the Ministry of 

Aircraft production. It was a rather delicate 

matter to suggest to the French that they should hand 

over such things, but they had been urged at any 

rate to remove those from the threatened districts 

to parts of France farther from the enemy. M. Dautry, 

to whom the Minister without Portfolio had spoken, 

was active in the matter. 


Raw materials. 


There were certain alloys which we required, 

and which should not be allowed to fall into the 

hands of the Germans. We had managed to remove the 

cobalt and copper from Havre,,^ affirthe Treasury had 

taken c e r t a i n 1 n a t i o n r o g a r d i n g ^ l a t i n u m and - s i m i l a r 
motnloj and iiiduA Lr iaL diaiuuuAsV ***** lU. h^JsL^
Oxl. su-cu^ -fLT^u^^a^ JJfT£k£^W	 XJT^tlfiftJg^ 

Plans were being made, and carried out as 

the need arose. 900,000 tons had been destroyed in 

the Rouen area. It was believed that the demolitions 

we had carried out at the various places in Holland, 

Belgium and France had been successful; but a Conference 

was being held that evening between the War Office 

Engineers, the Civil Engineers responsible for such 

work at home, and a leading technical consultant, to 

make certain that our methods were the best that could 

be devised. 


Continuing, the CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF 

LANCASTER said that a point had arisen over the 

disposal of Belgian skilled labour. There were a 

number of very skilled men who had been rescued from 

Belgium, and it was believed that the French would 

like us to receive them, so that they could work on 

important production in this country^ He believed 


^7L faby( &*-6**y	 ^^^L^ 
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that the Ministry of Supply were anxious to have 

these men. It was necessary, however, to consider 

the views of the Minister of Labour, and the 

security aspect in the light of public opinion at 

the present time. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought 

that this was a matter which should first be 

considered by the Minister of Supply, the Minister 

of Aircraft production, and the Minister of Labour, 

to establish whether the men were wanted, and, if 

so, in what numbers. The Home Defence(Security) 

Executive should then be consulted. He suggested 

that the Minister without Portfolio should initiate 

the necessary action. 


The War Cabinet were informed that the 

Chiefs of Staff, in consultation with the Foreign 

Office, were examining the strategical aspect of 

the policy to be adopted towards French Colonial 

possessions all over the world, and would report 

later on. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that he was engaged in drafting a communication 

to the Dominion Governments, to indicate to them 

the broad lines of our policy in the event of the 

French collapse, and would obtain the advice of the 

Chiefs of Staff as to its terms. 


The War Cabinet 
(i) Approved the Report by the 


Chiefs of Staff 
e 


(ii) Took note of the steps already 

taken by the Chancellor of the 

Duchy of Lancaster, and invited 

him to co-ordinate action on the 

recommendations contained in 

paragraph 26(a) (i)-(vii) 
reporting as necessary to the War 


0 1 ab ine C
 

(iii) Invited the Minister without 

Portfolio, on the assumption of a 

French collapse, to initiate a 

study in consultation with the other 

Ministers concerned, of the following

(a) The resulting economic position 

of the British Empire: 


(b) The probable effect on Germanyfs 

power of resistance of the 

economic war which we should be 

able to wage in those conditionsc 


(c) The assistance in the economic 

sphere which we should require 

from the United States of 

America, and the other American 

States, to enable us to carry or 

the war, and to bring about the 

defeat of Germany: 


and to report at an early date to 

the War CabinetQ 






9 Q 9
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(4) Took note that the Chiefs of Staff Committee 


(a) in cons nltation with the Foreign Office 

wess studying from the Military point of 

view the policy to he adopted towards 

French Colonial possessions; 


(fa) were preparing a military appreciation 

for use fay His Majesty's Ambassador in 

Washington; showing what would be the 

position of the United States, if the 

Allies were defeated,, 


and would be reporting on these two points to 

the War Cabinet 
c 


(5)	 Invited the Minister without Portfolio to 

examine, in consultation with the Departments 

concerned, the problem of admitting to this 

country Belgian skilled workmen now said to 

be in Prance, The matter should first be 

examined from the point of view of production, 

and later franthe security point of view, 


(6)	 Invited the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs to inform the Dominion Governments of 

the broad lines of our policy in the event of 

a French collapse, and to urge them to increase 

their war effort to the maximum extent possible,, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1. 
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(12th.June, 1940 - 50 0 p.m. ) 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that it had heen 


a very melancholy Meeting of the Supreme War Council 

at G.Q.G. The French representatives had heen 

studiously polite and dignified hut it was clear that 

France was near the end of organised resistance. 


GENERAL WEYGAND had first made his report 

and this had heen later corroborated by General Georges 

in almost identical terms. The main points of General 

Weygandrs report had been as follows 


(i) The French armies had been fighting for 

six days, night and day, and were now almost 

completely exhausted. In some place two divisions 

v/ere holding 120 kilometres of front and some 

divisions had been reduced to a strength of two 

battalions0 The enemy seemed to have over
matched and outwitted them altogether. The French 

had some 65 divisions in all, of which 40 had 

taken the brunt of the enemy's attack into which 

he had put some 120 divisions in addition to 

armoured forces. 


(ii) The enemy?s armoured forces had caused great 

disorganisation among the headquarters of the 

Higher formations. General Weygand, himself, 

had been at Tenth Army Headquarters when, after 

receiving reports of the close approach of the 

enemy, the headquarters had suddenly come under 

shell fire. These large formation headquarters 

were very unwieldy to move and when on the move 

could not exercise any proper control over lower 

f orrnations
c 


(iii) The French army was now on its last line 

which had already been penetrated, but not decisively, 

in two or three places. If the French had. twenty 

fresh divisions available for a counter attack 

they might turn the scale, since the enemy forv/ard 

troops v/ere at the end of their tether too. But 

the Germans had fresh formations following on 

behind whereas the Allies had no reserves at all. 


(iv) General Weygand expressed the opinion that 

the Allies had entered upon the war very lightly 

without making the necessary preparations. No 

proper estimate had been made of the enormous 

strength of the enemy who had added some 55 

divisions and three to four thousand tanks to his 

forces since the outbreak of war. 
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(v) The present position of the French forces 

was the last on which he would attempt to offer 

an organised and co-ordinated resistance, If it 

collapsed he would not he responsible for any 

attempt to carry on the struggle, hut would he 

willing to serve under any other officer if 

required,. 


Continuing The Prime Minister said that 

General de Gaulle who was sitting with M, Reynaud, was 

all in favour of carrying on a guerilla warfare. He 

was youn; and energetic and had made a very favourable 

impression,, He did not believe in a "war of fronts" 

and thought that new methods must be adopted. It 

seemed probable that if the present line collapsed, 

M, Reynaud would turn to General de Gaulle to take 

command, 


M, Reynaud had said that Marshal Petain had 

quite made up his mind that peace must be made with the 

Germans0 His view was that all France was being 

systematically destroyed by the Germans and that it 

was his duty to save the rest of the country from this 

fate. He had gone so far as to write a memorandum 

on the subject which he had shown to M. Reynaud but 

had not left it wita-bin.. There could be no doubt that 

Marshal Petain was a dangerous man at this juncture; 

he had always been a defeatist, even in the last war. 


The Prime Minister said that he had put 

certain questions to the French as follows 


(a)	 Would not the large built-up area of Paris 

form a good centre of resistance to the 

advance of the enemy's tanks, 3 ike Madrid. 


General Weygand had replied that he had 

already informed the Paris deputies that the city 

would be declared an open town and that no attempt at 

resistance would be made in it. It was full of 

defenceless people and he could not see it destroyed 

by German bombardment, 


(b)	 Was there not a chance of making a counter
attack across the lower Seine to cut in on 

to the German communications leading 

towards Paris? We might be able to gather 

together some eight or nine divisions within 

a week or so, if we put in the French 

Chasseurs Alpins and the British troops 

from Narvik, the 52nd Division, the 

Canadian Division and the 3rd Divisio, 

which would be ready in this country about 

the 20th, There were also two French 

Divisions which were being reconstituted 

in the area. 


General Weygand had replied that the 

conception was sound strategically, but the question 

was whether they could hold out long enough to 

collect the reserves for this counter-attack. He 

evidently had not thought so himself and it was on 

these grounds that the Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff had been authorised to agree to put in 

the British reinforcements piecemeal by brigades 

as they arrived,. 






(c)	 If the period of co-ordinated defence came 

to an end, would it not he possible to 

carry on a "war of columns"? This would 

force the Germans to expend a very large 

number of troops in combatting these 

tactics, and might enable the French to 

hold out until the United States came into 

the war on our side. 


General Weygand had replied that he did not 

himself feel that it would be possible for the French 

to hold out so long, but he had repeated that he would 

be willing to serve under any other General who would 

undertake the task of commando 


The Prime Minister said that M, Reynaud 

seemed quite determined to fight on and Admiral Darlan 

had declared emphatically that he would never surrender 

the French Navy to the enemy. In the last resort he 

would send it over to Canada. Nevertheless, there was 

of course the danger that he might be over-ruled by 

the politicians., 


The Prime Minister had emphasised to the 

French that if there was any grave deterioration in 

the situation on which they felt they had to take 

decisions of great moment, we must be informed 

immediately and given an opportunity to consult with 

them before such decisions were taken. 


Some discussion then took place as to how 

the Germans managed to keep such a tremendous offensive 

effort going without relaxation. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that for six years 
they had been preparing their offensive war, and the 
whole Army was imbued with the spirit to press forward 
at all cost So 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 

French had explained to him that, whereas in the last 

war an advance was carried out behind a barrage to a 

certain depth, and then there had. to be a halt while 

the artillery was moved forward, in this war-the action 

of the dive-bombers and the tanks together enabled 

the momentum of the attack to be continuously sustained. 

It was this which had thrown into confusion the 

defensive plans of the French, 


The effect of the Prime Minister's visit to 

the French Government had been remarkable: and whereas 

they had at first appeared as men who had'abandoned 

hope, they were now inspired to bend their minds to see 

what could be done if their line were broken.. The 

chief danger to the continuance of French resistance 

was the fact that, apart from Marshal Peta;\n, whose 

attitude was defeatist, there was no personality in 

M. Reynaud's Cabinet. Thus the French politicians in 

favour of coming to an understanding with the Germans 

might find themselves strong enough to overthrow 

M.- Reynaud, Although no reproaches had been levelled 

at our heads, the French showed clearly that they 

regarded our military effort as small, and remarked 

that we had only put one-quarter to one-third of our 


into the battle. Out of such thoughts an anti-





British feeling might easily be worked up, On the 

other hand, General Howard Vyse was firmly of the 

opinion that the French would fight en, Nevertheless, 

he (the Secretary of State) thought that the one 

factor which might decide the French to continue to 

fight would he some decisive step by the United 

States of America; such as the breaking off of 

diplomatic relations with Germany, M. Reynaud had 

emphasised the importance of this, 


THE PRIS/E MINISTER said that he had premised 

to send a further message to the President of the 

United States, placing before him clearly the present
situation. 


Continuing, the SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR 

said that the French would shortly be having a decisive 

Cabinet meeting, at which M, Reynaud's hand would be 

greatly strengthened if he could say that he had an 

assurance from the British War Cabinet that, however 

the war might develop, we would continue to stand by 

Prance; that we should never desert her, and would go 

to the uttermost to recover all that France had lost. 


Discussion then turned upon the part played 
by the air in the battles in France:, THE LORD 
PRESIDENT OF iHE COUNCIL enquired whether, if we had 
thrown in the whole of our fighter resources regard1 

of our own safety, the battle would thereby have been 
won, THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF was 
emphatic that this was not so,- The disparity in 
numbers after the loss of the armies of the North, 
and the efforts of the German Armoured Divisions, 
would still have been too much for the French. There 
was undoubtedly a feeling in the French Army that we 
had not given them adequate support, though a good 
deal of this feeling was in the nature of an excuse 
to cover themselves. It, might, however, be easily 
worked up. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR quoted 

extracts from the discussion which had taken place at 

the meeting in France, in which M. Reynaud and General 

Weygand had emphasised the decisive effect of air 

power, and had expressed the view that a great attack 

by the Allied air forces - which was the only reserve 

left to the Allied Governments - might even now turn 

the scale, 


THE PRIMS MINISTER said that he could not 

believe that this was so, but he had nevertheless 

promised that the War Cabinet would earnestly consider 

what:air support we could give, and would certainly 

not in any way lessen the amount which had hitherto 

been given. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR enquired 
whether a considerable psychological effect might not 
be achieved if the Royal Air Force in some way could 
make their presence visible to the French troops on 
extensive areas of the front. 





THE PRIME MINISTER thought that this 

could, at any rate he done hy action on the Lower 

Seine, from which the most dangerous attack v/as 

developing, and where it would he worth while making 

our greatest effort. Summing up the position, he 

thought^that a chapter in the v/ar was now closing. 

The French might continue the struggle; there might 

even he two French Governments, one which made peace, 

and one which organised resistance in the Colonies 

and with the Fleet, and carried on a guertlla warfare 
it was too early yet to tell; hut effective resistance 

as a great land power v/as coming to an end. We must 

now concentrate everything on the defence of this 

island, though'for a period we might still have to send 

a measure of support to France./ He viewed the new 

phase with confidence. A declaration that v / e v/ere 

firmly resolved to continue the war in all 

circumstances would prove the best invitation to the 

United States of America to lend us their support. 

We should maintain the blockade, and win through, 

though at the cost of ruin and starvation throughout 

Europe. In the meanwhile, the flow of our forces to 

France must continue, and the Air Staff must consider 

how great an effort v / e could put in during the 

following two or three days to support the battle. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

enquired whether he should reveal the situation in 

full to the Dominion High Commissioners that evening. 

Some of them v/ere inclined to regard events from a 

pessimistic angle, but we could correct any impression 

they might convey to their Governments b y means of our 

own messages to the Dominion Prime Ministers through 

our High Commissioners in the Dominions. 


It was generally agreed that in such 

important matters it was essential to make the 

Dominions realise that v/e were taking them fully into 

our confidence, and that the situation should therefore 

be frankly communicated to the High Commissioners. 


The War Cabinet 
(i) Invited the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs to reinforce, through 

His Majesty's Ambassador in France, 

the request made by the Prime Minister 

to M-, Reynaud, and accepted by him; 

namely, that if there v/ere a grave 

deterioration in the situation and 

before the French Government took 

any decisive action, they 

would inform us, so that frank and 

full consultation could take place
c 


(ii)	 Invited the Prime Minister to send a 

message to President Roosevelt, 

giving him a full picture of the 

present situation and possible 

developments. 






(iii)	 Took note that the Prime Minister would 

draft a message for despatch to the French 

Government, designed to sustain their 

determination, and to assure them of our 

unwavering support in all circumstances, 


(iv)	 Invited the Secretary of State for Air to 

examine the extent of air support which 

could he given to the land hattie in the 

ensuing days, and to inform the Prime 

Minister who would communicate this 

information to the French Government, 


(v ) Invited the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs to inform the Dominion High 

Commissioner8 forthwith of the situation, 

and of possible developments, 


(V'i) Invited the Secretary of State for Air to 

take steps to secure the transfer of 

German air crews captured by the French 

to safe custody in the United Kingdom, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 
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(13th June, 1940 - 10.15 p.m. )-


THE PRIME MINISTER gave the War Cabinet an 

account of the Meeting with M. Reynaud that afternoon 

at Tours.- There had been considerable signs of disorganisa
tion, and refugees had been streaming through the town. 

The Meeting had heen held in a room in the prefecture, 


M. Reynaud had at first seemed very depressed. 

General Weygand had reported to him that the French Armies 

were exhausted. Their line was pierced in many places; 

refugees were pouring through the country; and many of the 

troops were considerably disordered. He felt that it was 

necessary to ask for an armistice while there were still 

enough French troops left to keep order in the country until 

peace could he made, M. Reynaud had said that the French 

had suffered as much as they could bear and had done their 

best as a loyal ally. He now asked whether Great Britain 

would release France from the pledge which she had made not 

to make a separate peace. 


In reply, he (the Prime Minister) had said that he 

felt on rather weak ground as we had so few troops taking 

part in the battle. We would have had fourteen divisions, 

but for reverses met with as a result of applying an agreed 

strategy in the North. Nevertheless, we were determined 

to continue to give all the help in our power, and believed 

that Hitler could not win the war without overcoming us. 

Our v/ar aim still remained the total defeat of Hitler, and 

we felt that we could still bring this about. We were, 

therefore, not in a position to release France from her 

obligation. Whatever happened, we would level, no reproaches 

or recriminations at France; but that was a different matter 

from consenting to release her from her pledge. 


The discussion had then turned to the American 
situation. M. Reynaud's message of 10th June, in which he 
had said that France would fight on even if it meant 
continuing the struggle from French Possessions in America, 
had 3ust been published, and M-. Reynaud was evidently much 
heartened by the fact that President Roosevelt had 
consented to this. He (the Prime Minister) said that the 
French must now send a new demand to President Roosevelt, 
urging him to intervene. This appeal would be backed up 
from here by a ^statement of the position and a request for 
assistance to France. - M. Reyhaud agreed to do this and 
proposed to make an appeal for the maximum help which the 
President could give short of sending an expeditionary force. 





Matters were finally left that the French 

would hold on until the result of this final appeal 

was known. . 


The meeting had then ended, and he had 

gone into another room where he had seen a number 

of Ministers including M. Herriot and M. Mandel. 

The former had shown himself resolutely determined 

to continue the struggle. 


Since returning to this country a further 
remarkable message had been received from President 
Roosevelt. The Prime Minister then read to the War 
Cabinet this message, a copy of which is appended fco 
these Minutes (Annex I )o This message he said, 
came as near as possible to a declaration of war and 
was probably as much as the President could do without 
Congress. The President could hardly urge the 
French to continue the struggle, and to undergo further 
torture, if he did not intend to enter the war to 
support them. If the President were not disavowed by 
his country, then it was clear that he would bring 
them in on our side in the near future. This message 
would have been quite sufficient as an answer to 
M. Reynaud's final appeal, but it would be observed 

that it had come in advance of it, which made the 

effect even more striking. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said he had little to add to the Prime Minister's 

account of the Meeting. According to Sir R. Campbell, 

M. Reynaud had apparently been in a stronger mood 

earlier in the day, and had recaptured that mood 

again towards the end of the proceedings. In fact, 

the Meeting had ended in an atmosphere of resolution, 

and Sir R. Campbell had been surprised by M. Herriot's 

attitude. The main impression created was that 

although the French Armies might be nearly finished 

for effective and organised operations, it ought 

still to be possible to get the French to play the 

part of Holland, rather than of Denmark. He felt 

that they could be brought to see that if they made 

an armistice,they would embark on a slippery slope 

which would lead to the loss of their fleet, and 

eventually of their liberty. 


THE MINISTER FOR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION felt 

that M. Reynaud had asked the Prime Minister to come 

over to relieve him from his obligation and to 

agree; to France making a sopamte peace0 The 

Prime Minister, however, by kindly firmness, had 

persuaded him to a more resolute course of action. 

The new message which had just arrived from President 

Roosevelt was a complete justification for the 

attitude taken up by the Prime Minister. It was now 

inevitable that the United States of America would 

declare war. M. Reynaud would be content with the 

very big step forward which had already been taken by 

the President.. 






THE MINISTER FOR INFORMATION said that an 

awkward situation had arisen over the publication 

of M. Reynaud's message of the 10th June. The 

American Press correspondents were anxious to know 

what reply had been received to this message and 

appeared to think that the President's speech which 

had been delivered on the same date should be taken 

as the reply. He had been unable to give them any 

information on this point, nor had he been able to 

say whether the message had been published with the 

authority of the President. If he could say this, 

the effect would undoubtedly be good and would 

indicate that the President had received the message 

favourably. 


Some discussion took place on this point 

and the FOREIGN SECRETARY pointed out that M. Reynaud 

had said that he had leave to publish the message^ 

and was much heartened by that fact. Even if it 

could not be said that the President had authorised 

publication, it could be suggested that the message 

could not have been published without the President's 

authority. 


Later in the meeting the Prime Minister 

left the room to see the American Ambassador and on 

his return informed the War Cabinet that Mr. Kennedy 

jwas convinced that the President must have authorised 


-r̂ -̂ the publication of the message. The Virginia speech 

could not be taken as being the President's answer, 

since it was delivered before the President had 

received the message. The Minister of Information 

could therefore make these two facts clear to the 

Press. 


Some discussion followed on the precise 

interpretation which could be given to President 

Roosevelt's latest message. It was pointed out 

that he had not stated in terms that the United States 

would declare war. On the other hand,it was 

argued that no head of a State could send such a 

message to France, urging her to continue her agony, 

unless he was certain that his country was coming 

to her aid. M. Reynaud would surely be entitled to 

say that France was going forward with the struggle 

in the sure and certain hope of the full support of 

the United States. 


It was generally felt that, although the 

implications of the message might be clear to the 

Anglo-Saxon mind, they might appear in rather a different 

light to the French, who would be looking for something 

more definite. It would be necessary to point out to 

them that the message contained two points which were 

tantamount to a declaration of war - first, a promise 

of all material aid, which implied active assistance; 

and second, a call to go on fighting even if the 

Government was driven right out of France. 






THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that he 

should say to M, Reynaud that President Roosevelt's 

message fulfilled every hope and could only mean 

that the United States intended to enter the war on 

our side. If the French continued the struggle, 

Hitler would enter Paris within a day or so, but 

he would find the capital a mere empty shell. Though 

he might occupy much of her country, the soul of 

France would'have gone beyond his reach. No doubt 

he would offer very specious terms to the French, 

but these we could not permit them to accept. When 

Hitler found that he could get no peace in this 

way, his only course would be to try and smash this 

island. He would probably make the attempt very 

quickly, perhaps within a fortnight; but before that 

the United States of America would be in the war 

on our side. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL urged that a statement 

in dramatic terms should be issued to hearten the 

people of France. It was not enough merely to send 

messages of encouragement to the French Government. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he made it 

quite clear at the meeting that we should never 

desert France, and that if we won through, as we 

believed wo should, the wrongs of France would be 

righted. We should fight on and never quit the 

struggle until France had been fully restored. 


There was general agreement that an 

announcement in dramatic terms of the solidarity of 

France and Groat Britain should be issuedo We might 

say that "France and Great Britain were one". 


Her Majesty the Queen might be invited to 

include this sentiment in her forthcoming broadcast 

to the women of France. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

then raised the question of the line we should take 

with Dominion Governments. He stressed that it 

was not enough to tell them all that had passed. 

They must be treated as full partners and their 

assent must not be taken for granted. 






THE PRIME MINISTER proposed that we should 

communicate to the Dominionsour announcement to the 

French people on our solidarity with them, and also 

the latest message which had heen received from 

President Roosevelt. We should then add that it 

had always heen our intention to fight on to the 

hitter end, and suggest that now was the time for 

Dominion Governments to make a similar declaration. 


The Prime Minister summarised the immediate 

action which should he taken as follows 


(a)	 He would send a telegram to M. Reynaud 

making clear that President Roosevelt's 

message of 13th June was the answer to 

M. Reynaud's appeal of the 10th June, 

and gave the latter the assurance of 

further support which he considered 

essential if France was to continue the 

struggle. It was important to make 

clear to M. Reynaud to full implications 

of the President's message as we understood 

it. 


(b)	 A statement should he issued, in the form 

of a message to the French Government from 

His Majesty's Government, proclaiming 

the indissoluble union of our 

two peoples and of our two Empires. This 

statement should be given the widest 
possible publicity. 


(c)	 He would send a telegram to President 

Roosevelt seeking his consent to the 

publication of his last message, and 

supporting the further appeal made by 

M. Reynaud. 


(d)	 A telegram should be sent to the Dominions 

informing them of the position and asking 

them publicly to endorse our policy. 


The Prime Minister then left the room to 

speak to the American Ambassador. During his 

absence a summary of M. Reynaud's broadcast appeal 

to President Roosevelt, as reported on the tape, was 

brought in and read. 


On his return, the Prime Minister said that 

Mr. Kennedy had spoken to the President, who was 

agreeable to publication of his message, but that 

Mr. Hull was opposed to it. The President had heard 

that the meeting at Tours had been very successful, 






and it seemed that he did not realise how critical 

the situation was. " Mr. Kennedy had gone hack to the 

American Embassy in order to communicate to the 

President a full account of the meeting, based on notes 

supplied to him by the Prime Minister. He was then 

returning to No. 10, Downing Street. 


The Prime Minister read to the War Cabinet 

the drafts of the following:

(a)	 A telegram from himself to M. Reynaud. 


(b)	 The message to the French Government from 

His Majesty's Government, proclaiming the 

indissoluble union of our two peoples and 

our two Empires. 


(c)	 A telegram from himself to President 

Roosevelt. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

read out the draft of a telegram to the Dominions. 


The texts of these documents were agreed. 

Copies of (a) and (h) are appended as 

Annexes II and III to these Minutes. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.. 1. 






ANNEX Io 


Secret and Personal from the President to 1/L Roynaud. 


Your message of 10th June has moved me very deeply. 

As I have already stated to you and to Mr. Churchill this 

Government is doing everj^thing in its power to make 

available to the Allied Governments the material they 

so urgently require and our efforts to do still more are 

being redoubled. This is so because of our faith in and 

our support of the ideals for which the Allies are 

fightingo 


The magnificent resistance of the French and 

British armies has profoundly impressed the American 

peopleo 


I am personally particularly impressed by your 

declaration that France will continue to fight on behalf 

of Democracy even if it means slow withdrawal, even to 

North Africa and the Atlantic0 It is most important to 

remember that the French and British fleets continue 

mastery of the Atlantic and other oceans; also to remember 

that vital materials from the outside world are necessary 

to maintain all armies0 


I am also greatly heartened by what Prime 

Minister Churchill said a few days age about the continued 

resistance of the British Empire and that determination 

would seem to apply equally to the great French Empire 

all over the worldo Naval power in world affairs still 

carries the lessons of history, as Admiral Darlan well 

knowso 


13th June? 19400 


ANNEX IIo 


Telegram to Tours N o Q (DIPP)o 13th June, 1940. 


Most ̂ Immediate0 


Prime Minister to Monsieur Reynaudo 


On returning here we received copy of president 

Roosevelt!s answer to your appeal of 10th. June0 . 

Cabinet is united in considering this magnificent 

document as decisive in favour of the continued resistance . 

of France in accordance with your own declaration of 

10th June about fighting before Paris, behind Paris, in a 

Province or if necessary in Africa or across the Atlantic. 

The pr omise of redoubled material aid is coupled with 

definite advice and exhortation to Prance to continue 

the struggle even under the grievous conditions which 

you mentionedo If France on this message of President 

Roosevelt*s continues in the field and in the war we feel 

that the United States is committed beyond recall to take 

the only remaining step namely becoming a belligerent in 


CD 






form as she already has constituted herself in facto 

Constitution of United States makes it impossible as 

you foresaw for President to declare war himself, 

but if you act on his reply now received we sincerely 

believe that this must inevitably followo We are asking 

President to allow publication of message but even if he 

does not agree to this for a day or two it is on the 

record and can afford the basis for your action,, 

I do beg you and your colleagues whose resolution 

we so much admired today not to miss this sovereign 

opportunity of bringing about the world-wide oceanic 

and economic coalition which must be fatal to Nazi 

domination0 We see before us a definite plan of 

campaign and the light which you spoke of shines at the 

end of the tunnel 
c 


ANNEX III 


Message to the French Government . from His Majesty^ 

Governmento 


In this solemn hour for the British and French 

nations and for the cause of freedom and Democracy 

to which they have vowed themselves His Majesty's 

Government desire to pay to the Government of the French 

Republic the tribute which is due to the heroic 

fortitude and constancy of the French armies in battle 

against enormous oddsQ Their effort is worthy of the 

most glorious traditions of France and has inflicted 

deep and long-lasting injury upon the enemy's strength. 

Great Britain will continue to give the utmost aid in 

her powero We take this opportunity of proclaiming the 

indissoluble union of our two peoples and of our two 

Empireso We cannot measure the various forms of tribu
lation which will fall upon our peoples in the near future. 

We are sure that the ordeal by fire will only fuse them 

together into one unconquerable whole0 We renew to 

the French Republic our pledge and resolve to continue 

the struggle at all costs in France, in this Island, 

upon the oceans, and in the air, wherever it may lead us 

using all our resources to the utmost limit and sharing 

together the burden of repairing the ravages of war. 

We shall never turn from the conflict until France stands 

safe and erect in all her grandeur, until the wronged and 

enslaved States and peoples have been liberated and until 

civilisation is freed from the nightmare of Nazidom,, 

That this day will dawn we are more sure than ever. 

It may dawn sooner than we now have the right to expect. 


13th June, 1940. 
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Cypher telegram to The Marquess of Lothian, (i/asMagtpn). 


Foreign Offide* 14th June, 1940. 2.15^a^ 
No. 1106. 
IMMEDIATE. 

ddddddd 

Following message was given to United States Ambassador 

early this morning for transmission to President Roosevelt 

from former Naval Person. Begins,, 


Ambassador Kennedy will have told you about the British 
meeting today with the French at Tours of which I showed him 
our record, I cannot exaggerate its critical character. 
They v/ere very nearly gone. 7/eygand had advocated an 
armistice while he still had enough troops to prevent France 
from lapsing into anarchy,, Reynaud asked us whether in view 
of the sacrifice and sufferings of France we v/ould release 
her from the obligation about not making a separate peace. 
Although the fact that we have unavoidably been largely out 
of this terrible battle weighed with us, I did not hesitate 
in the name of the British Government to refuse consent to an 
armistice or separate peace, I urged that this issue should 
not be discussed until a further appeal had been made by 
Reynaud to you and the United States, which I undertook to 
seconds Agreement was reached on this and a much better 
mood prevailed for the moment with Reynaud and his Ministers. 

Reynaud felt strongly that it v/ould be beyond his power 

to encourage his people to fight on -without hope of ultimate 

victory, and that that hone could only be kindled by American 

intervention rap to the extreme limit open to you. As he 

put it, they wanted to see light at the end of the tunnel. 


While we were flying back here your magnificent message 
was sent and Ambassador Kennedy brought it to me on my 
arrival. The British Cabinet was profoundly impressed and 
desire me to express their gratitude for it, but Mr. President 
I must tell you that it seems to me absolutely vital that this 
message should be published tomorrow 14th June in order that 
it may play the decisive part in turning the course of world 
history. It will I am sure decide the French to deny Hitler 
a patched-up peace with Frances He needs- this peace in order 
to destroy us and take a long step forward to world mastery. 
All the far-reaching plans strategic, economic, political and 
moral which your message expounds may be still-born if the 
French cut out now. Therefore I urge that the message should 
be published now. Je realise fully that the moment Hitler 
finds he cannot dictate a Nazi peace in Paris he will turn his 
fury on to us. Me shall do our best to withstand it and if 
we succeed wide new doors are opened upon the future and all 
will come out even at the end oi the day0 Ends,, 
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Ref: War Cabinet meeting at 

10.15 p.ra. on 13th June, 


\Minute 1, W.M.(40)165, 


With the Compliments of the Private 


Secretary to the Secretary of State 


for Dominion Affairs. Copies have 


also heen sent to the Prime 


Minister and to Lorn Halifax. 


Dominions Office, Downing Street, S.W.I. 
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DECIPHER TELEGRAM PROM THE UNITED KINGDOM HIGH COMMISSIONER 


IN NEW ZEALAND. 
Dated 14th June. Received in the Dominions Office 

at 2 . 5 1 p.m. on 14th June, 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 


No. 2 1 8 . Most secret and personal. Your telegram 
of 14th June - Circular Z 1 0 8 . Prime Minister sends the 
following message to the Prime Minister begins. I am 
most grateful for your full message and am in entire 
agreement with the terms of your message to M, Reynaud. 
I am at once sending message to him on the lines suggested 
and, your message having now been published, am immediately 
issuing it to the press. Ends. 

My immediately following telegram contains text of 


the message which the Prime Minister is telegraphing 


direct to M. Reynaud en clair. 






COPY OP CIRCULAR CYPHER TELEGRAM SENT TO THE UNITED KINGDOM 

HIGH COMMISSIONERS IN CANADA, COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, 

NEW ZEALAND AND UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA. 


Sent 5.0 a.m., 14th. June, 1940. 


Most Immediate Circular Z. No. 108 


Most Secret and Personal 


Please convey following message from -rime Minister 

immediately to Prime Minister. Begins. 


The Foreign Secretary and I saw Reynaud this 

afternoon (Thursday) at Tours. Reynaud said French armies 

were at last gasp and Weygand said that he felt that it 

would very soon he necessary to plead for an armistice in 

order to save the soil and structure of France. If France 

was to continue it was imperative to have proof that United 

States would come in with sufficient speed. 


Reynaud then referred to the message which he had 

sent to Roosevelt on June 10th. (You v/ill have seen this 

in the Press: it was pixblished at Roosevelt's suggestion 

and lloosevelt' s speech of thay day was not in fact an 

answer to it.) Reynaud thought that Roosevelt"s speechofL 

June 10th was encouraging and he said that he proposed to 

send a further appeal to Roosevelt saying that the Allied 

cause lay in America's hands. Reynaud added that he felt 

that he could not carry his Government with him in continuing 

the struggle unless Roosevelt's reply to this appeal 

conveyed a firm assurance of immediate aid, though h$ did 

not mean by this an expeditionary force. He said that the 

French Council of Ministers had instructed him to enquire 

what our attitude would be should the v/orst come, and he,, 

therefore asked me x?hether we would admit that France having 

done all she could, might enter into a separate peace. 


I said $nat it was still our one thought to 

destroy Ilitlerism. There would be no reproaches but we 

could not consent to France making a separate peace. 

The first thing was for Reynaud to put the position 

squarely to Roosevelt ;and then await his answer. 


I returned to London this evening (Thursday). 


Meanwhile Reynaud sent the appeal to Roosevelt 

which he contemplated. (You \vill have heard this broadcast). 

This was crossed by a very remarkable message from Roosevelt, 

the terms of which are as follows. Message begins. 


Your message of June 10 has moved me very deeply. 

As I have already stated to you and to Mr. Churchill 

this Government is doing everything in its power to 

make available to the Allied Governments the material \ 

they so urgently require and our efforts to do still 

more are being redoubled. This is so because of our 

faith in and our support of the ideals for which the 

Allies are fighting. 


The magnificent resistance of the French and British 

armies has profoundly impressed the American people. 


I am personally particularly impressed by your 

declaration that France will continue to fight on 


behalf 






"behalf of Democracy even if it means slow withdrawal, 

even to North. Africa and the Atlantic. It is most 

important to remember that the French and British fleets 

continue mastery of the Atlantic and other oceansj also 

to remember that vital materials from the outside world 

are necessary toraainiaan all armies. 


I am also greatly heartened by what Prime Minister 

Ohurchill said a few days ago about the continued 

resistance ofthe British Empire and that determination 

would seem to apply equally to the great French Empire 

all w er the v/orld. Naval power in world affairs still 

carries the lessons of history, as Admiral Darlan well 

knows. 


Message ends. 


We read this as an invitation to France to continue. 

Roosevelt of course is not able to declare war without the 

assent of Congress but hie message goes to the very edge of 

such a step and seems to me to give the assurance which 

Reynaud required. 


We are accordingly sending a message to Reynaud 

in the f o 11 owing terms 


Message begins. 


In this solemn hour for the British and French 

nations and for the cause of freedom and Democracy 

to which they have vowed themselves His Majesty5 s 

Government desire to pay to the Government of the 

French Republic the tribute which is due to the 

heroic fortitude and constancy of the French.armies 

331 battle against enormous odds. Their effort is 

worthy of the most glorious traditions of France and 

has inflicted deep and long-lasting injury upon the 

enemyfs sti'ength. Great Britain will continue to give 

the utmost aid in her power. We take this opportunity 

of Disclaiming the indissoluble union of our two 

peopleB and of our two Empires. We cannot measure the 

various forms of tribulation which will fall upon our 

peoples in the near future. We are sure that the 

ordeal "by fire will only fuse them together into one 

unconquerable whole. Ww renew to the French Republic 

our pledge and resolve to continue the struggle at 

all oosts in France, in this Island, upon the oceans, 

and in the air, wherever it may lead us, using ail our 

resources to the utmost limit and sharing together 

the burden of repairing the ravages of war. We 


shall 






shall never turn from the conflict until France 

stands safe and erect in all her grandeurs until 

the wronged and enslaved States and peoples have 

heen liberated and until civilisation is freed 

from the nightmare of Nazidom. That this day will 

dawn we are more sure than ever. It may dawn 

sooner than we now have the right to expect. 


Message ends. 


I hope that Reynaud will now be prepared to carry 

out the intention which he expressed to us. 


,Ve are confident that you will be In full 

agreement with the tenor our assurances in the above message 

to Reynaud, more than ever now that Roosevelt has committed 

himself, as we think he has., in his reply to Reynaud quoted 

above. If you feel as we do, we earnestly hope that you will 

feel able to make a public declaration to French Government on 

the lines of our message set out above at the earliest possible 

moment and issue it to the Press as soon as our message is 

published. We regard this as a matter of very great 

Urgency and importance, 


I may add that we ARC urging the publication of 
Roosevelt's message, which in any case stands on record, but 
that we have not yet received his consent. 

S3 icis * 
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THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the 


Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, 


was anxious to carry out the operation of setting 


fire to the Black Forest. It was reliably reported 


that the Forest was being used for the concealment 


of ammunition dumps, troop concentrations and other 


military objectives,, Before the war the operation 


had been regarded as of somewhat doubtful legality 


in International Law. In present circumstances he 


felt no doubt that the time had now come to undertake 


it0 There was also the consideration that the 


weather might break in the near future and would 


hinder the success of the operation, for which dry 


windy v/eather would be the most favourable. 


The view was generally expressed that 


this operation which would have as its objectives, 


military targets in the Forest, was clearly 


justifiable. 


The War Cabinet 


Authorised the carrying out of 

the operation as soon as possible 

if conditions remained favourable. 
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WESTERN FRONT. THE PRIME MINISTER said that while every effort 

should he made to keep alive French resistance, so long 


(Previous as it continued, by the despatch of fresh troops, we 

Reference: must now go ahead with the wholesale withdrawal of our 

W.M. (40)165th Lines of Communication personnel at the bases. The 

Conclusions, indications were that the Germans were preparing to 

Minute 3.) attack Le Mans and advance towards Nantes. If the 


French defence should crumble, our position there would 

be serious. The situation would require to be very 

carefully watched. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that General Brooke proposed to retire on the Cherbourg 

Peninsula, rather than to attempt to hold a bridgehead 

in Brittany. Reconnaissance had shown that a defensive 

line could be formed on a front of not more than 20 

miles, with better chances of success than in Brittany. 


As regards the withdrawal of material and 

personnel from the bases, arrangements were in hand for 

large quantities of ammunition and stores to be with
drawn as rapidly as circumstances permitted. A priority 

list had been drawn up for the removal of the most 

important items of fighting equipment, including rifles 

and Bren guns, and the numbers of personnel (now about 

90,000) would be reduced so far as possible. It would, 

however, be necessary to maintain for the present such 

troops as were required for loading and local guards. 

General Brooke had been instructed to continue with the 

withdrawal of men and material, and it would be 

impressed upon him that there should be no slowing up 

of the measures already in hand, since it was possible 

that ho might not have ten days to complete the 

operation. 


THE PRIME MINISTER asked that he should be 

furnished with a priority list of the material which 

was being withdrawn, and a time-table of the plans for 

the evacuation of material and personnel. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF asked for authority 

to take similar action in regard to British Air Forces 

in France, by moving back to the ports all such 

personnel and stores as were not required for the 

actual operation of the squadrons. 






The War Cabinet agreed:

(l) That the reinforcement of the British 

Expeditionary Force with two Divisions 

must proceed for the present in accord
ance with existing plans, but that the 

position should be watched from day to 

day: 


( 2 )	 That a start should at once be made 
with the withdrawal of military stores 
from the lines of communication from 
Rennes to St. Nazaire, giving priority 
to fighting equipment and stores: 

(3) That a start should also be made with 

the withdrawal of base personnel, in 

so far as these wore not required, for 

the removal of stores: 


(4) That the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff should submit to the Prime Minister 
a plan and time-table of the measures 
authorised in ( 2 ) and (3), showing the 
priorities of units and of stores: 

(5) That the Chief of the Air Staff should 

have authority to withdraw to the ports 

forthwith all such personnel and equipment 

as wore not required for the actual 

operation of the squadrons now in France: 


(6) That a Staff study should be made for 

the creation of a bridgehead in the 

Cherbourg Peninsula. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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 THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 

messages had passed between the British Naval Liaison 

Officer in France and the Admiralty which had an 

important bearing on the French political reactions 

which might result from our decision to withdraw our 

forces from France. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF read the telegram 

from the British Naval Liaison Officer in France. This 

was to the effect that the French Government was at 

present extremely disorganised and that most of the 

Ministries were en route for Bordeaux, the only one 

remaining being the Admiralty, which was in good 

heart. In view of the possibility that a political 

decision might forestall arrangements which could be 

made to transfer French naval strength and material 

to the United Kingdom, immediate steps should be taken 

to communicate proposals to the French Admiralty for 

such a transfer; and, if possible, priority lists 

should be drawn up for this purposei Any encouraging 

advice to the French Admiralty would, in the opinion 

of the Liaison Office, be much appreCiatedi 


The Chief of Naval Staff read the reply 

which he had sent, and which was to the following 

effect. 


M. Reynaud had stated that it was the 

intention of the French Government to continue fighting, 

even if this entailed the withdrawal of the French 

Government to Africa. Meanwhile, General Weygand 

had reported that the military situation held out little 

hope of continued resistance, which would mean that 

events would move fast at Cherbourg and Brest. For 

this reason it was desirable, irrespective of the 

political situation, to take immediate action with a 

view to the transfer of the RICHELIEU and the JEAN BART 

to the United Kingdom, for which the Admiralty would 

be prepared to supply both escorts and tugs. Further
more, as the Germans would undoubtedly endeavour to 

obtain possession of the French Battle cruisers it 

was suggested that it would be a wise precaution to 

send these to Gibraltar at once, ostensibly to be in 

readiness to cover the transfer of French troops from 

French Atlantic ports to Morocco. Should it become 

necessary later to transfer other French ships to the 






United Kingdom, Admiral Darlan could be sure that they 

would receive a warm welcome and be given every 

facility. With this in view, it was suggested that 

all spare ammunition, torpedoes and other armament 

stores should be embarked forthwith, particularly 

from Brest and Cherbourg, for v/hich purpose the 

Admiralty would assist with ships. The British 

Naval Liaison Officer was instructed to use his 

discretion as to how much or how little of this 

message it would be desirable to convey to Admiral 

Darlan, He was to end with a personal message to 

Admiral Darlan and his Staff, assuring them of our 

admiration for their courage and determination and 

of the hope of our continued co-operation. 


The War Cabinet took note and 

approved of the action of the . 

Admiralty as reported above. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 

some 50 Northropp Bombers allocated to France were 

to be shipped on H.M.S. FURIOUS which was now on its 

way to Halifax. He asked if this arrangement should 

stand, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that a 

similar problem arose in the case of 4,000 French 

troops who were now on their way back from the Clyde 

to Brest, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that no immediate 

decision could be reached on these matters. The 

position might be clearer after the interview which 

he would be having later that day with General de 

Gaulle. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

suggested that, with events moving so fast in France, 

it was for consideration whether an invitation should 

not be extended to M. Reynaud through our Ambassador 

offering the French Government asylum in this country 

if they chose to accept it. 


There was general agreement that this 

proposal offered many advantages, and that it did not 

preclude the possibility that part of the French 

Government should be established, if necessary, in 

North Africa at the same time. 


The War Cabinet agreeds-


To invite the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to draft a telegram 

to our Ambassador in France for 

submission to the Prime Minister 

making an offer to M. Reynaud for 

the establishment of the French 

Government in this country if the 

situation in France should make 

this necessary. 


Later in the Meeting, the draft of this 

telegram was read out and approved. 






At the conclusion of the Meeting of the 

War Cabinet, the LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL 

referred to the message which had been issued early 

the previous morning, proclaiming the indissoluble 

union of the French and British peoples and of the 

French and British Empires. A Memorandum had since 

been handed to him, which he believed had also been 

shown to other Ministers in the War Cabinet which 

proposed a still greater degree of unity. 


The main points of the Memorandum were as 

follows:-


It was essential that 
(a)	 France should continue as a belligerent: 


(b)	 That French resources should be saved to 

continue the struggle elsewhere: 


(c)	 The United States of America should 

enter as a belligerent: 


(d)	 The Germans should be debarred from a 

successful invasion and occupation of 

this country. To achieve this, it was 

argued that the help of French resources 

in material and personnel was essential. 


To attain these objects, the indispensable 

conditions would be real unity between Great Britain 

and France, dramatically expressed, and fully 

realised by the two peoples. This too would appeal 

to the American people and make them realise that 

democracy could be preserved. 


The Lord President read to the War Cabinet 

extracts from the Memorandum. While there was 

much in the Memorandum with which he was in agreement, 

he thought that in certain places the Memorandum took 

too gloomy a view, and that in other passages it was 

perhaps somewhat misleading. 


The main point in the Memorandum on which he 

differed, was the suggestion that it would be possible 

to evacuate from France to this country considerable 

armed forces, complete with their equipment. Having 

regard to the present state of the military situation, 

and to our previous experiences, he gravely doubted 

whether it would be possible to bring any substantial 

force to this country complete with its equipment. 

Further, even if it was brought here, it was very 

difficult to see how it could be maintained. This 

applied both to the Army and to the Air Force. It 

must be remembered that we had no shortage of man-power 

in this country at the present time, and that our real 

difficulty was equipment. 


The proposals in the Memorandum in regard to 

the form of unity which was proposed between the two 

countries, namely, joint Parliaments and a joint 

Cabinet, did not seem to be very fully thought out. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that he agreed that 

there was no chance of the French armies on the eastern 

frontiers of France being transported across Prance and 

being evacuated. He agreed with the view that our 

growing forces in this country should suffice to 

resist invasion. 


He thought that it would be better that such 

French troops as could be got out of France should 

go to North Africa. 


The real question was, what action we could 

take to uphold the French. If means were found to 

prepare a statement as to the British and French unity, 

-in a dramatic form which would make a big appeal to 

the French, so much the better., 


As regards the form of Government, if the 

French came here it v/ould be possible to have frequent 

meetings of the Supreme War Council. This surely 

would meet the point which the authors of the Memorandum 

had in mind. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL pointed out.the 

difficulties of having any kind of joint Cabinet with 

the French, having regard to the position of the 

Dominions. He also thought that it might be worth 

while considering whether Mr. de Valera would be 

prepared to receive in Eire some of the Polish troops 

which had come back from Narvik. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that it 

was of the first importance to make sure that we kept 

the French Fleet., As regards the Air Force, although 

there would, no doubt, be grave difficulties in main
taining French squadrons, he would much prefer that all 

the available French aircraft were flown to this 

country rather than that they should fall into the 

hands of the Germans. If we could secure these 

objects by making a further declaration might it not 

be worth while to do so? 


In discussion it was pointed out that the 

declaration we had already made went very far, and 

that through the Supreme War Council we had the 

machinery for very close working between the two 

countries. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the main point 

was to secure the French Fleet. He thought that as 

soon as the French Government was established at 

Bordeaux it would be necessary for him, and one or two 

members of the War Cabinet, to fly over to Bordeaux. 

He would take opportunity of consultation with the 

French Ministers in regard to such vitally important 

matters as the French Fleet. 
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The War Cabinet met to consider a request 

which had been received from the French for the 

British Government's authorisation to enquire, 

through the United States Government, what armistice 

conditions would be offered to France by the enemy 

(vide Sir R. Campbell's telegrsm No.. 420 DIPP). . 


THE FIRST SEA LORD reported the present 

dispositions of the French Fleet and the arrangements 

which had already b een concerted with the French 

Admiralty with a view to safeguarding it. The 

Commander-in-Ghief, Mediterranean, had been 

instructed to try and keep with him the French ships 

now at Alexandria, consisting of one old battleship, 

two 8" cruisers, two 6" cruisers and some destroyers. 

The Force De Rade, consisting of two battle-cruisers 

and four 8" cruisers, was at Oran, together with 

two battleships. The other 8" cruisers were at 

Toulon. He had already communicated with Admiral 

Darlan regarding the two ships under construction, 

RICHELIEU at Brest and JEAN BART at St. Nazaire. 

RICHELIEU could get away from Brest at any time 

under her own steam. JEAN BART could only get 

away from St. Nazaire at certain states of the tide, 

and the earliest date would be the 20th June, but 

she would be able to move under her own power. 

Admiral 0dend'hal had informed him three or four 

days ago that in his opinion the crews of the French 

warships would be quite willing to bring their ships 

out to British ports, but was somewhat doubtful 

whether they would fight them if all resistance in 

France on land was at an end. 


Admiral Darlan would now be with the French 

Government at Bordeaux, where H.M.S. BERKELEY would 

very shortly be arriving, if she had not already 

reached it. She would be able to get right up to 

Bordeaux, close to the French Government, and thus 

be available for direct communication. 

H.M.S. ARETHUSA, which would be arriving next 

day, might not be able to get'right up the river 

to Bordeaux, but in this case H.M.S. BERKELEY 

would remain at Bordeaux for communication 

purposes. 






Prance1s 

request to 

be relieved 

from the 

undertaking 

not to 

egotiate 

separately. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the issue put to 

us hy M. Reynaud was a perfectly plain one. The French 

Government were insisting that before they left French 

soil they must at least find out what the enemy's terms 

for an armistice would he. This seemed to imply that 

there was some possibility that if the terms were too 

harsh, the French Government might be willing to carry 

on the struggle from outside France.. We had now to 

decide whether we should release them from their 

obligations to us not to enter into any discussion of 

terms. The question of their acceptance or refusal of 

such terms would arise later when the terms themselves 

were known. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that it 

was clear that there was no more hope that the French 

would maintain their resistance in France. Our 

objectives therefore must now be:

(i) To save the French Fleet, since if this fell 

into the hands of Germany, our position would 

very seriously deteriorate. 


(ii) To ensure that a French Government of some 

sort continued in being which would, at least 

nominally, carry on the war. 


As regards (ii), we were being asked not to 

raise objections to the French Government enquiring the 

terms of an armistice. If we did object, it was clear 

from Sir Ronald Campbell's telegrams that the present 

French Government would probably resign and their 

successors might be very much worse from our point of 

view. M. Reynaud had told the Ambassador that he could 

not guarantee that his successor would maintain the 

decision reached by the Council of Ministers that the 

surrender of the Fleet would be considered an unacceptable 

condition (Telegram No.422 DIPP from Bordeaux). Tnis 

was an argument which was very difficult to resist, 

and it seemed therefore that we had no choice but to 

consent to the French making enquiries. He thought, 

therefore, that we should inform the French that we v/ould 

not stand in the way of their making enquiries as to the 

terms of an armistice, but that we should insist that 

there would be no acceptance of the terms without prior 

consultation with us. In the meantime, we should take 

all possible steps to save from the wreck as much as 

possible that we required ourselves, and should renew 

our invitation to the French Government to take asylum 

with us. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL agreed that any organised 

resistance in France was now out of the question. The 

essential point was to secure the French Fleet. He 

doubted whether, even if the French Government moved 

out of the country, they would be able to take any very 

active part in the war. Obviously, they would be too 

susceptible to German blackmail in the form of severe 






pressure on the people who remained in Prance. 

Since, however, the present French Government was 

more likely than any other to refuse to surrender 

the Fleet to Germany, his own view was that we 

should consent to their request to be allowed to 

enquire the terms of an armistice. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

concurred with these views. It was clear from 

Sir Ronald Campbell's telegrams that if we refused 

our assent, M. Reynaud would be forced to resign 

and we should then be faced with the greater of two 

evils. As to President Roosevelt's position, he 

had gathered from hints dropped by Mr. Kennedy 

that the President, when pressed earlier to declare 

war had felt that, once he had taken that step, he 

would have played his last card and could do no 

more. He had therefore been keeping it in reserve 

for just such a situation as had now arisen. He 

wanted to be able to say to Hitler "The terms you 

offer to France are impossible. If you insist 

upon them, America will declare war". 


THE LORD PRLSIDENT OF THE COUNCIL agreed. 

President Roosevelt was keenly interested in the 

fate of the French Fleet. If Germany made the 

surrender of the Fleet a condition of the armistice, 

the President could threaten to declare war unless 

this condition was modified. If Hitler assented 

to this modification, £resident Roosevelt would 

still be able to keep in reserve the threat of war 

as his trump card. 


Some discussion followed on the wording of 

the terms of our consent to the French request and 

whether we should refuse to give our formal assent. 

It was suggested that a refusal of such formal assent 

might give M. Reynaud an excuse for resigning, and 

this it was most important to avoid. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that we should 

make it an absolute condition for the granting of 

our consent that the French Fleet should sail 

forthwith for British ports pending any discussion 

of armistice terms. We should add that until 

these terms were known, the further question of 

peace terms could not, of course, arise, but that in 

no circumstances whatsoever would the British 

Government participate in any negotiations for 

armistice or peace. He pointed out that it would 

be very dangerous to assent to the French request 

with the French Fleet in an indeterminate condition. 

It would be important also not to give any impression 

that by the mere resignation of M. Reynaud the 

French Government were cleared of their obligations 

to us. We had the most solemn treaty obligations 

by the French Government as a whole that neither 

party during the present war would either negotiate 

or conclude an armistice or treaty of peace except 

by mutual agreement. President Roosevelt should 

be sent a copy of our reply, and urged not to act as 

a mediator in any circumstances unless the safety 

of the French Fleet was previously secured.. 






General agreement was expressed with this view. 


In further discussion, the SECRETARY OP STATE FOR 

WAR drew the attention of the War Cabinet to paragraph 5 

of Sir Ronald Campbell's telegram No.422 DIPP, which 

reported M.' Mandel as having suggested that Great Britain 

would be entitled to point out to Prance that, in 

circumstances similar to those in which she now found 

herself, Poland, Norway and Holland had not in fact given 

up the struggle, and that Great Britain expected no less of 

Prance.' 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that it might be 

convenient if at this stage the War Cabinet were placed in 

possession of the views of the Service Ministers. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the First Lord of 

the Admiralty was unable to attend the present meeting, 

as he was in Scotland. The First Lord would undoubtedly 

wish to insist on the condition that while the French were 

making their inquiries, or contracting negotiations for an 

armistice, their Fleet should be away from France and in 

harbours where we could safeguard it. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR entirely agreed 

with the course proposed. Our right course was to demand 

from France what was essential (namely the talcing of steps 

to safeguard their Fleet), but no more than was essential. 

By so doing v/e should strengthen the hands of M. Mandel and 

the more resolute elements in France. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR also entirely 

concurred in the course proposed by the Prime Minister. 

He assumed that our message would confine itself to dealing 

with the actual French request, and would contain no hint 

or suggestion of the likelihood of peace negotiations between 

France and Germany." 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS agreed. 

Our message should be confined to the essential points, 

namely, (a) France (and not M. Reynaud or his Government) 

was pledged to make no separate peace; (b) we could only 

release France from this pledge, to the limited extent that 

the French Government now desired, if they would accept 

our stipulation about their Fleet. It was very undesirable 

for us to be led on to wider ground at the present juncture. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS fully 

agreed with the course of action proposed fay the Prime 

Minister. He was, however, a little anxious as to the time 

factor. He accepted the position that no prior consultation 

with the Dominions was practicable. He would inform them 

of the decision taken, and would add that His Majesty's 

Government in the United Kingdom were confident that the 

judgment of the Dominion Governments would coincide with 

their own. 






he French
j r Force,

THE HOME SECRETARY said that he was in 

Complete agreement with the clear and straightforward.... 

answer proposed by the Prime Minister-. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the view of 

the War Cabinet was now clear. We should send a 

brief message to the French Government which would 

make it clear that our Treaty was not v/ith M. Reynaud 

or any other individual Prime Minister but with France 

herself. We were prepared to release France from 

that Treaty to the limited extent necessary to allow 

of the enquiry as to Germany's armistice terms which 

the present French Cabinet wished to make, but only 

provided that the French Fleet was immediately ordered 

to sail for a British harbour. 


In. addition, we should have to see to it 

that there was no kind of suggestion that the United 

Kingdom had any part or lot in the enquiries or 

negotiations. These were initiated by France alone 

on her sole responsibility. 


Discussion ensued as to whether the French 

Government's intention was to invite President Roosevelt 

to act as a go-between? The view was expressed that 

if the French invoked President Roosevelt as an 

intermediary and he accepted that office, it would be 

easier for them to save their Fleet from Germany1s 

clutches. It was not, however, for us to make the 

suggestion that President Roosevelt should be asked 

to become the French Government' s channel of 

communications. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that one danger of 

invoking President Roosevelt was that he might give 

advice which was of application to the United Kingdom 

as well as to France. He might, for example, issue 

an appeal to all the belligerent Governments to call 

the war off. This might to some extent shake some 

sections of British public opinion, the whole of which 

was at present united and inflexible. At the 

present juncture all thoughts of coming to terms 

with the enemy must be dismissed so far as Britain 

was concerned. We were fighting for our lives and it 

was vital that we should allow no chink to appear in 

our armour. 


 In the course of discussion the CHIEF OF THE 

 AIR STAFF suggested that the reply to the French 


should also include a proposal for the custody of the 

French Air Force, particularly their Fighter Force 
the proposal being put not as a condition but as a 

requesti French aircraft could be very easily flown 

to this country, 


THE PRIME MINISTER felt that, at the present 

moment, this would introduce a dangerous complication. 

Admiral Darlan, at the head of the French Fleet, had a 

far greater name and position than General Vuillemin, 

the head of the French Air Force. Moreover, the Air 

Force differed from the Navy in being an essential 

adjunct to the French Army, and it would therefore be 

difficult to argue that they should be separated at 

this juncture. The proposal was however one that 

might follow later. 






THE HOME SECRETARY said that he was in 

complete agreement with the clear and straightforward... 

answer proposed by the Prime Minister-. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the view of 

the War Cabinet was now clear. We should send a 

brief message to the French Government which would 

make it clear that our Treaty was not with M. Reynaud 

or any other individual Prime Minister but with France 

herself. We were prepared to release France from 

that Treaty to the limited extent necessary to allow 

of the enquiry as to Germany's armistice terms which 

the present French Cabinet wished to make, but only 

provided that the French Fleet was immediately ordered 

to sail for a British harbour. 


In addition, we should have to see to it 

that there was no kind of suggestion that the United 

Kingdom had any part or lot in the enquiries or 

negotiations. These were initiated by France alone 

on her sole responsibility. 


Discussion ensued as to whether the French 

Government's intention was to invite President Roosevelt 

to act as a go-between? The view was expressed that 

if the French invoked President Roosevelt as an 

intermediary and he accepted that office, it would be 

easier for them to save their Fleet from Germany's 

clutches. It was not, however, for us to make the 

suggestion that President Roosevelt should be asked 

to become the French Government1s channel of 

communications. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that one danger of 

invoking President Roosevelt was that he might give 

advice which was of application to the United Kingdom 

as well as to France. He might, for example, issue 

an appeal to all the belligerent Governments to call 

the war off. This might to some extent shake some 

sections of British public opinion, the whole of which 

was at present united and inflexible. At the 

present juncture all thoughts of coming to terms 

with the enemy must be dismissed so far as Britain 

was concerned. We were fighting for our lives and it 

was vital that we should allow no chink to appear in 

our armour. 


In the course of discussion the CHIEF OF THE 

AIR STAFF suggested that the reply to the French 

should also include a proposal for the custody of the 

French Air Force, particularly their Fighter Force 
the proposal being put not as a condition but as a 

request. French aircraft could be very easily flown 

to this country. 


THE PRIME MINISTER felt that, at the present 

moment, this would introduce a dangerous complication. 

Admiral Darlan, at the head of the French Fleet, had a 

far greater name and position than General Vuillemin, 

the head of the French Air Force. Moreover, the Air 

Force differed from the Navy in being an essential 

adjunct to the French Army, and it would therefore be 

difficult to argue that they should be separated at 

this juncture. The proposal was however one that 

might follow later. . 






THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought that 

if the French Government decided to establish itself 

in North Africa, it v/ould follow naturally that they 

should take the French Air Force with them. For the rest, 

he was opposed to complicating the issue by raising the 

question at this stage. 


There was general agreement that no reference 

should be made to the question of the French Air Force 

in the telegram. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read the draft of the 

telegram which he had prepared. 


This, after various minor alterations had 

been suggested, v/as approved by the War Cabinet. A copy of 

this telegram (No. 568 DIPP) is appended to this Annex' 

C AppendixI). 


In further discussion it v/as suggested that 

there were a number of subsidiary points which might 

suitably be embodied in a separate telegram to Sir 

Ronald Campbell. These incl\ided the following:

(i)	 That it v/as essential that we should again 

be consulted if and when terms were 

received by the French Government from 

the German Government. 


( ii)	 That the possibility of part of the French 

Air Force flying to North Africa or to this 

country should be borne in mind. 


(iii)	 That steps should be taken to ensure that 

Czech, Polish and Belgian forces now in 

France were not included in the terms of 

any armistice. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

was authorised to despatch a telegram including these 

points (No. 369 DIPP). 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

read the draft .of a telegram it was proposed to send 

to His Manesty's Ambassador at Washington, informing 

him of the reply that was being sent to the French 

Government. It was possible that the President might 

bo asked to take some part in the negotiations and it 

would be desirable for him to have the British point of 

view. 


THE PRIME MINISTER emphasised that the 

President must be clearly informed of the point we had 

made in our message to the French Government concerning 

the French Fleet. It should be made clear also that 

if the French Fleet were in our hands and the Germans 

made any threat to torture France in order to bring about 

the surrender of her Fleet, then the United States 

should play its trump card by threatening a declaration 

of war.. 


The Foreign Secretary was authorised to 
dispatch a telegram on the lines proposedo (No. 1133 
to Washington) ,. 





Aircraft and 

munition 

orders in the 

United States 

of America. 


General de 

Gaulle1 s 

Visit, 


In the course of the preceding discussion, 

the LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL read a telegram 

which had been received from New York addressed 

from Mr. Purvis (No. 183) - Appendix" II to this 

Annex. 


The Lord President of the Council said 

that it was of vital importance to ensure that there 

should be no stoppage of the manufacture of war 

material in the United States. He therefore 

suggested that a reply should immediately be sent 

to Mr. Purvis giving him not only the authority for 

which he asked in his telegram^ but also authorising 

him to give assurances to American manufacturers, 

without waiting for assignments from the French, 

that if need be the British Government would take 

over all orders for war material which had been 

placed either for the French or for ourselves. 


This was agreed to. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ASftyreferring 

to General de Gaulle's visit, said that the General 

had come over mainly to discuss questions of 

material and evacuation of specialist personnel. 

He had agreed that all French material coming from 

the United States would be diverted to us. His 

request that we should take off some 4,000 German 

prisoners had been accepted, it being agreed that 

German pilots and officers should be taken first. 

General de Gaulle had also suggested that we should 

take some 30,000 French mechanics and up to 600,000 

armament craftsmen. Arrangements v/e re being made 

by the French to send over some quarter of a million 

recruits to North Africa for training. A very large 

quantity of shipping would be needed for their 

transportation. 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 






APPENDIX. .1. 


Cypher telegram to Sir R. Campbell (Bordeaux). 


Foreign Office, 16th June, 1940, 12.35 p.m. 


No. 368. BY TELEPHONE'; DIPP. 


MOST IMMEDIATE; 


Your telegram No. 422. 


You should deliver the following message 

which has been approved by the Cabinet to M. Reynaud. 

Begins; 


Our agreement forbidding separate negotiations, 

whether for armistice or peace was made with the French 

Republic and not with any particular French 

administration or statesman. It therefore involves 

the honour of France. Nevertheless provided, but 

only provided, that the French Fleet is sailed forth
with for British harbours pending negotiations, His 

Majesty's Government give their full consent to enquiry 

by the French Government to ascertain the terms of an 

armistice for France. His Majesty's Government being 

resolved to continue the war wholly exclude themselves 

from all part in the above mentioned enquiry concerning 

an armistice. Ends. 






APPENDIX II. 


Decypher. Mr. Haggard (New York). 

15th June, 1940. 


D. 5.53 p.m. 1'5th June, 1940.. 

R. 1.35 a.m. 16th June, 1940. 


No. 183. 


MOST IMMEDIATE. 


Following for Sir Horace Wilson from Arthur 

Purvis:-


Most Secret and urgent. Begins: 


Have been advised from usually reliable 

source that very serious situation may arise in the 

next few hours which would require instant action 

to protect British interests. 


1. Under new aeroplane programme contracts have 

in some cases been signed by French Purchasing 

Commission covering equipment which is applicable to 

British as well as to French portions. This 

condition may also apply in the case of certain 

other munitions orders. 


2. There also arises the question as to 

whether Britain will wish to take over the orders 

for French portion of the new aeroplane programme and 

similar munitions deals where material would be of 

use to the British. I suggest that you send 

immediate authority to be used only if the eventuality 

arises permitting Sir Henry Self and myself to act 

jointly where in our discretion it seems necessary 

(a) to obtain assignments from the French to cover 

items in category (l) above, (b) to re-make contracts 

with the suppliers or to obtain assignments where 

possible for French portion of orders. 
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THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that he 

assumed that bombing targets in Prance were no longer 

selected on the advice of the French. Had our bombing 

policy been reviewed in the light of recent events, and 

v/ere marshalling yards still profitable targets? 


THE VICE-CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that 

bombing programmes had recently been reviewed. As a 

short-term measure, attacks were now being directed 

against German aerodromes and aircraft industry, in 

order to reduce the scale of attack on this country.. 

The Germans were using aerodromes in Northern France
as starting-places for attacks on this country. 

Re-fuelling and servicing facilities were inadequate on 

these advanced aerodromes, and congestion of aircraft 

was apt to occur late in the day, which afforded very 

profitable targets. 


As a second priority, attacks were being 

continued on oil targets and communications, particu
larly marshalling yards, having regard to the effect 

of these attacks in dislocating industry. There was 

also the consideration that marshalling yards were 

relatively easy to identify, and were therefore given 

as alternative targets. 


In reply to a question, the Vice-Chief of the 

Air Staff said that attempts would be made to interfere 

with the installation of heavy guns reported to be in 

process of erection near Cap Grisnez. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

asked whether the Chiefs of Staff would consider what 


 action could be taken to maintain bombing attacks on 

 Italy. Reports showed that Italian morale was low. 


 If the French Colonial Empire remained in the war, 

would it be possible to bomb Italy from aircraft based 

on North Africa? Italy was a weak point in the Axis, 

and it would be wise to concentrate on her. It was very 

desirable to strike at Italy herself, as public opinion 

would not be much affected by air action on Libya. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL suggested that the R.A.P. 

servicing personnel and equipment, and the anti-aircraft 

guns from the South of France, might be transported 

to North Africa to form advanced bases there. 






THE VICE-CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF aaid that the 

Chiefs of Staff would, certainly exanine how bombardment 

of Italy could bo continued. Air bombardment of 

Northern Italy could be carried out from Algeria. 

Bombing squadrons located in North Africa could not, of 

course, be recalled to this country as easily as the 

squadrons located in the South of France. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that heavy 

bombers based on Tunis would be exposed to undue risk, 

although such risks would be reduced if French fighter 

aircraft became available. It might be possible to 

maintain squadrons established in North Africa with 

American aircraft flown in from Casablanca. If attacks 

on Italy herself could not be carried out, there would 

be considerable advantage in hitting hard at Libya and 

Abyssinia.. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD gave the following 

information regarding the present dispositions of the 

French and British Fleets:-


French ships. 


(i) RICHELIEU, the most powerful battleship 

afloat in the world today, had sailed 

with a full crew and ammunition for 

Dakar, where she was expected to arrive 

very shortly0 She was not yet worked up, 

but all her armament was complete. 


(ii) JEAN BART, the other modern battleship, 

was proceeding to Casablanca, where she 

would shortly arrive. She was not complete 

and probably had no fighting value at 

all at present. 


(iii) The two battle-cruisers DUNKIRK and 

STRASBOURG were at Oran. 


(iv) Of the French 8" cruisers, part were at 

Toulon. Two were at Alexandria with 

the British Fleet and v/ere to have sailed 

in company with them for operations in the 

Mediterranean early this morning. This 

operation had, however, been cancelled in 

order that the two French cruisers might 

be kept safe in harbour under control of 

the British Fleet. 


British Ships. 


(v) H.M.S. HOOD, H. M.S. ARK ROYAL and four 

destroyers v/ere now some 200 miles west 

of Gibraltar, The destroyers v/ould have 

to come i,n there to refuel, and H, M. S. HOOD 

would probably have to do the same 

before moving down to the Dakar area, 


(vi) H.M.S. RESOLUTION and H.M.S.	 DORSETSHIRE 

were at Gibraltar and had been ordered to 

raise steam. Six destroyers at Gibraltar 

had also been ordered to immediate 

readiness. 


A signal had just been received from the 

British Naval Liaison Officer at Blzerta stating that 

information had been received from a French source that 

a committee of four Admirals including Admiral 

Abrial and Admiral Estave.had been appointed 






by Admiral Darlan to take charge in the event of 

his not being permitted to continue to function, 

These Admirals had been enjoined by Admiral 

Darlan to carry out his original orders that the 

Fleet was to fight to a finish; that the 

defended ports v/ere to be held against the 

enemy; and that the fleet v/as not to accept 

any orders from a foreign Government. 


T r E FIRST SEA LORD expressed the view 

that this information was in accordance with 

Admiral Darlanfs previous assurances and showed 

that he had taken all possible steps to safeguard 

our interests. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that in a matter 

so vital to the safety of the whole British 

Empire we could not afford to rely on the word of 

Admiral Darlan. However good his intentions might 

be, he might be forced to resign and his place 

taken by another Minister v/ho would not shrink from 

betraying us. The most important thing to do v/as 

to make certain of the two modern battleships 

RICHELIEU and JEAN BART. If these fell into the 

hands.-of the Germans, they would have a very 

formidable line of battle when the BISMARCK was 

commissioned next August-, Against these fast and 

powerful ships v/e should'only have NELSON, RODNEY 

and the older battleships like VALIANTo STRASBOURG 

and DUNKIRK would certainly be a great nuisance if 

they fell into the hands of the enemy, but it was 

the two modern ships which might alter the whole 

course of the war. Oran v/as a strongly defended' 

harbour and it would be very difficult to sink the 

two battle-cruisers behind such strong defences,. 

It was most unfortunate that we had not been able 

to catch them at sea. He enquired v/hat action 

could be taken to make sure of RICHELIEU and 

JEAN BART. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that Dakar, where 

RICHELIEU would be, was a strongly defended harbour 

covered by 9.4" guns and v/ith all its defences 

modernised. The defences of Casablanca were weak., 

but there would not be room to use torpedo planes 

against a ship in the harbour. Bombardment by 

ships5 guns v/ould be difficult, since the ship 

would be protected on one side by the mole. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that at all costs 

RICHELIEU and JEAN BART, particularly the former, 

must not be allowed to get loose. It would have 

been better if v/e could have put our own ships 

alongside them on the high seas in order to open 

a parley with their captains, but this must now be 

done when the ships were in harbourc A strong force 

must be"sent and RICHELIEU should be dealt with 

first. If the captains refused to parley, they 

must be treated as traitors to the Allied cause,, The 

ships mighv- have to be bombed by aircraft from 

ARK ROYAL or they must be mined into their harbours 

and nava J. forces stationed outside to prevent the 

minefields, being swept up. In no circumstances 

whateCover must these ships be allowed to escape. 


THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION suggested 

that an appeal should be sent immediately to 

Admiral Darlan asking him to send a personal order 

to the shipsf captains to sail their ships to 

British ports. 






THE PRIME MINISTER doubted whether this 

would be of much use,., Admiral Darlan would neve;:.- be 

allowed by the present French Government to despatch 

such a message. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

thought that we should exhaust every means of persuasion 

before using force.. He therefore suggested that at 

this stage we should concentrate all our efforts on 

making the parleys a success0 We should select as our 

envoy for these a naval counterpart of General de Gaulle. 

Concurrently we should foster the sympathy for the 

Allies which we had reason to believe now existed in the 

French Navy by feeding it with the right kind of 

propaganda, 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed but stressed that we 

must at all times keep in view our main object, which 

was that in no circumstances must we run the mortal r-is^ 

of allowing these ships to fall into the hands of the 

enemy0 Rather than that, we should have to fight and 

sink them, 


THE FIRST SEA LORD pointed out that whatever 

proposals we might make in our parleys, the Captains 

of the ships would inevitably refer them to Admiral 

Estava at Oran, with whom the ships were in wireless 

communication,. No French Captain would act on his 

own responsibility in such a matter. It was, therein e., 

of paramount importance to send some one to Admiral 

Estavay who was in command of all the French naval 

forces in the Mediterranean, If we were successful 

in winning him to our side, we might get r.ot only he 

RICHELIEU and the JEAN EART but also the battle-cruisers. 

He (the First Sea Lord) knew Admiral Estava well as a 

man of high principles and a determined character who 

could be trusted. He was also one of the quadrumvirate 

nominated by Admiral Darlan, 


We could either fly someone out to Oram or 

convey a message to Admiral Estava through the Naval 

Liaison Officer at Oran, 


THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION was of the opinion 

that we would be wrong to place too much faith in the 

good intentions of Admiral Estava. He would take his 

orders from the Minister of Marine whoever he might be 

Our object should be to foment a revolt against this 

c 


authority, and there was no time to be lost. 


THE PRIME MINISTER considered that we should 

address our appeals both to Admiral Estava and to the 

French Captains. At the same time we should take every 

step to keep a close watch on the French ships, 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL thought that in fostering 

the spirit of revolt it would pay us to aim first at the 

defection of the higher officers and only come down the 

scale when we had failed at the top, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES said 

that his contacts in France had convinced him that there 

was still a tremendous spirit and will to fight which was 

only waiting for the opportunity to express itself, 


THE SECRETrJRY OF STATE FOR AIR suggested that 

the best moment to make our appeal would be when the 

Italian terms were presented. 






In the course of further discussion, it 

was suggested that the Admiralty should consider 

whether it would he desirable to send a message 

to Admiral Cunningham, instructing him to use 

all possible persuasion to ensure that the French 

ships in the Eastern Mediterranean remained true 

to the Allied Cause. 


A telegram was also read out from the 

Naval Officer at Arcachon, to the effect that 

he feared that he would be faced with a dilemma 

in which he ould have to choose between 

(a)	 failing to take steps to make 

certain that the demolitions 

were carried out; or 


(b)	 taking high-handed action which 

might spoil our chances of 

getting hold of the French 

Fleet o 


The War Cabinet agreed that instructions 

should be sent to him that if faced with this 

choice, he should act as at (a). 


The War Cabinet agreed 


(1). With a view to the vital need for obtaining 

control of the French Navy, the following 

action should be taken immediately:
(a) A further appeal should be addressed to 


Admiral Darlan in the form of personal 

messages from the First Lord and the 

First Sea Lord. 


/The terms of these messages were 

settled in the course of the Meeting./7 


(b) Simultaneously an appeal should be made 

to Admiral Estava at Oran. 

It was proposed that this appeal should be 

made by the Vice Chief of Naval Staff, 

who should fly out at once,, It was also 

proposed that Lord Lloyd should 

accompany the Vice Chief of Naval 

Staff on his visit to 0ran  Besides 
o


providing valuable support in connection 

with the discussion in regard to the 

Fleet, Lord Lloyd might later proceed 






fcj tf 


to Tunis, and, possibly Syria, with a 

view to stiffening French resistance in 

these Colonies, 


Note: Subsequent to the above decision 

having been reached, confirmation 

was received that the French had 

signed an armistice. Accordingly 

after the Meeting, the Prime 

Minister, in consultation with the 

Foreign Secretary, decided that it
would be wiser that the visit of 

Lord Lloyd and the Vice Chief of 

Naval Staff to Oran should be 

postponed for, say, 24 hours, 

pending information as to how the 

situation was developing. 


(c)	 The Admiralty should assume responsibility 

for making sure that the French battleshipc 

RICHELIEU and JEAN BART did not leave the 

ports of Dakar and Casablanca respectively,, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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Richmond Terrace, S.V/.1. 
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PRANCE. THE FIRST SEA LORD gave the following 

information as to the present position with regard to 


The French the French Fleet:-

Fleet. 


Portsmouth. 

(Previous 

Reference: (1) A French Admiral had appeared at Portsmouth 

W.M.(40) 177th on the previous day, and after some discussion 

Conclusions, with the Commander-in-Chief, had finally 

Minute 4.) assented to the French ships now at 


Portsmouth and Southampton remaining there. 

A message had just come in from the 

Commander-in-Chief, however, that the 

morale of the French crews was deteriorating 

rapidly and it was doubtful whether their 

officers would be able to hold the position. 

The Commander-in-Chief urged that all the 

crews should be removed and sent back to 

France, with the exception of any who 

expressed a wish to stay and fight on our 

side. He suggested that this would make 

things easier for the French, who would be 

entitled to say to the Germane that they 

had had to give way to force majeure. 


Plymouth. 


(2) 	 The attitude of the French Admiral at 

Plymouth had been very satisfactory, and he 

had expressed a wish to take his ships out 

on patrol. This would certainly have been 

desirable in order to prevent the morale of 

the crews deteriorating through lying idle 

in harbour. Admiral Odend'hal, however, 

who had been consulted, had sent instructions 

that they were not to proceed to sea. 


Eastern Mediterranean. 


(5)	 The Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, had 

had a long discussion with Admiral Godefroi, 

who at the time had not received officially 

either the terms of the armistice, or any 

instructions from Admiral Darlan. Admiral 

Godefroi was all for continuing to fight, 






but realised that he would he placed in a 

very difficult position if he received 

direct orders to the contrary from the 

French Admiralty. In these circumstances 

the Commander-in-Chief had decided not to 

carry out the operation in conjunction with 

the French ships which had previously teen 

arranged hut temporarily postponed. 


A further telegram had now been received 

from the Commander-in-Chief to the effect 

that Admiral Godefroi had received 

instructions from the French Admiralty to 

cease all operations against the enemy and 

to take his ships to French ports in North 

Africa. The Commander-in-Chief had added 

that the French ships would not be allowed 

to leave Alexandria in any circumstances. 


Or an. 

(4)	 Information had been received from the 


British Naval Liaison Officer that Admiral 

Darlan's orders to Admiral Estava were 

that the French ships must in no circum
stances fall into German or Italian hands, 

but that they must remain in French ports. 

In the last resort they were to be scuttled. 

It seemed probable that Admiral Estava 

would obey any orders issued by the French 

Admiralty, short of handing over the ships 

to the enemy. The British Admiral at 

Gibraltar had "been instructed to proceed 

to Oran and make contact with Admiral 

Estava and the Admiral commanding Force 

de Rade. Admiral Estava, however, had 

gone on to Bizerta, and in view of the 

information received from the British Naval 

Liaison Officer it did not seem that any 

useful purpose would be served by following 

him up. Accordingly the British Admiral 

had been told not to go on to Bizerta, but 

to see the Admiral commanding the Force de 

Rade, and also to obtain full information 

as to the berthing positions of the French 

ships, in case it might be necessary to 

take drastic action against them. 


West Africa. 


(5)	 The Commanding Officer of H..M.S. WATCHMAN 

which had been sent down to watch JEAN BART 

at Casablanca, reported that the senior 

officers were apathetic, but there was a good 

spirit among the more junior officers. He 

thought that it might be possible to 

persuade some part of the crews to come with 

their ships to British ports. 
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The senior naval officer at Dakar reported 

that after a consultation between the Consul and the 

British Liaison Officers ashore, the French Admiral 

had seen the Governor-General, hut had been unable to 

persuade him to accept the British offer contained 

in Foreign Office Telegram No. 32 Circular. The 

Consul-General, who had also seen the Governor, had 

been no more successful. The attitude of the 

Captain, of RICHELIEU was one of deep depression and 

anxiety; The position was very delicate, and the 

only hope seemed to be a pronouncement from some form 

of recognised government in North Africa. 


It had been ascertained that RICHELIEU had 

only anti-aircraft ammunition on board and that the 

main armament was incomplete. H.M.S. DORSETSHIRE 

would therefore be able to deal with her quite easily 

in case of necessity. 


The War Cabinet reached no final 
decision as to the action to be taken in 
regard to the French Fleet generally; 
The general view was that we should do 
all we could to get hold of the four 
big ships, RICHELIEU, JEAN BARTi DUNKIRK 
and STRASBURG. It we could not get 
them into our possession, we should make 
sure that they were scuttled. 
As to the crews, the best plan would 

probably be to follow the recommendation 

of the Commander-in-Chief Portsmouth, 

as a general policy. No reliance 

could possibly be placed upon them, in 

view of the known Communist tendency of 

the French Navy before the war. 


The only immediate action called for 

was for the First Sea Lord to inform 

the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, 

that his intention to ensure that the 

French ships now at Alexandria did not 

escape from British control was approved. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD said that H.M.S. WATCHMAN 

reported that the situation at Casablanca was 

deteriorating. The senior officers were quite ready 

to demilitarise their ships, though many of the junior 

officers would he prepared to refuse to comply with 

the order if they were given any chance to do so. 

The French Admiral in the port, was evidently suspicious 

of the presence of H,M 3S. WATCHMAN, but it had been 

explained to him that her presence was necessary to 

provide communication with our representatives there. 

The Admiral, in conversation, had said that he would 

take orders only from the legal Government of France. 

He had also expressed the opinion that Spain was a 

greater danger than Germany,, 


The French Admirals at Portsmouth and 

Plymouth respectively were coming up to London, 

presumably to see Admiral Odend^alo The Commander
in-Chief at Portsmouth reported that the discipline 

of the French crews seemed to be deteriorating, and 

suggested taking action to remove some essential part 

of the propelling machinery of the larger ships. The 

senior naval officer at Falmouth had already taken such 

action in the case of the numerous smaller French 

vessels in the harbour, and the French crews had given 

no trouble about it. French officers who had heen 

dining in the naval barracks at Portsmouth had shown 

themselves quite ignorant of the true position 

regarding the Bordeaux Government. The Commanders-in-

Chief both at Portsmouth and Plymouth were firmly of 

the opinion that if we applied force majeure and 

offered at the same time to repatriate all the ships' 

crews, the French would make no resistance. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had just had 

some discussion with those who had been closely 

connected recently with General de Gaulle, including 

Sir R. Vansittart and General Spears. It had been 

suggested that the British declaration^ following on 

General de Gaulle' s broadcast, had gone too far, in that 

it implied an intention to sever relations with the 

Bordeaux Government. The declaration, had not, however, 

gone as far as this0 But in any event those present 

at he discussion had agreed that we could not draw 

back. The waverers would be influenced only by strong 
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action on our part. If we hesitated, they would 

give way all along the line. If they had no 

stomach for continuing, they would find plenty of 

other pretexts for withdrawing. In these 

circumstances, it would he best to continue to 

express our sympathy and to avoid recriminations, 

hut to act solely in accordance with the dictates 

of our own safety. 


He (the Prime Minister) agreed with this 

line, which he proposed to take in a statement to 

he made in Parliament. We could not he expected 

to release ships, aircraft and gold, all of which 

would he afterwards turned against us hy the enemy. 


A long discussion followed as to the action 

we should take to secure the French warships. The 

principal points made were as follows:

(l)	 Whatever assurances the French might have 

received from the Germans, we could not 

prevent the enemy obtaining possession of 

the ships unless they were either scuttled 

or taken in possession hy us. It would be 

a great temptation to Germany to use some 

pretext of non-fulfilment of the terms of 

the armistice to seize the ships when they 

came into ports under German or Italian 

control, to he demilitarisedo Moreover, 

the terms of Article 8 of the armistice 

left it open to the Germans to take as much 

as they wanted of the French Fleet for 

"coast surveillance and mine-sweeping". Ho 

reliance whatever could be placed upon the 

safeguards in this Article. The best hope 

thereforelay in a French Government being set 

up in North Africa, whose orders French 

Officers might be prepared to accept. But 

the prospects of this were none to bright. 

If we were to stop the ships being handed 

over, we shoxild have to act quickly. 


(2)	 The only ships which we had actually under 

our control at present were those at 

Alexandria and in harbours in the United 

Kingdom. RICHELIEU and JEAN BART were 

being closely watched and should give no 

trouble. There remained, however, several 

destroyers, some cruisers, 90 submarines and 

the whole of Force de Rade, consisting of 

2 battle-cruisers and 4 cruisers. All the 

submarines still in French hands were at 

various places in the Mediterranean. 

Unfortunately, it was the least valuable 

part of the Fleet (apart from the two 

modern battleships) which was under our 

control. 


(3)	 It might be a wise move to remove the crews 

from all the small ships at Falmouth and 

Southampton and repatriate them under as 

. pleasant conditions as possible. A few of 

them could be sent round to the larger French 

ships in home waters in the hope that they 

v/ould persuade their comrades to accept 

repatriation. Even action on these lines, 

however, would amount to a virtual act of 

war, and it would be open to Admiral Darlan 

to say that, in these circumstances, he could 

not be expected to fulfil his previous 






assurances to us that no ships would, he 

allowed to fall into enemy hands intact. 


(4)	 Admiral Estava had made two points clear:
(i) He would obey the orders of his 


Government, subject only to the 

proviso that 

(ii) He would not hand over French 

ships intact to the Germans. 


If we seized any of the French ships, and 

the German Government in consscuence 

demanded that all the others sheaid- be 
handed over intact for use against us,, 

Admiral Estava might feel that our use of 

force had released him from his obligation. 


(5)	 The attitude of the Admiral commanding the 

Force de Rade had been that he would 

obey the orders of the Constitutional 

Government of France so long as one 

existed. If there were no Government 

he would continue to fight on our side 

on his own responsibility. This 

assurance, however, was of no value to 

us, since the Bordeaux Government was 

at present the only Government in France. 


(6)	 The morale of Force de Rade was 

comparatively high, and it was unlikely 

that the Admiral would be bluffed. If 

DUNKERQUE and STRASBOURG had to be 

tackled by force, it would be a difficult 

proposition. The harbour defences at 

Oran were powerful, and owing to the 

position of the ships, they could not be 

torpedoed from the air in harbour. 


(7)	 The EMILE BERTIN with £60,000,000 of gold 

on board was of very great importance. 

We did not want this ship scuttled and all 

the gold lost to us. She was expected in 

Martinique' at noon on the 25th. H.M.S'. 

FIJI had been ordered to Martinique - a 

faster ship than H.M.S. DUNEDIN - but she 

would not arrive until late on the 26th 

June; before she could cross the Atlantic 

she would probably have to re-fuel. 


(8)	 Prom the broad point of view, the use of 

force against the French ships, which 

would necessarily involve casualties to 

the crews, was to be avoided. It was 

suggested, therefore, that we should 

allow the French ships to move to their 

rendezvous as ordered by the French 

Government, but should maintain forces 

watching them all the time. 






(9) Broadly, there were two alternatives open to 

us. The first was to take immediate action 

to ensure that the main units of the French 

Fleet did not fall into the hands of the 

enemy, If necessary, we should not 

scruple to use force to secure this end. 

The second was that we should allow the 

ships of the French Fleet to go to the 

ports of rendezvous laid down, and to watch 

events closely, heing prepared to take 

action at once if we saw any risk that the 

ships would fall into German hands. 


(10)	 It was necessary to act promptly, since 

six hours after the terms of an armistice 

had heen agreed to between France and 

Italy, the Germans would start to give 

effect to the armistice conditions. They 

might at once fly over personnel to the 

North African French ports.. 


(ll) We might make a formal communication to the 

French Government that it was clear that 

there was a grave risk of the French ships 

falling into German hands and that this 

was a risk which we could not accept. We 

should therefore demand that the ships should 

be scuttled within a time to be specified; 

otherwise we should be forced to take action 

by force against them. Such an ultimatum 

might be coupled with the removal of all 

French crews from ships under our control. 


(12)	 On receipt of such an ultimatum, some of the 

French ships now in harbour might put to 

sea. This would be to our advantage 

since it would be much easier to deal with 

them there than if they were in harbour 

under the protection of their own guns. 

It was not to be expected that the French 

crews would put up any very serious 

resistance in any case. 


(13)	 As regards French warships now in British 

ports, the position would be that we should 

hold these ships for the war. The 

crews of these vessels should be allowed 

to return to France without their arms and 

equipment hy any convenient means that 

presented itself. Similar action would 

naturally be taken with regard to any 

French naval vessels that fell into our 

hands on the High Seas. 


The War Cabinets

(i)	 Invited the prime Minister and 

the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to draft an 

ultimatum to the French 

Government on the lines proposed 

at "X" above. 






Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 


(ii) Invited the First Lord of the 

Admiralty to arrange for a" naval 

staff appreciation to he prepared as 

to the action which would he 

involved if it was found necessary 

to take action hy force against 

French warships not at present 

under our control * 


(iii) In this connection the First Lord 

of the Admiralty would consider 

what changes in fleet dispositions 

might he immediately required. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD gave the War Cabinet a 

resume of the Naval Staff appreciation asked for by 

the War Cabinet at their meeting at 6.0 p.m. He 

said that as soon as we made any attempt to take over 

or sink units of the French Fleet, the crews of the 

remaining ships would probably become actively hostile, 

thus reducing our chances of securing more than a small 

part of the Fleet. In addition the Germans would at 

once take more stringent measures to get possession of 

the remaining ships. 


The Naval Staff had considered whether, if the 
use of force became necessary, it would be better to 
attempt to seize the French submarines or the capital 
ships. If the submarines fell into German or Italian 
hands, it would be some time before they could be S 
brought into use against us and we could route our 
trade so that these submarines could only he brought to 
bear in northern waters. Moreover, it was only 
possible to use a limited number of submarines in a 
given area and this access of strength would not at 
once materially benefit the enemy. 

If the capital ships fell into enemy hands, 

it would be some 2 months before the Germans could 

efficiently employ them and some 3 months before the 

Italians could do so. It was anticipated that Italy 

would, in a few months' time, have 5 or 6 capital ships 

of her own and, if 2 French ships were to be added to 

this fleet, we should find ourselves unable to leave our 

Fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean and should need to 

augment our force at Gibraltar in order to keep this 

Italian Fleet within Mediterranean waters. If Spain 

were to become actively hostile, capital ships would 

be needed for convoy purposes and, under these 

conditions, we should be unable to maintain effective 

control of the western exits from the Mediterranean. 

If a choice had to be made, it would therefore be 

better to eliminate the French capital ships rather than 

the submarineSo 


The most important units to be eliminated 

were the battle cruisers DUNKERQUE and STRASBOURG 

which, together with 2 other capital ships, some 

21 destroyers and an unknown number of submarines, 

were reported to be in a new harbour not far from 

Oran. They were under the protection of 6-inch 

shore batteries. The British forces available to 

deal with the Force de Rade, as this French squadron 

was termed, consisted of HOOD, RESOLUTION and ARK ROYAL; 






:	 MI 
bombing attacks but not torpedo attacks could..be 

carried out in the harbour by aircraft from the carrier.. 

The only real chance of success lay in a surprise 

attack carried out at dawn and without any form of 

prior notification. The operation might well result 

in the loss or partial disablement of both our battle
ships, and we should then, in consequence, be badly 

handicapped in dealing with the RICHELIEU and JEAN BART. 


The First Sea Lord went on to say that the 

probable loss of our 2 ships seemed a heavy price to 

pay for the elimination or partial elimination of 

Force de Rade. Admiral Darlan and other French 

Admirals had maintained the consistent attitude that 

in no circumstances would the French Fleet be 

surrendered, and it would seem more likely that we 

should achieve our object by trusting in these 

assurances, rather than by attempting to eliminate units 

of the French Fleet by force. He did not therefore 

recommend the proposed operation. 


In the discussion which ensued, the following 

points were rnade:

(i)	 If the operation were to have any chance at 

all of success, it must be carried out as a 

surprise and no notification whatever should 

be given to the French Government or other 

French authorities. 


(ii)	 If the operation were to result in the loss 

or disablement of 2 of our capital ships, we 

should be in danger of losing our command of 

the Western Mediterranean. 


(iii)	 The possibility that the Italian Fleet might 

present itself off Oran in order to take 

delivery of the French squadron should not be 

ruled oat. 


(iv)	 The decision to order the destruction of 

people who had only 48 hours before been 

Allies would be hard to make. If French 

sailors were to be killed in action with the 

British Fleet, the French and German 

Governments would declare that England was 

making war on France and the sympathy of 

the entire French Empire would probably be 

lost to us. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the ships that 

mattered most were the JEAN BART and RICHELIEU which 

were at present unarmed and should prlve easy to secure 

once they left the shelter of the French ports. An 

operation to destroy the Force de Rade would undoubtedly 

prove very costly and might not be successful. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

handedrcunda draft communication to the French Govern
ment, demanding that steps should be taken forthwith 

to sink those vessels of the French Fleet which might be 

in danger of falling into the hands of the enemy. 


Considerable discussion took place on this 

draft. Two revised drafts were drawn up and circulated. 






In the course of this discussion, the LORD 

PRIVY SEAL pointed out that emphasis should, he placed 

on the illusory nature of the German pledge that they 

had no intention of using units of the French Fleet 

for their own purposes. The Armistice could be 

denounced at any time by the German Government on the 

pretext that any of its terms had been infringed. 


THE LORD PidSSIDENT OF THE COUNCIL pointed 

out that under the formula in Article 8 of the 

Armistice terms which gave the German Government the 

right to make claims on the French Fleet for the 

purpose of surveillance of the French coasts or mine
sweeping, the latter would be able to make use of 

naval vessels for other purposes. 


THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION drew attention 

to the message reported to have been received by 

Sir Dudley North to the effect that Admiral Darlan had 

given explicit assurances that in no circumstances 

would the French Government hand over their Fleet 

intact. It was pointed out that this was tantamount 

to an admission that the French Government had 

decided to break the terms of the Armistice as soon 

as they had signed them. Admiral Darlan's dilemma 

was that he had either to break faith with us or to 

expose himself to the charge that he had deliberately 

entered into an engagement which he had no intention 

of fulfilling. This, it was pointed out, was what 

the German Government had done on the conclusion of 

the Armistice in 1918. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that too much weight 

could not be attached to these private messages. 

The situation had to be faced in the light of public 

documents and in view of the terms of the Armistice 

to which the Bordeaux Government had agreed. The 

covert suggestion that the French authorities might 

scuttle their ships could not be relied on. It must 

be remembered that the protection given by the 

Armistice did not necessarily apply to the peace 

terms, although it might be expected that the peace 

terms would be framed on the basis of the Armistice. 

Once the German occupation of French territory was 

complete, and the French Government were entirely at 

their mercy, there was nothing to prevent Germany 

from imposing peace terms more onerous than those to 

which the French had agreed for the purpose of the 

Armistice. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY urged that 

the communication to the Government at Bordeaux should 

not be sent if there was any idea of carrying out the 

cutting out operation at Oran, for which a surprise 

attack was essential 


Discussion ensued as to the action to be 

taken in regard to French naval units at Southampton, 

Portsmouth and Plymouth. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 

arrangements had been made that all these ships should 
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be detained for at least another 24 hours. It might 

be necessary to remove the crews from the vessels in 

Southampton Water, but he did not think that such 

action would be necessary at the other ports. 


The War Cabinet:
(1)	 Took note that steps would be taken 


to continue to detain French Naval 

units in British ports. The First 

Lord of the Admiralty was authorised, 

if necessary, to remove the crews frorr 

the vessels in Southampton Water. 

This step would not however be taken 

for the present if it could be 

avoided. 


(2)	 Deferred a decision as to the action 

to be taken in regard to French naval 

units generally, other than those in 

British control, until it was seen 

how the situation developed in the 

light of the Franco-Italian Armistice 

terms. (This decision does not, Of 

-ourse, affect the decisions already 

given as regards (a) the EMILE BERTIF 

and the BEARN, and (h) the French 

ships in the Eastern Mediterranean.) 


(3)	 Decided to give further consideration 

on the following day to the 

communication to the French Govern
ment which had been drafted in the 

course of the Meeting. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
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(25th June, 1940 - 6 p.m.) 


The ifer Cabinet were informed that the RICHELIEU 

had sailed from Dakar at 2.15 p.m. that afternoon. 


PRANCE. 
 After consideration of the various 

alternative courses, the War Cabinet:-
The French 


Fleet. 


Authorised the Admiralty to take the 
(Previous 
 best measures in their power to capture 
Reference: 
 the RICHELIEU, and also the JEAN BART 
W.M.(40) 181st 
 if she should put to sea. Every step 
Conclusions, 
 should be taken to avoid bloodshed, 
Minute 13. ) 
 and no more force should be used than 

was necessary. No communication 

should be made to the French Government 

until the operation had been completed. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1 
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(June 26th, 1940s 11.30 a.m.) 


PRANCE. THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that the 

RICHELIEU had left Dakar at 2*15 the previous 


The French 	 afternoon. At that time the DORSETSHIRE had still 

Fleet. 	 been on her voyage South to Dakar. The two vessels 


ought to have met about midnight, but no signal 

confirming this hac been received. The HOOD and 


(Previous the ARK ROYAL vere proceeding to the Canaries,

Reference: while the VALIANT with two Cruisers had been sent 

W.M.(40) 182nd down to a point West of the coast of Spain. 

Conclusions,

Minute 2.) It had been necessary to send immediate orders 


for the interception of the RICHELIEU, and in the 

time available it had not been possible to consult 

the Foreign Office. 


The Chief of the Naval Staff read the text of 

the orders which had been issued for the intercep
tion and capture of the RICHELIEU .. 


These orders met with approval, hut subject to 

the point that it would be preferable to bring the 

RICHELIEU into a UoK. port and not into Gibraltar, 

on account of Spanish susceptibilities. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

suggested that it would be desirable to amplify the 

message to be conveyed to the Captain of the 

RICHELIEU by a statement to the effect that His 

Majesty's Government had, of course, complete faith 

in the assurances given by Admiral Darlan that he 

had no intention of allowing the ship to fall into 

the hands of the enemy. Under the terms of the 

armistice which had been signed, however, everything

depended on the good faith of Germany and Italy. 

We could place no trust in their good faith. We 

should, of course, be ready to discuss the matter 

with the Bordeaux Government, and we should be glad 

if they could satisfy us that there was no danger 

that units of the French Navy v/ould fall into 

German hands . 


The question was raised whether we should 

undertake to hand back the RICHELIEU to France 

at the end of the war. The view taken was that it 

would be better not to raise this issue, but to 

take the line that we were temporarily detaining

the vessel until we were satisfied that she could 

not be used against us. 






THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF referred to the 

position at Oran  He thought that, in view of the 
c


terms of the armistice between France and Italy, 

there was now a grave risk that the DUNKERQJUE and 

the STRASBOURG would proceed to a French or Italian 

port on the North coast of the Mediterranean. Two 

British submarines from the Eastern Mediterranean 

had been ordered to proceed to Malta with a view to 

taking up station outside Oran. The question arose 

whether these two submarines should merely report 

the movements of the STRASBOURG and the DUNKERQUE, 

or whether they should be ordered to take action 

against thenu 


The War Cabinet:-
(l) Invited the Admiralty to consult with 


the Foreign Office in regard to the 

further instructions to be sent to the 

Vice-Admiral of the ARK ROYAL on the 

lines indicated by the Foreign Secretary: 


(2) Deferred to the ensuing day the orders 

to be given to the two submarines which 

were proceeding from the Eastern Medit
erranean to ta,ke station outside Oran. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1 
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(27th June, 1940, 12.0 noon.) 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the 

RICHELIEU had been located hy aircraft of H.M.S. 

DORSETSHIRE. The aircraft had later had to make a 

forced landing, but the DORSETSHIRE had got in 

contact with the RICHELIEU at 3 p.m. the previous 

afternoon. At that moment, however, the RICHELIEU 

had altered course 180 o and returned to Dakar, under 

orders from the French Admiral at Dakar. 


The HERMES, ALBATROSS, and two British 

armed merchant cruisers were in Dakar. The French 

Admiral at that port had said that it was contrary to 

the terms of the armistice for them to stay there, and 

had asked them to leave the port. 


It was suggested that the reply to this 

request might be that we wished to be assured that 

no German or Italian ships would be allowed to use 

the port, and to await a reply to this enquiry before 

our ships left. Even if they had to leave, we 

should still keep a ship cruising up and down outside. 


The WATCHMAN was still at Casablanca, and 

the JEAN BART had not left this port. 


The French submarine NARWHAL had arrived 

off Malta and hadputinto harbour on the pretext that 

she required repairs. She was now in dockyard hands. 


Another French submarine RUBIS which had 

been engaged in minelaying off the Norwegian coast 

under our orders was now returning to Dundee. 


The real question at issue was what to do 

as regards the French ships at Oran. One course 

would be at once to mine them in with magnetic mines, 

informing them that we were adopting this course. If 

this was to be done at once, it could only be done by aircraft 

fnomthis country, which, would havo to land, ssay, in Tunisia 

when the operations had been completed. If we were 

prepared to wait three days, the operation could be 

carried out by aircraft from the ARK ROYAL. 






By the 3rd July it v/ould be possible for a 

British Fleet comprising the HOOD, the NELSON, the 

VALIANT, the RESOLUTION and the ARK ROYAL to arrive 

outside Oran. This v/ould be a far stronger force 

than the French Fleet. On arriving off the port 

the following courses would be open to us;

(l) We could demand that the ships should 

be demilitarised under our control; 


(2) We could ask the French ships to come 

to sea and proceed to British ports; 


(3) We could say that unless the ships had 

been sunk within three hours, we should 

bombard them. 


Another possibility was that we should 

leave tvw submarines outside the port, 

with orders to sink the ships if they 

came out. 


The position of the ships in the harbour 

was explained. It v/as believed that they were 

moored v/ith their sterns to the breakwater, so 

that they could not fire out to sea. 


In discussion, the view was expressed 

that it was? most important to take action to ensure 

that the French Fleet could not be used against us. 

Public opinion was strongly insistent that we 

should take action on the lines of the measures 

taken at Copenhagen against the Danish Fleet. 


In this connection, however, the references 

v/hich were now appearing in the Press, as to measures 

which might be taken against the French Fleet, 

were greatly to be deprecated, and instructions 

should be sent to ensure that this matter was not 

discussed in the Press. 


THE PRIME MINISTER summed up the discussion 

as' follows: He thought that the War Cabinet 

approved in principle that the operation proposed 

should take place on the 3rd July. It might be 

combined with further operations in the Mediterranean, 

or v/ith operations designed to s ecure the RICHELIEU 

and the JEAN BART. 


The possibility that we might offer the 

French to agree to the ships being interned in 

American ports was also mentioned. This would 

require consideration from the political point of 

view. Meanwhile, plans for the operation should 

be drawn up, and should be considered later at a 

Meeting of the Ministers directly concerned, with 

their Advisers. 


He was opposed to using aircraft based 

in this country to carry out magnetic mine-laying 

as he did not think it likely that the French ships 

would leave Oran immediately. 






At the end of the discussion THE CHIEF OF 

NAVAL STAFF stated that a message had just been 

received from the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, 

to the effect that Admiral Godfroy now took the 

view that he must obey the orders of his Government 

and cease fighting. The Commander-in-Chief, 

Mediterranean, would, of course, not allow the French 

ships in the Eastern Mediterranean to pass out of our 

control. 


- The War Cabinet:
(l) Approved in principle the operation 


on the lines indicated by the Prime 

Minister at "X" above, and invited 

the First Lord of the Admiralty and 

the Chief of Naval Staff to arrange 

for the planning of the operation 

to he taken in hand at once. A 

report should he made at a Meeting of 

Ministers directly affected, under 

the Chairmanship of the Prime 

Minister, at which any detailed 

points involved could be settled. 

The proposal to lay magnetic mines 

forthwith hy aircraft from the 

United Kingdom was however not 

approved. 


(2) Agreed that instructions should be 

sent to the Ministry of Information 

that there should be no discussion 

in the Press in regard to possible 

measures by this country against 

the French Fleet. The reason to 

be given for this direction should 

be that discussion of such measures 

might have an unfavourable reaction 

in French circles which we hoped to 

rally to our side. 


(3) Agreed that a temporizing answer 

should be given to the request that 

our ships should leave Dakar. This 

answer should ask for assurances 

that German and Italian vessels 

would not be allowed to use the port. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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FRANCE o ' THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that a communication had been received 

French Fleet. through Mo Cambon from the Bordeaux' Government 
asking with all urgency that the instructions which 


(Previous we had issued to the Commander-in-Chief, 

Reference: Mediterranean, should he revoked and that the French 

W.M. (40) 184th ships at Alexandria should be permitted to obey 

Conclusions, their orders to leave the harbour for French ports. 

Minute 5. ) 
 THE FIRST SEA LORD said that Admiral 


Odend'hal had conveyed to him a message from 

Admiral^Darlan complaining of our action in holding 

up the French ships at Alexandria and in the United 

Kingdom, We had asked Admiral Odend'hal to 

represent to Admiral Darlan that it was essential 

that we should have officially the terms of the 

armistice which had been negotiated with Germany 

and Italy,: We were by no means satisfied that the 

French ships v/ould be permitted to remain in 

French colonial ports as the French seemed to think. 

He had also told Admiral Odend'hal quite bluntly 

that if the French ships under our control tried 

to get away we should fire on them. Admiral Darlan 

should realise that the only hope of France's 

resurrection lay in a British victory^ and he should 

not allow any niceties of procedure at this time 

to jeopardise the success of our effortsi 


The War Cabinet -


Invited the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs to reply to 

the representations of the French 

Embassy on the same lines as the 

First Eea Lord's reply to Admiral 

Darlan0 


Richmond Terrace., S.W0l
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(29th June, 1940 - 10.0 a.m.) 


FRANCE.. THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that a 

message had heen received from the Commander-in-Chief, 


The French South Atlantic, in which he reported that he had heen 

Fl eet.. handed a written statement by the French Admiral at 


Dakar. This statement referred to instructions which 

(Previous had heen issued to the French Admiral "as a result of 

Reference: the restraint placed hy the British on certain French 

W.M.(40) 185th warships", to prevent British warships from communicating 

Conclusions, with the shore, or obtaining supplies at Dakar. As a 

Minute 7.) result of these instructions, it had been necessary for 


K.M.S. DORSETSHIRE to go to Freetown to refuel. 


Similar instructions had been received from 

Admiral Darlan by the French Admiral at Martinique, 

who had also been told that the French ships should be 

prepared to resist attack by British ships. It could 

be assumed that similar instructions would have been 

received at Oran and other French Colonial ports. 


The War Cabinet were informed that the Naval 

Staff were at work on plans for action at Oran. Admiral 

Somerville, who was on his way out to the Mediterranean 

in H.M.S. ARETHUSA, had been asked for his views. The 

draft instructions to Admiral Somerville would be 

submitted to the War Cabinet for approval. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL assumed 

that the plans would not exclude the chance of effecting 

the capture of the ships. There was perhaps a remote 

possibility of action by junior officers. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

stressed the value of obtaining contact with the ships* 

companies if this was at all possible. 


THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION suggested that it 

might be worth while considering the possibility of 

dropping leaflets on the French ships * 


THE FIRST LORD said that the Minister of 

Aircraft Production was extremely anxious to obtain the 

aircraft which had been unloaded from the carrier BEARN 

at Guadaloupe. In view of other impending action, 

however, it had been thought unwise to attempt any 

action in this respect at the moment. 






H.M.S.. FIJI was on her way to Guadeloupe 

to shadow the aircraft carrier BEARN and the cruiser 

JEANNE D"ARC. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that the Under-Seeretary of State in the State 

Department at Washington had said that in the view of 

the American Government, the surrender of the French 

Fleet was the most degrading surrender in history. 

The United States Government had heen given most 

explicit -undertakings that the Fleet would not he 

surrendered. It seemed safe to assume that any 

action which we might take in respect of the French 

Fleet would he applauded in the United States. 


The War Cabinet took note of 

these statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S..W.1. 
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(30th June, 1940 - 7.0 p 0 m 0 ) 


THE PRIME MINISTER reminded his colleagues 

that the date on which the proposed operation in 

regard to the French Fleet at Oran could take place 

depended on whether H.M.S. NELSON was to take part 

in the operation, If it was decided to wait until 

H.M.S. NELSON could reach the Western Mediterranean, 

the operation could not take place until the 5th July;


If it was decided not to wait for the NELSON, the 

operation could take place two days earlier. 


The Prime Minister said that the question 

whether the NELSON should he used in this operation 

depended in part upon the position in Home Waters. 

He had given considerable attention in the last two 

days to the state of our defences against invasion. 

The Prime Minister gave some details of the discussions 

which he had had on this matter in the previous two 

days. He had reached the conclusion that it would be 

wiser to keep H.M.S. NELSON in Home Waters rather than 

to send her to the Western Mediterranean. This meant 

that the operation at Oran could take place on the 

3rd July. On the whole, the sooner this operation 

was carried out the better. 


The War Cabinet expressed general agreement 

with this view0 


Discussion ensued on the importance of 

taking steps to ensure that the statement which we 

should make to the French naval authorities at Oran 

would become known to the ships companies. The 

possibility of dropping leaflets had been considered. 

The Minister of Information was invited to consider 

whether it v/ould be possible to broadcast a message on 

a wavelength which would be picked up hy the crews of 

the French men-of-war at 0ran 
o 


The operation at Oran should be contempora
neous in regard to action with other French men-of-war. 

Thus steps should be taken to establish full control 

of all the French men-of-war in this country. Action 

should also be taken in regard to the EMILE BERTIN, and 

in regard to the ships under Admiral G-odfroy in the 

Eastern Mediterranean. 






The action we v/ere ahout to take would he 

enhanced if, before the operation v/as undertaken, 

a communication were handed to the French Admiral 

at Oran on behalf of His Majesty's Government, 

making clear our determination to continue the 

war against Germany, and making the point that the 

interests of France, no less than those of this 

country, depended on our victory. 


The War Cabinet:
(l)	 Took note of the suggestion 


that the operation in regard 

to the French Fleet at Oran 

should take place on the 3rd July. 


(2)	 Invited the Minister of Information 

to enquire into the possibility of 

broadcasting a message which would 

be picked up by the crews of the 

French men-of-war at Oran. 


(3)	 Took note that the Prime Minister 

would prepare a draft of a 

communication to be made on behalf 

of His Majesty's Government to the 

French Admiral at Oran before the 

operation was undertaken. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W . 1 . 
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(30th June, 1940 - 7.0 p.m,) 


POLISH AND THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

BELGIAN drew attention to telegram No. 15 from the Consul 

GOLD, General at Dakar reporting that £13 millions of 


Polish and £45 millions of Belgian gold had arrived 

(Previous at Dakar on the 28th June on the auxiliary cruiser 

Reference: VICTOR SCHOELCHERo 

WoM. (40) 185th 

Conclusions, The Polish Government had invited us to 

Minute 6.) take steps to help them to recover the gold. But 


it was generally agreed that our intervention in the 

matter, at any rate at this stage, was unlikely to 

he helpful. 


The War Cahinet agreed as follows:
(1)	 The Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs would 

encourage the Polish Government 

to ask the French Government to 

arrange for the Polish gold to he 

shipped to the United States of 

America or, failing the United States, 

to Martinique, 


(2)	 The Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs would approach the Belgian 

Ambassador and suggest that he 

should give instructions in the 

same sense as regards the Belgian 

gold, 


(3)	 If the French authorities agreed to 

ship the gold across the Atlantic, 

it would be open to us, if so 

requested by the Polish and Belgian 

Governments, to take steps to 

ensure that it reached a safe 

destination 



